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Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

#   

0D/1D/2D/3D - Zero/one/two/three 

dimensional 

(100)/(111) - Miller indices for 

orientation of crystal 

faces 

<100>/<111> - Miller indices for crystal 

direction 

4PP - Four point probe 

   

A   
α [-] Constant / exponent 

α0 [-] Absorption coefficient 

AC [m2] (Solar) cell area 

AG [µm2] Gate electrode contact 

area 

Am [%] Metallized area 

a-Si - Amorphous (Si) 

Ag - Silver 

AgnoG - Low glass amount 

containing Ag paste 

AgPb(Te) - (Te and) Pb containing 

Ag paste 

AgTe(,exp) - (Experimental) Te 

containing Ag paste 

Al - Aluminum 

Al2O3 - Stoichiometric aluminum 

oxide 

ALD - Atomic layer deposition 

AlOx - Aluminum oxide i.e., 

Alumina 

AM - Air mass 

APCVD - Atmospheric pressure 

chemical vapor 

deposition 

Ar - Argon 

ARC - Anti-reflective coating 

   

B   
b [-] Constant / exponent 

bSi-N [cm-3] Si-N bond density 

bN [-] Normalized molecular 

bond density 

B - Boron 

Bf - Bi-facial 

BCl3 - Boron trichloride 

BGN - Band gap narrowing 

BHF - Buffered hydrofluoric 

acid 

BO - Boron oxygen 

BRL - Boron-rich layer 

BSF - Back surface field 

Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

BSG - Boron silicate glass 

BBr3 - Boron tri-bromide 

B2H6 - Diborane 

   

C   

C [nF/cm2] Capacitance 

C - Carbon 

c%.B2H6 [%] Relative B2H6 

concentration in B2H6:H2 

Cacc [nF/cm2] Capacitance 

(accumulation state of 

semiconductor) 

cB [cm-3] Boron doping 

concentration 

cBSG [%at] Boron concentration in 

BSG 

CD(x,t) [cm-3] Dopant concentration 

CDr1/2 [cm-3] Dopant concentration 

constant 

CFB(,theo) [nF/cm2] (Theoretical) flat-band 

state capacity 

cH [%at] Hydrogen concentration 

CH2O [%at] H2O concentration 

cICP-OES [cm-3] Boron concentration, 

ICP-OES 

cO [cm-3] Oxygen concentration 

COX [nF/cm2] Oxide capacitance 

cP [cm-3] Phosphorous doping 

concentration 

cPSG [%at] Phosphorous 

concentration in PSG 

CS(t) [cm-3] Dopant surface 

concentration 

CS,FB [nF/cm2] Flat-band state 

capacitance in 

semiconductor 

cSi [cm-3] Si concentration 

c-Si - (Mono-)crystalline (Si) 

CB - Conduction band 

CE - Coulomb enhancement 

CH3COOH - Acetic acid 

CO - Carbon monoxide 

CO - Chemically grown oxide 

CO2 - Carbon dioxide 

ctg [%wt] Boron content, gas 

weighed 

ctg.m [%wt] Boron content, gas and 

mass weighed 

ctICP-OES [%wt] Boron content, ICP-OES 

Cu - Copper 

CV - Capacitance voltage 

(measurement) 
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Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

CVD - Chemical vapor 

deposition 

Cz(-Si) - Czochralski grown (Si) 

   

D   

EG [eV] Energy shift, due to BGN 

n (=p) [cm-3] (Average) excess charge 

carrier density 

 [Ω-1m-1] Photo-conductivity 

d [nm] Film thickness 

da [pm] Atom distance 

 

dA [min] Annealing duration 

de [s] Etch duration 

dOX [nm] Oxide thickness 

dt [min] (Treatment) duration 

D [µm] Depth (doped region i.e., 

emitter) 

D [µm] Etch depth 

D0 [µm] Threshold depth in 

context of P diffusivity 

DA [µm2] Ablated area 

DD(,eff)(C,T) [cm2/s] (Effective) diffusion 

coefficient 

Dit [cm-3] Interface defect density 

Dn/p [cm2s-1] Minority carrier 

diffusivity 

DH2O [nm] H2O penetration depth 

Dp [m] Penetration depth 

DCE - 1,2-dichlorethane 

dE [J] Internal energy change 

dF [J] Free energy change 

DHF - Diluted HF 

DI - Deionized 

dN [-] Particle number change 

dQ [C] Charge change 

   

E   

0 [F/m] Vacuum permittivity / 

electric constant 

OX [-] Relative electrical 

permittivity of oxide 

s [-] Relative electrical 

permittivity of 

semiconductor 

 [%] (Solar cell) efficiency 

n/p [J] Electrochemical 

potential of e-/h+ 

e(-) - Electron 

E [eV] Energy 

E⃗  - Electric field 

Ea [eV] Activation energy 

EA,D [eV] Energy level of 

acceptor/donor dopant 

type 

Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

EC [eV] Conduction band energy 

level 

Ed [eV] Defect formation energy 

EF(,i) [eV] Fermi energy level (in 

intrinsic state of 

semiconductor) 

EFC [eV] QFL for CB 

EFV [eV] QFL for VB 

EГ1/2 [eV] Direct band gap energy 

EG [eV] Band gap energy (of 

semiconductor) 

EQG [eV] Band gap energy with 

QFL splitting 

EV [eV] Valence band energy 

level 

e-beam - Electron beam 

ECV - Electro-chemical voltage 

(measurement) 

EDX - Energy dispersive X-ray 

(detector) 

EEB - Emitter etch back 

EFG - Edge-defined film-fed 

growth 

EPI - Epitaxial growth 

EQE [%] External quantum 

efficiency 

   

F   

e [J] Electrical potential 

m [eV] Work function of metal 

S [eV] ‘Work function’ of 

semiconductor 

F - Fluor 

F(1/2) [J/cm2] Fluence 

Fav [J/cm2] Average fluence 

Fmax [J/cm2] Maximum fluence 

Fmo [J/cm2] Melting fluence 

fO2 [slm] Oxygen flow rate 

Fth [J/cm2] Threshold fluence 

Fe - Iron 

FE - Field effect 

FF [%] Fill factor 

FIB - Focused ion beam 

FS - Front side 

FSF - Front surface field 

fsq - Full-square 

FTIR - Fourier-transform 

infrared (spectroscopy) 

FZ(-Si) - Float-Zone grown (Si) 

   

G   

BGN [-] BGN factor 

DEG [-] Degeneration factor 

g - Global 

G(av) [s-1] (Average) generation 

rate 
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Abbreviation 
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Unit Definition/Description 

GD-OES - Glow discharge - optical 

emission spectroscopy 

   

H   

h(+) - Hole (defect electron) 

hI [mm] Ingot height 

H - Hydrogen 

H2O - Water 

H2O2 - Hydrogen peroxide 

H2SiF6 - Hexafluorosilicic acid 

H2SO4 - Sulfuric acid 

HCl - Hydrochloride acid 

hf - High frequency 

HF - Hydrofluoric acid 

Hg - Mercury (quicksilver) 

HNO3 - Nitric acid 

HP - High-performance 

HT - High-temperature 

HTGF - High total gas flow 

   

I   

iVOC [mV] Implied VOC 

I [a.u.] FTIR signal intensity / 

absorbance 

I [A] Current 

I(V) [A] Current (-voltage curve) 

of diode 

I0 [A] Recombination current 

Im [A] Current at MPP 

IN [-] Normalized FTIR peak 

area 

Iph [A] Photo(-generated) 

current 

Ir(,0) [W/m2/nm] (Initial) Irradiance / 

radiation intensity 

IS [-] Scaled FTIR peak area 

ISC [A] Short circuit current 

IBC - Interdigitated back 

contact (solar cell type) 

ICP - Inductively coupled 

plasma 

ICP-PECVD - Inductively coupled 

plasma - PECVD 

ICP-OES - Inductively coupled 

plasma - optical 

emission spectroscopy  

in-lens - SE detector close to e-

beam 

IQE [%] Internal quantum 

efficiency 

IR - Infrared 

IV(-curve) - I(V) 

   

J   

j(Q,n/p)(V) [A/m2] (Charge) current density 

(of e-/h+) 

Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

j0 [A/cm²] Reverse-bias current 

density (cf. jrec) 

j0e [fA/cm2] Emitter saturation 

current density 

j01/02 [A/cm2] 1st/2nd diode saturation 

current density 

JF [cm-2] (Flow) current in context 

of diffusion 

jrec [A/cm²] Recombination current 

density 

jSC [mA/cm2] Short circuit current 

density 

jSC,t [mA/cm2] Theoretical jSC 

   

K   

k [-] Extinction coefficient 

k⃗  - Wave vector 

kB [J/K] Boltzmann constant 

K [-] Constant 

KOH - Potassium hydroxide 

   

L   

 [nm] Wavelength 

L [m] Mean free path 

LD [m] Debye length 

LCO - Local/laser contact 

opening 

LED - Light emitting diode 

LeTID - Light and elevated 

temperature induced 

degradation 

lf - Low frequency 

LID - Light induced 

degradation 

LT - (Effective) lifetime 

LTGF - Low total gas flow 

   

M   

μ(n/p) [cm2V-1s-1] Mobility (of e-/h+) 

μc(,s/m) [J] Chemical potential (of 

semiconductor/metal) 

μmin/max/l [cm2V-1s-1] Mobility constants 

m [-] Natural number 

M - (Metal) impurity 

ma.Si [u] Atomic mass, Si 

ma.B [u] Atomic mass, Boron 

m*
e/h [kg] Effective mass of e-/h+ 

Mf - Mono-facial 

MSiO2 [g/mol] Molar mass, SiO2 

MSiOx:B [g/mol] Molar mass, SiOx:B 

mc(-Si) - Multi-crystalline (Si) 

MCD [cm-3] Minority carrier density 

MIS - Metal-insulator-

semiconductor 

(structure/contact) 
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Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

MOS - Metal-oxide-

semiconductor 

(structure/contact) 

MPP - Maximum power point 

   

N   

0 [eV] Diffusion barrier 

n [-] Refractive index 

n/n+/n++ - (Negative) doping 

polarity 

(base/high/higher doping 

concentration) 

N - Nitrogen 

n0 [cm-3] Equilibrium carrier 

density i.e., e- 

n1/2 [-] Ideality factor of 1st/2nd 

diode 

N2 - Nitrogen in molecular 

form 

N2O - Nitrous oxide 

ni(,eff) [cm-3] (Effective) intrinsic 

charge carrier 

concentration 

NA [mol-1] Avogadro constant 

NA,D [cm-3] Doping concentration of 

acceptor or donor (of 

semiconductor) 

NC,V [-] Density of states in 

CB/VB 

Nmax [cm-3] Maximum doping 

concentration 

ne [cm-3] Free carrier 

concentration i.e., e- 

nS [cm-3] Surface e- density 

NSurf [cm-3] Surface doping 

concentration 

NaNO2 - Sodium nitride 

NF3 - Nitrogen trifluoride 

NFT - Non-firing-through 

NH3 - Ammonia 

NH4F - Ammonium fluoride 

NO(x) - Nitrogen oxide 

ns- - nanosecond 

   

O   

0 [µm] Beam radius 

O - Oxygen 

O2 - Oxygen in molecular 

form 

O3 - Ozone 

Oi [cm-2] Interstitial oxide 

(concentration) 

   

   

   

   

   

Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

P   

p/p+/p++ - (Positive) doping polarity 

(base/high/higher doping 

concentration) 

p0 [cm-3] Equilibrium carrier 

density i.e., h+ 

P [W] Power 

P(V) [W] Power (-voltage curve) of 

diode 

pA [mbar] Annealing atmosphere 

pressure 

Pav [W] Average power 

pD [µm] Pitch 

Pin [W] Power, entering diode 

Pm [W] Power at MPP 

Pout [W] Power, exiting diode 

Pb - Lead 

PCD - Photo-conductance 

decay 

PDG - Phosphorous diffusion 

gettering 

PECVD - Plasma enhanced 

chemical vapor 

deposition 

PERC(+) - (Bi-facial) passivated 

emitter and rear cell 

PERT - Passivated emitter, (and) 

rear totally diffused 

PERx - Passivated emitter and 

rear type (solar cell 

family) 

PH3 - Phosphine 

PHOSTOP - P-FSF and rear local Al 

emitter (solar cell type) 

pl - planar 

PL - Photoluminescence 

POCl3 - Phosphorous oxy-

chloride 

poly(-Si) - Poly-crystalline (Si) 

PorSi - Porous Si 

PP - Parallel plate (PECVD) 

ps- - picosecond 

PSG - Phosphorous silicate 

glass 

PSi - Porous Si 

PVD - Plasma/Physical vapor 

deposition 

   

Q   

q [C] Elemental charge 

Q [cm-3] Dopant amount 

QB2H6 [sccm] B2H6 flux, absolute 

QB2H6:H2 [sccm] B2H6 flux, diluted in H2 

Qf [cm-2] Fixed charge density 

QSiH4 [sccm] SiH4 flux, absolute 

QFL - Quasi-Fermi-level 
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Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

QM(-Si) - Quasi-mono (Si) 

QNR - Quasi neutral region 

QSS - Quasi-steady state 

   

R   

 [g/cm3] Film density 

at [cm-3] Atomic density 

mol [cm-3] Molecular density 

C [mΩcm2] (Specific) contact 

resistivity 

R [nm/s] Etch rate 

R [Ω] Resistance 

R [s-1] Recombination rate 

rAl/O [%] Al/O ratio 

rAl-O/Si-O [-] Al-O/Si-O bond ratio 

rBHF [nm/min] BHF etch rate 

Rb [Ωcm] Base resistance 

RC [Ω] Contact resistance 

RF [Ω/m] (Contact) finger 

resistance 

rS [nm/s] Sputter rate 

RS [Ωcm2] Series resistance 

RSh [Ω/sq] Sheet resistance 

RShunt [Ω] Shunt resistance 

RCA SC1/2 - Radio corporation of 

America clean, Standard 

clean 1/2 

rf - Radio frequency 

RGS - Ribbon growth on 

substrate 

RIE - Reactive ion etching 

RS - Rear side 

RT - Room temperature (25°C 

 300K) 

RTP - Rapid thermal anneal 

   

S   

(n/p) [Ω-1m-1] Conductivity (of e-/h+) 

s- - Selective 

S(eff) [cm/s] (Effective) surface 

recombination velocity 

SCLC - Space charge limited 

current 

SCR - Space charge region 

SDR - Saw damage removal 

SE - Secondary electron 

(detector) 

SEM - Scanning electron 

microscop(e/y) 

Si - Silicon 

SiNx(:H) - (Hydrogenated) Si nitride 

SiOx - Si oxide 

SiOx:(B/P) - B/P containing Si oxide 

SiOxNy - Silicon oxy-nitride 

SiH4 - Silane 

SNC - Silicon nitride coating 

Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

SOC - Silicon oxide coating 

SRD - Surface related 

degradation 

SRH - Shockley-Read-Hall 

(recombination path) 

SRV - Surface recombination 

velocity 

sp3 - Orbital configuration 

SP - Screen printing 

ssq - Semi-square 

   

T   

(eff) [µs], [ms] (Effective) (minority) 

carrier lifetime 

b [µs], [ms] Bulk/volume 

recombination 

determined carrier 

lifetime 

CE-Auger [µs], [ms] CE-Auger recombination 

determined carrier 

lifetime 

coll [s] Mean free time between 

collisions 

SRH(,d/s) [µs], [ms] SRH defect determined 

carrier lifetime (for 

deep/shallow defect 

type) 

surf [µs], [ms] Surface recombination 

determined carrier 

lifetime 

 [°] Angle 

t [s] Time 

T [°C] Temperature 

TA(,s) [°C] Annealing (set) 

temperature 

TD(,s) [°C] Deposition (set) 

temperature 

TPFF,s [°C] Peak firing furnace set 

temperature 

TS [°C] Sample temperature 

Te - Tellurium 

TD - Thermal donor 

TLM - Transfer length method 

TMA - Tri-methyl aluminum 

TO - Thermal oxide 

TR - Transient (state) 

tx - textured 

   

U   

UT [J] Thermodynamic 

potential 

   

V   
ṽ [cm-1] Wavenumber 

V [V] Voltage 

V [m3] Volume 
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Abbreviation 

or Symbol 

Unit Definition/Description 

V(++/+/0/-/--) - Vacancy (in (un-)charged 

state) 

VFB,r [V] Real flat-band state 

voltage 

VFC [V] Fixed charge based 

voltage 

VG [V] Gate electrode voltage 

Vm [V] Voltage at MPP 

VOC [mV] Open circuit voltage 

VWF [V] Work function difference 

induced voltage 

VB - Valence band 

VLSI - Very-large-scale 

integration (standard) 

   

W   

w [µm] Width (of substrate) 

   

   

XYZ   

 [eV] Electron affinity 

x [m] Space 

X - Placeholder for arbitrary 

element 

XD - Placeholder for arbitrary 

dopant 

Xx0 [cm-3] Majority carrier density 

(x = n,p) 

y [m] Space 

z [m] Space 
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1 

Introduction 
Dear gentle reader, 

Some need to look up to the stars, to see the world for the first time.  

Some then look at a grain of sand and see the endless possibilities.  

Semiconductor science and industry is based on silicon (Si) as the backbone semiconductor material for 

most devices and as such physical studies. It is not hard to motivate the need to understand and advance 

semiconductor science in this today’s world. Moving more and more into specialist fields, still requiring and 

using basic knowledge about solid state physics, science – regardless whether it being fundamental or 

applied in nature – strives to describe and understand the emerging effects and principles. It should be the 

sublime goal of any scientific work.  

Nevertheless, the need for understanding is harder to impart when information density increases, science 

seemingly is getting more complex and frayed. When everything works apparently on its own, anyways. 

Responsibility, the urge to understand and even self-determination seems lost to some.  

That is when two competing ideas emerge. The one, striving for the development without knowledge and 

understanding – as long as it works. The other, to retract into a former, easier state of being.  

It’s the purpose and responsibility of science as a part of this development – ever so often repeating itself 

– to dissolve the seeming discrepancies and build the base to understand this development, bit by bit.  

As a small part of the bigger picture, this work aims to inform both in necessary depth and possible expanse 

on Si based semiconductor physics to latest degree (section 1), to be applied in one of many current fields 

of applied physics – Si based photovoltaics (PV). As an integral part of current strive to change energy 

sourcing and climate change, most likely to impact future living, PV found and expands its niche for 

regenerative energy production. While not always ecological in nature in the past, a more sustainable and 

eco-friendly PV industry is developing. Part of a more feasible, cost-reductive and resource-conserving 

attempt in that context are multi-functional layers, inherent to solar cell structure, yet still to be specifically 

optimized by understanding of the deposition techniques (section 2) and underlying physics (section 3), 

developed within this work. Eventually, these efforts culminate in a variety of solar cell implementations 

(section 4), both new and improved, to further the ideal of true sustainability in the context of this work.  

Now, a work like this, nowadays, does not stand without a frame and not without a base. It connects the 

grateful works of former to the exciting findings of the ones to come. It might not reflect fully the support 

and hard groundwork necessary that allowed this work to become possible. Nevertheless, the extent and 

comprehensiveness of the following pages is dedicated to a bridge between fundamental and applied 

physics, so please bear with it. 

With appreciation,  

The author 

 

Note: Part of this work is based on multiple already published own works denoted at the beginning of each 

respective section, as well as in the caption of each respective graph. In general, references appear 

in order of significance concerning the respective topic and/or issue. 
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1 Silicon 
Si is the base of semiconductor science and production. From the microscopic world of micro-electronics 

to the macroscopic application in photovoltaics. As the second most common element in earth’s crust, it 

never occurs in its elemental form in nature. Due to its four outer electrons, it oxidizes readily to form Si 

oxides (SiOx) or other silicates (minerals). If synthetically brought into its elemental and crystalline form, Si 

displays its properties as an indirect semiconductor. Those properties, detailed in the following sections 

and the high availability as a raw material result in the importance of Si semiconductor physics and the 

accompanying investigations into detailed subjects, such as advanced application of Si based dielectrics. 

1.1 Structure and Conduction 

The following subsections introduce the basic properties of (indirect) semiconductors on the example of Si. 

The crystal structure, its dependencies and properties in an intrinsic state, as a basis for conduction of 

charge carriers will be extended to include deliberately altered states of Si substrates by impurities utilized 

as dopants. An extended list of fundamental properties of Si not already included in further sections can 

be found in [1]. 

1.1.1 Crystal Structure and Intrinsic Properties 

Si14 crystallizes in a diamond lattice structure, based on two face-centered-cubic lattices, angled by a 

quarter of the spatial diagonal (lower right inset in Fig. 1.1). The density of 2.33 g/cm3 (5·1022 atoms/cm3) 

[1] results from the 109.5° angled sp3 hybrid orbital configuration [1], with a single-bond covalent radius 

of 117.6 pm [1] and a lattice constant of 543 pm [1]. The lattice structure leads to a comparably high 

thermal conductivity of 149 W/m/K [1] and a moderate electrical resistivity of 2.3 kΩm [1] in intrinsic state 

at 300K, the temperature for further considerations in this section.  

Crystalline Si is obtained by a high energy consumptive process sequence of quartzite/sand reduction, 

chlorinating the resulting scrap Si to gain trichlorosilane, distill the latter to gain purity and grow pure 

poly-Si (poly-crystalline Si) by deposition of Si on a Si rod [2] and finally crystallization of Si by melting the 

poly-Si in various possible crystallization processes (section 1.5).  

In the form of a perfect crystal, the band diagram1 (upper right inset in Fig. 1.1) of Si exhibits three distinct 

band gaps (unoccupied/forbidden states). The direct ones (E1 of 3.4 eV and E2 of 4.2 eV, 370 and 300 nm, 

respectively [1]) are visible as peaks in the extinction coefficient curve (Fig. 1.1, dashed grey curve). The 

indirect band gap EG with 1.12 eV [1] between valence2 (VB) and conduction3 (CB) band, being the smallest 

band gap and thus the defining4 one restricts absorption to wavelengths below 1100 nm. The quasi-

continuous energy spectrum is thus defined by the energy band structure with electrons moving freely in 

the conduction band, if exited from the valence band. At 300 K the consequently freely moving charge 

carriers, the as such known intrinsic carrier concentration ni is in the range of 0.8-1.0·1010 cm-3 [3] and in 

case of doping (section 1.1.2) dependent on base resistivity. Thereby, ni adheres to law of mass action 

ni
2 = n0∙p0

 with n = n0 and p = p0 being the equilibrium carrier densities defined by density of states NC,V (for 

n and p respectively; Fermi-Dirac distribution defines a threshold energy EF for occupied states, known as 

Fermi energy, approximately in center of band gap [4]) in Boltzmann statistic as n0/p
0
 = NC/V∙exp (±

EF-EC/V

kBT
). 

Density of states thereby depends on temperature T and effective mass m*
e/h of the respective charge carrier 

                                                        
1 The band diagram is based on the dispersion relation of charge carriers in crystalline solids. Transitions between 

bands can be achieved by transfer of energy (vertical fraction) or momentum (horizontal fraction). Refer to 

section 1.2.1 for explicit discussion of band transitions in Si by photon absorption and phonon assistance 
2 Energy level EV 
3 Energy level EC 
4 Si is an indirect semiconductor 
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due to band curvature near 

the band gap.  

However, crystalline Si in a 

real crystalline solid never 

exists in form of a perfect 

crystal lattice. Defects of 0D 

to 3D type exist inside the 

crystal in varying extent, 

depending on crystal-

lization process, purity and 

process conditions [5, 6]. 

These defects, inside the Si 

substrate as well as on its 

surface/interfaces, limit 

certain properties of the 

solid. Conduction of charge 

carriers i.e., electrical 

conduction is primarily 

influenced by defect/ 

impurity densities.  

Accordingly, the amount of 

literature concerning defect 

type and formation in Si materials is significant enough to restrict the overview here to a few relevant 

examples for following sections: 

Table 1.1: Defect types and examples in crystalline Si 

Defect type Examples of defects 

0D (point defects) 
open/dangling bonds on surfaces, color defects (open bonds of various energy 

levels), (interstitial) defects e.g., foreign atoms (i.e., dopants) and vacancies 

1D (line defect) line-shaped dislocation (i.e., start/end of plane between its neighboring planes) 

2D (plane defect) 
grain boundary (plane between two Si crystals (grains) of different spatial 

orientation) 

3D (bulk defect) precipitates/clusters (i.e., dopants, impurities) 

1.1.2 Dopants and Resulting Charge Carriers 

Si, as a group-IV element, can be doped as an n-type5 Si substrate with any of the group-V elements or as 

a p-type6 Si substrate using group-III elements. Dopants thereby are seen as a sub-group of impurities, 

since they are not native to the pure crystalline Si lattice. Doping is achieved by substitution of a Si atom 

on a regular lattice site with a dopant atom, releasing the respective majority carrier into its respective 

band. Doping with either dopant type results in point defect generation in the lattice, increasing accordingly 

the recombination of charge carriers (section 1.2.2). The resulting doping energy levels (EA,D), a few 10th of 

eV shifted from the respective band into the band gap, allow for charge carriers from these localized energy 

levels to be easily depleted into the respective band at 300 K (thermal excitation), significantly increasing 

charge carrier level above the intrinsic level of pure Si. Depending on increase in doping level7 (NA,D) base 

                                                        
5 Electron e- is excess/majority carrier in CB due to donor doping (commonly P in Si) with energy level ED 
6 Hole h+ is excess/majority carrier in VB due to acceptor doping (commonly B in Si) with energy level EA 
7 Common doping level NA,D of 1013-1021 for acceptor/donor species 

 

Figure 1.1: Optical and structural properties of Si with band diagram  

Optical properties (refractive index n and extinction coefficient k) in 

dependence of wavelength  and energy E for crystalline Si. Band 

diagram in upper right inset. Crystalline structure in lower right inset. 

Data based on [1] 
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resistivity Rb decreases and electro-optical properties change.  

Similarly, charge carrier density in n-type Si with ND ≫ ni and p =
ni

2

 ND
 ≪ n due to ni

2 = n∙p applies and p-type 

Si with NA ≫ ni and n = 
ni

2

NA
 ≪ p accordingly results in a shift of EF from the middle of the band gap to the 

respective band with EF = EF,i ± 
EG

2
 ∓ kBT∙ ln (

√NV∙NC

NA/D
). Where EF,i is the Fermi level in case of intrinsic Si. 

Dopants are introduced into a Si ingot by various means and methods, distinguished by the type of Si 

substrate8 to be doped. Two of the main processes will be discussed in detail, being relevant for further 

sections. A more detailed introduction can be found in [7].  

Base doping 

Base doping is achieved during crystallization of the crystalline Si substrate. The melted Si base material 

is blended with elemental dopant material in a concentration depending on desired base resistivity. 

Depending on crystallization process (section 1.5) a certain doping gradient over the ingot (solidified Si 

material rod/cube) is obtained based on dopant segregation coefficient at the liquid and solid Si interface 

(melt front). While B is incorporated comparably homogeneously (segregation coefficient close to 1), P is 

rather segregated (accumulated) in the liquid phase. Incorporation thus is dependent on concentration 

gradient of the respective dopant/element, based on Fick’s laws of diffusion: 

1st law:   JF = -DD ∙
∂CD

∂x
   and 2nd law:   

∂CD

∂t
 = DD∙

∂2CD

∂x2  . (1) 

With dopant concentration CD(x,t), concentration independent9 diffusion constant DD and current JF. The 2nd 

law results are based on continuity equation -∇JF = 
∂C

∂t
  connecting concentration change with rate of 

current. 

Doped regions 

To form an additional doped region of either polarity, the base doped Si substrate is commonly 

overcompensated in a second step by in-diffusion of additional dopants to form i.e., homo-junctions [8]. 

The specific junction (section 1.4) for two differently polarized dopants (e.g. B and P) is thus located at the 

point where compensation between the two dopant concentrations in terms of charge is reached. Other 

forms of such junction formation10 includes epitaxially grown homo-junctions11 or variously grown hetero-

junctions12. In case of the most common method of solid state or gas phase based diffusion, dopants are 

introduced into the Si crystal lattice by random thermally-driven motion, due to concentration gradients. 

Whenever thermal treatment13 is involved, depending on the specific temperature and concentration 

dependent diffusion coefficient DD of the dopant, diffusion of dopants/impurities/elements has to be 

considered. DD is thus significant for diffusivity of a substance. In case of H with a comparably high diffusion 

coefficient, even lower elevated temperatures can lead to significant redistribution/out-diffusion of H in 

the Si substrate. B in contrast diffuses fairly slowly, making far higher temperatures above 700°C necessary 

to allow for diffusion. Diffusion, while based on these microscopic effects, is not to be mistaken with short 

range interaction on a molecular level, such as bond changing or other lattice changes resulting e.g., in 

dopants to occupy substitutional lattice sites after having occupied interstitial14 ones before. Dopants are 

                                                        
8 Amorphous Si (a-Si), crystalline Si (c-Si), poly-Si, etc. 
9 Only valid for simple diffusion types. DD(C) for i.e., P diffusion 
10 pn- or high-low junctions e.g., nn+ 
11 Doped Si is grown in crystalline form on the crystalline Si substrate 
12 e.g., (n)a-Si on (p)c-Si 
13 Hereafter defined as a thermal process of certain duration with elevated temperatures above 300K 
14 Void/space in between the main lattice sites 
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only considered to be active (e- or h+ in respective band), if they occupy a substitutional lattice site. Thermal 

treatment thus might have an effect on dopant concentration on interstitial and substitutional positions.  

In case of B and P, one of three possible major diffusion mechanisms is relevant/dominant – the vacancy 

diffusion mechanism. In case of diffusion via a (neutral/charged) vacancy V(++/+/0/-/--) in the lattice, due to a 

missing Si atom originating from defects or the surface, the dopant switches places in a substitutional form 

(upper right insets in Figs. 3 and 4, resp.), thereby breaking bonds with a high energy resulting in low overall 

diffusion coefficient/rate. Essentially, substitutional diffusion is determined by probability to jump sites 

(activation energy Ea) and overcome the corresponding barrier 0, as well as the availability of a vacancy 

occurrence (point defect formation energy Ed). The resulting diffusion coefficient [8] 

DD(T) = 
4∙ν0 ∙ da

2

6
∙exp (-

Ea+Ed

kBT
) 

(2) 

is dependent on temperature T and atom distance da. If lattice conformity is disturbed in any way (i.e., high 

dopant/defect/impurity concentration, induced strain, electric fields), diffusion mechanisms and 

coefficients might vary and combine15 resulting in an effective diffusivity DD,eff. Subsequently, a model to 

account for the sum of various diffusion paths by Fair et al. [9, 10, 11] based on charged vacancies has been 

developed, in agreement with experimental results.  It is based on DD,eff being the sum of the single DD,y’s, 

with y being dependent on vacancy or interstitial(cy) diffusion and the charge state of the vacancy and 

impurity/dopant.  

Generally, in case of solid state diffusion sources (e.g. layers, pastes, inks), diffusion is distinct based on 

dopant reserve i.e., if the source is considered to be finite or infinite. Considering the latter, solid solubility 

level16 is reached, reducing the diffusion physics to a time and duration governed process. Given common 

boundary conditions, such as the Si substrate thickness being magnitudes greater than the diffusion depth 

of the dopant (semi-infinite medium) and dopant flux to the interface of Si and doping source to be greater 

than influx into the Si substrate17, Fick’s laws lead to a doping profile18 of complementary error function 

(erfc) shape 

CD(x,t) = CS∙erfc (
x

2√DD∙t
) , (3) 

with dopant surface concentration CS in the Si substrate.  

Finite sources, such as a pre-deposited source with a depleting dopant concentration during a diffusion 

step19 or a certain amount of dopants Q inside the Si substrate (i.e., from a previous diffusion step) lead to 

a Gaussian doping profile 

 CD(x,t) = 
Q

√π∙DD∙t
∙exp (-

x2

4∙DD∙t
)  with  CS(t) = 

Q

√π∙DD∙t
 . (4) 

B diffusion mechanism 

In the simplified Fair-model [9, 10, 11] B diffuses by a substitutional mechanism utilizing a B+V- pair and 

subsequently diffusion rate is dependent on vacancy20 concentration. While B is a smaller atom, with a 

mismatch in tetrahedral radius of 75%, determining the movement in the lattice, strain in the lattice is high 

during B diffusion. Diffusivity decreases accordingly. Overall, B diffuses with a lower diffusion coefficient 

in comparison to e.g., P, resulting in a need for higher diffusion temperatures for comparable diffusion depth 

                                                        
15 Additionally partly interstitial or interstitialcy mechanisms 
16 Maximum doping density before precipitation/clustering of dopants occur 
17 i.e., doping concentration in source higher than its solid solubility level in Si 
18 Dopant concentration vs. depth graph 
19 Duration and temperature dependent 
20 Generally, group-III and -V elements are diffusing by interaction with point defects (vacancy or interstitial) [278] 
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and surface concentrations.  

B doping is measured as hole 

concentration, since total B concentration 

commonly21 corresponds to electrically 

active B concentration (Fig. 1.2). The B 

doping profile, due to slow diffusion and 

single primary diffusion mechanism, is of 

Gaussian shape. Certain surface artefacts, 

due to interface interactions, influence the 

B doping profile before, during or after 

diffusion. A highly B saturated interface 

i.e., due to  highly B doped sources, may 

cause the formation of a boron rich layer 

(BRL), characterized by precipitation of 

B(O) complexes in the Si lattice near the 

interface (Fig. 1.2, upper dashed 

alternative surface concentration profile). 

BRL formation reduces B diffusion through 

the interface, resulting in lower overall 

profile doping and depth.  In contrast, B 

has a higher solubility in SiOx compared to 

crystalline Si, potentially segregating into 

non-saturated oxide layers. Oxidation 

following a B diffusion consequently leads 

to a B depleted region on the B profile 

surface (Fig. 1.2, lower dashed alternative 

surface concentration profile).  

Furthermore, B has a low interstitial 

formation energy, enhancing B diffusion during oxidation. Essentially, B-O pairs diffuse in tandem using 

interstitialcy mechanisms to diffuse faster [8]. Depending on concentration gradient, B can either faster in- 

or out-diffuse, depending on O2 flow during diffusion. 

P diffusion mechanism 

P, just as B, diffuses generally via a substitutional mechanism using charged vacancies stipulated by 

Fair et al. [9, 10, 11]. Nevertheless, indications of interstitialcy mechanisms exist, while substitutional 

diffusion explanation corresponds to the experimental findings. In comparison, P diffuses depending on 

concentration level, allowing to distinguish three regions of different diffusion behavior (Fig. 1.3). At low P 

concentration, excess vacancy concentration (grey dashed line) is high enough to accommodate enhanced 

P diffusion, resulting in the tail end of the diffusion profile moving into the Si substrate. Dissociated P+V- 

pairs move at high diffusivity. With increasing P concentration, excess vacancy concentration is limiting, 

resulting in slower moving (PV)0 pairs, forming the ‘kink’ in the profile. In the highest doped surface region 

(starting at depth D0 (Fig. 1.3, dashed vertical line), with a concentration >1020 cm-3), partly referred to as 

‘dead-layer’ due to its high recombination activity, multiple effects occur. Formerly single charged vacancies 

                                                        
21 Similarly to the assumption of complete ionization of electrons from electrically active incorporated P at RT, holes 

are ‘released’ from B atoms by free exchange of electrons in the valence band in reverse direction. Non-electrically 

active incorporated B atoms are comparably rare and occur only in special cases e.g., BRL formation or B implantation. 

In this case, B is solely considered an impurity 

 

Figure 1.2: B doping profile in Si 

Schematic B concentration cB curve (measured as h+ 

concentration) in dependence of depth D in Si 

substrate defined as B doping profile. Detailed are 

possible/typical artefacts on the doped region’s 

surface, such as BRL and B depletion. B diffusion 

mechanism schematically displayed in upper right 

inset 
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capture electrons due to decreasing 

concentration of vacancies closer to the 

surface, forming (PV)- pairs with the single-

charged P+ depending on surface electron 

density nS. Essentially free carrier 

concentration ne (Fig. 1.3, dashed 

horizontal line) is overcompensated by P 

concentration. Non-paired P starts 

diffusing interstitially and forms 

precipitates of electrically inactive P. Total 

P concentration (Fig. 1.3, grey solid curve) 

in this region is thus not equal to the 

electrically active P concentration or 

rather electron ionization extent. 

Consequently, charge carrier based 

measurements (e- concentration 

measurement) no longer show total P 

concentration. Due to its similar 

tetrahedral radius to Si, lattice mismatch 

ratio is 93% and thus only at high P 

concentrations, lattice strain is expected. 

Consequently, at low concentrations P 

diffusion is faster at comparably lower 

temperatures to that of B diffusion.  

Co-Diffusion 

Co-diffusion [12, 13, 14, 15] of dopants can 

be understood as the simultaneous 

diffusion of dopants22. This does not necessary entail the diffusion within the same region i.e., dopants 

within the same doping source. In the latter case, as detailed in [16] and [17], interaction between dopants, 

such as enhanced diffusion mechanisms or reduced diffusion rate may occur. Spatially separate diffusion 

in different regions, but within the same HT step is similarly understood as co-diffusion. Distinguished are 

simultaneous and sequential co-diffusion types, with either a single or two successive diffusion 

temperatures, respectively. The latter favored for mixed source diffusions i.e., if some dopant(s) is/are 

diffused from pre-deposited source(s)23 and one by in-situ gas-phase grown source24. In case of solely pre-

deposited sources25, commonly a single diffusion step is performed. Thereby, control of diffusivities is 

dependent on doping concentration and/or the dopant type of the doping source is influencing the resulting 

doped regions after the duration in a HT step. Therefore, multiple ways of influencing the diffusion process 

in the various regions by diffusion parameters26 and/or additional provisions27 might be needed, to result 

in specific and desired doping profiles.  

                                                        
22 Whether of similar or different type 
23 Inks, pastes or CVD-layers (Refer to section 3.2) 
24 i.e., PSG from POCl3 or BSG from BBr3/BCl3 
25 Could similarly be internal sources i.e., implanted dopants 
26 i.e., gas flow(s) of O2 and N2, as well as temperature, duration and heat-up/cool-down ramps 
27 Barrier layers (refer to sections 2.2.1 and 3.4), interface layers (i.e., stopping or delaying diffusion, refer to section 

4.1.3), selective etching (refer to section 4.1) or other 

 

Figure 1.3: P doping profile in Si 

Schematic P concentration cp curve (measured as e- 

concentration) in dependence of depth D in Si 

substrate defined as P doping profile. Detailed are 

three distinct profile regions of different diffusivity. P 

diffusion mechanism schematically displayed in 

upper right inset. Based in part on [9, 10, 11] 
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Thermal diffusion - tube diffusion furnace 

Thermal diffusion of dopants is commonly carried out in a tube furnace35. The infrared radiation heated 

glass tube can reach temperatures of up to 1100°C and can be perfused by several gases at adjustable 

flows. The substrates are rested vertically in a glass boat vertical to the tube’s axis, thus facing the gas flow 

intake (Fig. 1.4). They are heated by thermal radiation. Temperature ramps and gas flow(s) are controlled 

by preset programs.  

In this case, the diffusion furnace consists of three such tubes. One for pure inert gas treatment (N2 based, 

Fig. 1.4A), one for P diffusion using POCl3 as a precursor (Fig. 1.4B) and one for B diffusion using BBr3 as a 

precursor (Fig. 1.4C). All tubes are additionally capable of wet (H2O based) and dry (O2 based) oxidation 

processes. For cleaning purposes, DCE (1,2-dichlorethane) is used in all three tubes, also allowing for pre-

clean of wafers during thermal treatment. 

POCl3 and BBr3 tubes are usually pre-diffused, meaning a thin PSG or BSG layer is coating the tubes inner 

parts as well as the boats, respectively. This has implications concerning parasitic in-diffusion from this 

pre-deposited glass layer into 

surface layers and subsequent Si 

substrates at a certain rate and 

depending on dielectric surface 

layer thickness on the Si 

substrates [16]. Thus, to prevent 

such undesired in-diffusion, either 

barrier layers or non-pre-diffused 

tubes need to be used28. Directed 

diffusion from POCl3 and BBr3 is 

rather realized by active N2 

bubbling of the two precursors 

forming a vapor re-sublimating on 

the Si surface to form the doping 

source (PSG or BSG, resp.) assisted 

by O2 flow. Formation and phase transition of PSG [18, 19] and BSG [20] during growth and thermal 

treatment using the two precursors is broadly investigated and published. P and B diffusions from such gas 

phase diffusions are used for reference and fundamental investigations and as such not subject of 

investigation in this work.  

In this context, the impact of asymmetrical influences have to be mentioned. Since the reaction gases are 

introduced on one side of the tube and expelled on the other, a certain gradient persists until equilibrium 

is established – for each successive gas composition step29. Similarly, a temperature gradient from top to 

bottom of the tube exists30, additionally layering the gas phases of colder fresh gas on the bottom and 

older hot gas on top before mixture occurs. Industrially, this is combated by a longer mixture zone in the 

tube, before the actual diffusion zone (substrate boats placed), not available in shorter lab-size furnaces. 

Diffusion parameter optimizations, such as artificial temperature imbalance/gradients can be introduced to 

level the imbalance to homogeneously grow doping glasses and diffuse doped regions in the Si substrate. 

Additional influences, such as masking layers31 or pre-deposited doping glasses, may further disturb and 

                                                        
28 Compare to previous ‘co-diffusion’ section 
29 Includes ramp up and stabilization phase (N2), deposition/growth and diffusion phase (reactive gas) and cool down 

phase (N2) 
30 Due to sole measurement possibility on the bottom of the inner tube. Measurement on the tube outside is less 

accurate 
31 Refer to section 3.4 

 

Figure 1.4: Tube diffusion furnace 

A - Inert gas tube - used for diffusions of pre-deposited doping 

layers without influence of parasitic dopants 

B - POCl3 tube - for PSG growth and diffusion of n-type doped 

layers from N2 picked up POCl3. Co-diffusion with pre-

deposited BSG layers possible 

C - BBr3 tube - for BSG growth and diffusion of p-type doped 

layers from N2 picked up BBr3. Co-diffusion with pre-

deposited PSG layers possible 
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influence the gas-phase diffusion. Even with a pure inert gas atmosphere (i.e., co-diffusion), parasitic in-

diffusion from the tube coating or pre-deposited layers32, as well as the occurrence of thermal imbalance 

in the tube33, subsequent mechanical stresses and/or other effects might arise, to influence the diffusion 

process and material properties. Since substrates are placed vertically next to each other on the boat in the 

tube (face-to-face), the approximately 1-2 mm gap in between can easily be overcome by dopants and may 

not be hindered by the through-flow of process gas(es)34. The mere existence of a coating on one side of 

the wafer might even impact the diffusion of the surface region on the wafer’s other side [21]. 

4PP - Four Point Probe measurement analysis 

Four point probe35 (4PP) measurement is done using four contact pins arranged in a single line with defined 

spacing contacting the sample surface with sufficiently low contact resistance. Applying a voltage with a 

defined current between the both outer contact pins a voltage between the both inner pins can be obtained. 

Given a thin highly doped layer (i.e., emitter) and differently polarized base substrate, the thereby derived 

resistivity can be identified as the sheet resistance (RSh [Ω/sq]) of the layer. If the sample is a purely base 

doped substrate with known thickness, base resistivity (Rb [Ωcm]) is measured. Known measuring artifacts 

entail parasitic measurement of other layers (i.e., missing pn-junction, too thin doped layer is pierced, etc.) 

or additional resistances (i.e., spreading resistance, dielectric surface layer, etc.) and have to be taken into 

account. 

ECV – Electrochemical voltage measurement analysis 

An electrochemical voltage (ECV) measurement setup35 is based on a conducting liquid as the first electrode 

in contact with the sample as the counter-electrode. The liquid also acts as the etchant to remove the 

samples’ surface layer by layer for depth profiling of the resistance. As a result, the doping profile for 

calibrated etching and standard substrates can be derived including the sheet resistance. Etching is either 

done by illumination of the samples surface (p-type Si) through the liquid (buffered HF solution) or by 

applying a forward current (n-type Si) to generate the necessary hole carrier concentration at the surface 

(see section 4.1 for detailed physics of the etching mechanism). While being a destructive measurement 

procedure, it does not only allow as one of the few methods to determine the polarity of an unknown doped 

substrate/layer, but is also capable of measuring only the electrically active dopant concentration, which 

is not necessarily the complete concentration of dopants in the substrate/layer as aforementioned. 

However, determining the element type is not possible, thus polarized dopants in an active state in the 

lattice are jointly measured resulting in an effective or net doping measurement. Element distinction can 

for example be derived from secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) that determines the total (active and 

in-active) dopant concentration and depth profile by reactive ion-sputtering the surface and detecting the 

removed elements in a mass spectrometer.  

By convention, due to the field disturbances near the junction of two differently polarized dopants 

rendering ECV measurement inconclusive in that area, a certain relevant charge and subsequently doping 

concentration is chosen to define the doped regions depth and thus the junction’s location. In this work, 

1·1017 cm-3 is chosen as the threshold defining the doped regions depth, with RB to be in the range of 1·1015-

2·1016 cm-3 for 1-10 Ωcm p- and n-type c-Si. 

                                                        
32 Refer to section 3.2 
33 Both from inhomogeneous heating, as well as colder gas flow (non-heated gas intake) 
34 Resulting in either a reduced doping, if doping gases are used or a parasitic doping of the neighboring wafer, if pre-

deposited doping glasses are used and the inert gas is not capable of removing/diluting the gas phase between the 

wafers in time 
35 For machine details (process properties and type) and abbreviations, see Appendix b: Processing and characterization 

equipment 
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1.1.3 Conductivity and Mobility of Charge Carriers 

Resistivity R with the reciprocal dependency on the conductivity σ ~ R-1 of a solid is the general quantity to 

describe the behavior in the pure electro-magnetic picture. Nevertheless, in semiconductor physics, 

microscopic effects influencing conductivity σ = σn+σp = q∙ (μ
n
∙n+μ

p
∙p) based on changes in charge carrier 

density n/p or respective mobility µn/p determine the electro-magnetic behavior to such an extent, even 

secondary dependencies on conductivity have to be taken into account. In case of Si, light induced 

(photo-)conductivity ∆σ = q∙ (μ
n
+μ

p
) ∙∆n might even have to be considered (section 1.2.1). Conductivity is 

thus dependent on T, ND and n, while mobility is mainly influenced by m*
e/h and mean free time coll between 

collisions (dependent on scattering cross section): μ ~ τcoll/me/h
* . While coll is several times smaller than later 

defined mean free path of charge carriers for band-band transitions (section 1.2.2), it defines conduction 

on a microscopic level due to defects, phonons and dopants as scattering centers. Fig. 1.5 illustrates 

schematically the dependencies of µn,p on the various quantities [22]. Expectantly, mobility and 

subsequently conductivity increases for lower 

temperatures, reducing phonon scattering 

probability. Similarly, mobility increases with 

lowered doping level (less dopant scattering) 

and excess carrier density (less inter-carrier 

scattering), nevertheless conductivity, due to 

absolute dependency on both quantities, 

decreases. µp is overall lowered in comparison 

to µn due to higher scattering probability of 

positively charge carriers in the Si lattice. In 

case of minority charge carrier conduction/ 

diffusion, this suggests a higher conductivity 

for electrons in p-type Si compared to holes 

in n-type Si, respectively. Yet, with the 

aforementioned and in further sections in 

detail discussed recombination of charge 

carriers36, overall mean free path37 of minority 

carriers i.e., holes in n-type Si is higher 

compared to electrons in p-type Si at same 

base resistivity. Minority carrier diffusivity is thereby determined by: Dn/p = 
μn/p∙kBT

q
. Minority carrier mobility 

is in this case assumed to be equal to majority carrier mobility [23]. 

Mobility of charge carriers arises from energy conversion, thus the sum of free energy change dF of charge 

carriers due to internalised energy change dE is significant: dF = μ
c
∙dN + ϕe∙dQ ≡ (ηn+ηp) ∙dN. With the 

change in particle number dN, charge dQ, chemical µc and electrical potential e. Essentially, chemical and 

electrical changes are solely occurring and thus responsible for changes in thermal equilibrium of a 

semiconductor. This gives rise to the electrochemical potential for e- and h+: ηn/p = μc,n/p
∓q∙ϕe. The 

electrochemical potential allows for excess carriers to be generated and thus a gradient of the same would 

lead to net currents of carriers.   

                                                        
36 Refer to section 1.2.2 
37 Also referred to as diffusion length (refer to section 1.2.2) 

 

Figure 1.5: Mobility dependency of charge carriers in Si 

Mobility µn for electrons (straight curves) and µp 

for holes (dashed curves) in dependency of excess 

carrier density n and doping density NA,D. 

Indicated are mobility changes due to 

temperature T and NA,D in dependency of the 

former. Based on [22] 
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1.2 Generation and Recombination 

Moving on to more intricate properties of Si in non-equilibrium state, the specialized interest effects of 

generation and recombination of charge carriers are detailed in the following subsections.  

1.2.1 Generation of Charge Carriers 

Generation G of charge carriers in Si occurs by illumination. In case of a solar cell, the sun’s spectrum is 

relevant. For outer space, before entering the atmosphere, sunlight exhibits the AM 0 irradiance (power) 

spectrum (Fig. 1.6, left y-axis, black curve). By passage through the earth’s atmosphere, characteristic 

absorption lines (O3, O2 and H2O in Fig. 1.6) appear with an overall dampening of irradiance, resulting in 

the angle and scattering corrected AM 1.5g spectrum (Fig. 1.6, left y-axis, dark grey curve).  

In contrast to injection of carriers by applying an external voltage, light generates charge carrier pairs 

(excitons) based on the inner photo-electric effect, where an electron is lifted above the band gap energy 

threshold and released into the conduction band, a defect electron (hole) remaining in the valence band. 

The latter ‘moves’ by electrons moving in opposite direction38. The photo-electric effect is the microscopic 

mechanism allowing for the macroscopic photovoltaic effect of converting light energy into electric energy. 

The process of charge carrier generation is a two particle process, involving the photon and electron. As a 

quantified process, it is only energy dependent, as the incident photon’s energy needs to allow for the 

electron to be lifted above the energy gap of 1.12 eV i.e., the photon having a corresponding wavelength 

below 1100 nm. Accordingly, the absorption coefficient α0 curve (Fig. 1.6, right y-axis) declines for 

wavelength values above 1100 nm to below 1 cm-1. Consequently, not the energy spectrum, but the photon 

flux dependent spectrum of incident light is relevant for generation of charge carriers. In case of the 

AM 1.5g spectrum of the sun, the highest photon flux is reached near 633 nm, while spectral irradiance 

(power) Ir is reached around 530 nm with ~1.33 W/m2/nm (Fig. 1.6, left y-axis, dark grey curve). In total, the 

AM 1.5g spectrum gives a radiation power density of ~1000 W/m2, left from the AM 0 spectrum, reaching 

1366 W/m2 above the 

atmosphere39.  

While dependent on energy 

(spectrum) and photon flux, 

generation of charge carriers is 

further dependent on 

absorption. Given the Lambert 

law Ir(Dp) = Ir,0∙e
-α0∙Dp the 

intensity Ir,0 is reduced 

exponentially with absorption 

coefficient α0 over penetration 

depth Dp. Since α0 = 
4πk

λ
 is 

dependent on both 

wavelength  of incident light 

and absorber material 

properties i.e., variation in 

extinction coefficient k with 

doping in case of Si substrates, 

generation occurs not 

homogeneously with depth in 

                                                        
38 Hole conduction transport 
39 Solar constant 

 

Figure 1.6: Spectra of sun’s irradiation and absorption coefficient of Si 

Irradiance Ir in dependence of wavelength  for AM 0 and AM 1.5g 

spectra, based on [272]. Absorption lines for O3, O2 and H2O given 

in AM 1.5g spectra due to atmospheric influence. Absorption 

coefficient α0 (dashed line), based on [274] 
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Si bulk. Generation is even more inhomogeneous, in case of a higher doped surface layer i.e., emitter 

(section 1.1.2). The higher doped the region and the lower the wavelength of incident light, the higher the 

absorption coefficient and subsequently lower the penetration depth Dp. Accordingly, the largest part of 

sunlight spectrum is absorbed within the emitter layer and its vicinity40. Nevertheless, a still significant part 

of electron-hole-pairs is generated deep within the Si substrate, relevant for high-efficiency solar cells 

(section 4).  

Depending on base polarity (n or p) and resistance, the light generated ‘excess carrier density’ n (=p) may 

vary in amount41. Since majority charge carriers are less likely to recombine (section 1.2.2), minority charge 

carrier density (MCD) determines relevant processes within the Si substrate. In non-equilibrium and low 

injection (n  1014 cm-3), total electron density n in 4 Ωcm n-type Si f.e. is determined by doping 

concentration ND: n = n0+∆n ≈ ND+∆n ≈ ND. Instead, hole concentration as the minority charge carrier is 

solely dependent on excess concentration p = p
0
+∆n = ni

2 n0⁄ +∆n ≈ ∆n with ND  1015 cm-3 and 

ni  1010 cm-3.  

Similarly affected by doping is the intrinsic carrier concentration ni due to band gap narrowing (BGN, smaller 

EG by EG) [24] and degeneration extent of the semiconductor. BGN is caused by correlation energy 

dependence on direct carrier interaction among each other and with dopants, degeneration is due to non-

exponential behavior of density of states for higher carrier concentrations (by a factor of 0 < γDEG ≤ 1). An 

effective intrinsic carrier concentration ni,eff can thus be defined by ni,eff ≡ ni∙exp(∆ EG 2kBT⁄ )∙γDEG = 

ni∙γBGN∙γdeg [25]. 

Light generated or injected excess carriers increasing respective density n shifts the semiconductor into 

a non-equilibrium state, no longer governed by standard Fermi-Dirac statistics. Since both carrier species 

densities are increased, not only does law of mass action no longer apply, but Fermi level EF has to shift to 

each respective band. To allow for further mathematical description of the non-equilibrium state by Fermi-

Dirac statistics, so called Quasi-Fermi levels (QFLs) are introduced for the valence (EFV) and conduction band 

(EFC) alike. Charge carrier densities can thus derived as n/p = n0/p
0
+∆n = NC/V∙exp (±

EFC/FV-EC/V

kBT
). Resulting 

from the splitting of the Fermi levels, an electrochemical potential VOC can be identified, as the voltage that 

can be reached with the maximum actual energy gap EQG = EFC-EFV = q∙VOC < EG limiting thus the reachable 

efficiency of a device, such as a solar cell, exploiting said energy potential. VOC may thus be written as 

VOC = 
kBT

q
ln (

n∙p

n0∙p0

) [26], a state of a solar cell, where photo-generation and recombination rate are balanced. 

EQG can further be identified as the sum of electrochemical potentials of both carriers, introduced in section 

1.1.3 as p/n: EQG = EFC-EFV = ηn+ηp.  

1.2.2 Recombination of (Minority) Charge Carriers 

Charge carriers in Si occur as intrinsic (thermal excitation), internal dopant originating or externally 

generated/injected (excess density) species at respectively dependent density. Occurrence is thereby 

governed by generation G. In turn, dependent on thermal load and/or illumination intensity, recombination 

R occurs to influence carrier density equilibrium. Recombination, as the reverse process to generation (R = G 

in equilibrium), can be seen as the unification of electron and hole or better the descending of an electron 

from the conduction into the valence band42. Consequently, recombination rate depends on capture cross-

section of the root cause depending on recombination type categorized as follows. 

                                                        
40 Based on PC1D [295] simulations of a textured, ARC coated p-type Si substrate with a 50 Ω/sq doped and ~600 nm 

deep n+ region. 90% of photocurrent (energy based) is generated within ~1 µm and 90% of charge carriers (based on 

number of photons) within ~30 µm 
41 So called ‘injection level’ 
42 Two particle process in first order 
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Intrinsic/bulk recombination 

Intrinsic recombination sources are inherent to crystalline Si even near absolute zero in the form of point 

defects (0D) and more prominent with increasing temperature and/or crystalline defect density (0D to 3D). 

Recombination occurring from crystalline defects, due to its nature of providing energy levels or even zones 

in the band gap for electrons to subsequently descend to the valence band along them, they are classified 

as so called Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination centers. SRH centers can be shallow (energy level 

close to band) or deep (energy level near center of band gap), thus forming possibly quasi-continuous 

energy zones depending on type and density. Similarly any foreign atom results in a SRH defect (from point 

to cluster formation), such as dopants or impurities. Thus, dopants might provide additional carriers, yet at 

the same time a recombination center. Depending on publication, SRH recombination can be considered to 

be extrinsic, as defects themselves are external to the perfect crystal and as such not part of the intrinsic 

behavior of a semiconductor.  

To the group of inherent intrinsic recombination mechanisms, the direct reverse process to generation, 

radiant recombination of spontaneous descend of electrons to the valence band emitting a photon (two 

particle process) can be added. In case of Si as an indirect semiconductor, it is a very unlikely process, 

considering the necessity of a third particle (i.e., phonon) to take part.  

Far more likely, yet due to its nature occurring only at high injection levels thus high (excess) carrier 

concentration, is Auger recombination. Essentially this three particle process, where energy is transferred 

from one electron to another to allow the first to descend the band gap and the other to be excited and 

subsequently relax in thermal or radiative43 form, is the governing recombination channel at high injection 

levels (MCD >1015-1016 depending on doping). Since two involved charge carriers are electrons, Coulomb 

force has to be taken into account in form of a Coulomb enhancement (CE-Auger) [27]. 

Extrinsic/surface recombination 

Extrinsic recombination is generally considered resulting from sources outside of the semiconductor crystal, 

with the surface region as the main contributor. The surface is defined as the region of the end of the crystal 

being governed by the effects of the adjacent environment, leading to the surface expanding within a few 

nm or even µm into the crystal. Essentially, a completely porous semiconductor material might consist 

solely of surface area. In case of Si, as the chosen example of a semiconductor, surface recombination is an 

amalgamation of open bonds (‘dangling bonds’), crystal defects, impurities, strain and other energy level 

providing effects leading to a quasi-continuous energy zone across the band gap. Surface recombination is 

thus dependent on the interface state. In case of an interface with a metallic solid, QFLs will bend to the 

centered Fermi level in the metallic solid, changing the recombination of the charge carrier pair from the 

former descend along quasi-continuous states to simple entry of both carriers into the metal and 

subsequent recombination, making the recombination rate infinite in theory. Nevertheless, in all cases of 

surface recombination types, effective recombination rate depends on possibility of charge carriers to reach 

the surface, thus depending on overall carrier concentration and bulk recombination. 

Charge carrier lifetime 

The characteristic time constant of excess charge carriers recombining after excitation or injection into 

semiconductor substrate to reach equilibrium determined by exponential law is identified as the (effective) 

lifetime (eff) of the charge carriers. It is reciprocally dependent on the recombination rate R ~ 1 τ⁄ . With the 

sum of all recombination channels to contribute to the overall recombination rate R, effective lifetime of 

                                                        
43 Less likely in intrinsic Si, due to indirect semiconductor nature 
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minority charge carriers can subsequently be calculated by the sum of all inverse lifetimes of the concerning 

recombination channels44 

τeff
-1  = τSRH

-1  + τrad
-1  + τCE-Auger

-1  + τsurf
-1  +… . (5) 

 

The traveled average distance of the carrier during this duration is defined as the mean free path (MFP) or 

diffusion length L 

L = √D(n,p)∙τ , (6) 

with diffusion coefficient D(n,p) dependent in first order on carrier polarity, substrate doping level and 

polarity.  

Lifetime is accordingly dependent on excess carrier density (injection level) n. Fig. 1.7 depicts the various 

contributions of recombination channels active in a SiNx:H passivated45 2 Ωcm p-type Si substrate resulting 

in the effective lifetime. For low injection levels lifetime is limited by the bulk (volume) of the sample, 

mostly due to deep SRH defects (SRH,d). Shallower SRH defects (SRH,s) have no significant influence, as does 

recombination due to direct band to band transition (radiation with rad). In high injection (n >1016) the 

surface limitation sets in, mostly due to Auger recombination at high carrier density (CE-Auger). Admittedly, 

depending on active or rather 

occurring recombination channels, 

material properties and surface 

passivation type, injection 

dependent lifetime curve shape 

may vary significantly from the 

shown curve, being only 

exemplary. Given a crystalline Si 

based solar cell (refer to section 4) 

of industrial state of art, maximum 

power point (MPP) is found at a 

MCD of ~1015 with not necessarily 

the maximum lifetime achievable 

(Fig. 1.7). While certain minimum 

lifetime and thus diffusion length 

values are to be reached for a 

semiconductor material and Si in 

particular to be considered for 

solar cell application, these limits 

depend highly on solar cell type 

and structure, discussed in detail in 

following sections.  

Experimentally, lifetime is determined by measurement of generation G and recombination R derived from 

the minority carrier continuity equation. Given the change of charge carrier concentration over time, by 

                                                        
44 The first three channels are commonly combined into a bulk lifetime τb

-1 = τSRH
-1  + τrad

-1  + τCE-Auger
-1 , with CE-Auger and 

radiative contributions being increasingly influential in high injection (higher MCD) 
45 For passivation, refer to section 1.3 

 

Figure 1.7: Injection dependent  of SiNx:H passivated 2 Ωcm p-type Si 

Schematically depicted are the four relevant contributing 

lifetimes resulting in the effective lifetime. Bulk and surface 

limiting regions border the high lifetime range with MPP for 

an industrial solar cell being displayed at MCD of ~1015 
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diffusion and difference in G and R with incident light perpendicular to the surface (along z-axis), the 

continuity equation can be written as 

∂n

∂t
 - 

∂

∂z
(D

∂n

∂z
)  = G(z,t) - R . (7) 

The solution in dependence of n is an expression for effective lifetime 

τeff = 
∆nav

Gav - 
d∆nav

dt

 , (8) 

with average generation Gav over the substrate bulk and nav similarly the averaged excess carrier density 

over substrate thickness w.  

In case of a symmetrical substrate (both surfaces have the same effective surface recombination velocity 

Seff), surface limited lifetime can be approximated [28] 

τsurf ≅ 
w

2∙Seff

 + 
1

D(n/p)

(
w

π
)

2

 . (9) 

The thereby identified effective lifetime is accordingly associated with bulk lifetime b
46 in case of low 

surface recombination (D(n/p)≪1) 

1

τeff

 ≅ 
1

τb

 + 
2∙Seff

w
 . (10) 

1.2.3 Recombination dependent quantities and their measurement 

Recombination dependent quantities and parameters are manifold. While measurement techniques are 

surprisingly simple in nature, the mechanics and technological level is increasingly more complex. Both to 

reduce signal interference for accuracy of measurement, as well as distinction between different 

influences47. Comparison between different techniques including calibration has begun early [29] and is 

ongoing [30], due to the necessity to verifiably compare results in a field close to production, with fast turn-

over rates in case of innovation. Nevertheless, the basic physics theory needs to evolve in similar pace and 

thus fundamental research is the basis of characterization of charge carrier recombination in crystalline Si 

physics. 

PCD - Photo-conductance decay method 

Effective (minority carrier) lifetime is measured using a photo-conductance decay (PCD) setup35. Consisting 

of a broad spectral lamp on top of the Si substrate and an oscillating circuit underneath, it measures the 

induced eddy current inductively (Fig. 1.8B). Since resistivity is dependent on minority carrier density [31], 

the decay of the current signal dependent on lamp light intensity gives rise to the characteristic exponential 

coefficient eff identified as minority carrier lifetime. The setup is operated in a quasi-steady state (QSS) or 

transient (TR) mode depending on overall effective lifetime level. Both modes measure minority carrier 

density (MCD) dependent lifetime to determine various derived quantities. QSS measurement employs a 

light flash duration in the order of effective lifetime allowing for a quasi-steady-state measurement of the 

current MCD to be solely dependent on generation G of carriers (τeff = ∆nav Gav⁄  derived from eq. (8)). TR 

measurement relies on the minority charge carriers not to recombine as fast as the short flash for generation 

takes. This allows for the decay to be considered independent of generation (τeff =  ∆nav (-d∆nav dt⁄ )⁄ , 

derived from eq. (8)). Lifetime in this case has to be higher than flash duration.  

As indicated before, with the MCD dependent lifetime curve having been measured, several quantities 

                                                        
46 Driven by intrinsic recombination paths 
47 i.e., bulk, highly doped regions and surface 
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connected to the lifetime can be 

derived. These quantities give 

indications to the overall and 

specific recombination behavior of 

minority charge carriers. The 

quantities are thereby dependent 

on the specific sample structure, 

commonly chosen specifically 

representative of the influence to 

be investigated. Dependent on 

limiting recombination channel, 

single dependencies can be 

identified and quantified:  

eff - effective lifetime 

Effective lifetime is always measured using the PCD method in this work. Depending on surface passivation, 

existence of highly doped layers and/or degradation effects, it indicates the bulk lifetime of the Si substrate. 

Standard lifetime samples avoid surface recombination by reducing surface topography effects (planar 

sample) and using high-quality surface passivation (i.e., AlOx) to render the subsequent recombination 

channels irrelevant. The effective lifetime can then be identified as the bulk lifetime b. 

Seff - effective surface recombination velocity 

If the Si substrate is chosen to be a symmetrically passivated sample of very high quality48, bulk 

recombination can be neglected and at high injection (high MCD) the effective lifetime can be used to 

derive the effective surface recombination velocity Seff = 
w

2∙τeff
 [32]. Since eff is desired to be as high as 

possible, consequently, Seff should be as low as possible for high-efficiency solar cells. 

j0e - emitter saturation current density 

Recombination can be characterized by the current flowing in the substrate. In case of a diode, j0, the 

current density flowing in back-bias derived from the 1-diode-equation49 j(V) = j
0
∙(eV UT⁄ -1) (Shockley’s 

equation [33]) is commonly used for that purpose50. It is the sum of all the previously mentioned 

recombination channels and can similarly be reduced to a certain channel by rendering the others irrelevant 

similar to the case of eff. Measuring a symmetrically highly doped and passivated Si sample with a high 

base resistance in high injection leads to an inverse lifetime curve from which the slope yields j0e, the 

emitter saturation current density. Whereby lower j0e values indicate a lower recombination of the doped 

regions due to the dependency of j0(e) on the general recombination current density jrec: jrec
 = j

0
∙

n∙p - ni,eff
2

ni,eff
2  as 

well as on Seff: Seff = j0∙
1

q
∙

ND + ∆n

ni,eff
2  leading to 

1

τeff
=

1

τb
+

2(N+∆nav)

w∙q∙ni,eff
2 ∙j

0
 showing the basis of derivation of j0e from the 

slope of the eff vs. MCD curve. In general, a lower j0 leads to higher solar cell efficiency [34]. 

                                                        
48 i.e., polished microelectronic grade FZ-Si with high base resistance 
49 With the thermodynamic potential UT = kBT q⁄  
50 It should be remarked, that in case of a real pn-junction (refer to section 1.4) this equation is only correct in low 

injection, for a SCR smaller than diffusion length (mean free path), for R=G=0 in SCR, for a 1D pn-junction, for QNR 

outside SCR, for n-/p-type region homogeneously doped, for infinite thickness of emitter and Boltzmann statistics 

applicable. The latter three assumptions, being apparently inconsistent with a real solar cell, can be disregarded in 

low injection and in case of a sufficiently high doped emitter [285] 

 

Figure 1.8: Schematic depiction of lifetime measurement techniques 

A - Photoluminescence setup with red laser light excitation 

and sample emitting luminescence light to be captured in 

CCD camera suspended above  

B - PCD setup with halogen lamp light excitation and sample 

being inductively measured by coil suspended underneath 
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iVOC - implied open circuit voltage 

Solar cells are commonly asymmetrically doped samples with a metallization prohibiting a standard PCD 

measurement. Therefore, precursors or special samples such as the above mentioned b, Seff and j0e samples 

are processed. In case of precursors, the solar cell is processed without metallization, but all thermal 

process steps (i.e., firing step). Implied open circuit voltage (iVOC) measurement on these precursors and 

special samples allows for an estimation of impact on or rather optimal order of open circuit voltage (VOC)51 

in the final solar cell. iVOC is dependent on all recombination channels if not explicitly diminished. The wide 

use as a comparison quantity is based on the fact, that this value is commonly derived at an illumination 

of 1 sun (1000 W/m²) with iVOC = UT∙ ln (
∆nav,1sun∙(ND + ∆nav,1sun)

ni,eff
2 ). Therefore, indications as to the final 

passivation quality or rather recombination limitation of the solar cell can be derived and investigated. 

PL - Photo-luminescence imaging 

Photo-luminescence imaging35 is based on the effect of self-luminescence of Si based on radiant 

recombination of the direct band gap transition [35]. Given that Si is an indirect semiconductor, radiant 

recombination is the least probable process of recombination allowing for material quality evaluation. 

Probability of luminescence is increased if overall lifetime is high, i.e., all other recombination processes, 

such as SRH and crystal defect sites are less limiting. Therefore, radiative recombination in form of 

luminescence is a sign of high-efficiency potential of Si material, due to reduced loss of charge carriers to 

defect recombination [36, 37]. As an optical effect, luminescence allows for spatially resolved evaluation 

of lifetime only being limited by light intensity and diffusion length of carriers.  

The PL setup consists of a light source52 generating carriers by near-infrared light. Not to influence the 

luminescence light, the reflected light is filtered out before it hits the camera mounted above the sample 

detecting the incident luminescence light with a Si based photo-chip (Fig. 1.8A). The subsequently detected 

intensity image of the sample can be calibrated using PCD lifetime measurements with the assumption that 

MCD in the sample is similar enough for every corresponding pixel measured. 

  

                                                        

51 With VOC = UT∙ ln (
∆nav∙(ND + ∆nav)

ni,eff
2 ) derived from generalized law of mass action n∙p = ni,eff

2 ∙exp (
∆EQF

UT
)  ≈ ni,eff

2 ∙exp (
VOC

kBT
) 

with open circuit voltage dependence on Quasi-Fermi level difference (effective band gap) VOC∙q = ∆EQF 

52 LED chuck from below or homogenized laser source from above 
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1.3 Passivation 

Passivation is used to define the rendering of recombination centers inactive in general. Since 

recombination centers can have a number of different origins, passivation itself is divided into various types 

[38]. Different types of passivation thereby can but do not necessarily have to have the same underlying 

passivation mechanism. Similarly, a single passivation layer might exhibit multiple passivation mechanisms 

at once53. To give a short, but more fundamental overview of an intricate and facetted topic, the following 

subsections detail and consolidate the different types of passivation effects, techniques and mechanisms. 

1.3.1 Annealing/gettering - fundamental mechanism 

Thermal treatment has two distinct effects. It supplies the energy for diffusion and for molecular bond 

changes. Both effects are governed by temperature: diffusion by probability or rather diffusion coefficient 

and thus a continuous dependency: molecular changes by binding energy and thus a quantized dependency. 

Considering first the diffusion implications, two mechanisms can be differentiated. In- and out-diffusion. 

Both are dependent on the overall 

concentration gradient of the diffusor, but 

also of lower energy sites, so called 

gettering sinks, found e.g., at the surface, in 

crystal defects (1D-3D) (Fig. 1.10 (J)) and 

external regions (i.e., dielectric layers 

(Fig. 1.10 (K))). Depending on type of effect 

concerning recombination, in- (see H 

passivation below) or out-diffusion 

(impurities) are favorable to reduce 

minority carrier recombination. Internal 

gettering in defect sites or highly doped 

regions is also considered an out-diffusion 

from the lattice. Gettering is based on such 

out-diffusion effects, some possibly 

temporary (internal) and some more final 

(external) in nature.   

Nevertheless, impurities/contaminants like metals (Fig. 1.10 (H)) are best gettered into external gettering 

sinks, such as SiOx based layers to be removed before further passivation for a final recombination decrease. 

Gettering occurs at impurity specific reaction rate, dependent on ambient temperature and elemental state. 

It is driven by concentration gradients, as well as solubility levels, allowing for an effective concentration 

gradient between two solids in equilibrium. In case of metal impurities comparably high temperatures for 

diffusion and thus gettering are needed, thus gettering occurs i.e., during diffusion of dopants54.  

In comparison, annealing includes changes in the molecular structure of the substrate (Fig. 1.10 (E)), layers 

or connecting interfaces by thermal influence (Fig. 1.10 (D)). Since annealing effect can be attributed to 

molecular bond changes, certain changes occur only above certain temperature thresholds and then with 

a certain possibility or rather speed/rate. Two major annealing types can be distinguished. First are low 

temperature effects, when bonds in more loosely bonded regions, such as amorphous layers and interfaces 

are changed. In this case, annealing is commonly55 carried out in a tube furnace35 with an inert gas 

                                                        
53 SiNx:H, a hydrogenated dielectric layer is a prime example, showing H based, field-effect and chemical passivation 

to varying extent dependent on deposition parameters and tool, as well as substrate properties [276] 
54 In an diffusion furnace and a dielectric as a gettering sink i.e., PSG (section 1.1.2) 
55 Other means: hot-plate (no atmosphere control) or RTP (rapid thermal anneal) oven (atmosphere control) treatment 

 

Figure 1.9: Techniques for passivation activation 

A - Annealing of dielectric layers/stacks for e.g., H 

diffusion and molecular bond rearrangement to 

activate the passivation quality is carried out in 

low-pressure inert gas atmosphere (e.g., N2) tube 

furnace at elevated temperatures (150-500°C) 

depending on passivation layer type and 

deposition parameters 

B - Firing of dielectric layers/stacks is carried out in 

a firing belt furnace at high temperatures (700-

1000°C) to activate the passivation quality in a 

similar way 
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atmosphere (Fig. 1.9 A). Annealing is typically used for activation of passivation in case of AlOx
56 [39] and 

sometimes SiNx:H57 layers. Essentially, this process can end up in a diffusion of atoms (Fig. 1.10 (L)), if by 

some force, the bond changes result in a directed motion. Common occurrences are found near interfaces, 

where atoms are drawn by low energy sites to allow for a stable thermal equilibrium. In case of higher 

temperature ranges, more energy can be supplied, reorganizing lattice based defects (Fig. 1.10 (E)), such as 

crystal defects by letting them diffuse to a surface or reducing them in size to a stable defect configuration. 

Equally, duration of thermal treatment may be reduced, allowing to use a firing furnace35 (Fig. 1.9 B) instead 

of a diffusion furnace. Consequently, ‘contact firing’58 in a firing furnace is simultaneously achieved with 

passivation activation i.e., for SiNx:H, SiOx(:B/P)59, AlOx and any possible film stacks60 consisting thereof.  

Laser induced defects are an example of such defects able to be annealed at temperatures above 900°C 

(section 4.4 and 4.6). Other examples include crystal defects stemming from crystal growth during 

casting/pulling of Si substrate material and are annealed under similar circumstances, sometimes 

facilitated by diffusion of impurities or H (section 1.7).  

1.3.2 Chemical passivation - fundamental mechanism 

Chemical passivation is based on saturation of molecular bonds. Either by growth (deposition) of a layer on 

the substrate’s surface (Fig. 1.10 (C)), or by internal processes (i.e., H diffusion). For chemical passivation to 

be effective for surface passivation, the substrate’s lattice structure has to be continuous beyond the actual 

interface/surface. Essentially, the atom pitch of the lattice, dependent on crystal type and orientation, needs 

to be matched so not to leave too many open bonds (dangling bonds, (Fig. 1.10 (A))). Typical layers with 

high chemical passivation include SiOx and SiNx:H based films. Quantifiable is the surface passivation in 

this case by surface recombination velocity (SRV) derived from lifetime measurements (section 1.2.2). 

Hydrogen passivation - fundamental mechanism 

Hydrogen passivation is a form of chemical passivation. Since H is the smallest element, its diffusion and 

subsequent saturation of open bonds (Fig. 1.10 (G)) capabilities are optimal for passivation purposes. While 

not discussed here in detail, the influence and subsequent impact of H should be mentioned, i.e., in 

connection with degradation processes61 in various instances. Overall, H from external (i.e., dielectric layers, 

such as SiNx:H) or internal (impurities) sources diffuses already at low temperatures in the few 100°C 

range62 and consequently, is exponentially faster at typical firing temperatures of ~800°C. Drawback is the 

out-diffusion of H if the gradient to the atmosphere is respectively in favor (Fig. 1.10 (F)). For laboratory 

purposes, a H plasma atmosphere at elevated temperatures can be applied to artificially supply an external 

H source to the sample surface to study H based effects. 

Thermal oxidation 

Thermal oxidation (TO) is the most common technique to add a silicon oxide (SiOx) layer to a silicon 

substrate. In the process, the silicon substrate is heated in a tube furnace (undoped glass tube) during an 

initial stabilization step in N2 atmosphere, before either H2O vapor (pure, generated from O2 and H2) for a 

wet or O2 gas for a dry oxidation is added for a certain oxidation duration dt, determining the thickness of 

the SiOx layer at given temperature, vapor/gas flow and substrate conditions (topography, doping, etc.). The 

                                                        
56 Refer to section 2.2.4 
57 Refer to section 2.2.1 
58 Refer to section 3.5.1 
59 Refer to sections 1.6.2, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 
60 Stacking of (dielectric) films upon each other by subsequent growth on the respective surface forming chemically 

bound interfaces 
61 Including, but not exclusively, BO degradation, LeTID, LID, etc. Refer to [277] for an overview 
62 In comparison, H diffuses as fast as Cu in Si and thus with a diffusion coefficient D of ~10-19m2s-1 (at 400°C) by 8 

magnitudes higher than dopants like B and P at 1000°C [299]  
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ensuing oxidation, forming near stoichiometric SiO2, can be described by the Deal-Grove-model [40] for 

thicker (~10 nm) and empirically for thinner layers. Nevertheless, the fundamental mechanism of growth is 

always the same. O interacts with the Si lattice on the advancing Si-SiOx interface. Resulting in both, a 

growth into the Si lattice, consuming the receding Si substrate surface, as well as expanding the sample 

surface outward, considering the lower density of amorphous SiOx compared to c-Si. While initial growth is 

fast, thicker layers grow slower, being limited by diffusion of O through the growing layer to the interface. 

The SiOx film is subsequently tempered for a common 10 min duration at the same temperature as 

oxidation occurred, to anneal the interface states and reduce defect sites. In terms of chemical passivation, 

this leads to very low surface recombination velocity values on p- and n-type doped regions63. 

1.3.3 Field effect passivation - fundamental mechanism 

Field effect (FE) passivation is induced by surplus charges within a region in or on the substrate. So either 

a deposited layer (Fig. 1.10 (N)), the interface or a doping concentration difference/gradient in the substrate 

(Fig. 1.10 (M)) can lead to such a charge imbalance (electric field). Surplus charges can be fixed or mobile. 

The latter able to move and subsequently able to be annihilated if circumstances allow (traps or other 

defects). In case of fixed charges, such as dopant sites or dipoles forming in molecular bonds, lasting mirror-

charges are being induced building an electric field. Again, depending on polarity circumstances, an 

inversion or an accumulation layer forms within the substrate. In turn, minority carriers are either attracted 

or repelled (Fig. 1.10 (O)). FE lasts only so long, as no compensation currents arise, i.e., by shortening both 

respective layers. Since FE can stem from positive (i.e., SiNx:H or SiOx) or negative (i.e., AlOx) charges, FE 

sources have to be matched to the surface doping for effective accumulation passivation, being preferable. 

Most innovative passivation layers further entail carrier-selective properties [34], as they either modify the 

relative concentration of charge carriers near the surface and thus decrease probability of recombination, 

or allow for increased conductivity through the interface to a contact, similarly decreasing recombination 

chances. 

                                                        
63 Refer to section 1.6.2 

 

Figure 1.10: Schematic depiction of passivation mechanisms 

Bare Si surfaces exhibit open/dangling bonds (A), necessary to be passivated to reduce recombination 

activity. Chemical passivation can be reached by deposition of a dielectric (B) with lattice mismatch as 

minimal as possible to form bonds (C) to the Si lattice. Otherwise, annealing (HT step) has to occur to 

rearrange the interface bonds (D). Equally, crystal defects in the bulk may be annealed (E) by 

temperature treatment. Dielectric layers may similarly supply H to be (in- and out-) diffused (F) to 

passivate bulk defects by thermal diffusion of H (G). Similar thermal diffusion can occur for impurities 

M in defect state (H) to be either internally gettered to inactive states (J) or externally i.e., in the 

dielectric layer (K). Higher thermal treatment leads to in-diffusion of dopants XD (L), resulting in field 

effect passivation (M) due to substrate doping. Similarly, fixed charges Qf in dielectric layers can lead 

to a field (N) resulting in charge carrier influence (O) 
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1.3.4 Types of passivation - Surface, bulk and highly doped regions 

The various passivation mechanisms are active in different regions of a substrate depending on the 

structure and features. In some cases, more than one mechanism is active but not necessarily relevant or 

even supporting the decrease of recombination of minority carriers.  

Considering the bulk of the substrate, defined as the inner part of the same, passivation generally occurs 

by rearranging bonds using annealing in high temperature environments, gettering of impurities and/or in-

diffusion of H. Field effect passivation commonly only affects carriers of the bulk near the respectively 

charged surface regions. Considering the random mode of movement of charge carriers by diffusion, point 

defect passivation of remaining recombination centers is the most limiting effect.  

This observation is not changed by considering the same in higher doped regions. The amount of 

recombination centers from dopants increase, limiting the lifetime of minority carriers even further. 

Interface layers, such as pn- or high-low junctions described before, add a field effect in a limited region. 

The generally most crucial passivation and thus most investigated is that of the surface of a substrate. In 

the un-passivated state, the surface is an indefinitely high recombination active region with dangling 

bonds, impurities, contaminants and other crystal defects. Surface passivation further depends on the 

substrate’s surface polarity and doping concentration.  

As described above, field effect passivation as a highly effective mechanism is dependent on these two 

properties. They decide whether accumulation or inversion occurs and to what extent. Nevertheless, 

shielding minority carriers from the surface by doing so in a comparably high depth, is most effective. 

Chemical passivation, as the second most effective surface passivation type, is only effective right at the 

recombination center site. While being similar in nature to all other mechanisms, just as field effect 

passivation, it can be degraded by light, heat or humidity.  

Therefore, depending on substrate type64 and contamination, process steps leading to gettering/annealing 

of the bulk and annealing of passivation layers65 are favorable to be implemented in a process sequence 

before and after passivation of the surface, respectively.  

  

                                                        
64 i.e., crystal defect density, such as of types >1D 
65 These are, within broader environmental boundaries, more impacting in nature considering degradation 
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1.4 The pn-Junction 

Crystalline Si based devices operate on the principle of charge carrier transport by doped regions and metal 

terminals (contacts). To understand charge carrier separation, selection and transport of ‘charge’ on a 

microscopic level by doped regions, closer inspection of band structure and similar influences is necessary 

to understand. Two approaches of understanding one and the same effect shall be outlined in the following 

subsections to allow for a differentiated view on a complex and still discussed subject.  

1.4.1 Charge Carrier Separation and Movement 

Considering a pure Si crystal, the light generated exciton, the electron-hole-pair, or any other injected 

charge carrier (pair) are driven by diffusion and thus intrinsic conductivity (section 1.1.3). Charge carrier 

separation is achieved by band gap existence and movement by random walk based diffusion mechanism 

independent of charge or type in terms of fundamental mechanism. Taking recombination mechanisms into 

account by e.g., doping the solid, diffusion length L determines separation and movement of charge carriers 

to i.e., reach specific regions (junctions, contacts, etc.). Usually a multiple of L is necessary for sufficient 

probability to reach the desired destination. Depending on doping and thus polarity type, conduction of 

charge carriers is affected depending on their polarity of charge (section 1.1.3). Essentially charge carrier 

movement and thus separation is based on the basic possibility of intrinsic diffusion, recombination 

probability due to active recombination centers and charge dependent conductivity.  

Boundary conditions e.g., surfaces/fields (section 1.2.2) or contacts (metal based, section 1.4.4) are 

influencing carrier movement additionally in specific ways, by applying additional forces. Nevertheless, 

bringing two differently doped (amount and/or polarity) semiconductor regions together affects carrier 

movement fundamentally.  

1.4.2 The pn-Junction in the Simplified Description 

Adjacent p- and n-type doped semiconductors, more specifically Si, form a so-called pn-junction between 

them, if being in contact with each other. This is independent of origin (diffused, epitaxial grown, etc.) of 

the p- and n-type Si interface. Since doping leads to a shift in Fermi level EF to the respective band, the 

compensation of EF alignment in both differently polarized semiconductor regions is bending of bands. In 

case of a non-illuminated and/or non-carrier-injected pn-junction, EV and EC are offset by the difference in 

Fermi level shifts (Fig. 1.11, left).  

 

Figure 1.11: Schematic representation of a pn-junction in non- and illuminated state 

Left: pn-junction in non-illuminated state with corresponding conduction band (EC), valence band 

(EV) and Fermi level (EF). Depicted is the space charge region (SCR) with diffusion current and 

drift current inducing electric field (E⃗ ). Boundary conditions are e- and h+ electrodes. 

Right: pn- junction in illuminated state at maximum power point (MPP) with Quasi-Fermi-Level (QFL) 

splitting (EFC and EFV) and SCR extent decrease. The right axis corresponds to the conductivity 

of n and p (e- and h+, resp.). 
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Given the dependence of charge carrier current on the electrochemical potential and the conductivity of 

charge carriers (section 1.1.3), a charge carrier current density jQ,n/p can be derived: 

j
Q,n/p

 = ±
σn/p

q
∙∇ηn/p = ±

σn/p

q
∙∇ (μ

c,n/p
∓q∙ϕe)  = ±

σn/p

q
∙ (∇μ

c,n/p
±q∙E)  . (11) 

Apparently, since in the non-illuminated state, neither net currents must exist nor external energy is 

supplied, the gradient µc,n/p of charge carrier density (diffusion driven) will be compensated by an electric 

field E (drift current66) forming in thermal equilibrium a so called space charge region (SCR) between the 

two differently polarized regions. Extension of the same into each region is dependent on mobility and thus 

conductivity, as well as doping i.e., charge carrier density. The charge carrier currents balance the 

electrochemical potential in thermal equilibrium to minimize internal free energy, resulting in a net zero 

voltage across the pn-junction.  

Illumination of a pn-junction leads to generation of excess carrier density n exceeding the doping and 

intrinsic concentrations and thus reducing gradient µc,n/p (section 1.1.3) and SCR extent. Since carrier 

concentration remains zero at the electron and hole contact interfaces, overall electrochemical potential 

in this non-equilibrium state still amounts to the voltage attainable across the pn-junction, yet now equal 

to the difference in QFL energies, cause to their splitting (Fig. 1.11, right). The external load, powered in 

case of a solar cell device, is in this case supplied by the majority carriers at the respective electrodes in 

form of a drift current. Since the drift from the electric field in the SCR is even in case of illumination 

compensated by diffusion and as such not capable to deliver the necessary work, another form of current 

stemming from free energy minimization has to be accounted for. It can be shown, that due to dielectric 

relaxation67, quasi charge neutrality exists outside the SCR with no discernable drift. To enable a net 

current, a gradient in the electrochemical potential has to be generated i.e., due to excess carrier diffusion: 

j
Q,n/p

 = ±kBT∙μ
n/p

∙∇(∆n) . (12) 

At this point, the property of selection of SCR comes into play. Since minority carriers are able to diffuse 

through the SCR (smaller in number), while majority carriers are back-scattered, the electric field of the 

SCR passively allows for majority carrier build-up in the respective regions. Relaxation of majority carriers 

needs to be through the external load, allowing for solar cell operation. In a sense, a net electric field 

between electrodes is formed, actually delivering the work necessary to power the solar cell, driven by the 

unique architecture of a pn-junction and its flooding with excess carriers generated by incident photons.  

1.4.3 The pn-Junction in the Fundamental Description 

Assumptions have been made in the last section, common to established description of pn-junction and 

thus solar cell operation, due to generalization or specifications based on approximations, restrictions and 

weighing of influences/values, limiting the given ‘electrical’ explanation to common pn-junction based 

devices and more generally, to devices, inherently fulfilling the necessary characteristics. Essentially, if a 

simplified theory explains a certain effect, it can be applied, yet it might not fully explain or describe the 

underlying fundamental mechanism.  

What is definitely known of an illuminated pn-junction is the fact, that a voltage builds up between the 

electrodes and a compensation current can run in short circuit conditions to alleviate this charge carrier 

imbalance. So it stands to reason, what exactly separates charge carriers from exciton generation and what 

drives them to flow to the respective terminals?  

                                                        
66 Leaving behind local charge centers of ionized dopants 
67 Compensation of local charge imbalances on ps time scale 
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Forces, indiscriminately of polarity, pull on charge carriers alike. The two relevant forces charge carriers 

are exposed to are electric and chemical force, as introduced before (eq. (11)). As it stands, the first forcing 

drift, the latter, due to concentration gradients, diffusion. Noteworthy at this point is that although 

mathematically both force contributions can be calculated separately, only the resulting sum of 

contributions is physical. However, what can be distinguished is not the forces on one particle, but the 

resulting force specific to each individually based on their dependency on the respective QFL (section 1.2.1): 

j
Q,n/p

 = 
σn/p

q
∙∇EFC/FV . (13) 

Equation (13) can be interpreted as the aforementioned minimization of free energy i.e., effectively the 

electrochemical potential (with T = V = const.), equal to QFL (section 1.2.1). Given this fact, directed charge 

carrier current, necessary for separation of e- and h+ and their transport to the desired electrodes, can only 

be achieved by proper QFL gradients68 and/or equivalent conductivity differences for the two carrier types 

in certain regions. At this point, no electric field is needed for separation and transport, nor explicitly 

generated/originating. Carrier selectivity to and at the electrodes, while possible with electric fields 

(compare section 1.3), is not necessarily needed to be put into effect by such. As a matter of fact, given the 

aforementioned pn-junction in Fig. 1.11, the selectivity at the electrodes is solely based on the doping of 

the p- and n-type areas bordering the electrodes and its imbalance of majority/minority carrier 

concentrations. The SCR can be seen as a mere result of bringing the two regions together. One could 

imagine and even simulate a structure [41], that entails no such SCR and still works as a solar cell, simply 

by allowing for selective carrier transport [42, 43, 44, 45] to and through the terminals and nothing but 

diffusion of charge carriers in between69. The higher the selectivity, the higher the efficiency of the device.

  

To resolve the seeming discrepancy between this and the former section, a few assumptions might need to 

be reassessed. While an electric field in equilibrium is build-up and exists, its effect is compensated in this 

state by diffusion. The field component cannot unilaterally and moreover in a different state of illumination 

suddenly drive the device. It might appear that with excess carrier generation the field suddenly acts as the 

selecting force for them, however the same would be true for the opposed diffusion driving component. 

The field only exists for particles that experience both forces at the same time. The extent of each 

component might vary for each particle, however in average the force like in equilibrium needs to be zero. 

Net current can thus not exist for any charge carrier. At this point, it stands to reason how the excess carriers 

are separated and transported. Going back to the basic equation (13) and taking now both, the QFLs and 

conductivity n/p curves in Fig. 1.11 into account, two conclusions can be drawn. Concentrating on the p-

type region bordering the hole contact, majority carriers (h+) are driven by a small QFL gradient and constant 

conductivity p. Minority carriers (e-) experience a higher QFL gradient, yet an even higher decrease in 

conductivity n. Effectively, selectivity and transport to the hole contact for majority carriers is therefore 

slightly higher. The reverse analogue applies to the electron contact.  

In case of this common pn-junction, selectivity right at the contact is small, resulting in recombination of 

minority carriers if no other measures (mobility change by e.g., high-low junctions, selective/passivated 

contacts) are taken.  

  

                                                        
68 Not necessarily inherent to a pn-junction 
69 The established concept of a ‘contact’ in its original sense is currently under scrutiny [41, 42, 43] 
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1.4.4 Metal Contact 

The terminals of semiconductor devices, 

referred to as contacts or electrodes, 

commonly are in the form of a direct metal-

semiconductor junction. The properties of 

this junction are favored to be of perfect 

charge carrier transport with no or negligible 

recombination of majority carriers or even 

depletion of the same in the adjoining 

semiconductor region. Two necessities arise 

from this requirement. The junction needs 

not to repel majority carriers, desired to be 

transported/conducted, but do so in case of 

minority carriers. The nature of the contact is 

commonly categorized in ohmic or Schottky-

like type, when in reality (as can be seen in 

section 3.5.2) a mixture of the types due to 

3D microscopic influences governs the contact behavior i.e., resistivity. In that regard, depending on actual 

contact formation technique and type, interfacial layers, such as oxides, glasses or conduction layers (doped 

dielectrics, etc.), are used or generated, further influencing the metal-semiconductor contact physics.  

To gain an insight into the basic principle, an idealized junction of direct metal-semiconductor interface 

shall be shown and any additional influences discussed. Fig. 1.12 shows the band diagram of the ideal 

junction in direct contact of both solids. Indicated are the chemical potential µc,s of the semiconductor and 

µc,m of the metal, also known as work function, due to its value determining the type of contact for the 

respective charge carriers. Alignment of Fermi levels results in band bending of the semiconductor towards 

the interface. The potential originating from the metal’s surface charge leads to an accumulation of 

electrons in the semiconductor at the interface, showing ohmic contact behavior. In turn, due to the lower 

work function of the metal, compared to the semiconductor, a Schottky-like contact with a barrier in the 

valence band is observed. Higher surface doping of the semiconductor can thin the barrier for a tunneling 

contact, allowing for low resistivity transport of holes. Typical example is an Al contact on an Al-doped p+ 

region on a p-type Si base (Al-BSF formation), allowing for additional hole selectivity (compare section 

1.4.3).  

As indicated before, several influences need to be considered for a real contact. The effect of an interfacial 

oxide layer is a common occurrence, since Si oxidizes almost instantaneously in an oxidizing environment 

(section 1.6.2). If an oxide, a few nm thin, is dividing metal and semiconductor, recombination decreases 

due to prevention of the formerly introduced surface charges in the metal. Effective surface recombination 

velocity (section 1.3) is reduced. Depending on semiconductor doping, the thus additional formed barrier 

(dielectric; fixed charges) needs to be tunneled.  

 

 

  

 

Figure 1.12: Schematic depiction of metal-semiconductor contact 

Depicted is the band diagram of the junction 

between a semiconductor with work function µc,s 

and metal with µc,m, forming an ohmic contact for 

e- and a Schottky-like contact for h+ 
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1.5 Crystallization and Wafering 

As the basis for any investigation into Si, the (sufficiently) pure material has to be obtained. The 

fundamental steps of the various techniques to produce Si in its crystalline form and the subsequent process 

to manufacture the necessary substrates for microelectronics and photovoltaics are detailed in two separate 

subsections. 

1.5.1 Crystallization 

Si is the second most common element in earth’s outer continental crust. Since it does not naturally occurs 

in its elemental state, the energy and cost intensive production of pure Si has the largest part on the 

industrial production amount of semiconductor material on earth. Since the purification of Si material needs 

high temperatures and high purity conditions, produced Si material is divided in several grade classes, the 

highest being electronic grade Si having passed a multitude of purification steps. The final step for all Si 

grades is a crystallization step, in which Si is melted one last time, to bring it into a sawable70, if not final 

wafer form [46]. Czochralski grown Cz-Si ingots are crystallized by being pulled from the Si melt by a seed 

crystal (Fig. 1.13C), being the most common technique to grow c-Si ingots. In contrast, so called Float-Zone 

grown FZ-Si material i.e., used for computer chip production as well as high-efficiency solar cells, is the 

purest form of Si used on a large scale. It is made from high-purity poly-Si rods being continuously re-

melted along their length using eddy currents induced by magnetic fields to form the FZ-Si ingot 

(Fig. 1.13D). Similar to the melt in case of Cz-Si pulling, contaminants such as metal impurities, C and O 

precipitates and dopants are gettered in the moving melt front during FZ-Si production, equally due to 

higher solubility in the liquid Si part. If the standard choice of poly-Si rods is supplemented with Cz-Si 

ingots as the FZ-Si ingot source material, crystal defects induced during Cz-Si crystallization can be 

removed [5]. Given the costs and energy consumption to treat Si above 1000°C and even up to the melting 

point of 1414°C during the complete process cycle to end up with pure, mono-crystalline ingots, many 

alternative techniques were developed. While some set out to directly crystallize wafers for the PV market71, 

                                                        
70 So called ‘wafering’ step (section 1.5.2) 
71 e.g., ribbon growth on substrate (RGS) [296], edge-defined film-fed growth (EFG) [297] and epitaxial (EPI) growth 

[298] of Si substrates 

 

Figure 1.13: Si crystallization techniques 

A - mc-Si casting. Melted Si is slowly and temperature controlled cooled in a coated crucible resulting 

in a typical grain boundary interspersed pattern between differently oriented crystals 

B - QM-Si casting. Melted Si is slowly and temperature controlled cooled in a coated crucible laid out 

on the bottom with monocrystalline seed wafers resulting in typical graded crystal defect lines 

C - Cz-Si growth. By pulling the cooling Si from the melt using a seed crystal with controlled thermal 

processing (incl. rotation) a monocrystalline Cz-Si ingot is grown 

D - FZ-Si growth. A poly-Si rod or Cz-Si ingot is re-melted by a moving magnetic field inducing eddy 

currents to reduce crystal defects by re-crystallization and allows impurity gettering by the moving 

melt front 
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others optimized existing processes, such as crucible casting with subsequent wafering (section 1.5.2) of 

the ingots. Casting of multi-crystalline mc-Si by controlled cooling inside of a dielectric-lined crucible is a 

comparably established technique (Fig. 1.13A). To optimize the process to cast mono-crystalline Si in a 

similar way, in form of so-called quasi-mono (QM-)Si or defect-reduced mono-cast Si, is since an ongoing 

endeavor (Fig. 1.13B). Among those optimizations is a purer lining of the crucible to reduce the influence 

of in-diffusion of impurities (e.g., O, C, N) and controlled movement of the cooling front for homogeneous 

solidification of the melt. In some cases, a lining of the crucible bottom with mono-crystalline seed wafers 

(Cz-Si) to predetermine the crystal growth direction at an early age of the solidification process is utilized. 

Mono-cast Si can appear in higher-grade quality nearly indistinguishable from mono-crystalline Cz-Si, with 

the only difference being the crystal orientation in the wafer plane. While Cz-Si substrate’s crystal <110> 

orientation in the substrate’s plane is 47° angled to the wafer edge after wafering, mono-cast Si wafers 

exhibit a 90° angle of the same crystal orientation to the sawing edges. The reason is the choice to saw 

along the casting direction and thus wafered similar to the comparably casted mc-Si. Mono-cast Si ingots 

display generally three different grades of wafer quality, with grade 3 being the lowest in quality. Wafers 

of this part of the ingot are nearly completely mc-Si like. They show the common pattern of grain 

boundaries and grains with differently oriented crystal directions. These wafers are from the ingot part 

closest to the corners of the crucible and the upper ingot part where the melting front solidified last, 

freezing the less controllable surface with regard to temperature stability. Grade 2 wafers have one-third-

to-two-thirds of mc-Si like area due to grain boundary seeding from the crucible walls and bottom. While 

the grain boundaries growing from the bottom, i.e. from the gap between two seed wafers, are largely 

forced to disappear in the moving melting front by controlling the outer crystallization parameters, such as 

heating and cooling rates, the grain boundaries from the sidewalls form fresh with the moving 

crystallization front. These outer grain boundaries curving from the sides to the top creating the outer mc-

Si-like zones of grade 2 and 3 mono-cast Si material. Grade 1 material can subsequently only be found in 

the innermost part of the final ingot with Cz-Si like quality.  

1.5.2 Wafering 

Most Si ingots are sawn into slabs72 and subsequently into thin slices called ‘wafers’. These substrate slices 

have a thickness of 80-180 µm if used in solar cell production (mc-, QM-, Cz-Si) and thus far thinner than 

wafers used in microelectronics (FZ-Si) with generally 250-750 µm thickness. Sawing is carried out with a 

slurry or diamond wire saw, consisting of a long wire continuously being moved perpendicularly to the 

ingot on the whole length, cutting in between wafers to simultaneous produce all wafers at once 

(Fig. 1.14A). While FZ-Si wafers are cut directly from the pulled ingot and subsequently edge-abraded, Cz-

Si ingots are squared72 first and wafered afterwards, with no final edge-abrasion. In both cases, the wafers 

are cut vertically to the pulling/ingot axis (Fig. 1.14A&B). In case of QM- and mc-Si, the casted blocks are 

sawn into smaller cuboids/ingots from which the wafers are subsequently wire-cut, again with no final 

edge-abrasion. Due to reasons detailed in further sections, QM-Si is cut vertically from the block and thus 

parallel to the casting direction (Fig. 1.14C), while mc- Si is cut horizontally from the block (Fig. 1.14D). 

Cutting results in saw damage, consisting of a thin 5-10 µm thin surface layer on top of each wafer side 

with significant impurity and crystal defect density. The surface of slurry sawn wafers is homogeneously 

damaged with no significant height difference, while diamond wire sawn substrates display a more 

polished, yet rippled topography resulting from the wire skipping from time to time during sawing. Saw 

damage is removed by wet-chemical or mechanical polishing/etching steps (section 1.6.1). Wet-chemical 

                                                        
72 In case of FZ-Si, ingots are (nearly) preserved in the round shape, resulting in round wafers (possibly small phase to 

mark crystal orientation). Cz-Si ingots are squared by cutting of the four ingot sides along the ingot to result in either 

semi-square (ssq; missing corners of wafer area due to phase/diagonal of ingot <220 mm) or full-square (fsq; 

quadratic wafer area) wafers. mc-Si or QM-Si is always wafered into fsq substrates 
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processes discussed in further sections are thereby influenced by saw damage depth and surface 

topography. Subsequent to the wafering, microelectronic grade FZ-Si is (chemically) polished and cleaned 

by the manufacturer, while all Cz-Si, mc-Si and QM-Si substrates used in this work are processed as-

sawn/as-cut right after wafering.  

  

 

Figure 1.14: Wafering of differently crystallized Si ingots 

A - FZ-Si wafering. A continuous wire-saw process is used to cut the ingot into wafers vertically to the 

ingot axis (schematically detailed) 

B - Cz-Si wafering. The ingot is squared before a continuous wire-saw process is used to cut the ingot 

into wafers vertically to the ingot axis (schematically detailed) 

C - QM-Si wafering. A continuous wire-saw process is used to cut the ingot into wafers parallel to the 

casting direction and thus vertically from the block (schematically detailed)  

D - mc-Si wafering. A continuous wire-saw process is used to cut the ingot into wafers vertically to the 

casting direction and thus parallel from the block (schematically detailed) 
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1.6 Processing 

Processing entails multiple process steps to treat a Si substrate in the form of a wafer by various methods 

in different process tools to form samples for specific measurements or devices, such as a complete solar 

cell. The majority of process steps, such as wet-chemical and deposition steps to be detailed in this 

subsection, are targeted to treat the surface of the wafer. Some steps are (high-)temperature (HT) steps to 

diffuse atoms73 or change molecular structures74 right up to induction of complex processes, such as 

alloying75 or melting76. An overlapping process, done by wet-chemical and HT steps, is oxidation and 

subsequent formation of an (interface) Si oxide layer, to be discussed in the second subsection.  

While somehow to be seen separate, for it does not necessarily change or influence the sample in a lasting 

way, characterization for (final) measurement of physical properties and values is here to be counted among 

the processing steps. Characterization and its methods are always detailed in the concerning sections. 

1.6.1 Wet-Chemical Processing 

Standard processing of Si substrates commonly begins with wet-chemical bath35 steps i.e., etching. The 

reason is the remainder of a 3-12 µm thick layer of saw damage on both sides of the wafer resulting in 

highly recombination active zones in the porous surface layer (Fig. 1.15A). Etching of the saw damage can 

occur in (an)isotropic ways by acidic or alkaline etching. Removal of Si atoms is realized by basic chemical 

reactions, such as a redox reaction of oxidizing and subsequent removal of the oxidized Si based bond. 

While semiconductor processing mostly entails planarization (both chemically and mechanically), solar cell 

processing builds commonly upon textured surfaces. Texturization is done to increase the chance of 

reflection of light between the entities of the microscopic pattern77 and not to be reflected from the surface 

all together, allowing for subsequent increase of chance for the incoming light to enter the Si substrate. 

                                                        
73 Refer to sections 1.1.2 and 3.2 
74 i.e., passivation. See section 1.3 
75 i.e., contact formation in sections 3.5.3, 4.5 and 4.6 
76 i.e., laser treatment in sections 4.4 and 4.6 
77 i.e., random pyramids in case of acidic texturization 

 

Figure 1.15: Techniques for wet chemical processing 

Circles show schematic cross-section of wafer surface 

A - As-sawn wafer: Substrate after wafering by wire saw. The surface is rough/porous (saw damage) 

contaminated (impurities) and coated with a native Si oxide 

B - Textured wafer: Texturization of monocrystalline Si using alkaline solution with alcohol additive. 

The resulting pyramids are formed by anisotropic etch, leaving <111>-planes due to lower etch 

rate in this direction (relative atom density) 

C - Chemically polished wafer: Chemical polish (alkaline or acidic) by (semi-) anisotropic etch 

D - Cleaned wafer: Cleaning of (etched) wafers to remove contaminants and native/chemically grown 

oxide layers. After oxidation step (e.g., H2O2/H2SO4) SiOx is removed using HF 
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Etching 

Planarization or texturization is governed by general chemical composition of the solution. In case of a 

KOH based solution, isotropic etching occurs, due to the difference in etching rate along the various crystal 

planes. Addition of alcohol can enhance the effect, forming an alkaline texture of slightly overlapping 

pyramids with a 2-4 µm wide base (Fig. 1.15B). Without alcohol, based on KOH concentration and etching 

temperature, usually a near-planar surface with 40-100 µm wide, rhombus-shaped terrace structures 

emerges in the upper 2-6 µm of the surface (Fig. 1.15C).  

Using a mixture of HF, deionized (DI) H2O and an oxidant (e.g., HNO3), acid etching occurs. Depending on 

concentration of the three ingredients, the etching behavior can vary from mere anisotropic, local etch pits 

forming a porous lattice like structure (section 4.1.1) to isotropic polishing of the Si surface. Chemical polish 

solutions based on these three chemicals are widely used to achieve the best possible chemically polished 

surfaces to be nearly as planar as mechanically polished surfaces can be. Porous etching on the other hand, 

is used for various process steps, such as back etching of highly doped areas.  

Cleaning 

While etching not only changes topography and removes material from the Si surface, it removes potential 

impurities within the removed material as well. Especially surface gettered impurities, i.e., Cu and Fe are 

removed in significant amount by Si etching. Still adhering impurities (elemental and molecular) from the 

etching process sequence or any other process step are removed by subsequent cleaning process sequences 

[47] based on a similar redox-reaction. While not necessary, in case of cleaning steps, oxidation and 

reduction are temporally and spatially separated in two solutions on laboratory scale (Fig. 1.15D) for better 

control of processing. Common oxidation sources are H2O2 based mixtures, i.e., piranha etch (H2O2 and 

H2SO4 in a 1:3 ratio), RCA clean (two step sequence involving SC1 with HCl and SC2 with NH3 based 

solutions added by H2O2) or ozone based solutions (liquid O3 and HCl). All are followed by a pure HF bath 

step to remove the wet-chemically grown SiOx layer of a few nm up to a few 100 nm thickness dependent 

on oxidation time and temperature. Native SiOx is in comparison grown slower either in H2O or air. Industrial 

adaptations might join the oxidizer with the HF, losing some of the cleaning effect by not ending up with 

an F-terminated surface (section 4.1.2).  

Cleaning can remove organic, as well as inorganic impurities and contaminants, dependent on the oxidation 

agent. It is therefore imperative to use high-purity (VLSI grade) chemicals and DI H2O for all wet-chemical 

processes, so not to (re-)contaminate the Si surface or introduce such a contaminant right before a diffusion 

step. Nevertheless, all surface cleaning processes are incapable of removing bulk impurities. Gettering 

and/or passivation of these recombination sites has to be employed to reduce their impact on carrier 

lifetime in the bulk.  

HF acid is widely used in Si semiconductor processing due to its SiOx etching nature. The chemical process 

itself is discussed in detail in section 4.1.2. HF is principally a strong etchant for glass based structures, 

allowing for removal of thin glass layers (dielectrics or glass frit) even under metal fingers (section 3.5.3), 

common to screen-printed solar cells. Removal of metal, such as Ag or Al is either carried out by HCl etch 

in combination with HF or by aqua regia (HCl and HNO3 in a ratio of 3:1). 

1.6.2 Interface Silicon Oxides 

Passivation occurs in different ways as discussed earlier. In this particular section, the focus lies on the 

interface between the Si substrate surface and the respective passivation layer. When Si is deposited with 

a dielectric layer of any kind, it is usually done with a very thin Si oxide (SiOx) layer already on top of the 

substrate. This layer can be naturally grown in air or H2O and be about 1-2 nm in thickness. In this case, it 

is close to its stoichiometric molecular composition of SiO2. Growth occurs very quickly if O or H2O is near 

the surface in sufficient amount. In other cases this interfacial oxide layer is grown by means of wet 
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chemical, (wet/dry) thermal oxidation78 [40] or other treatment of the Si surface. In such instances, the layer 

target thickness is usually in the range of 1-20 nm, depending on technique and processing parameters. 

Yet in some cases, the native oxide layer is removed in and/or prevented by an inert/vacuum atmosphere 

to grow (again) before deposition of the desired dielectric layer. Again, the subsequent deposition step can 

lead to a newly formed SiOx layer at the interface during or after deposition, by i.e., a HT step reforming the 

molecular structure at the interface. In any case, the interface oxide influences the passivation quality of 

the dielectric layer above, as well as other properties, such as diffusion into the Si substrate. Therefore, 

knowing the influence in degree and type is crucial for evaluation of different passivation layers concerning 

their comparability depending on the actual oxide layer composition on the interface.  

To study the effects of an oxide layer FZ-Si samples (p-type, 1.8 Ωcm and n-type, 2.3 Ωcm) were processed 

in different sequences. The FZ-Si samples, as procured from the manufacturer Siltronic AG, are coated with 

a chemically grown SiOx (CO) by wet-chemical oxidation. The hydrophilic CO can simply be removed by a 

dip in a hydrofluoric solution (HF) in about 2-5 s, until the surface is hydrophobic. Some samples are treated 

in a high-temperature (HT) step in a tube furnace in inert (N2) atmosphere at 900°C for 50 min (total of 

70 min in tube including ramp up from and down to 800°C). Hydrogenated Si nitride (SiNx:H) was deposited 

in different CVD reactors79. A single wafer direct plasma parallel plate reactor d-PECVD I system (SiNx:H 1), 

a remote plasma r-PECVD system (SiNx:H 2) or a multiple wafer direct plasma parallel plate reactor 

d-PECVD II system (SiNx:H 3) was utilized to deposit the dielectric layer on top of the symmetrically, but in 

varying sequence processed samples. The samples in Fig. 1.16 differ further in the fact, that they are (F) or 

are not (nF) fired in a belt furnace at 855°C set peak firing temperature after SiNx:H deposition. After the 

final displayed processing step, all sample coatings are etched back in HF and the samples are repassivated 

using ALD80 AlOx and annealed for 30 min in 450°C N2 atmosphere. 

Beginning on the left hand side of Fig. 1.16, the references of HF dipped and (non-)fired samples are shown 

to have an effective lifetime (LT) of little more than 90-200 µs. There is a difference in n- and p-type FZ-Si 

behavior. The overall LT level shows no significant change among groups and therefore no such influence 

by the history of the sample up to the final HF dip before SiNx:H deposition and subsequent firing in the 

later three groups. Neither HT nor CO during HT has an influence on p-type and only marginally on the n-

type FZ-Si (surface) passivation. It seems that the interface layer is a limiting factor especially considering 

the possible high LT of 3.1 and 6.5 ms (p- and n-type, resp.) of the bulk material (ALD AlOx passivation). 

The question therefore arises, whether the SiNx:H has any influence at all or rather whether the native 

oxide underneath the SiNx:H, that has grown after HF dip during rinsing in DI H2O (1-2 nm) allows for any. 

To answer this question, FZ-Si samples with the remaining CO were coated with SiNx:H (CO (nF)) and half 

of them fired (CO (F)). A distinct increase in LT can already be observed for the non-fired sample up to 350 

and 800 µs (p- and n-type, resp.). The mere deposition of SiNx:H already has an influence on the interface 

oxide behavior and subsequent passivation quality. The molecular structure (chemical passivation) or 

probably the change of the same in the SiNx:H deposition step gives rise to higher LT values. AlOx reference 

measurements (open symbols) show no change compared to the HF dipped groups and therefore no change 

in bulk lifetime. Considering the nature of the SiNx:H 1 reactor to be a parallel plate d-PECVD I reactor with 

a direct-plasma, highly dense SiNx:H can be deposited due to ion bombardment of the substrate surface by 

the reactants79. Any layer on top of the substrate, i.e., an interface oxide, would also be exposed in the very 

same way. A chemically-grown oxide, depending on molecular structure and thickness, would densify or 

even be damaged in the process. An additional effect of H etching81 can also lead to such changes, as does 

                                                        
78 Refer to section 1.3.2 for detailed thermal oxidation (TO) process overview 
79 For details refer to section 2.1.1 
80 For details refer to section 2.1.3 and/or 2.2.4 
81 Reactants from dissociation of NH3 and SiH4 precursors during SiNx:H deposition 
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the 400°C deposition temperature. In combination H in-diffusion can allow for higher passivation quality. 

If such a densification leads to an improvement in LT, it stands to reason that a HT step reforming the wet-

chemically grown oxide into a kind of thermal oxide should lead to even higher LT values.  

The next four groups show the respective combinations of CO and HF dipped samples HT treated before 

SiNx:H deposition and possible firing step. Unexpectedly, the LT before firing drops to less than before. It 

is important to keep in mind, that the passivation of the sole oxides are not displayed, because they are 

below the scale. So any sufficient passivation can only be reached by additional SiNx:H deposition in this 

case. HF etching tests of these non-SiNx:H-coated samples reveal a higher etching time from the former 

5-10 s for the untreated CO and native oxide after first HF dip to now 10-20 s for both after HT treatment 

as typical for thermal oxide layers. The HT treated oxide layers therefore show an expectantly higher film 

density, resulting in a negative effect during SiNx:H deposition in the first d-PECVD I reactor. The ion 

bombardment now either damages the oxide passivation quality, or the oxide simply does not allow for 

the H in-diffusion and annealing at 400°C as seen before in the non-HT treated state of the CO. It is also 

possible, that too much H in-diffuses into the Si substrate, reducing LT by reducing surface passivation 

(SRD) [48].  It is notable at this point that the slightly thinner DI H2O grown native oxide allows for higher 

LT values, supporting this reasoning. A firing step does not change the latter fact, yet increases the overall 

LT level above 1-2 ms (p- and n-type, resp.). All three aspects of passivation, molecular restructuring, H 

diffusion and annealing, come together at 855°C peak set firing temperature. The difference in base doping 

and dopant type is less distinct. The bulk lifetime (AlOx reference) has not been affected for all groups that 

have been considered up to this point.  

To investigate the unexpected drop in LT on n-type FZ-Si in both cases (CO (F) and CO-HT (nF)) and a 

possible influence of the SiNx:H 1 on the HT treated samples, two additional, different SiNx:H reactors where 

tested on chosen groups. Starting with a broader comparison over the six chosen groups of SiNx:H 1-3 the 

decrease in bulk LT (AlOx reference) between the SiNx:H types is significant and suggests a negative effect 

 

Figure 1.16: Effective lifetime of interface Si oxides 

Effective lifetime depending on different process sequences (refer to text for details) for three SiNx:H 

types and ALD AlOx references of bulk lifetime for n- and p-type FZ-Si substrates. Non-fired (nF) and 

fired (F) samples denoted accordingly 
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on the Si substrate during SiNx:H deposition or influence thereof on subsequent processing, it being the 

only difference. Matter-of-factly, the duration of deposition at 400°C in all reactors increases from 10 to 15 

and 20 min for SiNx:H 1-3, respectively.  

SiNx:H 3 reactor is a multiple-wafer direct-plasma parallel-plate d-PECVD II tool similar to the first reactor. 

The deposition behavior and characteristics should be similar save concerning the duration in 400°C 

atmosphere during and after deposition. Comparing the CO samples before and after firing for the two 

direct-plasma SiNx:H reactors 1 and 3 a similar result can be observed with adelta of 300 µs higher LT for 

the SiNx:H 3 reactor. SiNx:H 2 deposited by a remote-plasma reactor on the other hand shows a more 

expected result of a low LT before and a high LT after firing. Again, the sole passivation quality of the CO 

oxide can be observed to be low. The remote plasma of reactor 2 exhibits no ion bombardment of reactants 

and is thus not capable of densifying the CO during deposition. The amount of H introduced into the 

interface seems also to be rather low. 

An annealing effect can be observed nevertheless for the HT treated samples with an increase in LT from 

the non-fired CO-HT to the fired HF-HT sample for both FZ-Si sample types from 0.2-1.0 ms. The continuous 

increase in LT from a non-fired and not HT treated sample to the fired and HT treated sample (all SiNx:H 

passivated) is the commonly expected result, even with a drop in bulk lifetime (AlOx passivated samples) 

along the same process sequence probably due to in-diffusion of contaminants during deposition. The 

missing drop in LT compared to SiNx:H 1 for the HT treated non-fired samples is to be expected due to the 

same reasoning. Similarly, SiNx:H 3 exhibits no such extent in decrease if any at all for the HT treated 

samples. Again, the longer duration in the deposition chamber at 400°C has an annealing and H in-diffusion 

effect resulting in such a constant LT level for all concerning samples.  

Excluding obvious reasons for the outlier of the n-type FZ-Si sample of group CO (F), such as delamination 

or blistering having been observed on p-type as well, a field effect in the oxide82 and/or Si could be the 

                                                        
82 Due to i.e., fixed charges 

 

Figure 1.17: Interface Si oxides grown by wet-chemical or thermal processes 

Effective lifetime depending on different process sequences (refer to text for details) for SiNx:H and 

ALD AlOx passivated n- and p-type FZ-Si substrates 
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source of the LT degradation after firing. Since both dielectrics exhibit usually positive fixed charges 

suitable for n-type doped regions, a not explicitly measured negative charge accumulation had to have 

happened. A contamination source only affecting n-type substrates, that additionally only affects the 

interface given the high bulk lifetime after firing, can also be excluded. This not only because n-type tends 

to be less affected by contaminants [34, 49], common to these applied processes. A hypothesis as to the 

cause could be the densification and subsequent molecular change in the interface oxide during firing to 

be affected by the base doping after direct-plasma treatment. Since SiNx:H 2 on the same group and HF 

dipped not HT treated samples in general only reach a similar LT level, a global limitation cannot be 

excluded either.  

Having established the fundamental passivation behavior of interface oxides and their behavior with 

different SiNx:H layers, the influence and impact of different oxide sources, such as wet-chemical solutions 

and thermal oxidation processes shall be investigated. In Fig. 1.17 similar processes to the ones in the 

previous section are employed on respective FZ-Si material. In the two farthest right columns, the formerly 

shown oxide groups are depicted. For SiNx:H deposition on all samples the first direct-plasma d-PECVD I 

reactor was used and all SiNx:H coated samples were fired subsequently. Since SiNx:H 1 had reached the 

overall highest LT with keeping the highest bulk lifetime (AlOx reference) in the former experiment, this 

SiNx:H was chosen for all further samples of Fig. 1.17. To compare CO and HF dipped samples, three wet-

chemical and three thermal oxidation processes were chosen to be investigated. The contents and/or 

parameters are listed in Tab. 1.2. Before all of these processes were applied, the FZ-Si substrates were 

dipped in HF to remove the CO. Comparing the resulting thickness dOX
83 of the grown oxide84 different 

growth rates can be identified. In case of boiling HNO3 the rate is highest, while a RCA SC1 step only 

marginally affects the thickness. All wet-chemical processes are also cleaning solutions intended to remove 

or at least bind impurities from/on the surface by oxidation. The growth of oxide on the Si substrate 

nevertheless occurs underneath the native oxide into the FZ-Si bulk. Similar effects can be seen in case of 

the thermal oxidation85 (TO) processes. TO 1 is a standard dry oxidation step at 900°C to grow the oxide 

beneath the native oxide using O2. TO 2 is a variation on that, with a pre-clean before oxidation to prepare 

the surface by etching the native oxide and any that might have grown up to that point beforehand. TO 3 

is a further optimization on that, to grow an oxide with DCE flow to constantly remove part of the grown 

oxide and thereby allowing for a more regular molecular structure during growth, as well as a reduced 

impurity integration. 

Table 1.2: Wet-chemical or thermal oxidation processes for interface oxide growth 

Wet-chemical solutions 

Denotation Contents Ratio Temp. T [°C] Duration dt [min] Oxide thickness dOX 

[nm] 

Piranha H2O2 : H2SO4 1:3 80 10 ~2 

RCA SC2 HCl : H2O2 : H2O 1:1:8 50 10 <1 

HNO3 HNO3 1 100 10 ~3 

      

Thermal oxidation processes 

Denotation Gases Temp. T [°C] Duration dt [min] 

(DCE pre-clean) 

Duration dt [min] 

(Oxidation, gas flow) 

Oxide thickness dOX 

[nm] 

TO 1 O2 900 0 1.4 ~3 

TO 2 DCE / O2 900 5 1.4 ~2 

TO 3 DCE & O2 900 0 1.4 ~2 

                                                        
83 Measured using ellipsometry35 
84 Native oxide from DI water rinse after initial HF dip not included 
85 Done in oxidizing atmosphere in a tube furnace35 
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Beginning on the left of Fig. 1.17, the LT values for all three wet-chemically grown oxides are in the range 

of 200-300 µs for p- and n-type FZ-Si alike. An HT step to reform the oxides into thermal oxides similar to 

the one in the previous section leads to a distinction in passivation quality. While the n-type FZ-Si for SiNx:H 

as well as AlOx passivation show an increase in LT value to levels comparable to the CO + HT and HF + HT 

groups levels, the p-type FZ-Si substrate LT differs. Prone to degradation due to impurity in-diffusion, the 

p-type bulk lifetime of the Piranha + HT group recedes to values below 300 µs. A HT step of 900°C for 

50 min is sufficient to in-diffuse many of the respectively high-impact degrading metal impurities. 

Apparently, not all are impacting the n-type material. The cleanest oxide can be grown with HNO3, as 

expected. 

Moving on to the thermal oxides, the high LT level of thermally reformed oxides can instantly be reached. 

Comparing the TO groups, the oxide grown with DCE flow during oxidation reaches the highest LT values. 

Applying a DCE pre-clean on the other hand has an undesired effect. In that aspect, p- and n-type FZ-Si are 

similarly affected in the O-rich 900°C atmosphere considering the drop in bulk lifetime. The desired 

difference in molecular structure, given the overall LT level, cannot be seen. All TO processes lead to more 

or less the same thermal oxide, as did the thermally reformed wet-chemically grown oxides after HT step. 

To use the same HT step on TO groups simply leads to additional thermal load, not improving, but also not 

damaging the LT level. Therefore all previously shown results of HT treated groups are expected to also 

show the final and stable86 LT value, even or already after 50 min of 900°C atmosphere. The HT step can 

probably be reduced to mere minutes to reach the maximum potential anyway, if done in a clean 

atmosphere. 

In conclusion, the processing history of oxide growth can87, but may not play a role in final passivation 

quality. In some cases, the passivation can even degrade during common activation steps, i.e., firing. 

Thermally grown or thermally reformed oxides provide a high and most stable effective minority charge 

carrier lifetime concerning surface and bulk passivation. Depending on process sequence and final process 

step, PECVD reactors for layer deposition of passivation stacks should be selected accordingly, due to 

differences in deposition technique. This section showed the impact of chemical passivation of silicon 

oxides as an interfacial layer to be one of the main influences in surface passivation of Si substrates next 

to H and field effect passivation. While the latter two are lesser effective in silicon oxides, capping layers 

from CVD reactors will provide those properties in dielectric stacks and therefore need not be impacted by 

the interfacial silicon oxide, as will be discussed in sections 2.2 and 3 in further detail.    

                                                        
86 ‘Stable’ in the sense of no further process steps of standard solar cell production may affect this value. Not included 

are influences of degradation due to exposure to light, temperature or other environmental influences during solar 

cell operation and lifetime (e.g., LeTID [277]) 
87 On a side note, the ALD AlOx layer (as later discussed in detail in section 2.2.4) exhibits a significantly thick interfacial 

oxide layer, thicker than grown native oxide after HF dip in DI water applied before AlOx deposition. This has no 

influence on the LT comparison between samples, since the field effect passivation of ALD AlOx is the significant 

passivation effect for the samples in this case 
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1.7 Thermal Treatment 

Thermal treatment of Si substrates can entail a variety of means and properties, depending on process88. 

Impact depends on process history89, molecular compositions and thermal treatment parameters90. Si 

substrates are imperatively exposed to at least one thermal treatment, the one used during crystallization91, 

subsequently being the most crucial of all. With Si being primarily used in microelectronics, such as 

microchip industry, Si crystallization and its influence on the lattice was fundamentally investigated over 

the last 80 years. Concentrating on the relevant findings concerning further sections, a brief overview is 

given.  

Essential to Si crystallization is control of temperature gradients to grow a monocrystalline phase over the 

whole ingot. Easier said than done, certain influences and subsequent defects are inevitable. As such, 

thermal stresses and thermal flows on the solid-to-liquid interface during ingot pulling lead to ring-shaped 

defects, 1D and 2D in nature, centered on the middle of the ingot, in case of Cz-Si92. Mold casted Si, such 

as mc- and QM-Si, are limited less by such 1D and 2D defects, since 3D defects, such as grain boundaries 

are much more likely and have a higher impact. Consequently, crystalline defect limitations depend on 

crystallization technique. Similarly, incorporation of foreign elements, such as impurities and dopants, is 

temperature dependent. Not only the plain amount/concentration in-diffused/incorporated is determined, 

but the final molecular state i.e., as interstitial, substitutional or clustered atom(s). In this context, O as a 

versatile element, being able to diffuse and change state at comparably low temperatures is concerning in 

Si substrates for semiconductor processing. Early investigations [50] have shown O to be responsible for 

major property changes, both electrical and optical in nature, of Si, due to its donor behavior in certain 

molecular states, as detailed in this section. Especially in combination with pre-existing crystal defect 

centers, O can act as a ‘thermal donor’ (TD) [50], its donor ability dependent on thermal treatment in 

contrast to donor behavior of dopants, such as B and P, being in active state after diffusion/crystallization. 

O can then occur as O clusters, O precipitates, O induced stacking faults and O based vacancy pairs [51, 52, 

50]. Microscopic evidence thereof is based on magnetic resonance measurements [53] and FTIR [54]. It is 

further established, that such TD occurrence begins at temperatures above 450°C [55]. As there exist 

multiple TD types93, each with a distinct activation energy and subsequent ‘growth’ temperature, resistivity 

behavior of Si may change accordingly dependent on thermal treatment and subsequent temperature 

history. In case of O based TD, interstitial O concentration94 Oi is decreased, due to O precipitation in defect 

sites [50] and minority carrier lifetime (LT, eff) accordingly influenced [51]. Photo-luminescence (PL) 

imaging shows typically resulting/emerging ring-shaped low lifetime regions [51, 52]. TD formation is more 

prominent in n-type Si, due to a typically higher O content incorporated during P doped Si material growth, 

yet also found in p-type Si [56]. TD formation is restricted to a temperature window of ~450-950°C in total. 

In that window, different TD types95 based on O might grow, be annihilated and re-grow, divided into old 

and new TD species, based on thermal behavior [57]. Furthermore, TD growth is time dependent due to 

being diffusion driven [51]. Therefore, a variety of solutions are available to prevent TD occurrence and/or 

influence. The first is to reduce Oi in the grown crystal96. Secondly, with additional/optimized thermal 

control and/or magnetic field stabilization, defects can be prevented/out-grown during crystallization, 

limiting precipitation sites [58]. If the ingot is already crystallized with defect concentration and Oi 

                                                        
88 i.e., diffusion, annealing, gettering, contact formation, etc. 
89 Process steps already performed, essentially beginning with Si ingot crystallization and its material composition  
90 Temperature, duration and environment i.e., atmosphere, coatings and contaminants 
91 Includes by definition epitaxial grown Si layers, considering the necessary process temperature of >900°C [46] 
92 Comparable influences of thermal treatment can be found in FZ-Si [275] 
93 Not necessarily based on O as the donor element. Some sources name N in a similar fashion [52] 
94 O is commonly found on interstitial sites in the lattice after Si crystallization 
95 More than 20 found up to date 
96 Inert atmosphere during crystallization and reduced O content in melt and crucible coating 
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restrictively high, HT step temperatures in the range of TD growth97 should be avoided or be exceeded. The 

latter being introduced in studies, as a ‘tabula-rasa’ step [52, 59, 60], where Si is treated to ~1000°C for a 

short time and then cooled down at a high rate, to surpass the TD growth zone as fast as possible. Thereby, 

two things happen. First, O and any of its precipitates already having been grown, dissolve and are 

reintroduced as Oi in the lattice. Secondly, defects are possibly rearranged to not be able to allow for TD 

growth. This HT step is supposed to allow for subsequent thermal processing/treatment in the TD growth 

temperature range without the re-emergence of TD behavior in the Si material. 

1.7.1 Impact of Thermal 

Treatment on Si 

Bulk Lifetime 

Depending on base doping 

polarity (p- or n-type), Si 

materials show fundamental 

differences concerning 

thermal treatment. To 

visualize distinct local and 

broader influences 

determining carrier 

recombination and subsequent 

effective lifetime (dependent 

on injection level), PL imaging 

is applied. The graphs in 

Fig. 1.18 show PL images of 

the full substrate area only 

passivated by an annealed ALD 

AlOx layer before/after 

temperature treatment 

dependent on group (details in 

Tab. 1.3). Essentially, the three 

columns show the 

corresponding substrate type 

(rows) in the passivated ‘as-

etched’ and therefore non-

temperature treated state G1 

(nearly right after ingot 

pulling\casting and wafering), 

followed by the state G2 after 

standard P diffusion (POCl3 gas 

in tube furnace) and state G7 in 

the last column after standard 

P diffusion and subsequent dry 

oxidation in tube furnace. All 

shown materials are from 

                                                        
97 Dependent on actual TD type 

 

Figure 1.18: PL imaging of Si substrates under various temperature treatment 

156x156 mm² area size Si substrate types by row with effective 

lifetime scaling of corresponding PL images depending on 

temperature treatment G1, G2 and G7 (columns, for details refer 

to Tab. 1.3). Arrows and dashed boundaries refer to certain areas 

described in detail in the corresponding part of the text 
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experimental ingots and processed from there on in the same processes98 to allow for direct comparison.  

Beginning with p-type Cz-Si, Fig. 1.18A shows a homogenous PL image of a ssq wafer without distinct 

features from the bulk. This changes in Fig. 1.18B with the formation of the aforementioned ring-structures 

(darker centered ring-shaped areas) are depending on thermal donor precipitation99. In the as-grown and 

subsequently as-etched state G1, the thermal donors i.e., interstitial O atoms, are still distributed over the 

whole substrate area. Precipitation and subsequent increase in recombination activity only begins with HT 

treatment at existing crystal defect sites [51]. They usually show ring shapes considering the thermal flow 

of a round Cz-Si ingot during pulling from the melt. Despite additional gettering mechanisms by PSG growth 

during diffusion100 [61], effective lifetime on the whole wafer declines. By increasing the temperature and 

duration during heat treatment, intensity and area of recombination centers increase depending on thermal 

donor amount and defect density, as long as a critical temperature is not reached and/or the cooling rate 

is not too high. Fig. 1.18C further shows the result of a subsequent oxidation step. Under O atmosphere 

influence, the effect of ring-formation can be increased leading to a heightened recombination activity and 

a subsequent centered black PL area of nearly the whole wafer. Nevertheless, as a by-product of thermal 

donor diffusion from areas with lower defect density (outer ingot area and therefore wafer corners) to the 

substrate center, the corners of the wafer can show increased effective carrier lifetimes (indicated by arrow 

in Fig. 1.18C) even above initial levels. Applying the same processes to a fsq n-type Cz-Si material with a 

comparably lower initial average lifetime (Fig. 1.18D), thermal donor ‘behavior’ can even be seen in the 

corners of the wafer (black areas indicated by arrow). In case of n-type material a subsequent P diffusion 

and gettering step leads to an overall increase in lifetime with the aforementioned clearing of the 

outermost areas of the wafer from thermal donors and impurities. The forming ring structure is barely 

visible after a standard P diffusion step in Fig. 1.18E. Far more prominent (and only as an example of 

detrimental effect to PL imaging of bulk samples) is the remaining saw-damage (dashed area on the left of 

Fig. 1.18E) overshadowing the underlying bulk by optical and electric influence on the measurement, 

limiting the lifetime and thus the view of the bulk. Accordingly, non-bulk dependent artefacts need to be 

distinguished from the relevant data. With Fig. 1.18F, the influence of the additional thermal oxidation step 

is again fully visible, supporting again the strengthening of the ring-formation due to O2 gas flow and curing 

of the wafer corners (white arrow in Fig. 1.18F). Nevertheless, overall the impact of thermal oxidation on 

n-type Cz-Si is (at least in average over the majority of wafer area) by far less severe compared to p-type 

Cz-Si. It even slightly improves with the third temperature step.  

 

Table 1.3: Temperature process step parameters for groups G1-G8 

Group 1st temp. step 

HT annealing 

N2 flow 

2nd temp. step 

P diffusion 

O2 + POCl3 flow 

3rd temp. step 

Thermal dry oxidation 

O2 flow 

G1 - - - 

G2 - 60 min / 850°C - 

G3   20 min / 900°C 60 min / 850°C - 

G4 100 min / 900°C 60 min / 850°C - 

G5   20 min / 930°C 60 min / 850°C - 

G6 100 min / 930°C 60 min / 850°C - 

G7   20 min / 930°C 60 min / 850°C 30 min / 900°C 

G8 100 min / 930°C 60 min / 850°C 30 min / 900°C 

                                                        
98 Sawing, etching, cleaning and passivation 
99 Effect dependent on Cz-Si ingot growth and thus wafer position along the ingot height. Affected ingot part may vary 
100 P diffusion gettering (PDG) 
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To improve the lowered thermal donor impact, ‘high-performance’ (HP) n-type Cz-Si was grown by means 

of altered methods during pulling101. In comparison of Fig. 1.18D and G an apparent improvement of 

lifetime in the as-etched state can be obtained. Further thermal treatment only improves on this lifetime 

level up to 7 ms in the oxidized state in Fig. 1.18J. Neither ring-structures, nor any detrimental corners are 

visible. Shown here in comparison only, the cause of the improvement of HP material during HT step will 

be discussed in further sections.  

Moving on to n-type mono-cast/quasi-mono Si (QM-Si) casted with Cz-Si seed wafers on the bottom of the 

casting crucible, Fig. 1.18K shows the distinct bamboo-like shaded grain-boundaries. Since QM-Si is casted 

similar to mc-Si102, a certain amount of grain boundaries is expected. The amount determines the grade of 

QM-Si material as mentioned above. In this case, grade 2 material is shown. The upper edge of the wafer 

is closer to the top of the casted block103. The reason of grain boundaries displayed in stripe structure is the 

way the material was sawn. While mc-Si is usually sawn (wafered) vertically to the growth direction to 

allow for at least some average lifetime areas even on wafers from corner columns, QM-Si, being sorted in 

grades 1-3 in any case, is wafered along the former cooling front direction and subsequent grain boundary 

growth. As can be seen, the recombination active grain boundaries even vanish in the upper parts of the 

wafers, due to annihilation or other forms of overlap. The decision to cut the wafers accordingly is due to 

the use in solar cells104, where charge carriers have to move vertically and horizontally in the wafer from 

point of emergence to the metal contacts (in plane and up and down seen from viewers point, respectively). 

Thus, with the grain boundaries running parallel to the edge, in the wafer plane, the recombination of 

charge carriers during solar cell operation can be minimized by printing of the fingers perpendicular to the 

grain boundaries. This minimizes the chance of charge carriers to recombine on the defect sites during 

transition to the metal contacts.  

To inactivate some of the recombination active grain boundaries from the as-etched state, gettering leads 

to a significant increase in effective lifetime, as seen in Fig. 1.18L. Precipitation of impurities mainly occurs 

near grain boundaries, but also on defects, stemming from ingot casting. Comparing the bow-line-shaped 

defect in Fig. 1.18K and L (white arrows), formerly distributed impurities between grain boundaries now 

form a nearly drawn through line of lesser recombination activity. The upper part of the wafer displays a 

higher lifetime increase due to gettering, compared to the rest of the wafer. Impurities in the upper part 

stem from the solidification of the final bit of liquid Si in the casting process, containing the majority of 

impurities due to segregation coefficients usually being higher in the liquid phase of Si. Oxidation steps 

however, are detrimental to QM material. Quite homogeneously the effective lifetime declines by up to 2 

magnitudes. Theory here is the growth of either mechanical stress related defects or redistribution of 

impurities from the grain boundaries. Thermal donors are commonly not expected to occur, since QM-Si 

shows comparably and typically lower interstitial O density105. Nevertheless, easy to detect ring-shaped 

defects cannot occur, making an evaluation by PL imaging similar to the case of Cz-Si not possible.  

Adding Cz-Si as seed wafers to grow n-type HP QM-Si, significant changes occur. The overall density of 

grain boundaries diminishes. Except for a few more prominent lines, the material resembles Cz-Si. Grade 1 

material of that kind has nearly no grain boundaries. It can only be distinguished by the way the wafer 

breaks parallel to the wafer edges compared to the 47° angle common for wafered Cz-Si. Since the casting 

process of the HP QM-Si is still a cooling process in a crucible, the final solidification in the upper ingot 

part leads to the expected degraded area in the top part of the wafer (Fig. 1.18N), which can be gettered 

                                                        
101 Not detailed due to non-disclosure agreement being into effect 
102 Fig. 1.13A&B 
103 Fig. 1.14C 
104 Refer to section 4 for further details 
105 Generally, due to the Bridgman-type casting of mc-Si and QM-Si, an up to one magnitude lower Oi content of 0.5-

4.0·1017 cm-3 [301, 302] can be achieved compared to standard crystallized Cz-Si with 0.5-1.0·1018 cm-3 [300, 301] 
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(Fig. 1.18O) to reach high lifetime values even in this area. Since the liquid region near the curved 

solidification line acts as a gettering sink, sudden temperature variations can lead to altered recombination 

activity regions. In this case, a region with increasing recombination activity due to precipitation of 

impurities during HT step has grown (greying of area indicated by white arrow from Fig. 1.18N to O). One 

artefact (only now visible, but also occurring in Fig. 1.18K) in QM-Si are low lifetime sites visible as short 

dashes in growth direction (dashed area in Fig. 1.18N). Since they do not accumulate any precipitations, 

such as impurities, during temperature treatment, they behave like some of the similar no longer visible 

grain boundaries. Yet since they only appear in short streaks, they are not expected to be actual grain 

boundaries. Considering their vanishing behavior after HT processing (dashed area in Fig. 1.18O), two 

options for their origin remain. Either they are indicative of precipitated impurities on a crystal defect site 

being dissolved and gettered during the HT step, or they are due to non-decorated crystal defects being 

‘reordered’ or moved towards 

an existing grain boundary to 

dissolve itself. The oxidation 

step, whose impact is similarly 

not visible in Fig. 1.18P does 

accordingly not lead to a 

reemergence of this kind of 

defect. Otherwise, the thermal 

oxidation impact on HP QM-Si 

is quite similar to the normal 

QM-Si in degeneration of 

effective lifetime to values 

below 100 µs.   

The last row of Fig. 1.18 

depicts the experimental p-

type HP QM-Si material. On a 

lower average effective 

lifetime level the same effects 

as described for the n-type HP 

QM-Si occur. The upper part of 

the wafer can be gettered, 

typical HP defects (white 

dashed areas in Fig. 1.18Q) 

occur and can be annealed 

(white dashed areas in 

Fig. 1.18R), while thermal 

oxidation leads to a significant decrease in overall lifetime. Due to a slight difference in solubility 

coefficients for p-type Si (B dopant) compared to n-type Si (P dopant), the curved defect region known from 

Fig. 1.18N does not occur. Further optimization of temperature budget management during solidification 

and previous seeding with Cz-Si wafers leads to a fairly low grain boundary density. 

To better understand and compare the different influences and their extent of HT process step parameters 

(especially on Cz-Si), three materials were exposed to a variation of the three processes aforementioned in 

Tab. 1.3 as indicated on the x-axis in Fig. 1.19. Displayed in the same figure are the resulting average 

effective lifetimes with the corresponding PL image to show the distribution of the same. The standard n-

type Cz-Si (filled black squares) and a new HP n-type Cz-Si (open black squares) materials are compared to 

 

Figure 1.19: Effective lifetime dependent on thermal treatment of Cz-Si types 

Effective lifetime of 156x156 mm² area size Cz-Si substrate types 

with corresponding PL images depending on temperature 

treatment (Groups G1-G8, refer to Tab. 1.3). Dashed lines are 

guides-to-the-eye. Arrows indicate the corresponding data point. 

PL images are not scaled the same due to emphasize certain 

structures in the bulk material otherwise not visible, leading to 

different shaded areas of same effective lifetime among different 

images. Dotted lines are guides-to-the-eye 
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the standard p-type Cz-Si (filled black circles). If no changes occurred compared to the former column in 

Fig. 1.19, the data point and PL image is omitted due to visibility reasons. 

Considering the lifetime degradation of p-type Cz-Si with increasing temperature budget - both in amount 

and duration - the kinetics of ring formation and its extent become visible. Beginning with a fixed duration 

of 20 min at increasing temperature, lifetime drops from the as-etched state of 800 µs to below 50 µs. The 

ring formation starts in the middle of the wafer and moves seemingly outwards, while impurities and 

thermal donors precipitate on the crystal defects, being the root cause [51]. Thermal gradients drive 

mechanical stresses and in turn induce the outward growth of the lifetime degraded area. Since this process 

is mainly dependent on the diffusion coefficient of the impurities, increased duration has the same effect 

on ring growth. Adding an oxidation step is solely an extension of the temperature budget. The O2 flow 

does not affect the ring structure significantly either way in p-type Cz-Si. The growth of the lifetime 

degraded region starts locally with the formation of various distanced rings from the center. Simply speed 

and therefore extent of lifetime degradation is higher closer to the center. Microscopically, the rings extent 

each their width, until they unite with another to fill the space in between them. They do not move in 

position during HT step variation, proving the root cause of a previously existing and localized crystal defect 

with its origin stemming from the crystallization process.  

The aforementioned behavior of n-type Cz-Si is different in so far, as the temperature budget either only 

marginally affects the wafer in a negative way or even improves the effective lifetime. While in standard n-

type Cz-Si substrates ring-like structures appear, they do not show significant degradation. Gettering 

impurities - those that actually are detrimental to this kind of material - has a far higher impact. Often the 

lifetime in previously lower lifetime areas improves and vice versa (compare Fig. 1.19 first and last PL image 

of n-type Cz-Si). Therefore, a similar internal gettering of impurities in crystal defect zones can be attested. 

This gettering effect seems to start at higher temperatures and durations (compare start of ring formation 

of p- and n-type Cz-Si in Fig. 1.19), compared to p-type Cz-Si. Oxidation steps are if at all positive in nature 

concerning lifetime improvement up to 1 ms.  

With the knowledge of ring formation, a high-performance n-type Cz-Si ingot was pulled and wafered. The 

HP Cz-Si shows similar behavior compared to standard n-type Cz-Si up to about 900°C for 100 min or 930°C 

for 60 min (not displayed). While the standard n-type material starts forming rings stagnating the lifetime 

improvement, the HP material increases the lifetime improvement rate to reach up to 7 ms after oxidation. 

No bulk defect of any kind is visible in PL imaging. To understand the changes made in case of HP Cz-Si to 

omit the ring formation and subsequent precipitation of impurities and/or thermal donors, additional 

measurements were performed. 

1.7.2 Interstitial Oxygen as a Thermal Donor Indicator 

To understand and explain the behavior of Si material under thermal treatment and O atmosphere 

presented in former sections, the interstitial O was measured by means of Fourier-transform infrared 

spectroscopy35 (FTIR; section 2.2.4). The corresponding density of interstitial oxygen Oi can be derived from 

the peak height of the Si-O bond at 1107 cm-1 by calculating the corresponding absorption coefficient α0 

[62]: 

[Oi] = K∙α0 , (14) 

with constant K = 2.45∙1017 at. cm2⁄  (DIN 50438/1 and ASTM F 121-83). By determining the value of Oi in 

this specific way, additional sources, such as the native oxide layer on each side of the wafer, as well as 

any O2 atmosphere impacts are added to that value. Concerning the native oxide layer, it can be assumed, 

that it is identical on all samples, considering the final HF treatment was simultaneously and measurement 

occurred within a negligible time frame. O2 atmosphere effects will be shown to contribute with a similar 

offset to the data. The Oi will be compared to base resistivity Rb measurements by 4PP. Rb, as a common 

quantity in semiconductor physics, is here plotted on the respective axis in reverse to reflect a curve of 
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conductivity due to intuitive reasons. The effective lifetime can be interpreted as the pure bulk lifetime, 

considering the surface passivation not to be the limiting factor in this case and is shown in logarithmic 

scale. Dimension of lifetime axis is not changed between materials, yet due to visibility reasons, Rb and Oi 

are adjusted to field of vision, so change in axis boundaries are to be noted. The relative spacing is kept 

the same, to allow for direct comparison of relative changes between materials independent of overall 

quantity level. All values are averaged over the whole substrate area. Additionally, all quantities are in 

some graphs given for the center of the wafer symbolized by black and grey crosses, respectively.  

Recalling the p-type Cz-Si impact during the thermal treatments G2-G8, the ring-formation started even 

with a standard P diffusion G2. Fig. 1.20 shows a corresponding increase in Oi by 11017 cm-2. Base resistivity 

decreases accordingly by 1.5 Ωcm, showing the nature of interstitial O as a thermal donor source. By 

releasing O from a bound state into the interstitial space, charge carriers are injected, increasing 

conductivity. Lifetime decreases simultaneously, either by the O acting as impurity to increase SRH 

recombination or the co-release of other impurities, not gettered during the P diffusion acting as a gettering 

step. Additional thermal treatment at 900°C or 930°C for 20-100 min (G3-G6) has a further detrimental 

effect on lifetime due to ring formation (refer Fig. 1.19). The Oi value decreases further to about half the 

initial difference of G1 and G2 and stagnates for further treatment. While the correlation to lifetime cannot 

clearly be seen in the averaged values, the center of the substrate (crosses) correlates comparably well, 

showing the highest Oi values for the lowest lifetime values, as expected from PL imaging in Fig. 1.19. 

Interestingly enough, Rb does 

not follow that trend. If the 

drop in Oi is due to re-

precipitation increasing 

recombination and loss in 

lifetime of charge carriers, a 

strong increase in Rb would be 

expected, with the loss in 

thermal donors. Apparently, 

decoration of crystal defects of 

the emerging ring structure 

does not significantly diminish 

the thermal donor effect of O. 

A final oxidation of the 

samples (G7 and G8) leads to a 

rise in Oi due to diffusion of 

external O atoms and a slight 

decrease in base resistivity. 

Since ring formation has 

already begun in the first two 

HT steps, the O furthers the 

drop in lifetime.  

Moving on to n-type Cz-Si material, the lifetime impact in Fig. 1.19 from ring formation is rather limiting, 

than detrimental. Lifetime improves by gettering in P diffusion (G2-G8) with only the corners of the wafer 

being significantly affected. Fig. 1.21 shows the corresponding changes in Oi and Rb. While Oi is in a similar 

range of 51017 cm-2, base resistance is higher in the range of 4-5 Ωcm, compared to p-type Cz-Si. The initial 

increase of Oi by thermal treatment (G1 to G2) is not registered in Rb as a thermal doping effect. Base 

resistivity drops nearly linearly with temperature and duration from G2 to G6 with a correlation to the 

 

Figure 1.20: Interstitial O impact of p-type Cz-Si 

Interstitial O, effective lifetime and base resistivity of p-type Cz-Si 

substrate depending on temperature treatment (Groups G1-G8, 

refer to Tab. 1.3). Dashed lines are guides-to-the-eye 
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simultaneous decrease in Oi. 

Apparently O in n-type Cz-Si is 

released and precipitates 

similar to p-type Cz-Si, even 

considering the slight rise in Oi 

with oxidation (G7 and G8) 

correlated with a drop in Rb. 

Yet, eff is not affected and 

even rises by applying an 

oxidation step. The center of 

the wafer (crosses) is also not 

negatively affected by the 

correlated maximum in Oi 

concerning lifetime (also 

compare PL images in 

Fig. 1.19). O in n-type Cz-Si 

seems only to be a limiting 

factor as an impurity but not a 

strong thermal donor, as is 

evidenced by the lack of base 

resistivity decrease with the 

initial rise in Oi from G1 to G2. Therefore, the decrease in conductivity could simply stem from mobility 

restrictions of charge carriers, not decrease in numbers. Similar to p-type Cz-Si before, Rb might not change 

if only precipitation of O is considered. Nevertheless, precipitation is only limiting, not detrimental to eff. 

Improving the standard n-type Cz-Si ingot by growth of an experimental HP n-type Cz-Si ingot, the limiting 

factor of a high O content in the as-grown state was aimed to be reduced. Fig. 1.19 showed no ring 

formation during 930°C 

thermal treatment steps. To 

have a complete picture, all 

thermal treatment steps are 

now displayed in Fig. 1.22. The 

overall behavior of the HP n-

type Cz-Si can be described as 

similar to the standard n-type 

Cz-Si material. Yet, a few 

characteristics make the 

difference. The achieved aim 

to reduce the average O 

content can be seen in the 

reduced Oi values of 4.2 

compared to the former 

51017 cm-2. The change of Oi 

mirrors that of before as well. 

Rb, on a similar resistivity level 

of 4.2 Ωcm, mirrors the curve 

of the standard n-type Cz-Si as 

 

Figure 1.21: Interstitial O impact of n-type Cz-Si 

Interstitial O, effective lifetime and base resistivity of n-type Cz-Si 

substrate depending on temperature treatment (Groups G1-G8, 

refer to Tab. 1.3). Dashed lines are guides-to-the-eye 

 

Figure 1.22: Interstitial O impact of n-type Cz-Si HP 

Interstitial O, effective lifetime and base resistivity of HP n-type 

Cz-Si substrate depending on temperature treatment (Groups G1-

G8, refer to Tab. 1.3). Dashed lines are guides-to-the-eye 
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well, except for the formerly expected slight increase for the initial thermal treatment. Comparing the 

maximum and minimum values of Oi and Rb, a high correlation can be found. Essentially the conductivity 

of HP n-type Cz-Si is now governed by the Oi concentration as thermal donor. Since O is no longer 

precipitating in ring shaped crystal defect zones, it can apparently act as thermal donor. This gives rise to 

a difference in influence of effective lifetime. While the initial release of O during P diffusion has no 

negative influence, it is also not accompanied by significant gettering effects. The HP material seems to be 

rather impurity reduced in the as-grown state. At 900°C (PL images added in Fig. 1.22 to illustrate the lack 

of ring formation despite the decrease in lifetime), a drop in lifetime sets in. The degradation is 

homogeneously distributed over the whole wafer and shows a precipitation of O to a significant extent in 

similar homogeneously distributed crystal defect zone. However, this type of precipitation is not the same 

as with ring shaped defects. At 930°C processing, this precipitation never occurs, leaving interstitial O to 

be reduced without precipitation. Between 900 and 930°C lies apparently a threshold for distribution of O 

in such a way, as it is no longer detrimental to lifetime if reduced. This even allows for the increase of 

lifetime during additional oxidation despite simultaneous increase in Oi and thus reduction of base 

resistivity. Lifetime increase by over one magnitude is significant. The increase by thermal treatment typical 

in solar cell processing even more. Curing of Si material during processing is an important step to increase 

solar cell efficiency at low cost approaches. 

To further that agenda of simple Si material production and high quality material outcome, at least after 

processing, QM-Si process is one attempt to achieve that goal. One significant advantage of QM casting, 

besides the faster and easier casting process, is the ability to reduce Oi in the final wafer due to the inherent 

nature of the casting process. Since QM-Si is not pulled from the melt with subsequent exposition to O 

sources, such as atmosphere, uncoated and as such exposed crucible materials, melt surface and others, as 

can be the case for Cz-Si, the overall O content is lower. Fig. 1.23 shows the by a factor of 4-5 reduced Oi 

level of n-type QM-Si compared to n-type Cz-Si. Base resistivity ranges at about 6 Ωcm with a lifetime level 

of about 100-300 µs. Shown is the standard n-type QM-Si to illustrate the fundamental differences 

compared to Cz-Si. HP n-type QM-Si ranges in a similar Oi level. The HP is limited or rather dependent on 

the growth of grain boundaries 

and not, compared to Cz-Si, 

dependent on precipitation of 

O on formerly non-

recombination active crystal 

defects, such as ring 

structures. Basically, QM-Si at 

such a low Oi level is not 

limited by thermal donors. To 

verify that assumption, 

reviewing Fig. 1.23 shows 

certain correlations between 

the three depicted curves. Oi 

follows the typical trend 

formerly observed of increase 

due to thermal treatment with 

additional O injected by an 

oxidation step. At 930°C the 

temporary drop in Oi leads to a 

slight increase in lifetime, 

 

Figure 1.23: Interstitial O impact of n-type QM-Si 

Interstitial O, effective lifetime and base resistivity of n-type 

QM-Si substrate depending on temperature treatment (Groups 

G1-G8, refer to Tab. 1.3). Dashed lines are guides-to-the-eye 
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showing a slight dependence on O as an impurity in n-type QM-Si. Since the first thermal treatment step 

of P diffusion is rather a pure gettering step for major metal impurities, for which QM-Si just as mc-Si is 

prone to, the increase in Oi did not affect the lifetime in its overall rise due to gettering. Base resistivity 

averaged over the wafer area, showing an already high error bar due to inhomogeneous distribution of 

dopants and influences from grain boundaries (dopant clustering and recombination), is no indication of 

conductivity change due to Oi. Tracking only the values of the quantities in the center of the wafer (crosses 

in Fig. 1.23), no correlation of Oi and Rb can be found. Essentially, Oi has limited influence on lifetime and 

none on Rb. Thermal donor behavior of O in n-type QM-Si can therefore be excluded.  

1.7.3 Ingot Height Influence on Thermal Treatment 

Crystallizing a Cz-Si ingot usually leads to a variation of doping, impurities and crystal defects lateral to 

and vertically along the ingot axis due to segregation and thermal gradients alike. As described before, 

multiple measures are taken, depending on desired ingot and subsequent wafer quality, to prevent or 

remove or level the variations. While defects and impurities are tried to be removed or prevented 

completely, doping is to be as homogeneous as possible. The latter can be influenced either by recharging 

of primary doping element, dilution of the melt106 or by compensation with another. In case of a 

compensated n-type Cz-Si ingot, the primary dopant is P being accumulated in the melt over time during 

pulling due to a low solubility in the crystallizing/solid ingot part. To compensate the ensuing accumulation 

of P in the lower part of the ingot due to a rising solubility depending on concentration, B can be added to 

the melt in form of pure B powder. With B having a comparably higher solubility in the solidifying ingot, 

the net doping effect is reduced and the resistivity along the ingot can be leveled and controlled. 

Nevertheless, (such) a recharging of the melt disrupts the equilibrium heat flows and results in possible 

crystal defects due to thermal gradients not desired. An as such compensated ingot also shows the common 

impurity rich bottom part, having accumulated all the impurities gettered in the liquid part of the melt. 

Given the fact that O has a solubility coefficient equal in the liquid and the solid phase of Si, it is 

incorporated rather constantly. Its segregation into the ingot during pulling is primarily determined by the 

influx of O from the atmosphere107, the recharging material (usually degassed) and the crucible coating 

(commonly SiOx or SiNx:H). In the ingot to be considered next, the O gradient is determined by the influx 

of O from the inner crucible wall coating and therefore receding over time due to the resorption of already 

resolved O in the melt at the beginning of the pulling, the receding melt level (and thus covered crucible 

area), and the reservoir of O in the wall coating overall. Thus, a nearly linear decreasing O gradient in the 

ingot from top (highest concentration) to bottom is formed. Depending on concentration, O will be 

incorporated into the lattice in different ways, forming clusters at higher concentration and single defect 

sites at lower concentration. Given the addition of B as a dopant, even B-O complexes as being common to 

p-type Cz-Si are expectable. 

The influence of thermal treatment depending on the ingot height of an experimental, by recharging of B 

in such a way compensated n-type Cz-Si ingot is displayed in Fig. 1.24 regarding changes in effective 

lifetime (left y-axis) and base resistivity (right y-axis) for a variety of process step sequences. Since sufficient 

passivation of the Si surface is necessary, even the (by convention called) ‘as-cut’ samples are wet-

chemically etched, cleaned and passivated, being exposed to a certain amount and duration of thermal 

treatment. The ‘HT step’ samples are HT treated in a tube furnace step for 100 min at 930°C in N2 

atmosphere, after etching and cleaning. Both sample groups are halved for either an ALD AlOx passivation 

annealed at 450°C for 30 min or an ALD/PECVD AlOx/SiNx:H passivation stack fired in a belt furnace at 

                                                        
106 e.g., undoped Si chunks/pellets 
107 Commonly prevented by an inert gas i.e., Ar lid 
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850°C peak set 

temperature. 

Subsequent charac-

terization was done by 

PCD and PL before 

back-etching of the 

passivation layer/stack 

in HF for base 

resistivity 

measurement of all 

four groups. 

The ‘as-cut annealed’ 

group has seen the 

least thermal budget 

above 400°C and is 

indicative of the initial 

lifetime and base 

resistivity distribution 

along the whole ingot 

length directly after 

crystallization 

(Fig. 1.24, filled 

squares). RB increases 

from both ends 

towards the middle of 

the ingot from 1 to 

2 Ωcm. Basically, three 

dopants, B, P and TD 

result in this net 

doping. The aim of 

compensation of P 

doping accumulating in 

the bottom part of the 

ingot using B leveled the base resistance curve comparably well. Nevertheless, the influence of TD are only 

seen after a high temperature step. Given the three other groups’ RB curves to be similar in shape and on a 

comparable level within the deviation, the change of resistivity due to a thermal budget above 450°C is of 

same origin. Before going into details as to how and why, it is worthy to note the difference in thermal 

budget leading to the same change in RB. Even the comparably fast thermal treatment of the ‘as-cut fired’ 

group of <10 s at 850°C is sufficient to change RB in the top part of the ingot. A longer treatment even at 

930°C for up to 100 min does not result in a different behavior, nor does then a subsequent firing step.  

The net decrease in base resistivity in the top part of the ingot, gradually receding towards the middle of 

the ingot length is consistent with the aforementioned linear distribution of averaged Oi concentration. 

Therefore, the drop in resistivity in the ingot’s top part after HT step is coinciding with the highest O and 

subsequent TD concentration. Any sufficiently high temperature step leads to dissolution of the TD 

precipitates. The underlying resistivity (after thermal treatment) is the actual net doping of B and P ranging 

from 1 to 4 Ωcm. Effective lifetime is differently affected. Beginning again with the ‘as-cut annealed’ group, 

 

Figure 1.24: Thermal impact dependent on ingot height 

Effective lifetime eff and base resistivity RB of n-type Cz-Si substrate 

depending on ingot height. Wafer in the four displayed groups were 

passivated in the ‘as-cut’ or ‘after HT step‘ state with either an annealed 

or fired passivation layer/stack. Thermal donor impact is indicated by the 

‘TD’ marked arrow. PL images (50 x 50 mm2 corner pieces) attributed to 

the four groups are displayed below the x-axis with an arrow indicating 

the corresponding ingot height. Dashed lines are guides-to-the-eye 
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the LT curve follows the resistivity curve. For higher doping (lower base resistivity), LT is lower due to 

increased recombination centers from dopants. Despite having a higher resistivity compared to the top, the 

bottom part exhibits a lower LT level, both due to the additional B doping to compensate the higher P 

concentration and the higher impurity concentration due to gettering of the melt during pulling. The same 

effect can be seen for the fired group of ‘as-cut’ samples. However, the difference of resistivity in the top 

part should impact the LT. As seen before, TD resolve can, but does not necessarily, lead to a degradation 

of LT. If the typical ring structure formation does not emerge, LT might not be affected. Seeing both, the 

PL images (50 x 50 mm2 corner pieces in lower part of Fig. 1.24) of the ‘as-cut’ groups for the whole ingot 

length, as well as the effective lifetime curves, neither ring formation, nor LT impact can be seen. A higher 

LT value for the fired samples in the top part can be explained by the H-richer passivation using SiNx:H 

with the dissolved O precipitates.  

LT changes more drastically in case of the ‘HT step’ samples. Since thermal treatment is longer and at a 

higher temperature, dissolved O results in ring formation in the O-rich top part. PL images of both 

passivation groups show similar results with increasing degeneration closer to the top. The LT drop to 

below 100 µs from 1.5 ms in the ‘as-cut fired’ state accompanies the imagery.  

Unexpectedly, LT increases in the bottom part up to 3 ms for the ‘HT step annealed’ group. As seen before 

for the ‘as-cut’ groups, H-richer passivation (fired samples) is less effective to reach maximum lifetime, 

maybe showing signs of a degenerated state involving B-O degradation mechanisms. Nevertheless, the 

increase in lifetime occurs in a nearly TD-free ingot zone (no resistivity change or ring formation) and is 

only seen in ‘HT step’ samples. Even in the impurity richer bottom of the ingot, LT is still higher, than in 

the ‘as-cut’ groups. A possible explanation can be found in the annealing of crystal defects originating 

during ingot growth. As mentioned before, compensated Cz-Si is prone to such defects during 

crystallization. High thermal budget allows for rearrangement and diffusion of such point and line defects 

to the surface or each other. A less recombination active material is the result. 

In conclusion, depending on duration and amount of thermal treatment, parts of a Cz-Si ingot can behave 

differently, resulting in resistivity and LT variations due to compensation doping, TD, crystal defects and 

ring formation. Aiming to utilize a whole ingot for solar cell production, either the process has to be 

adaptable/unaffected to/by such influences of the ingot parts or those influences need to be avoided to be 

generated during ingot casting/pulling. In this section, interstitial O was found to impact the bulk lifetime 

due to accumulation and precipitation as thermal donors along crystal defect sites originating from ingot 

growth/pulling. A material property dependent thermal behavior of ring formation as the visible evidence 

of the increased recombination at such precipitation sites and thus Oi diffusion was shown to be 

compensable by high-temperature treatment to a certain extent. The effectiveness of latter, so called tabula 

rasa step, again dependent on material properties. Due to these known issues, a new Si material 

crystallization process was tried and investigated. While thus QM-Si still lacks certain properties and 

qualities of the Cz-Si, such as no grain-boundary occurrence, thermal impact is far lower due to reduced Oi 

concentration in the QM-Si material. Nevertheless, Cz-Si could be replaced by the cheaper QM-Si process, 

if certain technological advances will be made. 

1.7.4 Impact of Thermal Treatment from APCVD Processing on Si Bulk Lifetime 

Temperature impact on Cz-Si material is not limited to processes above 800°C common to diffusion steps 

in tube furnaces. While degradation effects due to thermal donors are widely seen and therefore 

investigated in such settings, a variety of publications describe similar effects down to 400°C, as detailed 

in section 1.7. At fairly lower HT processing, heating and cooling rates, as well as temperature gradients 

within the wafer play an important role. This is obviously due to the fact, that mere diffusion driven factors, 

such as diffusion coefficient increase with temperature or the duration of a process is less important at 
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overall lower temperatures. Nevertheless, examples show the significance of temperature budget on a 

wafer during processing even at temperatures in the range of 400-800°C.  

Processing in a CVD reactor, especially an APCVD108 reactor, can lead to temperatures of up to 700°C for a 

short while of a few minutes. While mere minutes are barely enough to diffuse thermal donors or other 

impurities over long distances, precipitation in a local area is always possible. Necessary are only crystal 

defects to allow for seeding of these precipitates. Therefore, the possibility for the APCVD reactor to 

influence bulk lifetime by thermal donor activation has to be considered. 

To evaluate the possibility and subsequent extent of the influence, n-type Cz-Si wafers, prone to thermal 

donor based degradation were processed to reflect the stages of the material after different process steps. 

The results shown here are based on [63]. Fig. 1.25 depicts the average effective lifetime of the n-type Cz-

Si wafers depending on process sequence step (grey text next to data points, referring to Tab. 1.4) and 

corresponding PL images of wafer corners for three samples (dashed box connects PL image with data 

point). The dashed line divides the samples with fired SiNx:H (filled symbols) and fired SiOx/SiNx:H (open 

symbols) passivation. Conditional to the process, samples are passivated with two different passivation 

layer/stacks, which are not limiting or relevantly influencing the overall lifetime on this lifetime level, 

allowing for direct comparison of all samples.  

As-etched lifetime of n-type Cz-Si starts at 750 µs in Fig. 1.25 with a homogeneous, no defects showing 

bulk substrate. A subsequent HT step (pre-HT), at the beginning of possible further processing steps, was 

performed in N2 atmosphere for about 60 min at 1000°C to omit possible occurrence of thermal donor 

based degradation of lifetime during further processing. The expected effect would be as aforementioned 

to disperse the thermal donors in a way that they cannot precipitate again at lower temperatures. This 

group G2 shows no significant decrease in lifetime with an average of 750 µs and a similarly homogenous 

PL image. 

Table 1.4: Process sequence of APCVD thermal budget treated Cz-Si 

Group 
SDR & 

Cleaning 

pre-HT step in N2 flow 

(60 min @ 1000°C) 

APCVD temp. step 

N2 flow 

DCE gas 

clean 

Thermal, dry oxidation 

(30 min @ 900°C) 

G1  - - - - 

G2   - - - 

G3  - 500°C - - 

G4  - 710°C - - 

G5  - 710°C - standard 

G6  - 710°C - optimized 

G7  - 710°C  optimized 

G8   710°C  optimized 

 

If this pre-HT step is not performed, substrates exposed to temperatures below 1000°C are being degraded. 

In this case, the as-etched wafers were temperature treated in an APCVD tool at 500°C and 700°C (G3 & 

G4). To omit any influences stemming from deposition, only N2 gas was flowing to simulate a possible 

cooling effect beneath the injectors, where the peak temperature is applied. The bulk lifetime drops to 400 

and 250 µs, respectively. Again, a temperature dependence on the extent of lifetime degradation can be 

observed. The higher the process temperature, the lower the resulting lifetime. The effect is a homogenous 

decrease in lifetime, observable by the darker grey in the lifetime calibrated PL image, showing the similarly 

homogeneous distribution of newly formed recombination centers. Since the duration of temperature 

exposure is in the mere minute range, multiple ring-structure occurrence seen in earlier sections is not 

observed. Nevertheless, in some cases the time span is sufficiently long to decorate highly stressed areas, 

                                                        
108 For details refer to section 2.1.2 
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such as the outer growth rings 

(white arrow in PL image for 

G4 in Fig. 1.25) due to a 

temperature gradient along 

the wafer natural to such non-

equilibrium processes109. If in 

addition a subsequent HT step 

above 800°C is done, the 

seeded thermal donors at 

lower temperatures can 

further precipitate. O2 flow, as 

in a thermal, dry oxidation 

leads to further degradation of 

the inner part of the wafer 

(growth ring zone) where 

thermal donors find further 

seeding defects (white arrow 

in PL image for G5 in Fig. 1.25). 

Effective lifetime drops to 

values below 100 µs in this 

case. Optimization of the 

thermal oxidation concerning gas flow at fixed temperature and duration can lead to slightly elevated 

lifetimes of 300 µs.  

Changes during the oxygen, temperature and duration dependent process steps, are occurring solely in the 

bulk. To exclude any external impurity sources, the wafers were always simultaneously wet-chemically 

cleaned in a H2O2 based solution between process steps. To additionally exclude an influence during 

diffusion by impurities from the native oxide grown during wet-chemical cleaning, a gas-based cleaning 

step was added (DCE clean) before thermal oxide growth. The resulting lifetime of group G7 shows no 

change to G6. A surface related cause can therefore be ruled out.  

Consequently, the as-etched state has to be treated to prevent thermal donor activation and subsequent 

lifetime decrease in the Si bulk. Since the pre-HT step had no negative impact on initial lifetime, it is 

performed on group G8 with all the detrimental process steps of G7 thereafter. The final lifetime of this 

group reaches 650 µs nearly recovering the 750 µs of the initial value. The corresponding PL image in 

Fig. 1.25 shows slight shadows near the corners of the n-type Cz-Si wafer, but neither rings nor fully 

degraded areas.  

In conclusion, thermal donors obviously behave at lower high-temperature processing - even at very short 

process times in the minute range, not detailed in literature before - similar to the thermal donor activation 

known from tube diffusion processes. In using such moderate temperature processing steps, as are needed 

to deposit the CVD layers, thermal donor impact has obviously to be accounted for. The prevention via a 

pre-HT step to dissociate any seeding of thermal donor precipitates during processing above 400°C (APCVD) 

seems an effective way. Otherwise, optimization of Si material, seen in the sections before, to reduce O 

content within the crystallized material, is a necessity to prevent the possible impact during subsequent 

moderate temperature processing.  

                                                        
109 Cold gas flow from above, cold wall reactor, open exhaust, IR heating from below 

 

Figure 1.25: Effective lifetime dependent on thermal treatment in APCVD tool 

Effective lifetime of 156x156 mm² area size n-type Cz-Si 

substrate types with corresponding PL images depending on 

temperature treatment (G1-G8, refer to Tab. 1.4). Dashed line 

divides samples with fired SiNx:H (filled symbols) and fired 

SiOx/SiNx:H passivation (open symbols). PL images are connected 

by dashed box to corresponding data point. Based on [63] 
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2 Deposition 
Deposition in general describes the attachment of a material on a given substrate. Growth itself can be in 

a variety of aggregate states, atmospheres, pressures, temperatures, etc. Attachment can thereby be 

facilitated by growth of mere adhering films. Detachability is therefore not necessarily excluded. While 

deposition techniques consequently are numerous, only one larger field substantial to semiconductor 

physics shall be discussed further in the following subsections. 

2.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition 

Chemical Vapor deposition (CVD) is a field of physics dealing with the growth of layers (mostly dielectric in 

nature) from the chemical gas phase reacting as radicals. The process can be separated in three basic steps 

of generation of deposition material, transport to the substrate’s surface and deposition with subsequent 

film growth, as detailed in [64] and [65]. Consequently, precursors for the process can be either gases, 

vapors, N2-picked-up liquids, vaporized liquids or final plasma reactants, all generally in molecular form. A 

common example is the growth of amorphous Si (a-Si) from gaseous (g) silane (SiH4), where a solid (s) 

hydrogenated amorphous Si (a-Si:H) structure is grown, since some of the dissociated H is incorporated in 

the growing film: 

SiH4(g)→Si(s) + 2∙H2(g) . (15) 

Activation energy for the dissociation of the precursors to release reactants or bond parts of the precursor 

molecules to the reaction surfaces is externally given by temperature, plasma generation or internally by 

choosing instable or volatile substances. Dissociation and growth by chemical reaction on the reaction 

surfaces is the common process among the different effects and methods of CVD detailed in these 

subsections.  

Essentially, growth can be seen as the minimization of free energy G = ∑ nii μ
i
 dependent on moles ni of 

the chemical components forming the film on the substrate’s surface and their chemical potential μi. It can 

further be shown that μi is dependent on temperature T and activity ai of the reactants, while the latter is 

essentially dependent on total pressure p inside the gas zone. Calculations lead to CVD phase diagrams, 

providing the conditions of deposition depending on those quantities for a specific deposition gas mixture. 

It further provides points of stable deposition conditions, necessary for continuous and homogeneous film 

growth.  

The reactants’ accumulation is broadly understood as the vapor that in the chemical reaction leads to the 

deposition of the generally amorphous layers. Since some CVD techniques use processes that are sequenced 

rather than continuous110, an initial layer of different molecular composition might be grown from the initial 

gas phase. Nevertheless, due to surface variations, as detailed later, any CVD process might grow such an 

initial layer. If equilibrium is reached, only a boundary layer exists with slightly different gas composition 

and temperature in comparison to the inlet gas stream into the CVD reactor. Therefore, film properties may 

vary among CVD tools at same set parameters. Essentially, the boundary layer composition determines any 

rate-limited processes111 during film growth independent of overall gas flow.  

In some cases the three reaction steps mentioned before are spatially or temporally separated112. In most 

CVD reactors, the three steps are taking place in close proximity and at the same time113. These layers are 

commonly dielectrics, such as glasses, nitrides or ceramics. In some cases, epitaxial growth occurs or any 

                                                        
110 Process starts for every substrate again. Substrates are not entered into the running process 
111 e.g., transport (convection) and adsorption of reactants to the surface, chemical reactions in the gas zone and on the 

substrate, nucleation and desorption of reactants and reaction products, respectively  
112 i.e., by remote plasma generation (r-PECVD) or subsequent reaction (ALD), respectively 
113 They are essentially superimposed [64] 
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far or near ordered/structured layer imaginable in between these classes of layers. A high dependency on 

the substrate’s properties, such as surface states, doping, topography and layers is influencing the CVD 

process and subsequently the growing film. Therefore, films of the same material might grow in different 

forms114 depending on surface properties. Similarly affecting the process are process parameters such as 

temperature, pressure, gas flow(s) and power115.  

Characteristically, CVD processes, while being versatile in film property adjustment, allow for comparably 

laterally homogeneous film growth and thus thickness, as well as high film density and thus low pin-hole 

count. Coating is rather isotropic compared to physical vapor deposition (PVD) processes, allowing for rough 

and even caved surface topographies to be fully coated. This is disadvantageous, if a wrap-around of the 

film is not desired i.e., in case of a substrate’s edge.  

A further property of CVD films, important for use in microelectronics, is film stress116. Its management 

concerning type and strength might determine impact on/of further processing steps. Similarly, parasitic 

processes, such as homogenous nucleation117 or pin-hole generation might occur, preventing/influencing 

a stable and homogenous deposition. 

2.1.1 PECVD - Plasma Enhanced CVD 

As mentioned above, CVD needs energy supply for the process of dissociation of gas molecules to be able 

to react on the sample surface growing a dielectric layer. Plasma generation of the reaction gas cloud 

allows for the necessary energy supply in a directed and controllable manner enhancing the natural 

reaction of the partly volatile precursors. To achieve a plasma generation, the process is commonly realized 

in a low pressured environment. In case of PECVD, a vacuum of a few hundred mbar is sufficient. 

Nevertheless, leakage rate needs to be around 1 mbar/min so not to disrupt or contaminate the deposition 

process.  

Plasma generation can be done in a variety of ways, such as capacitive or inductively. In case of capacitive 

                                                        
114 Amorphous, columnar, crystalline, poly-crystalline, etc. 
115 If plasma-enhancement is applied 
116 Introduced during growth and/or any further HT processing step. Either compressive or tensile stress dominates 
117 Flaking or powder generation on the surface, due to supersaturation of gas zone or power (i.e., PECVD) 

 

Figure 2.1: Techniques for CVD deposition 

A - Direct plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (d-PECVD) method using a parallel plate reactor 

setup in a vacuum chamber to generate a plasma in the enclosed precursor gas cloud by applying 

an electric field between the plate electrodes. The lower electrode is heated to allow for chemical 

reaction on the thus temperate substrate surface 

B - Inductively coupled plasma - plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (ICP-PECVD) method using 

rf-coils to inductively induce a plasma of precursor gases for deposition from below. Samples are 

heated up to deposition temperature before 

C - Atmospheric plasma chemical vapor deposition (APCVD) method using the reactivity of the process 

gases and substrate heating from the moving rollers at atmospheric pressure to allow for deposition 

on the substrate moving steadily underneath the injector head 

D - Atomic layer deposition (ALD) method to grow dielectrics atomic layer by layer by alternating 

reaction gas flow to the vacuum chamber and generation of a remote plasma 
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generation, parallel-plate reactors are common as a direct PECVD (d-PECVD) tool35. Essentially the substrate 

lies in between two electrodes, the upper being perforated to allow for gas showering the enclosed space 

(Fig. 2.1A). Applying a voltage to the two electrodes with an optimal frequency [66] of 13.56 MHz reduces 

ion bombardment of the surface for a plasma generated right above the substrate [67, 68]. Layers deposited 

in this manner are usually rich in H, fairly dense (film density), yet prone to columnar growth and pinholes 

(remaining or falling contaminants).   

Another technological version of PECVD is the remote-plasma source implementation. Remote plasma 

generation is commonly done by inductive-coupling of eddy currents in the gas and the feedback in the 

generation coils. The aim of remote generation of plasma in general, is the spatial separation of ion 

bombardment and deposition regions, by placing the sample outside the direct plasma region. While the 

resulting layers are less dense by decoupling the generation and deposition stages, surface damage due to 

radiation and ion bombardment is drastically reduced. Most remote plasma tools are built as an r-PECVD35, 

with the remote plasma source sufficiently high above the sample and thus the latter similarly out of reach 

of the direct plasma region.   

A third option is to compromise for a middle course. Placing the remote source closer to the substrate leads 

again to higher film densities and richer H content in the films, yet still missing the directing field (i.e., of 

a parallel plate reactor) the isotropic deposition lacks the detrimental ion bombardment effect. Such an 

Inductively-Coupled Plasma (ICP-)PECVD system [69, 70, 71, 72, 73] allows for the high deposition rates of 

d-PECVD reactors with the low surface damage of r-PECVD tools. Employing the plasma source beneath 

the substrate by for example using such an ICP-PECVD35 system (Fig. 2.1B), pin-hole growth is reduced due 

to lack of falling contaminants possibly shadowing substrate areas from deposition. The machine used here 

is a single-chamber reactor with a four 6” square wafer tray positioned above the main reaction chamber 

for isotropic, semi-remote deposition from below. Plasma generation is realized by inductively coupling an 

externally generated magnetic field into the reaction gas zone in the vacuum chamber at 13.56 MHz. 

2.1.2 APCVD - Atmospheric Pressure CVD 

Vacuum systems are complex and expensive in upscaling and upkeep. Through-put, an important aspect of 

industrial production, needs to be increasing with cost-reduction. A veritable alternative is Atmospheric 

Pressure (AP-)CVD. It represents the far end of the pressure scale after Low Pressure (LP-)CVD and operates 

at normal pressure. While safety is taken into account by local exhausts and N2 curtains, the missing vacuum 

no longer allows for controlled plasma generation. In case of APCVD35, the reaction of gases/precursors has 

to be driven or rather facilitated by temperature of the substrate surface (Fig. 2.1C). Gases are directed onto 

the heated Si substrate in such way, as to let them interact right on the surface. Dissociation and deposition 

are done at a temperature dependent rate simultaneously. Deposition is prone to inhomogeneity of layer 

thickness, molecular structure and film density. Temperatures of the regions of the substrate govern the 

process. Gas flow and ratios merely change the ratio of atomic density in the layers.  

2.1.3 ALD - Atomic Layer Deposition 

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD35) is a very controlled process technology for highly reproducible results. The 

reaction of precursors (i.e., trimethyl-aluminum, TMA) and gas radicals (i.e., O) in a self-limiting process 

resulting in growth of near-single atomic layers is achieved by alternating the intake of the two layer 

formers (Fig. 2.1D). Essentially, the Si substrate (as well as the whole vacuum reaction chamber) is coated 

by the resulting dielectric. In case of AlOx, TMA as a volatile precursor adds to the OH-terminated Si surface 

a first layer of Al-methyl groups. These are reduced in the second step of remote-plasma induced O radicals 

to an Al-OH layer again terminated by OH. Depending on deposition temperature and precursor/gas types, 

films with various densities can be deposited nearly stoichiometric and with atomic layer thickness 

precision.  
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2.2 Dielectrics from CVD 

Dielectrics are isolating materials commonly used in capacitors. In case of CVD deposited, amorphous 

layers118, dielectrics are in the thickness range of a few Å to µm. Applications range from thin 

passivation/isolation layers to substrate-detachable films. CVD thereby allows for wide range of parameter 

control and thus control of film characteristics. If limited by the choice of tool technology, surface pre-

conditioning and film after-processing further increase the parameter range. Fundamental understanding 

of physical and thus chemical effects and governing laws are necessary not only to optimize upon an 

existing process, but to determine new methods and uses of CVD layers. Detailed in further subsections are 

four of the most prominent layers used to some degree in microelectronics but primarily in photovoltaics. 

A current overview of dielectrics used in photovoltaics, especially concerning surface passivation (refer to 

section 1.3), can be found in [32].  

As detailed before, surfaces of a semiconductor i.e., Si form the end of the ordered band structure with the 

emergence of a semi-continuum of energy states in the band gap due to dangling-bond occurrence at the 

surface. The semi-continuum states adhere to an extended Shockley-Read-Hall recombination theory [74, 

75] for surface states allowing for approximation in form of interface defect density119 Dit with an energy in 

the middle of the band gap [76, 77, 78]. It can be shown, that Seff ~ Dit∙np is valid [79]. Again, reducing 

recombination therefore can be achieved by reducing surface defect states and/or at least one of the charge 

carrier densities120. Consequently, dielectric layers from CVD should allow for chemical passivation to 

saturate dangling-bonds121 and field effect passivation122 to repel123 charge carriers and subsequent reduce 

recombination probability near the surface.  

Important to note is the occurrence and therefore capability of dielectric films to change during 

temperature treatment124, allowing for a change in properties and out-diffusion of H to increase passivation 

quality and similar desired film properties. The change in properties stems from molecular bond 

rearrangement due to activation energy supplied by heat at HT steps, given the binding energy of single 

bonds to be in the few eV range. Especially bonds on the interface of substrate and film are weaker and 

easier to rearrange.  

A typical example is silicon nitride (SiNx), with a refractive index of 2 to match desired ARC properties, a 

commonly rich H concentration, a high positive fixed charge density in the range of ~1012 e/cm2 [80], a slow 

surface capture rate (chemical passivation) and either an a-Si like structure for Si-rich films or a high field 

effect for N-rich films. The latter characterized by so called K centers125 responsible for the positive fixed 

charges [81]. Similarly, silicon oxide (SiOx) either as a thermally grown126 or CVD layer show high chemical 

and lower field effect passivation properties. Since SiOx grows natively on Si, a thin silicon oxy-nitride 

(SiOxNy) interfacial film might grow by sacrificing the native SiOx film during SiNx CVD process [67], 

combining both layers’ properties. Accordingly, optimized SiOxNy films show high passivation qualities [32]. 

Nevertheless, next to a-Si with maximal chemical passivation quality of amorphous CVD layers [32], 

aluminum oxide (AlOx) shows the highest field effect passivation due to negative fixed charge density [82]. 

                                                        
118 Strictly distinguished are not all shown CVD layers glasses and not all dielectrics, but for reasons of understanding 

generalized under these terms, if generalization is valid by applying laws of physics 
119 Measureable using CV measurements, similar to Qf (refer to section 2.2.4) 
120 Preferably the minority charge carrier density 
121 Either by molecular bonds with close matching amorphous structure to the crystal Si lattice and/or hydrogen supply 
122 Due to fixed charges Qf in the CVD film near the interface 
123 Again it should be pointed out, that since the surface is in equilibrium, no such field actually exists but the carrier 

concentration is shifted (accumulation or inversion in extremes) due to a thus compensated field, reducing 

recombination probability [42] 
124 i.e., HT firing step for metal contact formation, annealing at medium temperatures and diffusions at HT 
125 i.e., a Si atom bonded to three N atoms along the interface [67] 
126 Refer to section 1.6.2 
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2.2.1 Silicon Nitride (ICP-PECVD) 

PECVD technology is nowadays commonly used and has established advantages despite the higher costs 

compared to non-vacuum tools to deposit hydrogenated Si nitride (SiNx:H) [67]. ICP-PECVD reactors [83, 

73, 84, 71, 72] for example are used in microelectronics due to the wide range of film stresses [71] to be 

adjusted and the H-free deposition of Si nitride [84]. Yet in case of solar cell production the PECVD reactor 

needs to deposit a film with a high amount of H (SiNx:H) for surface passivation. Furthermore, ICP 

technology creates a dense plasma low in directional ion bombardment compared to parallel plate reactor 

PECVD, reducing the surface damage while retaining the possibility to incorporate a H content of >20%. 

ICP technology includes several further advantages of both direct and indirect plasma sources, such as high 

deposition rates (>7 nm/s), uniform depth molecular bond density profiles and multi-layer deposition 

possibility. 

This subsection is based on results of [85]. To investigate the different properties of ICP-PECV deposited 

SiNx:H, a-/symmetrical samples were prepared for barrier and passivation studies. Saw-damage etched 

2 Ωcm Cz-Si substrates were used for the barrier tests. Asymmetrically SiNx:H was deposited on the samples 

using ICP-PECVD before a standard POCl3 diffusion in a tube furnace or an alkaline texture wet etch step. 

As symmetrical samples, chemically polished 2 Ωcm FZ-Si substrates were deposited on both sides with 

SiNx:H before firing in a belt furnace at a set firing temperature of 900°C and a belt velocity of 6000 mm/s. 

The FZ-Si wafers were weighed127 before each step and measured by ellipsometry35 to determine the film 

density or change thereof. The bond density and H content measurements were done by FTIR and evaluated 

according to [86]. The wet etch tests were performed using a buffered hydrofluoric acid (BHF) solution (1:5 

of 50% HF and 40% NH4F) and a diluted hydrofluoric acid (DHF) solution (2% HF). 

Barrier layer 

Si nitride layers are often used in microelectronics as well as in photovoltaics as a sacrificial layer. Barrier 

capabilities, to stop a diffusion of dopants or impurities into or etching of the underlying substrate, are 

achieved by low pinhole density, high mass density and high N content. Direct PECVD tools generate high 

mass density films, yet with a high pinhole density for low film thickness. Therefore SiNx:H single-layer 

films deposited with a direct plasma tool (parallel plate d-PECVD) needed to be at least ~70 nm thick to 

avoid in-diffusion of P or local etching of the substrate in the texturization solution. Similarly, an r-PECVD 

tool used in optimized configuration for surface passivation128 did not yield the necessary mass density to 

prevent parasitic diffusion for film thicknesses of at least 200 nm.  

In comparison, ICP-PECVD films reach high mass densities and a high N content to form a barrier against 

(i) standard and high temperature POCl3-diffusions as well as (ii) alkaline texture wet etching for SiNx:H 

thicknesses of below 20 nm (i) and 70 nm (ii) on various surface topographies (textured and planar), 

respectively. The barrier function for POCl3-diffusion was tested and accomplished for high (HTGF) and low 

(LTGF) total gas flow (SiH4 + NH3 gas flow) recipes with a N/Si ratio of about 1.2 and a mass density of 

2.3-2.5 g/cm³. The corresponding pinhole density129 can be reduced to less than 100 mm-² for planar and 

textured Si substrate surfaces. Due to the non-directional deposition of the film, the pinhole density of the 

layer depends solely on the cleanliness of the substrate surface [84] making even pinhole-free films 

possible, if clean enough.  

                                                        
127 Using micro scales35 
128 No optimization of the layer has been done due to the known fact of lower film density being common to r-PECVD 
129 Measured using optical microscopy by evaluating the number of pin-holes on a representative area 
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Properties investigation 

ICP-PECVD tools allow for a wide range of molecular bond density variation to change optical and 

passivation properties. Deposition rates range from 2-7 nm/s for HTGF and LTGF, depending on the SiH4 

and total gas flow (SiH4/NH3 gas flow ratio as lower x-axis in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3), making them higher than 

common PECVD tools with deposition rates below 2 nm/s. The deposition rates increase with the refraction 

index n (Fig. 2.2 and 2.3, top left axis). In case of HTGF SiNx:H, a refraction index of about 2.2 marks a 

significant change in layer properties (region II). Below 2.2, the SiNx:H layer is N rich. Yet with an increase 

in SiH4 gas flow the mass 

density increases already in 

this region I and subsequently 

the BHF (and DHF) etch rate 

decreases (Fig. 2.2, middle left 

axis) due to a higher amount of 

Si-N (and Si-H) bonds (Fig. 2.2, 

middle right axis), a behavior 

common for PECVD sources 

[87, 88]. Yet ICP-PECVD shows 

an overall lower etch rate 

compared to direct or remote 

PECVD depositions [83].  

Layers above a refractive index 

of 2.2 i.e., in region III display a 

significant change in 

properties after firing. Due to 

an N/Si ratio (upper x-axis in 

both figures) below 1.1, the 

layer becomes more and more 

amorphous Si (a-Si) rich, as can 

be seen in an increase in 

optical absorption (Fig. 2.2, 

upper right axis) for fired and 

as-deposited layers. 

Specifically for fired layers, a 

decrease in Si-N bond density 

as well as higher etching rates 

show a change in behavior for 

layers of region III. Changes in 

the fired samples are due to 

the amorphous structure 

rearranging during the firing 

process denoted by a shift of 

the Si-N (and Si-H) peak in the 

FTIR spectrum to lower 

wavenumbers common for an 

increase in Si-Si bonds [86]. 

 

Figure 2.2: SiNx:H with high total gas flow (HTGF) 

Refractive index n and extinction coefficient k (top graph), 

buffered HF (BHF) etch rate and Si-N bond density (middle graph), 

as well as effective minority carrier lifetime teff and H 

concentration in the SiNx:H layer (bottom graph) dependent on 

SiH4/NH3 ratio in total gas flow (lower axis) and N/Si ratio of SiNx:H 

layer (upper axis). All physical quantities depicted in the ‘as-

deposited’ and ‘after firing’ condition. Regimes I-III marked in top 

graph. Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [85] 
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LTGF SiNx:H layers (Fig. 2.3) show similar overall characteristics as HTGF layers, but on a different SiH4/NH3 

ratio scale due to higher deposition rates. The transition to a-Si rich SiNx:H is at 60% SiH4/NH3 gas flow 

ratio (region II), which corresponds to a N/Si ratio of 1.1 similar to LTGF. The changes in case of LTGF are 

stretched over a larger scale and allow for a wider range of deposition parameters for layers with similar 

properties.  

A comparison of HTGF (Fig. 2.2, lower left axis) and LTGF (Fig. 2.3, lower left axis) on 2 Ωcm FZ-Si samples 

show lifetime values up to 800 μs and 500 μs, respectively. This corresponds to an effective surface 

recombination velocity in the 

range of 15-25 cm/s. Both, 

HTGF and LTGF SiNx:H 

furthermore display the same 

increase of carrier lifetime 

with increasing H content 

(lower right axis, each). While 

LTGF films reach the 

maximum lifetime near the 

stoichiometric state of an N/Si 

ratio of 1.33, the HTGF layers 

reach their optimal lifetime 

near the a-Si rich layer range 

slightly above a refraction 

index of 2.2 at an N/Si ratio of 

1.1.  Beyond the maximum, the 

lifetime drops suddenly for 

both HTGF and LTGF. A 

degrading passivation above a 

refractive index of 2.2 is 

common for SiNx:H layers [87, 

88]. Although, the H 

concentration in the as-

deposited layer increases 

below a certain N/Si ratio 

(regime III), H in the layer is 

probably released in too great 

amount to sustain the 

passivating effect expected 

from the increasing difference 

in H concentration before and 

after firing. The decrease in H 

out-diffusion temperature and 

subsequent increase in H out-

diffusion rate with decreased 

N/Si ratio is common to SiNx:H 

layers. This concerns the 

negative impact of H in-

diffusion into the Si at too a 

high amount [48], as well as 

 

Figure 2.3: SiNx:H with low total gas flow (LTGF) 

Refractive index n and extinction coefficient k (top graph), 

buffered HF (BHF) etch rate and Si-N bond density (middle graph), 

as well as effective minority carrier lifetime teff and H 

concentration in the SiNx:H layer (bottom graph) dependent on 

SiH4/NH3 ratio in total gas flow (lower axis) and N/Si ratio of SiNx:H 

layer (upper axis). All physical quantities depicted in the ‘as-

deposited’ and ‘after firing’ condition. Regimes I-III marked in top 

graph. Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [85] 
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out-diffusion into the atmosphere. The main contributor to the H content of the SiNx:H layer is the Si-H 

bond density, which shows the same behavior for both HTGF and LTGF with increasing SiH4 gas flow. H 

concentration depends strongly on the total gas flow, allowing for a range of films from H saturated (>20%) 

to H-free/depleted using ICP technology.  

In conclusion, ICP-PECV deposited Si nitride films can display all the properties of SiNx:H layers known from 

other established PECVD sources. In particular, the properties are comparable to the results achieved with 

r-PECVD tools [89]. Furthermore, these properties for primary (passivation and optics) and secondary 

purposes (barrier) can be achieved within one layer due to the possibility of varying properties in a wide 

range. Commonly used passivation (multi-)layers with a high H content (>20%) and high carrier lifetime 

(>800 μs) can also be used as very thin (<20 nm) multi-purpose barrier layers to reduce process cost 

(>7 nm/s deposition rate) and increase solar cell process options (e.g., structured passivating barrier layers). 

2.2.2 Boron Silicate Glasses (APCVD & ICP-PECVD) 

Boron silicate glasses (BSG or SiOx:B130) consist of an amorphous SiOx base with B incorporated mainly in 

substitutional form on Si or O sites within the lattice-like structure. The content of B is shown to have 

significant impact on various dielectric film properties, such as optical, electric and interfacial. To the latter 

one can count diffusion, passivation and topography. The property range thereby depends mainly on growth 

mechanism. Two main ones can be distinguished. Growth into the Si substrate by oxidation of the Si 

material i.e., tube diffusions by BBr3 or BCl3, or deposition with or without HT treatment. CVD layers are 

commonly deposited by growth on top of the Si substrate using SiH4 as the Si precursor, while inks or other 

glass based compounds can be heated to form the BSG glass on the Si substrate. Consequently, BSG layers 

can be deposited by various techniques, such as gas tube diffusion (i.e., BBr3 [90, 91] or BCl3 [92] sources), 

spin-on coating [93], printing [94] or sputtering [95].  

As an example of (unexpected) properties of a BSG layer occurring from specific deposition circumstances, 

conductivity of an ICP-PECVD BSG layer was investigated. In this context, ICP-OES131 measurements show 

a measureable B content remaining in the layer after diffusion, yet electrometer35 measurements show a 

high resistivity in the 1·1018 Ωcm range, common for perfect insulators. This value even exceeds that of 

common passivation layers, such as pure SiOx and SiNx:H. B, as may be expected, does not necessarily lead 

to a doping property in a SiOx structure, in context of conductivity of the layer. Furthermore, the thus 

measured IV-curves show an ohmic behavior followed by what is assumed to be space charge limited 

current (SCLC) related behavior due to a large distribution of defect states within the bandgap of the BSG 

[96].  

In case of (PE-)CVD deposition of BSG, SiH4, O2 and B2H6:H2 can be utilized in a gas injector system to react 

on the surface of the heated Si substrate. While the O2/SiH4 ratio determines the overall SiOx-like structure 

(between oxide- or a-Si rich), H from the B2H6:H2 gas mixture (up to 3% B2H6 content in H2) determines 

additional H content and growth rate (H etching). In case of utilizing B2H6:N2 (with up to 5% B2H6 content 

in N2) instead to allow for APCVD technique in a safe way, the additional H effect is drastically reduced. B 

from B2H6 is the dopant in the SiOx:H structure, being mostly non-electrically active (perfect dielectric 

insulator with a resistivity of 1·1018 Ωcm [14]) incorporated in the layer. While novel approaches are 

utilizing BSG layers for evermore applications and purposes, doping source and passivation layer are the 

most established ones. Combining the two functions in one film as well as with other functions creates 

multi-functional BSG layers.  

                                                        
130 While BSG can be based on a variety of amorphous materials, such as SiOx and SiOxNy, the notation BSG is 

henceforward used for SiOx:B layers. Any other base is accordingly specified and not denoted as BSG 
131 Inductively-coupled plasma – optical emission spectroscopy, refer to section 3.2 
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ICP-PECVD facilitated BSG films will be detailed in section 3. This section focuses on APCVD BSG 

application. 

APCVD BSG films were deposited on both sides of 200 Ωcm, n-type FZ-Si substrates varying the deposition 

parameters in O2/hydride ratio (where B2H6:N2 and SiH4 are the combined hydride gases) and total B2H6:N2 

flow. Variation of inherent B concentration in the film ranged from 4-6%. A thin SiOx film acting as a 

5-10 nm capping layer was deposited on top of the BSG layers. This layer prevents out-diffusion of B, as 

well as in-diffusion of H2O into the BSG for sufficiently long time132, otherwise potentially forming B based 

acids. Diffusion of samples was carried out in a standard tube furnace for POCl3 diffusions without dopant 

gas flow, but N2 and O2. Diffusion temperature was set to 910°C for a duration of 40 min. This allows for 

comparable testing for co-diffusion circumstances. A variation of process temperature and O2 flow was 

done, resulting in three diffusions of 60 min duration each. To measure the resulting doping layer (emitter) 

formation, samples were measured by PCD to determine sheet resistance values and effective minority 

carrier lifetime (LT). Diffusion parameters were varied from previous experiments to result in an average of 

100 Ω/sq. Subsequent SiNx:H deposition as a third dielectric layer by two CVD reactors at different 

deposition temperatures and subsequent firing of the samples were performed. After additional PCD 

measurement, the dielectric film stacks on chosen samples were etched back and 4PP as well as ECV 

measurement was performed to determine the sheet resistance in two independent ways.  

The resulting sheet resistance data is depicted in Fig. 2.4 in a double logarithmically scaled graph. The 

open symbols show the various different layers after the various diffusions depending on symbol type by 

PCD measurement. Beginning with the diffusions D1 and D2, independent of O2 flow, at the same 

temperature, the dependence of resulting doping in the Si substrate (sheet resistance) on B concentration 

in the BSG is fitted by an allometric curve. Since resulting sheet resistance can only be calculated from 

corresponding diffusion equations by numeric means, allometric curve fitting parameters cannot directly 

be linked to specific layer or 

diffusion parameters. 

Nevertheless, diffusion 

depends highly on diffusion 

coefficient and that in turn on 

solubility of B in Si and SiOx, 

especially in the area at the 

interface of both. Allometric fit 

curves are only verifiably valid 

within the depicted range. In 

particular, for higher B 

concentrations sheet 

resistance will stagnate by 

reaching the maximum 

diffusibility due to i.e., BRL 

formation. The same 

assumption can be made to 

explain the seemingly 

discrepancy of lesser doping 

for the higher diffusion 

temperature, as can be seen by 

the higher slope of allometric 

                                                        
132 e.g., until next process step. See also section 3.4.2 

 

Figure 2.4: B emitters from APCVD BSG layers I - B concentration dependence 

Double logarithmically scaled graph of sheet resistance of B 

emitters diffused from BSG layers in dependence of B 

concentration in the BSG layer with varying deposition and 

diffusion parameters measured by PCD. 4PP and ECV 

measurements for 4.5% B in BSG. SiNx:H from various PECVD tools 

deposited after diffusion before firing step 
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fit for diffusion D3. Diffusion step parameters therefore have the determining influence, compared to SiNx:H 

deposition and firing. Latter processing steps do not influence measurement or actual doping any further. 

  

While PCD measurement shows low deviation considering the fit of the allometric curve to the data, 

measuring by 4PP and ECV shows deviations for the 4.5% B in BSG sample at 910°C (D3, semi-filled grey 

symbols). These divergences are given for the 

variation in measuring tool, as well as the 

difference in sample front (FS) and rear side 

(RS).  Due to deposition on both sides, the first 

deposited layer (RS) is exposed to the APCVD 

heat treatment twice, leading to a change in 

the layer133, decreasing the doping to increase 

sheet resistance. In average, both sides 

contribute to the average value of the PCD 

measurement. Thereby, 4PP measurement 

leads to an increased sheet resistance value 

due to an influence from the Si base and ECV 

measurement leads to a comparably higher 

sheet resistance due to reduced conductivity 

based measurement artifacts inherent to the 

technique. When comparing sheet resistance 

measurement values of the three different 

techniques, corrections relative to each other 

apparently have to be made.  

Nevertheless, the ECV measured B doping 

profile (Fig. 2.5, solid line) of the p+ region, diffused from the CVD134 BSG doping source shows the Gauss-

like curvature expected from theory135 of an infinite B doping source. As such, the profile is nearly identical 

to the one diffused from standard gas-phase diffusion e.g., from common BBr3-grown BSG (Fig. 2.5, dotted 

line). In this context, similar doped region/layer properties concerning passivation and contact formation 

are expected for both diffusion source types. 

Given the multi-functional layer approach being made, the resulting triple dielectric layer stack can be used 

as a passivation film. Fig. 2.6 depicts the emitter saturation current density (j0e) values from the PCD 

measurement in a double logarithmically scaled graph in dependence of B concentration within the BSG 

film. In the as-diffused state, BSG layers passivate depending on B concentration in the film (before and 

after diffusion) (black symbols), as well as doping concentration of the resulting emitter. Both fundamental 

dependencies are in turn based on basic physical effects. An increase in doping of the BSG layer leads to 

additional fixed charges136 if the overall doping concentration in the film has not reached a critical limit to 

diminish chemical and other passivation mechanisms attributed to the BSG layer due to recombination sites 

in the Si (especially near the interface). Doping increase of the doped region in the Si, however, leads to an 

increase in recombination elevating j0e accordingly. In this case, lack of chemical passivation due to lower 

B concentration137 in the layer overshadows the doping dependency on this high level of j0e. Essentially the 

                                                        
133 In particular, a densification of the film, as well as an out-diffusion of B from the BSG layer (refer to section 3.2) 
134 APCVD and ICP-PECVD doping source layers result in similar doping profiles 
135 Refer to section 1.1.2 
136 Refer to section 3 
137 Refer to section 3.2 

 

Figure 2.5: B doping profiles comparison: CVD vs. BBr3 

Standard B doping concentration profiles from 

APCVD BSG and BBr3 BSG doping sources for a 

80 Ω/sq p+ region 
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doping in film and Si substrate 

themselves passivate the p+ 

layer by field effect due to lack 

of sufficient additional surface 

passivation. Furthermore, pure 

BSG layers show a dependence 

on O2 gas flow during 

diffusion. All layers with higher 

O2 flow show a lower j0e value 

and therefore better surface 

passivation (squares and 

circles). The O2 flow during 

diffusion of B allows for an 

enhanced B diffusion by B-O 

pairs [97, 98], as well as higher 

O bond density on the Si-BSG 

interface138. This effect recedes 

again for too high gas flows 

due to over-oxidation of the 

interface and even subsequent 

non-formation of an emitter 

layer. Significant gain in 

passivation quality for B emitters as p+ layers is only provided by negative fixed charges (e.g., AlOx layers) 

or H in-diffusion. To allow for ARC coating, in this case SiNx:H as a high concentration source of elemental 

H was chosen. It was deposited using an ICP-PECVD reactor (ICP), capable of depositing the SiNx:H at room 

temperature (index c) or at up to 400°C (index h). The further applied parallel plate reactor d-PECVD I (PP) 

deposits at 400°C only. To understand the resulting j0e values, the H concentrations in the as-deposited 

SiNx:H films have to be considered first. Beginning with the up to 400°C deposition in the ICP-PECVD 

reactor, the lowest H concentration can be found in the films. Furthermore, there is a high dependency of 

passivation quality on the doping level of the substrate. Above a certain sheet resistance, the sample will 

not reach the desired equilibrium temperature of 400°C to form a H-rich SiNx:H film by near-infrared 

heating. Applying no heat at all, chemical growth of SiNx:H in the same reactor changes again to another 

H-incorporating favorable regime, showing even higher H concentration values. However, changing to the 

d-PECVD II reactor, the H-richest film can be deposited independent of doping concentration at 400°C.  

Taking a look now at Fig. 2.6, the dependency on H concentration of the SiNx:H films can be seen. The 

lowest H concentration samples (diamond-shaped symbols) with the dependence on doping density of the 

p+ layer,  show a decrease in j0e up to 4.75% B concentration in the BSG, corresponding to about 90 Ω/sq 

before H concentration declines again, increasing j0e again for 4.5% B in BSG. The average j0e value lies 

above 140 fA/cm2 and thus far above the other, H-richer SiNx:H layer samples. In comparison, an allometric 

curve can be fitted to the BSG/SiNx:HPP,h samples, showing j0e values below 50 fA/cm² in case of 100 Ω/sq 

B emitters. Similarly low values have only been reported for AlOx passivation of similarly doped p+ layers. 

The dependence of doping concentration and passivation limit can now be seen. Lower j0e values can be 

reached for lower substrate doping values. 

In conclusion, aside from CV-deposition parameter influence, diffusion properties during HT treatment 

determine doping profile and resulting sheet resistance of doped regions formed by dopant diffusion from 

                                                        
138 No thermal oxide growth in the formal way 

 

Figure 2.6: B emitters from APCVD BSG layers II - SiNx:H dependence 

Double logarithmically scaled graph of emitter saturation current 

density of B emitters diffused from BSG layers in dependence of B 

concentration in the BSG layer with varying deposition and 

diffusion parameters measured by PCD. SiNx:H from various PECVD 

tools deposited after diffusion before firing step 
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(AP-)CVD BSG layers. Yet, far more prominent is the impact of diffusion properties of CVD layers on 

passivation properties. In this section, B concentration, investigated in more detail in further sections, is 

identified as the limiting factor in this regard. SiNx:H, deemed essential for H supply, needs evidently to be 

adapted to the BSG properties to allow for high passivation quality, resulting in the end in a passivation 

level not yet reached before for such layers/stacks. Due to the controllability of B content in CVD BSG 

glasses, doping profiles are variable in a wide range, showing the expected forms derived from theory. 

2.2.3 Phosphorous Silicate Glasses (APCVD) 

Similar to BSG, novel approaches are utilizing PSG (SiOx:P) layers for evermore applications and purposes, 

with doping source and passivation layer being the most established ones. Combining the two applications 

in one film, creating multi-purpose PSG layers, is the logic conclusion of the approaches done so far. Even 

combinations with BSG are thinkable, allowing for co-diffusion of two or more CVD layers within one 

diffusion step. The latter even without dopant gas.  

APCVD PSG films were deposited on both sides of 200 Ωcm, p-type FZ-Si substrates varying the deposition 

parameters in O2/hydride ratio (where PH3:N2 and SiH4 are the combined hydride gases) and total PH3:N2 

flow. Variation of inherent P concentration in the film ranged from 5-10%. A thin SiOx film as a 5-10 nm 

capping was deposited on top of the PSG layers. This layer prevents out-diffusion of P, as well as in-diffusion 

of H2O into the PSG in significant amount, omitting139 to potentially form P based acids in humid air. 

Diffusions of samples were carried out in a standard tube furnace for POCl3 diffusions without dopant gas 

flow, but N2 and O2. Diffusion temperature was set to 910°C for a duration of 40 min. This allows for 

comparable testing for co-diffusion circumstances. A variation of process temperature and O2 flow was 

done for three diffusions of each 60 min duration. To measure resulting doping layer (emitter) formation, 

samples were measured by 

PCD to determine sheet 

resistance values and effective 

minority carrier lifetime (LT). 

Variation of diffusion 

parameters was chosen from 

previous experiments to result 

in an average of 100 Ω/sq. 

Subsequent SiNx:H deposition 

as a third dielectric layer by 

two CVD reactors at different 

deposition temperatures and 

subsequent firing of the 

samples were performed. After 

additional PCD measurement, 

the dielectric film stack on 

chosen samples was etched 

back and 4PP, as well as ECV 

were measured to determine 

the sheet resistance in two 

independent ways.  

                                                        
139 Within a reasonable time-frame after deposition and before diffusion. After HT step, PSG is more stable, yet still 

depending on overall P concentration remaining in the glass 

 

Figure 2.7: P emitters from APCVD PSG layers I - P concentration dependence 

Double logarithmically scaled graph of sheet resistance of P 

emitters diffused from PSG layers in dependence of P 

concentration in the PSG layer with varying deposition and 

diffusion parameters measured by PCD. 4PP and ECV 

measurements for 6.0% P in PSG. SiNx:H from various PECVD tools 

deposited after diffusion before firing step 
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Fig. 2.7 shows resulting sheet resistance values 

in dependence of P concentration in the PSG 

film. Apparently, overall sheet resistance level 

is higher compared to B emitters formed in the 

same diffusion step. This is seemingly in 

contrast to the higher diffusion coefficient of P 

in Si compared to B in Si given the same 

temperature140. For higher dopant 

concentrations in the films, the sheet 

resistance actually drops below the one for BSG 

diffusions, supporting the theoretical 

assumptions. Nevertheless, for lower dopant 

concentrations, P emitter formation is slower. 

The discrepancy can be resolved by looking at 

the PSG itself. P, unlike B, is being incorporated 

in the SiOx structure in such a way, that it does 

not diffuse so readily to the interface. Although 

B has a higher solubility in SiOx, it diffuses only 

by one diffusion mechanism. P needs to reach 

a critical concentration in the Si substrate to effectively diffuse with a higher diffusion coefficient. The 

resulting allometric curve exponent is thus higher by a factor of 2.5-3. Similar to B, the lower diffusion 

temperature shows a higher sheet resistance drop with P concentration in the PSG. A similar explanation 

can be found in dead-layer formation for P based diffusions. 4PP and ECV measurements show a lesser 

influence of the second heat treatment step of the first deposited layer (RS), but still a difference in sheet 

resistance. An overall independence of sheet resistance on O2 flow variation during diffusion is given as 

well.  

The ECV measured P doping profile (Fig. 2.8, solid line) of the n+ region, diffused from the CVD134 PSG 

doping source, shows a decreased and stretched kink-tail curvature expected from theory141 of an infinite 

P doping source. As such, the profile is only in shape identical to the one diffused from standard gas-phase 

diffusion e.g., from common POCl3-grown PSG (Fig. 2.8, dotted line). In this context, different doped 

region/layer properties concerning passivation and contact formation are expected for the two diffusion 

source types. The doped region diffused from CVD PSG displays a lower recombination activity due to a 

lower surface doping concentration Nsurf, due to the higher temperature and diffusion duration, but reduced 

P concentration within the PSG. Therefore, even with similar RSh of 50 Ω/sq, the CVD PSG diffused n+ region 

will furhtermore contain less inactive P atoms, if any, resulting in less recombination activity from such 

defect sites. In turn, contact formation might be reduced lacking the contact formation supporting 

precipitates142. The overall doping profile might be possible to be formed by adjusting the standard POCl3 

diffusion parameters, yet reaching such low inactive P concentration is rather complex, given the physics 

governing gas-phase diffusions. In that case, separating both steps, CVD PSG growth (P content and 

distribution in the PSG) and diffusion (P profile in Si substrate), leads to better process control, extended 

glass property range and lowered recombination activity of the doped region. 

                                                        
140 Valid for CVD doping sources not limiting diffusion (infinite source) and comparable dopant concentration in the 

glass 
141 Refer to section 1.1.2 
142 Refer to section 3.5.2 

 

Figure 2.8: P doping profiles comparison: CVD vs. POCl3 

Standard P doping concentration profiles from 

APCVD PSG and POCl3 PSG doping sources for 

a 50 Ω/sq n+ region 
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Moving on to emitter 

saturation current density 

results in Fig. 2.9 of these PSG 

films, significant differences 

compared to the BSG samples 

emerge. In the range of higher 

P concentration of the PSG, 

passivation of pure, as well as 

additionally SiNx:H coated 

samples increase in j0e 

independent of coating layer 

stack. Still, H-richer layers lead 

to lower j0e values overall, 

demonstrating the H 

dependent passivation 

mechanism. For the higher 

doping concentrations in the 

substrate, the self-passivating 

effect of P in PSG and n+ layer 

cannot compensate for the 

recombination increase due to 

doping increase in the 

substrate. Nevertheless, above 30 Ω/sq (9% P in PSG) pure PSG layers passivate still more efficiently than 

BSG layers, with comparable sheet resistances. They actually get better for lower doped Si layers, as 

expected. SiNx:H layers can reduce the level by an offset in j0e (SiNx:HICP,c). Or for at least up to 90 Ω/sq as 

before in case of the B emitters (SiNx:HICP,h). However, SiNx:HPP,h leads to a change in slope, allowing again 

for j0e values of below 50 fA/cm² above 100 Ω/sq doped layers, coming close to values reached with pure 

SiNx:H or SiOx/SiNx:H passivated similarly doped layers.  

PSG and BSG layers (even with additional SiNx:H before or after diffusion) from CVD reactors allow for a 

reduction of processing steps, like dielectric layer etching after diffusion, even without co-diffusion. The 

reduction of process steps for co-diffused Si substrates is even higher, considering the possibility to omit 

several masking/barrier and etching steps. Development of passivating doping layers matching or even 

exceeding established dielectric layers shows not only potential on a commercial scale, but for widening 

the processing window of semiconductor science and fabrication. 

In conclusion, similar to BSG before, APCVD PSG is governed by the P concentration with regards to many 

properties of the doped region and interface. Passivation quality even surpasses BSG, despite commonly 

more recombination active behavior of P doped regions, giving rise to the assumption of reduced inactive 

P concentration in regions diffused from CVD PSG in comparison to standard POCl3-based gas-phase 

diffusions. 

  

 

Figure 2.9: P emitters from APCVD PSG layers II - SiNx:H dependence 

Double logarithmically scaled graph of emitter saturation current 

density of P emitters diffused from PSG layers in dependence of P 

concentration in the PSG layer with varying deposition and 

diffusion parameters measured by PCD. SiNx:H from various PECVD 

tools deposited after diffusion before firing step 
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2.2.4 Alumina 

Aluminum oxide (AlOx) or alumina is a dielectric layer 

composed of Al and O. The ratio in the amorphous layer of the 

two elements varies depending on deposition technique, 

parameters and as might be required, subsequent heat 

treatment. It is commonly near the stoichiometric ratio of Al2O3, 

comparable to the ceramic or crystalline (corundum) 

composition. As an amorphous layer, its refractive index is near 

1.76 with no measurable absorption and its density close to 

4 g/cm³ [99].  

As a functional layer in photovoltaics it is less important as an 

ARC layer, but as a passivation layer. While its first use was 

actually as an inversion layer forming dielectric on n-doped 

regions [100], common field of application is on p-doped 

regions, such as B doped emitters, or as a diffusion source for 

Al. Most of the previously discussed dielectric layers are primarily chemical passivating layers. Instead, AlOx 

exhibits a large amount of negative fixed charges [82] in addition to its low defect state density on the 

interface to the thin SiOx interfacial layer (Fig. 2.10), making its field effect passivation more prominent 

than its already high chemical passivation quality. The fixed charges are predominantly negative in nature 

allowing for passivation of p-type surfaces of below 1 cm/s in surface recombination velocity [32]. 

Depending on deposition technique, it can additionally be a H source in the form of AlOx:H [32]. In case of 

n-doped Si material, the passivation is based on inversion layer effect and thus only sufficient at low base 

doping concentrations of the Si substrate. The effect decreases drastically for higher doped regions (i.e., n+ 

and n++). The positive effect additionally subsides when the mirror charges responsible for the inversion 

layer are drained via short-circuiting the potential e.g., by a metal contact in a solar cell [101, 102]. As it 

turns out, the Si-SiOx interface of the native or during deposition formed SiOx film [103, 104, 32] underneath 

the AlOx layer is determining field effect and chemical passivation. Causative of the fixed charge generation 

near the interface seem to be point defects in the SiOx/AlOx interface, charged by injection from the c-Si 

[105]. Fixed charge density is further independent of AlOx film thickness [106] being intrinsic to the 

structure, but influenceable by SiOx film composition/growth. The latter due to typical defect type 

occurrence on the Si-SiOx interface [32].  

Common143 deposition techniques entail ALD and APCVD. The former is a vacuum chamber based process 

to deposit Al and O in an alternating sequence of Al precursor adhesion and subsequent oxidation by O2 

remote-plasma to grow the layer nearly atomic layer by atomic layer. As the most stable and clean process, 

the ALD AlOx layers were early on high passivation quality layers [107, 103] and still are among the best 

passivation layers utilized today. Yet, certain drawbacks remain, which alternative deposition techniques 

can compensate, opening up a new field in low energy and low cost processing. 

In an effort to investigate the potential and the fundamental differences of APCVD AlOx in comparison to 

the established ALD AlOx, four previously investigated and optimized deposition recipes developed by 

B. Gapp [108] were tested and compared to two standard recipes for ALD deposition previously published 

by T. Lüder [99]. The following discussion in this subsection is based on the results published in [63] and 

takes a deeper look into the physical causes underlying the pure statistical results published so far. 

                                                        
143 PECVD is similarly common, yet not scope of this comparison 

 

Figure 2.10: Depiction of AlOx layer on Si 

AlOx layer on top of interfacial 

SiOx layer with schematic 

depiction of molecular bonds 

near the interfaces resulting in 

negative fixed charges Qf in 

the AlOx film 
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Table 2.1: Deposition and annealing conditions for AlOx layers from ALD and APCVD 

ALD 

Group Deposition set 

temperature TD,s [°C] 

Annealing set 

temperature TA,s [°C] 

Annealing duration 

dA [min] 

N2 annealing atmosphere 

pressure pA [mbar] 

A1 170 450 30 10 

A2 300 450 30 10 

     

APCVD 

Group TMA-N2 flow [slm] / 

O2:TMA ratio [%] 

Annealing set 

temperature TA,s [°C] 

Annealing duration 

dA [min] 

N2 annealing atmosphere 

pressure pA [mbar] 

G1 0.75 / 100 470 20 10 

G2 0.95 /   95 470 20 10 

G3 0.87 /   90 470 20 10 

G4 1.00 /   80 470 20 10 

 

FZ-Si substrates with 200 Ωcm n-type base doping and 4 Ωcm n-type Cz-Si wafers were laser35 diced into 

5 x 5 cm² pieces and surface cleaned or etch-cleaned, respectively. Subsequent symmetrical depositions 

with 30 nm AlOx were carried out in the ALD reactor or APCVD tool. The first measurements were performed 

on as-deposited and annealed sister samples. Subsequently, samples where coated additionally with 

r-PECVD SiNx:H on thinner (10 nm) AlOx layers before firing in a belt firing furnace. Details on annealing 

and deposition parameters are listed in Tab. 2.1. 

Fig. 2.11 shows several graphs of the initial characterization. Beginning with graph A, the effective lifetime 

(LT) of the minority charge carriers is depicted on a logarithmic scale for all AlOx groups (refer to description 

in lower right corner of Fig. 2.11) on both substrates in the as-deposited (as-dep.) and annealed (ann.) state. 

In the as-deposited state ALD AlOx has no significant passivation effect on either substrate. In comparison, 

 

Figure 2.11: Investigation on ALD and APCVD techniques’ differences I 

Effective lifetime, Sputtering rate, Al/O ratio, H concentration and refractive index depending on 

deposition and annealing parameters (refer to description or text for details) for ALD and APCVD AlOx 

(refer to Tab. 2.1) on FZ- and Cz-Si substrates. Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [63] 
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the APCVD samples, having been deposited at 700°C set deposition temperature in general, show an initial 

lifetime of 1.5 ms independent of deposition parameter set (G1-G4) on FZ-Si substrates. A typical annealing 

step at 470°C for 20 min in N2 atmosphere does not change the LT level significantly to slightly above 

2 ms. Since the duration in 700°C air (no controlled atmosphere) after deposition is an additional minute 

or two, depending on roller speed of the APCVD, an in-situ kind of annealing is expected to occur. 

Nevertheless, the 700°C deposited APCVD AlOx film has reached its final structure during/after deposition 

and does not change by/during lower temperature annealing processes. The ALD AlOx on the other hand 

profits from an annealing step reaching LT values of over 4.5 and 10.5 ms for 300°C and 170°C deposition 

temperature on FZ-Si substrates, respectively. Lower deposition temperatures allow for a higher LT if an 

annealing step at higher temperature is administered. Both, fixed charges for field effect passivation as 

well as structural changes on the interface to reduce defect sites occur during annealing. Yet, inert 

atmosphere is necessary for the process to reach the respective LT levels. On Cz-Si the overall behavior in 

LT persists, even with the same factor of a five times higher LT for ALD AlOx deposited at 170°C in 

comparison to the best APCVD parameter G1. A difference can be found in the APCVD groups. They show a 

difference in LT depending on gas flow during deposition. Again, samples at lower as-deposited LT surpass 

the other groups after annealing process. After annealing, the LT values are stacked depending on total O2 

flow. A lower O2 flow leads to a higher LT.  

Investigating a difference in film properties to explain the difference in LT for ALD and APCVD layers, 

ellipsometry was performed with the result of typical refractive index values of 1.57 for all but one layer 

(Fig. 2.11 D). The 170°C ALD AlOx sample shows an n of 1.64. Due to no change of optical properties during 

annealing, all n values are given for the annealed state with a similar non-existing change in an absorption 

coefficient of 0 before and after.  

GD-OES - Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy 

To determine the atomic composition, GD-OES35 (Glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy) [109] was 

performed. In a vacuum chamber sealed by the sample’s surface (Fig. 2.12), Ar plasma is generated to 

remove the samples surface layer by layer using reactive ion sputtering. Given the energy transfer by 

scattering of Ar ions with substrate atoms, element specific light is emitted, wavelength dependently 

separated by a spectrometer and intensity quantified detected in photomultipliers. In case of a calibrated 

setup [110], atomic concentration depth profiles can be measured and compared. As a byproduct, the 

sputtering rate can be determined by 

taking the film thickness measured by 

ellipsometry into account.  

Shown in Fig. 2.11B, the sputtering 

rate gives an indirect way to compare 

the mechanical film density of the AlOx 

layers. ALD layers display a 1.5-2 nm/s 

lower rate, suggesting a higher film 

density. Again the rate is independent 

of annealing, being the same before 

and after. It is an inherent property of 

ALD technique being capable of 

growing the denser atomic/molecular 

structure by layer deposition. In case of 

APCVD, a general dependence on O2 

flow can be established again. The 

lower O2 flows lead to a lower film 

 

Figure 2.12: Schematic depiction of GD-OES 

The sample’s surface is removed using reactive Ar ion 

sputtering. Excited atoms emit characteristic light by 

relaxation. The light exits the reaction chamber via a 

window into a spectrometer, being wavelength 

dependently detected by photomultipliers 
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density.  

The final graph C in Fig. 2.11 depicts the Al/O ratio (black symbols; left axis) and the H concentration (grey 

symbols; right axis) for both deposition techniques. Concentrating on the Al/O ratio, no distinct difference 

in ratio of average 71% can be found in ALD AlOx compared to APCVD. A trend can be seen within the 

APCVD sample groups’ results. The Al/O ratio drops coincidently with the sputter rate i.e., the increase in 

film density. Counterintuitively, the Al/O ratio rises with (absolute) O2 flow, yet relative O2 flow decreases. 

Thereby O2 flow dependency is depicted here, as by convention.  

Recalling the lower LT values after annealing of the Cz-Si samples with higher O2 flow, not only the 

correlation to a higher film density can be made in case of the APCVD groups. The relative H concentration 

shows an inverse progression to Al/O ratio and O2 flow, suggesting a higher H incorporation in lower density 

films with fewer Al content and could explain the consequently H dependent rise in LT after annealing in 

Cz-Si wafers. FZ-Si, due to the higher bulk lifetime, is not affected by the H in-diffusion at 470°C. Comparing 

relative H concentrations for ALD and APVCVD groups, the H content after deposition is increased for APCVD 

by up to 2.5%rel and indicates differences in passivation mechanism of the two techniques. It correlates 

again with the film density comparing the two techniques, allowing lower density films to incorporate more 

H. 

FTIR – Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

To gain a better understanding of dielectric layers, the molecular structure, especially concerning molecular 

bonds, has influence on many of the passivation effect’s root causes. Chemical passivation, i.e., surface 

passivation on the interface, and field effect passivation due to fixed charges can be attributed to specific 

bonding structures, bond density or precisely lack thereof. In case of AlOx, expected bonds are made of Al 

and O with traces of H. Depending on measurement method, additional layers and substrate signals might 

appear. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy35 (FTIR) measurements in transmission configuration e.g., 

detects all infrared-active bonds within the whole sample leading to additionally detected bonds based on 

Si, O and possibly H from Si oxide layers and the Si substrate. Si oxide films i.e., native ones form whenever 

elementary Si is exposed to O or H2O in any form. Growth rate on the respective surfaces depends on 

temperature and saturation and determines thickness after time. However, the native oxide layers can be 

‘build upon’ in such a way, as to grow additional film thickness by reactive O atmosphere and/or sufficient 

temperature in combination with an O source. 

FTIR is based on the Fourier transformation of the interferometry data into a wave number (k) dependent 

spectrum. Absorbance A = - ln T of certain wavelengths from the incident continuous light spectrum due to 

infrared-active molecular bonds are determined by acquiring the transmission (T) spectrum for 

transformation. Wavelength dependent analysis of the spectrum is thereby performed by a Michelson 

interferometer. It yields the wave number dependent extinction/absorption coefficient α0 = 
A

d∙ log10 e∙k
 [111].  

Analysis of FTIR measurements on the aforementioned AlOx groups from ALD and APCVD reactors are 

shown in Fig. 2.13. In the left graph, normalized (to maximum of sample group) molecular bond density 

calculated from FTIR absorbance spectra (weighted area under peaks) depending on bond type are depicted. 

The right upper graph shows one of the FTIR spectra with Gauss peak fit curves and identified bond types 

in dependence of corresponding wave number as an example. Five major bond types of the films before 

annealing step, contributing to the samples signal in transmission, have been identified in the 

corresponding wave number range. Bond density is given as normalized molecular bond density, allowing 

for comparison between samples concerning one bond only, considering the lack of factor to calculate 

absolute bond density within the layers. Changes in the depicted bond density are therefore not 

imperatively a sign of significant change within the layer.  

Al-O, as a longitudinal optic stretching mode [112, 113], is considered to be the main bond type influencing 
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passivation properties. It will be shown to be indicative of field effect passivation extent. Al-O2, a 

transversal optic bending mode [112, 114], and similarly Al-O4, a condensed tetrahedral mode [112, 115], 

are proportional to the overall Al content and thus to the Al/O ratio as main layer builder. Al-O6, a condensed 

octahedral stretching mode [114, 115] and its connected bond structure occur commonly in absence of all 

others. Si-O, a transversal optic stretching mode, as the fifth peak appearing in the spectrum, originates 

from all Si-O bonds present in the sample. Since Si oxidizes instantly in an oxidizing atmosphere or similar 

environment, Si-O bonds are found in a variety of regions of the sample. In this case all samples are 

comparable in base substrate oxidation extent, leaving variations in Si-O bond intensity originating from 

the interfacial SiOx layer or Si-O bonds within the AlOx layer. 

Comparison of the various bonds dependent on sample group in Fig. 2.13 shows to begin with a difference 

of 20% absolute in normalized Si-O molecular bond density bN,Si-O between ALD and APCVD groups. Since 

the difference is significant, a sole origin of the Si-O bonds within the AlOx layer is unlikely. Consequently, 

Si-O bond increase of ALD layers suggests a thicker or denser interfacial SiOx layer, both culminating in a 

higher chemical passivation quality due to interface saturation of the Si surface states. Si-O besides is the 

only bond not showing a direct dependence on O2 flow fO2 for the APCVD groups as may have been 

expected. In comparison to the controlled environment of ALD, APCVD parameter change culminates in 

seemingly inconsistent results, due to multiple dependencies of the parameters as seen before with the 

increase of Al content in the layer despite increased fO2. Molecular growth, due to the variety of bonds and 

non-layer based technique of APCVD with a highly influenced local chemical composition on the Si 

interface during deposition, can (be) change(d) easier and more extensively by slight changes in deposition 

parameters compared to ALD. While molecular composition in an ALD reactor can be changed layer by layer 

if desired, APCVD due to its roller based system results in a vertical molecular homogeneity of the layer 

except for initial growth region (few nm on the interface to interfacial SiOx layer). ALD deposition, while 

similarly bound to an initial growth region, results (without change in parameters during deposition) in an 

even more homogeneous molecular vertical layering. Yet, since ALD does not supply Al and O in the same 

step, certain influences 

based on both being in 

vicinity to each other (such 

as in a APCVD reactor) will 

not be possible and thus 

bond structure is 

characteristic to both 

deposition techniques. The 

same can be found with the 

four Al-Ox bonds, varying 

significantly in bN between 

the two techniques. 

Significantly in this case is 

the Al-O bond density, 

lowered overall for the 

APCVD groups by 0.1-0.15 

in bN, with a tendency to 

increase with fO2.  

  

 

Figure 2.13: Bond density of alumina layers from FTIR measurement 

Normalized molecular bond density derived from FTIR measurement 

of ALD and APCVD layers (refer to Tab. 2.1). Depicted are the five 

major bonds in the AlOx layer. The upper right graph shows the a.u. 

scaled FTIR spectrum with the five identified bonds (refer to text for 

details). Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [63] 
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CV analysis 

Capacitance voltage35 (CV) measurement is conducted, by contacting the Si substrate directly from one side, 

turning it into the first capacitor electrode and the dielectric layer with thickness dOX deposited on the Si 

substrate by means of an adhering metal layer as the second electrode. Thus, a capacitor with the 

measureable dielectric layer in between is fabricated commonly referred to as a metal-oxide/insulator-

semiconductor (MOS or MIS) structure. The second ‘gate’ metal electrode can be realized by common 

metallization techniques not resulting in penetration of the dielectric layer144. For CV measurements with 

a removable metal contact and still sufficient contact properties for a significant measurement, a liquid Hg 

probe setup is chosen. It allows for the removal of the Hg contact after each measurement with (in most 

cases) no residual effect or damage. It also allows for reproducible and comparable results, compared to 

the other techniques, partly being dependent on the very changes of the dielectric layer to be 

investigated145. A fundamental introduction and mathematical description of CV measurements and 

derivation of its formulae can be found in [116] and [117], from which the following short overview is 

derived. 

The resulting CV curves, capacitance C depending on gate voltage VG, are indicative of various properties 

of the dielectric film being measured. In case of AlOx the relative change of the curves in maximum 

capacitance Cacc, reached for VG = ±∞ depending on Si substrate doping polarity and the value of the fixed 

charge density Qf are of interest. The capacitance Cacc in case of accumulation of charge carriers in the Si 

substrate by applying the required voltage, is defined by 

Cacc = ε0εOX∙
AG

dOX

 = COX , (16) 

with OX the relative electric permittivity of the oxide layer (9 in case of AlOx), not to be confused with S 

the relative electric permittivity of the semiconductor (11.68 in case of Si) and AG the gate contact area. 

The oxide capacitance COX equals Cacc, since the Si substrate capacitance reaches the maximum amount of 

charge carriers limited by the very same dielectric layer capacitance.  

The ideal CV curve itself can thereby be calculated from the Poisson equation, as detailed in [117]. Given 

the ideal curve, at VG = 0 the flat-band capacitance CFB can be determined/calculated 

CFB,theo = 
1

1
COX

+
1

CS,FB

 = 
ε0εOX

dOX+
LD ∙ εOX

√2εS

 , 
(17) 

with LD = √
ε0εS∙kBT

q2∙XX0
 the Debye length at temperature T and Xx0 the majority carrier density with x being p or 

n depending on Si substrate doping polarity. 

Real CV curves are shifted along the axes due to multiple influences, affecting charge offset (x-axis shift) 

and capacitance offset (y-axis shift). A shift along the voltage axis can be caused by mobile Ions (from 

impurities) or trapped charges due to defect sites in the dielectric layer. Given clean room conditions for 

deposition on cleaned Si surfaces and no subsequent harsh radiation to cause defect sites either, the only 

charges causing a shift are fixed charges Qf in the dielectric layer near the interface to the Si substrate. To 

calculate Qf, CFB,theo has to be marked off on the shifted, real CV curve to gain the corresponding voltage 

VFB,r.  

Taking into account the slight shift from the difference in work function of the different materials results 

in a bending of the band diagram and subsequent electric field emergence of 

                                                        
144 e.g., plating, evaporation, lithography, printing 
145 e.g., annealing, illumination, film properties, deposition influences 
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VWF = 
ϕm-ϕs

q
 = 

1

q
∙ [ϕm - (χ + 

Eg

2
 ± kBT ∙ln

NA,D

ni

)]  . (18) 

With m the work function of the metal gate (4.5 eV in case of Hg) to dielectric contact,  the electron 

affinity (-1.39 eV in case of Si) and Eg the band gap energy of the semiconductor, NA,D the doping 

concentration of the acceptor/donor semiconductor determining whether it is the positive logarithmic term 

in case of p doped or the negative term for n doped semiconductor material, respectively. ni is the 

corresponding intrinsic charge carrier concentration at temperature T of the semiconductor substrate.  

Subtracting VWF from VFB,r leads to  

VFC = 
Qf∙dOX

ε0εOX

 , (19) 

from which the fixed charge density Qf can be determined by either the dielectric layer thickness dOX or the 

oxide capacitance COX 

Qf = 
VFC∙ε0εOX

dOX∙q
 = 

VFC∙COX

AG∙q
 . (20) 

Stretching of the CV curve or hysteresis depending on voltage change direction may come from additional 

effects, such as defects near the interface resulting in fixed charges or subsequent reduction in 

semiconductor capacitance due to the resulting thinning of the space charge region. Illumination of the 

samples may result in similar effects.  

Two general regimes of CV curves are being distinguished depending on the applied frequency of the 

voltage. In case of low frequencies (characteristic/dependent to/on system) thermal equilibrium applies, 

leading to a compensation of charges in the inversion layer of the semiconductor electrode near the 

semiconductor-oxide interface for the increase of charges in the gate electrode. In case of high frequencies, 

this system breaks down and the additional charges with increasing voltage need to generated, by 

increasing the depletion zone in the semiconductor substrate. The capacitance drops asymptotically to a 

capacitance value only governed by the 

doping density NA,D of the 

semiconductor material at the given 

temperature. Fig. 2.14 depicts all 

described curves and physical 

quantities. 

Fixed charge density of dielectrics is 

used to quantify field effect of surface 

passivation. In case of AlOx layers, 

negative fixed charges are expected. 

Calculating the fixed charge density Qf 

for the ALD and APCVD processed AlOx 

layers (Fig. 2.15, black symbols), 

negative Qf values in the range of 

1-41013 cm-2 common to AlOx films are 

found. In case of ALD AlOx former 

measurement results are thus being 

reproduced, showing consistency in 

deposition and measurement results. 

 

Figure 2.14: Schematic depiction of CV curves 

Depicted are the theoretical CV curve for an n doped Si 

substrate (grey curve), the shifted curve due to the work 

function m (dashed grey curve) and the measured low 

or high frequency curves (solid and dashed black 

curves, respectively). CFB,theo is marked as a dotted 

horizontal line, intersecting the m shifted curve at VWF 

and the low and high frequency curves at VFC+VWF 
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Lower deposition temperature hereby leads to higher Qf values. Unexpected are the by a factor of around 

1.3 higher charge densities of APCVD AlOx films. Given the poorer lifetime level after annealing, a lower 

density would be consistently expected. Apparently, field effect is not the determining mechanism when it 

comes to annealed surface passivation quality for APCVD layers. Furthermore, no discernable dependency 

on the formerly determining O2 flow is visible. It appears, a different dependency is limiting. Literature 

suggests a dependency of Qf on the amount of Al and O based bonds at the interface of the AlOx and the 

interfacial SiOx layers [105]. Considering the bond density to be determined from FTIR analysis (Fig. 2.15), 

particularly the Al-O bond density of the AlOx layer, suggested by literature to be responsible for negative 

fixed charge occurrence in AlOx layers and the Si-O bond density to be mainly an indication of the interfacial 

SiOx layer, the ratio of the both could be indicative of fixed charge density. The ratio is depicted in Fig. 2.15 

(grey symbols) alongside the fixed charge density Qf and scaled to show the correlation. Apparently the 

assumption can be supported, that the bond densities of both bond types are the determining factor for 

fixed charge density. It also shows, that FTIR analysis can be used as a fast and non-destructive 

measurement, with no long lasting effect on the sample, to determine at least relative charge density 

differences between samples/layers. The argument of calibration is dependent on influence of the film on 

the FTIR measurement i.e., normalization of bond density. In this case, a dependency of Qf on the Al-O/Si-

O bond ratio of 1.15(9)1013 cm-2 can be derived.  

CV curves (upper left graph in Fig. 2.15) display distinct properties supporting the results shown so far. For 

both, ALD and APCVD AlOx layers each, the CV curves of groups A1 and G1 are shown examplary in the as-

deposited and annealed state, respectively. Furthermeore, measurements were taken in darkness and with 

additional illumination (laboratory lighting) to detect possible light influence common to AlOx layers, due 

to additional charges generated in the layer due to incident photons.  

Beginning with the ALD AlOx A1, the CV curve shape (solid curves) changes significantly during annealing 

from a high frequency (hf) 

behavior to a low frequency 

(lf) curve at the fixed set 

voltage frequency. While Qf 

stays constant during the 

anneal step, certain 

changes in the layer occur. 

Molecular rearrangement of 

bonds result in a difference 

in CV behavior in the 

illuminated state (dashed 

curves). The annealed state 

sample displays a distinct 

offset in overall capacitance 

without change in curve 

location concerning x-axis 

(voltage). Excitation of 

defect states by 

illumination cause the 

measured effect. This type 

of excitation is reversible in 

the sense that it subsides if 

the sample is brought back 

 

Figure 2.15: Fixed charge density of alumina layers from CV measurement 

Fixed charge density derived from CV measurement of ALD and 

APCVD layers (refer to Tab. 2.1) in correlation with Al-O/Si-O bond 

ratio from FTIR measurement (refer to Fig. 2.13). The upper right 

graph shows the CV curves of one ALD and one APCVD AlOx layer in 

the as-deposited or annealed state for comparison. They are shown 

in the dark or the illuminated state during measurement (refer to 

description). Based on [63] 
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into darkness, resulting in the former lowered CV curve. Since lifetime measurement is conducted by means 

of illumination or within the relaxation time of the excitation effect of light, a lifetime change due to 

illumination is not detectable by these ways of lifetime measurement. Nevertheless, experiments show an 

increasing passivation quality of AlOx films by repeated illumination similarly quasi-stable. Since Qf is 

constant, differently charged states increasing capacitance may be cause to an increase in lifetime by 

illumination.  

In comparison, APCVD AlOx layers of group G1 show no change in curve shape during anneal indicating the 

aforementioned in-situ anneal during layer deposition/growth. More significantly is the decrease in Qf due 

to the ‘additional’ anneal step resulting in the shift of the curve along the x-axis to lower voltage values. 

The overall Qf values (relative position of C minimum) still exceed the ALD layers’ values. Illumination 

results in a similar overall increase in capacitance as before in case of ALD AlOx layers. The effect of light 

is lower in intensity, yet consistent for the as-deposited and annealed state of the AlOx layer. Furthermore, 

it is consistent with a lower overall lifetime in comparison to ALD AlOx
 after deposition and anneal steps. 

In conclusion, as-deposited and annealed single AlOx films from both ALD and APCVD tools show significant 

differences due to varying deposition technique. Most differences can be traced back to molecular changes 

occuring during growth and/or annealing phase. Various means of characterization showed three distinct 

influences on passivation quality – interfacial oxide layer thickness, H concentration and fixed charge 

density – responsible for chemical and field effect passivation, respectively. So far, chemical passivation of 

ALD films exceeds the higher H concentration and Qf values of APCVD films in terms of quality and use as 

surface passivation layers at low process temperatures. Implementation into solar cells will be shown in 

section 4.3, picking up the same layers to be used in a firing stable SiNx:H/AlOx passivation stack. 
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3 Multi-Functional Layers 
As mentioned before, B doped emitters [118] can not only be diffused from largely used gas-phase 

diffusions sources, such as BBr3 [90, 20] or BCl3 [92]. CVD doping layers can be used to form the necessary 

diffusion source [119, 120, 12, 13, 15, 121] as well. Using PECVD doping layers reduces the number of solar 

cell process steps compared to gas phase based processes and increases the flexibility of future industrial 

process flows for advanced cell designs such as n-type passivated emitter rear totally diffused (PERT) or 

interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar cells [121, 122]. Furthermore, PECVD doping layers allow for a larger 

parameter range of doping profiles based on the separation of doping source deposition and drive-in step. 

This approach allows for simultaneous co-diffusion of different dopants at a variety of doping levels and 

polarities on one Si wafer and within only one high-temperature step.  

The film properties and drive-in step can be engineered to yield the desired surface doping density, profile 

depth and shape. While surface doping density and general shape depend largely on the doping source, 

profile depth is mainly, but not exclusively, controlled by drive-in step parameters. The properties of the 

boron silicate glasses (BSG) or other deposited layers depend largely on the deposition parameters (gas, 

flow, etc.) and the kind of CVD deposition method. PECVD tools that commonly use SiH4, an oxidizing gas 

and a doping gas (e.g. B2H6:H2 as B source) to form dielectric doping layers such as B containing Si oxides 

(SiOx:B) or Si oxy-nitrides (SiOxNy:B) are to be considered in this case. These layers have doping as well as 

barrier properties [120, 13, 15, 121] making them dual-functional. If further functionalities, such as 

passivation (as seen before), contact formation enhancement (following sections) and others are added, 

CVD layers/stacks become multi-functional (Fig. 3.1).  

Multi-functionality depends on a deeper understanding of the properties and dependencies of every single 

layer and interactions in the stack (i.e., H diffusibility) as to be detailed in the following subsections. 

Application and furthermore optimization is only then possible. To show these properties and dependencies 

on deposition and thermal treatment processing steps, BSG from ICP-PECVD is chosen as an example layer 

with SiNx:H as capping layer.  

Generally, CVD as well as gas-phase grown doping layers used as diffusion sources have not commonly 

been additionally being used as passivation layers. Neither have they been investigated as optical 

transparent layers for high-efficient cell performance due to sufficiently low absorption directly after the 

diffusion process without further treatment. In addition, former investigations on passivation of BSG layers 

did not show sufficiently low j0e values for B emitters with sufficiently low sheet resistance for screen-

printed metal contacts up to now [123, 124]. Therefore, B emitters on n-type Si wafers are commonly 

passivated after 

removal of the 

doping layer using 

SiOx/SiNx:H or 

AlOx/SiNx:H stacks in 

additional process 

steps [125]. 

Therefore, most BSG 

layers146 are only 

used as doping but 

not as multi-

functional layers.

                                                        
146 This primarily includes gas-phase diffused (BBr3 and BCl3) BSG, being the established means of p+ doping diffusion. 

With new low-pressure diffusion tube furnaces, passivating BSG from gas-phase diffusions are now obtainable [171] 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic depiction of multi-functional CVD layers 

Multi-functional properties: ARC (A), passivation mechanisms (B), contact 

formation enhancement (C) and barrier/doping properties for co-diffusion (D) 
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3.1 Anti-Reflective Coating 

Based on the results of [96], this subsection deals with the optical properties of the multi-functional layer 

(stacks). The optical properties measured by ellipsometry, such as absorption and reflection, are less 

affected by film thickness but by deposition parameters. An increase in B concentration shifts the refractive 

index of BSG from 1.45 to a maximum of 1.61 at 633 nm (Fig. 3.2), reachable with given maximum doping 

gas flow in the ICP-PECVD tool. The extinction coefficient is <1x10-4 in the range of 300-1200 nm. Since 

pure BSG layers need to be ~100 nm thick to display a necessary ARC property based on the refractive index 

range, double-ARC layers are common. In this case, LTGF SiNx:H as an additional passivation layer, as well 

as ARC layer is applied on top of the BSG. As seen before, with the wide range of SiNx:H layer properties, a 

layer with suitable147 refractive index of ~2 and an equally low extinction coefficient of <1x10-4 in the range 

of 350-1200 nm (Fig. 3.2) relevant for solar cell performance can be deposited. It will be shown, that the 

deposition can even be done 

in-situ with the BSG deposition 

before diffusion to allow for 

additional multi-functionality 

and still sustain the necessary 

passivation quality level.  

The anti-reflective coating 

quality for random pyramid 

texture is evaluated from these 

results maximizing the 

internal quantum efficiency 

and subsequently the 

theoretical short circuit 

current density jSC,t using a 

standard model to calculate 

the relevant film parameters 

[126, 127]. In case of a BSG 

single layer, the optimal 

thickness calculated is 102 nm 

with a jSC,t of 39.5 mA/cm2. In 

comparison, the same cell 

model results in 39.7 mA/cm2 

for a single SiNx:H layer of 

75 nm thickness. Further optimization leads to a double anti-reflective coating layer with a stack of BSG 

and SiNx:H. In case of the aforementioned refractive index of 1.45 for BSG and 2.0 for SiNx:H, an optimal 

stack with increased short wavelength response can increase jSC,t to 40.0 mA/cm2. The thicknesses for the 

two films then are 76 and 57 nm, respectively. Depending on the optical properties of the BSG layer, the 

SiNx:H layer therefore increases the anti-reflective properties for an improved ARC layer on cell level.  

In conclusion, CVD layer stacking with BSG or similar doped films does not decrease ARC behavior or 

increase absorption, but utilizes double ARC properties for improved optical properties.   

                                                        
147 Simple optical calculations based on basic ray interference and Fresnel formulae yield this value for a solar cell in 

air. The refractive index value is lower, if the solar cell is encapsulated in a module under EVA foil and glass 

 

Figure 3.2: Optical properties of BSG and LTGF SiNx:H 

Refractive index n (left y-axis) and extinction coefficient k (right y-

axis) of BSG (upper and lower boundary of investigated layer 

variation) and LTGF SiNx:H. Marked are the 400 nm (grey dashed 

line) and 633 nm (black dashed line) as points of reference by 

convention. Based on [96] 
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3.2 Doping 

The following subsections 3.2.1-3.2.5 deal with doping from BSG based multi-functional layers and are 

partly based on the results published in [128]. 

BSG layers have been used in a large variety of applications for a long time. As dielectric layers with no to 

moderate conductivity, they are used in semiconductor structures as isolator or thin conductive layers [129]. 

Currently, due to their doping source property, they are more commonly used for doped layer diffusion from 

solid-state diffusion sources [130, 118, 131, 132]. In semiconductor science, especially in photovoltaics, 

BSG films are utilized to form emitter layers on semiconductor substrates for pn-junctions. BSG layers can 

thereby be deposited by various techniques. As of late, doped chemical vapor deposited (CVD) films are 

more and more used commercially as doping sources [133, 120, 121, 119, 134] due to the possibility to be 

easily structured [120, 121], conveniently controlled, to allow to separate deposition and diffusion [12, 13, 

14, 15], as well as to serve as a multi-purpose layer [96] compared to other BSG grow techniques. While, 

e.g., BSG growth during gas tube diffusion (i.e., BBr3) is only possible at higher temperatures and with the 

inseparable simultaneous dopant diffusion, doped CVD layers allow for more freedom of parameter control. 

The growth of CVD BSG layers does not consume the substrate and it can be done at any temperature. 

Furthermore, during deposition the molecular bond structure can easily be adjusted and no diffusion of 

dopants into the substrate during deposition is occurring.  

Considering the need for an undamaged Si substrate and H to passivate recombination active defects in 

the bulk Si, ICP-PECV-deposited BSG films are advantageous for photovoltaic and other similar applications 

as a B doping source. Thereby, ICP-PECVD will demonstrate the aforementioned advantages of low ion 

bombardment during deposition to allow for such a reduced substrate damage. To determine the influence 

of thereby applied CVD parameters and film properties, studies have been carried out on the behavior of 

CVD BSG films during deposition and diffusion step [132], as well as on the formed doped layers (i.e., emitter 

layers) [134, 13].  

In the last years, alternative process steps have been developed to simplify process steps. One of these are 

CVD layers enabling co-diffusion of emitter and FSF (front surface field) or BSF (back surface field) diffusion 

in one single step without additional masking steps [120, 96, 13, 15]. 

When using BSG as a doping source, the question of emitter properties and interface structure arises. The 

presence of a B-rich layer (BRL) as a highly B doped Si layer [130, 135, 136] with high recombination activity 

has to be considered for highly doped emitter layers formed from highly B containing BSG layers. Yet, e.g., 

as applied in photovoltaics, recombination activity should be as low as possible, even with the need for 

highly doped emitter layers. Furthermore, due to the high concentration of substitutional B on Si sites in 

the BRL, the strain in the layer structure allows for defects and co-diffusing of O atoms in high 

concentrations. As such the BRL is suspected to influence the emitter formation significantly [135, 97, 98], 

being formed early during high temperature (HT) diffusion steps. In situ avoidance or subsequent removal 

by, e.g., thermal oxidation [133, 135] or chemical etching [137, 138] is necessary for application of B 

emitters in electronics and photovoltaics. 

ICP-OES - ICP Optical Emission Spectroscopy 

Inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy35 (ICP-OES) is based on the spectroscopic 

analysis of light emitted in a plasma process [139]. The inductively generated plasma is fueled by vaporized 

liquid to determine the elemental composition by wavelength analysis in a spectrometer. Therefore, the 

sample to be analyzed needs to be in liquid form. For that purpose, dielectric layers, i.e., BSG are dissolved 

using HF solutions and inserted into the ICP-OES process for analysis. Basically, all dissolved media can be 

analyzed this way. ICP-OES is further capable of multi-standard calibration, yet single standard calibration 
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with a set of concentrations of (calibration) standard solutions is recommended for most accurate 

determination of element concentration in a given sample. 

3.2.1 Doping Concentration 

For sample preparation (as depicted in Fig. 3.3) 200 Ωcm, n-type FZ-Si wafers were laser cut in 5 x 5 cm² 

pieces. After a short polish etching and subsequent cleaning step to remove the laser damage and native 

SiOx layer, the samples were deposited with BSG films using an ICP-PECVD tool. Thereby, the dielectric BSG 

layer was formed by reaction of silane (SiH4), carbon dioxide (CO2) and H2 diluted diborane (B2H6:H2). 

Whereas the SiH4 and CO2 fluxes were kept constant, the diborane flux QB2H6:H2 was varied from 400 to 

1000 sccm. After double-sided deposition, half of the samples were diffused in N2 atmosphere using a tube 

diffusion furnace at a common B diffusion temperature of ~930°C and duration of 100 min. Before 

deposition, after deposition, and after the diffusion step all samples were weighed on micro scales35 to 

determine the change in film density during processing. The BSG on all samples was analyzed regarding 

its optical properties148 and the molecular bond structure149. Furthermore, GD-OES measurements were 

carried out to determine the 

concentration profiles for B, Si 

and O for all BSG layers of as- 

and non-diffused samples. 

Afterwards, the doped layers 

on all samples were removed 

using HF. The resulting 

solution (yellow arrow in 

Fig. 3.3) with the dissolved 

dielectric layer was processed 

by an ICP-OES tool to 

determine the B concentration 

cICP-OES within the layers of non- 

and as-diffused samples i.e., 

before and after diffusion step. In the following step, the BSG was removed from the diffused samples150 

within a standard cleaning step. The surface was subsequently re-passivated by an AlOx/SiNx:H dielectric 

stack, deposited at around 300°C by ALD and at around 400°C by r-PECVD, respectively. Afterwards, the 

samples were fired in a belt furnace at around 850°C sample temperature to activate the surface 

passivation, and the sample’s emitter saturation current density j0e [140] was measured using PCD. In the 

end, the dielectric layer stack was removed by HF etch (as before the BSG) for sheet resistance RSh 

measurement by 4PP and ECV measurement. The latter was also used to determine the emitter profile (B 

doping concentration cB depending on depth D) and the surface doping concentration NSurf. Thereby, the 

firing step and cleaning steps for passivation, deposition and removal had no influence on the subsequent 

measurements. Furthermore, no capping layers were used on top of the BSG during the diffusion step. 

Commonly, capping layers are used to prevent out-diffusion of B into the furnace atmosphere and in-

diffusion of contaminants, i.e., other dopants. In this case, the capping layer was deliberately omitted 

considering the lack of possible in-diffusion of other dopants. Common capping layers would otherwise 

include SiOx, SiNx:H and SiOxNy [85, 141]. 

                                                        
148 Refractive index n and thickness d by ellipsometry 
149 Absorbance intensity signal I depending on wavenumber ṽ by FTIR 
150 Sister samples of ICP- and GD-OES samples 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic depiction of sample process flow 

Schematic depiction of sample process flow illustrating variations 

in processing for as- and non-diffused samples. Refer to text in this 

section for detailed description of process steps. 

Based on [128] 
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The increase of the B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2 fraction on the total gas flux for different ICP-PECV-depositions of 

BSG layers leads to significant changes in the physical properties of the BSG films. Therefore, three major 

sections of B2H6:H2 flux range are identified and referred to in this section as regime I (400-650 sccm), II 

(650-770 sccm) and III (770-1000 sccm). They are marked by separating vertical lines in all the relevant 

figures in the following sections. A detailed description of the differences in regimes I-III is provided in 

these following sections. 

Film properties 

Film density  (Fig. 3.4, dashed lines, open symbols) and thickness d (Fig. 3.4, dashed lines, filled symbols) 

are two important characteristics of BSG layers to determine the influence and subsequent change in 

molecular structure by variation of deposition or diffusion step parameters. Glass based doping sources are 

usually deposited with a film thickness range of 10 to a few hundred nanometers depending on deposition 

technique and material [142]. In case of CV-deposited BSG by the ICP-PECVD tool used in this experiment, 

the thickness is controlled by variation of deposition parameters depending on desired emitter, optical, and 

processing properties. As can be seen in Fig. 3.4, the B2H6:H2 flux is one such parameter to vary the film 

thickness d and film density  in a wide range.   

In the non-diffused state, the film thickness (squares in Fig. 3.4) of the BSG layers is around 205(5) nm for 

all investigated B2H6:H2 flux values. Considering the high dilution of B2H6 in H2 and knowing H to be an 

etchant, one would assume the effect of a decrease in thickness due to a higher etch rate with increasing 

B2H6:H2 flux. Yet, in contrast to other techniques, i.e., direct plasma deposition from d-PECVD reactors, ICP-

PECVD reactors show no such influence due to the distance between plasma and substrate and its non-

directional deposition method lacking a directing electric field [69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. A commonly high film 

density of films deposited by ICP-PECVD reactors additionally helps to prevent significant etching by H 

radicals. However, the film density and thereby the molecular bond structure of the non-diffused dielectric 

layers show a distinctive change with an increase in B2H6:H2 flux for ICP-PECVD tools. The density increases 

steadily during regime I & II, with a further increase in density growth rate in regime III showing indirectly 

the molecular changes of the 

BSG during transition from 

regime II to III.  

The drive-in of the B dopants is 

carried out in a HT step at 

around 930°C in N2 

atmosphere in a standard tube 

diffusion furnace. These as-

diffused samples (circles in 

Fig. 3.4) show a thickness 

variation from ~150 to 

~185 nm and an increase in 

film density from 2.0 to 

2.9 gcm-3 at maximum during 

an increase in B2H6:H2 flux 

from 400 to 1000 sccm. The 

lower overall values of film 

thickness compared to the as-

deposited/non-diffused state 

are due to the increase in film 

 

Figure 3.4: Film density  and film thickness d 

Film density  (open symbols, left axis) and film thickness d (filled 

symbols, right axis) in dependency on B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2 for as-

diffused (circles) and non-diffused samples (squares). Lines are 

guides-to-the-eye. Based on [128] 
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density during HT treatment and out-diffusion of B from the BSG layer into the substrate151 and/or the 

furnace atmosphere (section 3.2.4). The film density after the diffusion step follows a characteristic curve 

through all three regimes I-III. After a moderate increase up to 2.4 gcm-3 at around 750 sccm, the film 

density curve drastically increases in regime III above 2.85 gcm-3 and stagnates at the end at 2.8 gcm-3. 

The increase in density is mirrored by an apparent increase in ‘film growth rate’ denoted by the 

simultaneous increase in film thickness in regime III.  

In conclusion, the BSG film densifies and its molecular structure is rearranged during the HT step, while 

the emitter is diffused into the substrate. Furthermore, the molecular bond structure changes from films 

with the same thickness, but different densities, before high temperature treatment to films with a higher 

overall density and lower overall thickness. 

Refractive index and B concentration 

Quantitative B concentration measurements of thin dielectric films were carried out in an indirect way using 

FTIR. Many common direct techniques similarly suited are complex and/or require a long 

preparation/measuring time. Those methods include SIMS or ICP/GD-OES/MS measurements [143]. 

Nevertheless, to calibrate FTIR measurements, one of these techniques has to be used at least once. In this 

experiment, ICP-OES was used to calibrate the total B concentration (dashed lines, filled symbols in Fig. 3.5) 

in the BSG layer, deposited by ICP-PECVD and measured by FTIR. The choice for ICP-OES is advantageous 

with respect to calibrated measurements of the total B concentration in dielectrics. Compared to 

incremental methods, ICP-OES measures larger volumes for higher accuracy in determining total B 

concentrations of glasses and directly uses calibration standards for every sample’s measurement cycle. To 

achieve an accurate value with ICP-OES, B needs to form a detectable complex with the HF, used to etch 

the BSG from the sample, after an incubation period [143]. Therefore, any signal from cross-contamination 

due to machine components coming in direct contact with the HF has to be avoided/subtracted. A way to 

reduce the susceptibility to errors for comparable sample measurements is to determine the B 

concentration indirectly by 

FTIR. Once calibrated, FTIR 

then yields the same 

information of absolute B 

concentration values.   

The determined B 

concentration cICP-OES of non-

diffused BSG layers (Fig. 3.5, 

open squares) by ICP-OES 

measurements shows nearly 

linear increases in 

regime I & III, with a gradual 

increase of the slope during 

regime II. As will be seen later, 

this is due to a change in 

primary B molecular bond type 

from regime I to III. The 

refractive index n (Fig. 3.5, 

filled symbols) for non-

diffused films (right axis, filled 

                                                        
151 i.e., emitter and in some cases BRL formation 

 

Figure 3.5: B concentration cICP-OES and refractive index n 

B concentration cICP-OES (open symbols, left axis) and refractive 

index n (filled symbols, right axis) in dependency on B2H6:H2 flux 

QB2H6:H2 for as-diffused (circles) and non-diffused samples (squares). 

Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [128] 
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squares) follows in regime III the slope of the B concentration with a coefficient of 1.0(2)1022 cm-3. In 

regime I, the refractive index curve declines in contrast to the B concentration due to the higher influence 

of the Si oxide on optical properties rather than the lower incorporated B concentration.  

As-diffused samples show an unexpected increase in B concentration for lower B2H6:H2 fluxes (regime I & II) 

after the HT step. Yet considering the decrease in film thickness and the molecular bond density distribution 

among B bond types (section 3.2.5), the increase in absolute B concentration in the as-diffused film can be 

explained152. Although B is out-diffused from the film into the substrate as an emitter/BRL and out-diffused 

into the furnace atmosphere, the increased density of the film still allows more B atoms to form bonds with 

Si and O and thereby creating the seemingly paradox of an increase in B concentration after HT step. The 

course of the curve, especially the jump before regime III, even results in a stagnation of B concentration 

with increasing B2H6:H2 flux after the HT step. This only partially explains the stagnation of B concentration 

in regime III as will be seen in one of the following graphs.  

The refractive index follows the B concentration curve of as-diffused samples in the full range of B2H6:H2 

flux as well. Again, the reason is the reorganization of molecular bond types to a dielectric layer with a 

homogeneous molecular bond density distribution proportional to the film B concentration. Considering 

the sufficiently long diffusion step duration to reach an equilibrium state, this is to be expected. As a result, 

the refractive index is above the stoichiometric value of 1.45 for SiO2 [144] due to incorporated B. 

3.2.2 Doping Profile 

Emitter formation 

BSG layers are multi-functional. In one case, these layers serve as a doping source. If the doped Si layer is 

p-type in an n-type crystalline Si substrate, as investigated here, it is denoted as an emitter layer. Since in 

B emitters generally almost all dopant atoms are active, i.e., are substitutionally incorporated in the Si 

lattice due to the 

substitutional nature of 

diffusion [145], the absolute 

amount of diffused B (diffused 

B doping profile) can be fully 

characterized by ECV 

measurement. Based on [128] 

Fig. 3.6 shows typically shaped 

B profiles from the series of 

B2H6:H2 fluxes (400-

1000 sccm). The range of 

emitter sheet resistance RSh 

varies between 40 and 

100 Ω/sq, while the emitter 

depth D lies in between 0.4 to 

0.6 µm, respectively. In this 

case the observed depth 

variations are not depending 

on temperature or duration, 

since the diffusion step 

parameters were the same for 

all samples, but are only 

                                                        
152 See GD-OES measurement on similar samples in section 3.2.4 

 

Figure 3.6: B doping concentration cB profile of emitters diffused from BSG 

B doping concentration cB profile of emitters diffused from BSG 

layers deposited with increased B2H6 flux QB2H6:H2 (darkening 

grayscale) into crystalline Si substrate. Enlarged near surface 

doping concentration in lower left inset. Depth D (stars, left axis) 

and surface doping concentration NSurf (triangles, right axis) in 

dependency on B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2 in upper right inset. 

Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [128] 
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dependent on the BSG properties. The depth solely depends on the B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2 during deposition 

and the resulting type of diffusion source or rather the molecular bond structure of the layer, as well as the 

diffusion mechanism in the BSG and at the Si-BSG substrate interface. The emitter depth increases with 

B2H6:H2 flux until the trend is reversed at a flux of about 700 sccm to decrease again. This behavior is also 

mirrored in the sheet resistance values to be seen in Fig. 3.7 (dashed lines, open symbols) based on [128].  

The surface doping concentration NSurf, considered to have influence on contact formation by metallization 

[14, 15, 146], is separately shown in the lower left inset in Fig. 3.6. Standard B diffusions from BBr3 sources 

allow mainly for emitter profiles with dopant depletion region on the surface, due to the necessity to 

completely remove the BRL153 and thus to achieve a sufficiently low recombination activity in the doped 

region [91]. Thereby a dopant depletion region at the surface is formed due to the re-diffusion of B atoms 

from the crystalline Si into the newly formed B containing Si oxide layer caused by the higher affinity 

(solubility level) of B in the Si oxide layer (pile-down effect). At around 930°C the solubility level for B in 

Si ranges from 8.5(5)1019 cm-3 [147] up to 1.15(5)1020 cm-3 [145, 148] depending on measurement 

technique used. The maximum solubility of B in SiO2 at 930°C is >21020 cm-3 [149] as commonly derived 

from the experimentally accessible, low segregation coefficient of 0.3 for B [150]. Applying a CVD BSG as 

dopant source causes a similar depletion effect, if the B concentration in the CVD BSG is too low to generate 

a B concentration at the Si surface as high as the solubility limit of B in Si. This depletion in B concentration 

at the surface can thus be seen in the emitter profiles of CVD BSG layers deposited with B2H6:H2 fluxes 

below 600 sccm. Two factors influence the B depletion at the Si surface: Firstly, B can diffuse back into the 

oxide, if the change in solubility limit with declining temperature in the cooling phase after the HT step 

permits it. This effect is similar to the BBr3 case. Secondly, the B in the Si bulk can diffuse deeper into the 

Si substrate. Thereby, the surface is depleted of B, while due to the segregation coefficient the B flux from 

the BSG into the Si bulk declines below the minimum flux necessary to maintain the high (non-depleted) 

surface concentration. This process lasts for as long as the maximum temperature of the diffusion step is 

ongoing. Although highly dependent on diffusion step and deposition parameters, the second effect is 

typical for CVD BSG films and is advantageous to prevent BRL formation at the Si surface. BRLs are typically 

formed in case of CVD BSG layers deposited with >700 sccm B2H6:H2 flux and HT step temperatures above 

930°C. A typical increase of doping concentration above the solubility limit in the first 50-100 nm of the Si 

wafer is evident in these cases [130, 135, 136] and reason for an increase in surface recombination activity 

[135] as well as a reduced diffusion depth due to a decreased diffusion coefficient [97, 98] in the BRL 

between BSG and Si substrate. Therefore, a crossover point of doping depth profiles with increasing B2H6:H2 

flux is visible at around 170 nm depth for profiles of regime II & III. Surface depleted profiles from regime I 

show no such behavior due to the finite nature of the BSG as a B dopant source. The ensuing change in 

surface concentration increase of the profiles shows the rapid change of dopant source type154 from ‘finite’ 

to ‘infinite’ within a range of only 100 sccm difference in B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2 from 600 to 700 sccm. This 

marks the change from depleted surface state to BRL formation. For better comparison, in particular to 

depict the cross-over point marking the formation of BRL, the upper right inset in Fig. 3.6 shows the profile 

depth D (left upper inset axis, star symbols) and the B doping concentration at the surface Nsurf (right upper 

inset axis, triangular symbols) in dependence on the B2H6:H2 flux. The first increase of the slope of depth D 

at around 650 sccm marks the lowest concentration for BRL formation at the transition from regime I to II. 

With further increase in BRL thickness and density at a diborane flux of around 750 sccm, i.e., regime III,  

the depth D of the profile155  drops linearly with increasing Nsurf and respective QB2H6:H2: 

                                                        
153 Commonly done by oxidation at the end of the diffusion step 
154 Refer to section 1.1.2 
155 Despite constant diffusion step duration and higher B concentration in the BSG 

D [μm] = -3.8(3)∙10-4 ∙ QB2H6:H2[sccm] + 0.80(3) . (21) 
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Emitter sheet resistance and passivation dependence 

Considering the dependence of the emitter profiles on the B2H6:H2 flux, the overall course of the sheet 

resistance curve determined from 4PP as well as ECV measurements for increasing B2H6:H2 flux is as 

predicted for both measurement techniques (Fig. 3.7). In regime I the resistance value drops linearly with 

a small offset between both techniques due to a higher uncertainty for ECV measurements for lower doped 

layers [151]. In regime II, the sheet resistance reaches its minimum to asymptotically increase in regime III 

to below 50 Ω/sq. The slight increase in this regime can be explained by the insufficient further increase 

in surface concentration forming a BRL compensating the decrease in emitter depth. In case of gas phase 

diffusions (e.g., BBr3), BSG layers with such high B concentrations and no significant in-diffusion of B during 

BSG growth at HT are impossible to realize [145], making the here depicted behavior of emitter formation 

by oversaturated BSG layers unique to pre-deposited diffusion sources, such as CVD layers. Aside from the 

difference in growth of the BSG into or on the Si substrate, as found for gas phase formed and CVD deposited 

BSG layers, respectively, the 

ambient temperature during 

BSG growth is a main factor for 

the difference in film growth, 

molecular film composition 

and diffusion source behavior.

  

A means to quantitatively 

evaluate the recombination 

activity of doped regions, such 

as the emitter, is to passivate 

the surface as perfectly as 

possible156, use lowly doped 

substrates (i.e., 200 Ωcm n-

type FZ-Si) for low base 

recombination and 

symmetrically diffuse samples 

to measure the emitter 

saturation current density j0e 

[140]. The recombination due 

to highly doped regions and 

the overall doping of the 

emitter influences this specific value. Therefore, j0e continuously increases throughout the increasing 

B2H6:H2 flux range (Fig. 3.7). Major increase can be observed in regime II during the rapid increase of surface 

and overall doping concentration. In regime III the BRL formation has less influence on an already high j0e 

value of >400 fA/cm2. Optimal lowest values are to be reached in a narrow window around 500 sccm B2H6:H2 

flux, again considering the specific deposition and diffusion step parameter set. The overall behavior is to 

be expected for a broad range of parameters, yet the optimal range is specific to the individual parameter 

set. Furthermore, the CVD technique of ICP-PECVD aids to reach relatively low j0e values of below 35 fA/cm2 

due to lower ion bombardment and film stress management during BSG deposition [69, 70].  

                                                        
156 i.e., AlOx for p-type emitter 

 

Figure 3.7: Sheet resistance RSh and emitter saturation current density j0E 

Sheet resistance RSh (open symbols, left axis) and emitter 

saturation current density j0E (filled symbols, right axis) in 

dependency on B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2. RSh is determined 

independently by four-point probe (4PP, circles) and 

electrochemical capacitance voltage (ECV, squares) measurement. 

Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [128] 
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3.2.3 Calibration of Boron Doping Profile 

The question arises how the final B concentration in the BSG film in the non- and as-diffused samples is 

correlated to the B concentration in the gas phase during deposition. Since all deposition durations are 

identical and the growth of the BSG film bulk is considered constant over time, a direct comparison of the 

B concentration is possible. Nevertheless, the absolute B2H6 flux QB2H6 has to be calculated from the H2 

diluted B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2 depending on the relative B2H6 concentration c%.B2H6 by 

QB2H6 = 
c%.B2H6

100
 ∙ QB2H6:H2 . (22) 

The B2H6 gas flux weighted content ctg can be calculated from QB2H6 as follows: 

ctg = 
1

1+
QSiH4

QB2H6

 . 
(23) 

Further weighting by the atomic mass of B and Si leads to ctg.m: 

ctg.m = 
ctg

1+
ma.Si

ma.B

 . (24) 

The B content ctICP-OES was derived from the B concentration cICP-OES as follows: 

ctICP-OES = 
cICP-OES


at

 = 
cICP-OES

3∙
mol

 = 
cICP-OES∙MSiOx:B

3∙∙NA

 ≅ 
cICP-OES∙MSiO2

3∙∙NA

 . (25) 

For approximation purposes, the molar mass of Si dioxide MSiO2 with 60.08(1) g·mol-1 was used for MSiOx:B.  

Based on [128] Fig. 3.8 shows 

the dependence of the ICP-

OES measured B content ctICP-

OES in the BSG film on ctg.m. 

Fitted to the measured data 

points are two linear curves 

f1(ctg.m) (dash-dotted line, 

regime II & III) and f2(ctg.m) 

(dashed line regime I) for the 

non-diffused samples. The two 

linear functions differ by a 

change in slope of f2(ctg.m) from 

0.33 in regime I to around 1.82 

of f1(ctg.m) in regime II + III. 

Explainable by an increased 

incorporation of B in the BSG 

film, this slope change can be 

attributed to a difference in 

film growth mechanism in 

addition to a certain amount of 

incorporated B in molecular 

bond structure, changing its 

 

Figure 3.8: B content ctICP-OES in dependence of B cont. ctg.m 

B content ctICP-OES for non- and as-diffused samples in dependency 

on the B content ctg.m (gas flux and atomic mass normalized) 

including fits f1(ctg.m) (dash-dotted line) and f2(ctg.m) (dashed line) 

to the measured data points. f3(ctg.m) (solid line) is the identity 

function. Included are the formulae for ctICP-OES (see eq. (25)) 

dependent on cICP-OES, as well as ctg.m (see eq. (24)) dependent on 

ctg (see eq. (23)), in turn dependent on absolute B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6. 

Based on [128] 
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density as described in the following sections of FTIR measurements.  

In contrast, the as-diffused samples’ data points of ctICP-OES closely follow the identity function f3(ctg.m) (solid 

line, non-fitted curve). The temperature treatment of the as-diffused samples is therefore considered to 

change the molecular bond structure of the BSG film in all three regimes from the unstable and unordered 

as-deposited and thus non-diffused state to a more homogeneous molecular bond structure after the 

diffusion step. Hereby, the film thickness decrease in B concentration regimes I & II leads to an apparent 

increase in ctICP-OES. However, the change of molecular bond structure during HT treatment seems to allow 

for less variation in Si-B-O or Si-B-H bonds in the BSG film157, thus reducing the number of different bonds 

by rearrangement of B incorporated in the amorphous structure of the BSG.  

The measured B content ctICP-OES after HT treatment is reduced compared to the BSG films before the 

diffusion step. Thereby, the intercept point lies near the transition from regime II to III. Considering the 

randomly chosen diffusion temperature and dependency of as-diffused film properties thereof, it is not 

clear without further experiments if this is only a coincidence or not. It can be argued that the ctICP-OES values 

in regime III, following the identity function of the expected B content ctg.m in the BSG, are independent of 

the diffusion temperature in a certain diffusion parameter window, e.g., as a non-finite doping source or 

even considered to be consisting of temperature stable B bonds. The latter meaning that before the HT 

step, a distinct amount of B bonds exists, that are available/capable for/of solid-state diffusion, i.e., B 

incorporated in the (Si-)B-O bond with an FTIR peak wavenumber around 1395 cm-1. Most of the B 

stemming from the difference in B content from non- and as-diffused films in regime III is not lost to the 

furnace atmosphere, but rather clustered in the forming BRL, showing further proof for the strong BRL 

formation above 770 sccm at the chosen drive-in conditions around 930°C. 

3.2.4 Boron Concentration Comparison Using GD-OES Method 

GD-OES allows for measuring depth profiles similar to the ECV technique, yet by Ar plasma etching instead 

of chemical etching of the Si 

substrate. Calibration of 

concentration values can be 

done by measurement of 

standards or in this case, by 

ICP-OES calibration. Similar 

calibrations as  well as a more 

fundamental calibration of GD-

OES measurements in this 

context were carried out by 

F. Geml [110]. Depth 

calibration can be done by 

ellipsometry measurement for 

the BSG layer. Qualitative and 

quantitative information can 

be derived from these profiles, 

as to how the B doping profile 

changes in accordance with O 

and Si concentration, HT step 

temperature and B2H6:H2 flux.  

Fig. 3.9 depicts in the lower 

                                                        
157 Refer to former section 3.2.5 concerning FTIR results of same BSG layers 

 

Figure 3.9: B doping concentration cB calibrated GD-OES profiles of BSG 

B doping concentration cB in upper graph for different absolute 

B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6 values of as-diffused samples. O (solid lines) and 

Si (dashed lines) concentration profiles in lower graph for a B2H6:H2 

flux of 950 sccm of as- (black lines) and non-diffused (grey lines) 

samples. All graphs dependent on BSG film thickness d. Si 

substrate depicted as grey shaded area on the right hand part of 

both graphs. Based on [128] 
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graph Si (dashed lines) and O (solid lines) concentration profiles for a fixed B2H6:H2 flux of 950 sccm. The 

interface between BSG layer (left part of graph) and Si substrate (grey shaded part on the right) coincides 

with the crossing of the O and Si profile lines. The change in the BSG layer from non- (grey) to as-diffused 

(black) state during HT step results in a drop of Si concentration at the interface. Substitutional O and B 

atoms accumulate in the forming layer. While B diffuses further into the Si substrate (light grey as-diffused 

profile in upper graph), O largely remains in the BSG layer. Since BRL formation depends on the overall B 

content in the non-diffused BSG layer, as mentioned before, an increase in B content near the interface of 

BSG and Si substrate with increasing B2H6:H2 flux is to be expected in case of BRL formation. Besides this 

accumulation of B near the interface with increasing B2H6:H2 flux, an increased diffusion from the surface 

of the BSG layer158 towards the interface can be seen. A plateau of B concentration of around 21020 cm-3 

grows from the surface of the BSG layer into the upper plateau of around 11021 cm-3 with increasing B2H6:H2 

flux. This increased diffusion of B from the surface of the BSG layer to the interface for higher B2H6:H2 

fluxes, at fixed diffusion temperature, supports the theory of enhanced B diffusion due to O in the BSG 

compared to Si [32,33]. Before the HT step all profiles of the non-diffused samples resemble the as-diffused 

profile for 700 sccm. The plateau height is depending on the B2H6:H2 flux during deposition, but is otherwise 

homogenous throughout the depth of the BSG film. The change during HT treatment and the accumulation 

of B atoms at the interface can only be seen for B2H6:H2 fluxes above 750 sccm. Therefore, the peak of B 

concentration, the drop of Si concentration, and the increase in O atoms near the interface are indicative 

of BRL formation for layers deposited with a B2H6:H2 flux above 750 sccm, as mentioned before. 

3.2.5 Boron Concentration Measurement Using FTIR Method 

With CVD optimization, focus lies on the molecular composition of BSG films to investigate, monitor, and 

control the various properties of BSG and its interaction with the Si substrate/interface with regard to i.e., 

the emitter layer formation. Commonly, FTIR is applied to characterize the molecular bond density [152, 

153], since ellipsometry only 

gives rudimentary information 

with too many open variables. 

FTIR is usually measured to 

give additional information or 

to take a deeper look into a 

single part of the experiment. 

As stated before159, this entails 

the molecular bond structure, 

quantitatively and 

qualitatively, before and after 

HT step. In this case, FTIR is 

uncommonly used to 

determine indirectly the B 

content of BSG layers in a fast 

and simple way compared to 

other common techniques (e.g., 

ICP-OES, SIMS, etc. [143]). 

FTIR spectra indicate the 

molecular bond types, bond 

                                                        
158 i.e., far from the interface 
159 Refer to section 2.2.4 

 

Figure 3.10: FTIR signal intensity I of non-diffused BSG layers 

FTIR signal intensity I (absorbance) of non-diffused BSG layers in 

dependency on wavenumber ṽ deposited with increased diborane 

flux QB2H6:H2 (darkening grayscale) on crystalline Si substrates. 

Enlarged spectrum in the range of 2200-3800 cm-1 in upper right 

inset. Based on [128] 
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density and bond distribution within the BSG layer. Typical molecular bonds in CVD BSG include Si-O, B-O, 

Si-B-O, Si-H, B-H and Si-Si. The evaluated spectrum in this work is deliberately limited to a wavenumber 

range of 750-3800 cm-1, giving all the relevant information about the BSG layer as a diffusion source and 

optical layer without major influence of Si-O or Si-H bonds at smaller wavenumbers. 

Based on [128] FTIR spectra for non- and as-diffused samples are displayed in Fig. 3.10 and 3.11, 

respectively160. They show the spectra of a SiOx layer with additional B related peaks. Since the reaction 

gases include SiH4, CO2 and B2H6:H2, bonds including C or H would be expected. However, former studies 

show a strongly reduced incorporation of C based bonds into the amorphous layer [154] in comparison to, 

e.g., N based bonds from N2O [155] as an oxidation source. The reason is the dissociation of CO2 in CO and 

O [156], whereby CO cannot be incorporated in the film [154] during deposition in the used CVD reactors. 

Therefore, only H bonds do appear in detectable concentrations in this part of the spectrum scaled by the 

increase in B2H6:H2 flux. Far more prominent is the central O-Si-O peak at 1055 cm-1 for non-diffused and 

1084 cm-1 for as-diffused 

samples, respectively, from the 

symmetric Si-O stretching 

mode region [62, 157, 158, 

159, 160]. The Si-O peak is 

slightly shifted to lower 

wavenumbers compared to 

pure, i.e., thermally grown SiOx 

films (peak around 1070-

1107 cm-1), and even slightly 

wider in peak width as 

common to borosilicate 

glasses [160]. The 1180 cm-1 

peak on the flank of the main 

Si-O peak is assumed to be the 

asymmetric Si-O stretching 

mode [62, 157, 158] widening 

the main peak mainly to higher 

wavenumbers. The assumption 

is based on the lack of a 

reliable correlation to the B 

content of the layer and the higher anticipated peak intensity of the Si-O mode with its expected increase. 

All other peaks can be safely associated with the influence of the B2H6:H2 flux and are therefore part of the 

following argumentation. Intensity change and wavenumber shift in dependency of B2H6:H2 flux change are 

listed in detail in Table A.1160 including molecular bond type. 

Before the diffusion step, BSG layers show Si-H bonds at 878 cm-1 [160] and 2253 cm-1 [158, 160] for 

different vibrational modes. In case of the 2253 cm-1 peak a B-O-H bond [161] might also be possible, given 

the strong linear dependence on the B2H6:H2 flux. In any case, the increase of bond density is due to the 

increased flux of H and B from B2H6:H2 considering the given constant flux of SiH4. The peak at 2253 cm-1 

increases thereby in height and area, while the peak’s center of gravity shifts only slightly to lower 

wavenumbers in regimes I & II. This behavior of peak change stagnates in regime III. Therefore, the Si-H 

                                                        
160 Given are always mean peak center values over the whole B2H6:H2 flux range, cf. Table A.1 in addendum FTIR mean 

peak centers 

 

Figure 3.11: FTIR signal intensity I of as-diffused BSG layers 

FTIR signal intensity I (absorbance) of as-diffused BSG layers in 

dependency on wavenumber ṽ deposited with increased diborane 

flux QB2H6:H2 (darkening grayscale) on crystalline Si substrates. 

Enlarged spectrum in the range of 2200-3800 cm-1 in upper right 

inset. Based on [128] 
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or B-O-H bond are a stable indicator of the B concentration in the film, given the proportional change in 

density with B2H6:H2 flux. It should be noted, that the rehydration after deposition of the commonly highly 

hygroscopic BSG layers forming the B-O-H bond is also linear with exposure time and B content of the film 

[161], and therefore not influencing the former conclusion. Rather unexpectedly, the prominent (Si-)B-O 

bond of the stretching mode at 1364 cm-1 declines in this case with increased B2H6:H2 flux compared to 

studies on BSG layers grown by different methods [159, 160, 161, 162, 163]. The shift of the peak’s center 

of gravity to higher wavenumber values is similarly uncharacteristically. In comparison to as-diffused 

samples, both the intensity increases and the peak shifts to lower wavenumber values, as expected. 

Therefore, B atoms are to be presumed to form different bonds in the non-diffused layers due to the high 

availability of another element. H is suspected to be this bonding partner to B instead of O. This can be 

seen by both the 2253 cm-1 peak as well as the B-H bond around 2523 cm-1 [164, 165]. Looking at the 

previously mentioned studies, B-H bonds rarely seem to form by using these other deposition techniques. 

Whether this difference in B incorporation in form of B-H bonds instead of B-O bonds is characteristic for 

ICP-PECVD and/or due to the high amount of H in the plasma used here, is not clear at this point. Such B-

H bonds can only form prior to the diffusion step considering their weak bonding energy as well as the 

availability of elemental H in the plasma. In contrast, B-O-H bonds can form whenever the BSG layer is 

exposed to H2O, e.g., in air [161].   

After the diffusion step, the B bonds rearrange to form stable bonds less likely to be B-O-H bonds [161]. 

Therefore, B-O-H peaks vanish after the diffusion step. Instead the common (Si-)B-O peak at around 

1395 cm-1 [159, 160, 161, 162, 163] becomes the major B bond type in the layer. The slight shift to higher 

wavenumbers probably stems from a change in layer strain common in diffused glass layers [166]. Further 

change in molecular bond structure after the diffusion step can be seen in the interdependent Si-O 

(820 cm-1) [158, 161, 162] and Si-B-O (920 cm-1) [160, 161, 162, 163] bonds. Both type of bonds’ intensities 

rise and then stagnate again with an increase in B2H6:H2 flux. The intensity increase of regime I is 

maximized in regime II. The intensity value reaches a fixed value in regime III. If the course of the change 

of intensity of the peaks at 820 and 920 cm-1 in regime II and III is compared to the course of j0e, RSh, D and 

NSurf (refer to Fig. 3.6 and 3.7) at the same diborane flux QB2H6:H2 range, it is found to be similar in nature. 

The explanation of this behavior is the formation of a BRL at the interface between BSG and bulk Si, as 

discussed before.  

This layer forms for B2H6:H2 fluxes above 700 sccm, at the same flux value where both bonds reach their 

maximum bond density, indicated by their peak intensity. B is incorporated in the Si-B-O bond at 920 cm-1 

and O shifted to the Si-O bond at 820 cm-1 until the B diffusion is hindered by the BRL, resulting in a change 

in bonding site for B atoms. Since the peak at 1395 cm-1 changes only marginally above a B2H6:H2 flux of 

700 sccm as well, B is suspected to cluster or form Si-B bonds that in turn form B-O-H bonds after 

rehydration.  

The broad peak band from 2900 to 3600 cm-1 is indicative of incorporation of H2O in the BSG film before 

and after the HT diffusion step. Some bonds, e.g., at around 3416 cm-1, are X-O-H bonds commonly formed 

from weak Si-B bonds [158, 160, 161, 163]. The cause is possibly a rehydration of the BSG films within 

minutes after unloading of the still hot wafers from the diffusion furnace, which then renders those B atoms 

in the BSG as part of the newly formed B-O-H bonds visible for FTIR measurement. A different or even 

additional explanation can be found in the oxidation enhanced diffusion effect of B in the presence of O 

[167]. During the HT step diffusion of B, a formation of compounds with O atoms can occur in the BSG 

enhancing the diffusion in the different layers, including BSG, BRL, and emitter region. In highly doped Si 

layers [167] this effect occurs and can especially lead to changes in B bonding sites, i.e., the resulting 

formation of B-O-H bonds.  
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Bond density change 

Fig. 3.12 displays the change in bond density between non- and as-diffused samples. The normalized FTIR 

peak area IN is thereby proportional to various aforementioned properties of the BSG layer and emitter 

structure. In direct comparison it shows the overall decrease in Si-O bonds at 1084 cm-1 (open black squares 

in Fig. 3.12) in accordance with the assumption of both an enhanced diffusion of B by O in highly doped 

Si161 [167] and the rearrangement of B bonds in the BSG layer, both with increase in B2H6:H2 flux. 

Simultaneously, the main (Si-)B-O bond forming at peak center of 1395 cm-1 is more than doubling in 

intensity (open circles in Fig. 3.12). Further curve changes include the bonds at peak centers 820 and 

920 cm-1 (filled black stars in 

Fig. 3.12) as an indicator of the 

emitter depth D decrease in 

region III in comparison to the 

right upper inset in Fig. 3.6 

(stars, right upper inset). Since 

the emitter depth D behaves 

reversely to the surface 

concentration NSurf (triangles, 

right upper inset of Fig. 3.6), 

the same can be deduced for 

the bond density denoted by 

the peaks at 820 and 920 cm-1. 

The last two curves for the 

intensity change of the peaks 

at 2523 and 2253 cm-1 show a 

proportionality to the B2H6:H2 

flux QB2H6:H2 indicated by the B 

concentration cICP-OES as well as 

the sheet resistance RSh, 

respectively. 

Scaling these curves (see Fig. 3.13) leads to a match in the various regimes I to III. While in regime I & II 

B-O-H/Si-H bonds at peak 2253 cm-1 are primarily formed proportionally to cICP-OES, this changes in 

regime III, when the density of this bond reaches a maximum value proportional to RSh, beginning in 

regime II. The peak area of the bond with a peak at 2253 cm-1 shows in this case a proportionality to the B 

concentration of the non-diffused samples of 

B conc.  cB[cm
-3

] =  (6.80(5)∙FTIR abs. ) ∙ 10
20

 [cm-3] . (26) 

This formula is limited to regime I & II and only valid under the condition that the hereby calculated B 

concentration value is below the one calculated from the peak at 2523 cm-1. At the point where the Si-H/B-

O-H bonds with their peak at 2253 cm-1 branches from the curve of cICP-OES, the B-H bond at 2523 cm-1 takes 

over and follows the B concentration cICP-OES. The peak area at 2523 cm-1 showed in this case a 

proportionality to the B concentration of the non-diffused samples of 

B conc. cB [cm
-3

] =  (1.25(3)∙FTIR abs. ) ∙ 10
21

 [cm-3] . (27) 

                                                        
161 i.e., the BRL and emitter layer 

 

Figure 3.12: Normalized FTIR peak area IN in dependency on B2H6:H2 flux 

Normalized FTIR peak area IN in dependency on B2H6:H2 flux 

QB2H6:H2 for as-diffused (black symbols) and non-diffused (grey 

symbols) samples for different FTIR peaks (wavenumber ṽ linked 

to symbol type). Shift caused by diffusion indicated by arrows. 

Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [128] 
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This formula is again limited to 

regime III and only valid under 

the condition that the hereby 

calculated B concentration 

value is above the one 

calculated from the peak at 

2253 cm-1.  

Being able to calculate the B 

concentration of non-diffused 

samples by FTIR measurement 

allows for predicting the 

emitter properties before 

diffusion. In as-diffused 

samples, FTIR measurements 

can similarly be used to 

determine emitter properties, 

that otherwise would be 

measured by destructive 

measurements (e.g., ECV, SIMS, 

etc.). 

In conclusion, ICP-PECVD as an alternative CVD technique yields BSG layers for conventional p-type 

emitters with unique properties compared to standard gas phase diffusion sources. Three regimes of 

diborane flux range with different physical behavior depending on B content in the non- or as-diffused 

state of BSG were identified. Using ICP-OES calibrated FTIR measurements for determining the B 

concentration in the BSG layers, the microscopic changes within the glass film i.e., the molecular bond 

structures, are shown to be the cause for the dependencies of various film and emitter properties. The 

overall densification and stabilization of the non-diffused BSG layers during the HT step subsequently being 

formed into the as-diffused layer led to a reduced number of B related bonds, formation of an emitter layer, 

and in some cases either a depletion layer or BRL on the surface. Most of the former B containing B-(O)-H 

bonds in the as-deposited layers are the source for diffusible B atoms to form the B doped regions or 

rearrange into stable Si-O-B bonds. Depending on pre- or post-diffusion state of the film, different FTIR 

peak absorption values can be used to determine the B content in the film e.g., the B-O bond with its peak 

at 2523 cm-1 for non-diffused BSG films. However, the FTIR spectra of ICP-PECVD BSG films differ from 

other CVD techniques and process gas mixtures. The formation of a BRL could be caused by the high B flux 

in regime III and subsequent lead to emitter depth reduction as a consequence of reduced diffusion through 

the Si-BSG interface during BRL growth. Shown in this section, the correlation can be predicted using FTIR 

peak measurements on non-diffused samples. The result is an apparent decrease in emitter sheet resistance 

and a further increase in recombination of charge carriers at the surface. Using GD-OES, B profiles depicting 

the accumulation of B on both sides of the Si-BSG interface forming the BRL support the theory of an 

enhanced B diffusion at higher B concentrations in the BSG film. Understanding the BRL formation, it can 

be avoided during diffusion or removed during further process steps. 

  

 

Figure 3.13: B concentration cICP-OES of non-diffused samples 

B concentration cICP-OES (filled circles) of non-diffused samples 

and sheet resistance RSh of as-diffused samples (open squares) in 

comparison with scaled FTIR peak areas IS of non-diffused (open 

triangles) samples (2253 and 2523 cm-1) in dependency on 

B2H6:H2 flux QB2H6:H2. Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [128] 
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3.3 Passivation (Stacks) 

Passivation quality of multi-functional CVD layers has been discussed in section 2.2 using the examples of 

BSG, PSG and AlOx based passivation stacks. Passivation quality, as the core function of dielectric layers in 

solar cell application, is commonly the primary characterization and optimization property of the layer(s). 

In context of the so far characterized BSG/SiNx:H stacks, this subsection, based in part on the results 

published in [96], adds to section 2.2.2 as well as to in later sections shown results on passivation quality 

of CVD layers. This especially with regard to dependency on sheet resistance and deposition gas flow. 

In a standard solar cell processing sequence, independent of actual design162, diffusion of dopants from a 

(dielectric) layer to form doped regions and generation of passivation by (dielectric) layer(s) are two 

separate steps with two separate layers. Essentially, the doping layer is removed163 and the passivation 

layer is applied. The reason is higher passivation quality and thus higher charge carrier lifetimes164 for ‘non-

doped’165 layers, such as SiNx:H, SiOx and AlOx in contrast to common166 doping layers PSG and BSG. 

Nevertheless, ‘doped’ layers are long since used to passivate the doped regions, just after the diffusion of 

the doped regions in the Si substrate was done with another since removed doping layer. This approach of 

adding dopants to the gas flow during passivation layer deposition results in sufficiently low Seff values on 

n-doped regions [168]. In this context, thickness, as before considering optical properties, also influences 

passivation quality. 

Not long after CVD based process optimization started in the last 10-20 years, leaving the doping layer on 

the diffused region as a passivation layer resulted in limited success. In the most promising case, a 30 nm 

thick PSG layer capped with SiNx:P was diffused and j0e values of 120-160 fA/cm2 on 60-90 Ω/sq P doped 

emitters were reached [169, 123]. A common thermally grown SiOx or ALD AlOx layer beneath a SiNx:H 

capping layer is in the range of 1-5 nm and allows for <100 fA/cm2 on similarly doped regions. Nevertheless, 

this so called ‘PassDop’ layer approach was then combined with local laser doping167 and layer ablation168 

to reach an Seff of <5 cm/s for the a-SiNx:P layer on the base Si substrate after firing [170]. Therefore, CVD 

layers need to be optimized, to allow for sufficient passivation and low film thickness on highly doped 

regions, to match optical and passivation properties of non-doped passivation films. Early on, gas-phase 

grown and diffused doping layers from BBr3 and POCl3 similarly showed equally poor passivation qualities. 

In recent years, CVD and gas-phase grown doping layers have profited from technological advances and 

understanding of deposition physics as well as pure parameter optimization. A recent example is 

passivating BSG from gas-phase BBr3 diffusion, that due to a new low-pressure diffusion furnace technology 

allows for ~20 fA/cm2 on 135 Ω/sq p-type region [171]. In this case, a ~10 nm thick oxide layer was 

sufficient for doping and passivation. Similarly, PSG from an atmospheric pressured diffusion furnace35 can 

be optimized by increased O2 flow during film growth and subsequent diffusion of the 80 Ω/sq n-doped 

region to reach 83 fA/cm2 [172]. In this case, the gas-phase grown PSG was the sole passivation layer and 

already such a comparably low surface recombination can be reached with optimized O2 flow. A subsequent 

SiNx:H layer to form a passivation stack and a firing step would possibly have lowered the value to 

                                                        
162 e.g., Al-BSF, Phos-Top, PERC or PERT (refer to section 4) 
163 Commonly using an HF bath with subsequent cleaning step 
164 In accordance with higher surface passivation indicated by lower Seff values 
165 ‘Doped’ in this context does not necessarily mean electrically active dopants, as in conductive layer properties. It 

simply refers to the fact, that atoms used as dopants are incorporated in the layers matrix 
166 Uncommon/ non-industrial doping layers include: SiNx:P/B, AlOx(:B/P), SiOxNy:B/P, SiC:B/P, a-Si:B/P, etc. 
167 Refer to section 4.6.1 
168 Refer to section 4.4 
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~50 fA/cm2 comparable with an optimized thermal SiOx/SiNx:H stack on a respective n+ region [173], just 

without the additional processing in between. 

CVD layers have since matched and even surpassed gas-phase grown glasses, since parameter range is 

extended by separation of deposition and diffusion step. Multiple examples of high-quality passivation and 

doping layers have since been developed. Due to solar cell design diversification in recent years, doped a-

Si169 and subsequent poly-Si170 based CVD based passivation layers have (re-)entered the focus of research 

[34, 32]. With it, common ‘doped’ Si(Ny)Ox-type based CVD layers are applied in similar solar cell types [34, 

32, 122]. Most use SiNx:H as a capping and H-source layer on top of the actual doping film. 

SiNx:H layers, used as barrier layers171 on top of the doping oxide (BSG), are deposited in the same vacuum 

step in this experiment as the BSG. All HT drive-in steps take place in a temperature range of 900-1050°C 

for 1-2 h in a dopant-free tube of the diffusion furnace under N2 atmosphere. After removal of the ICP-

PECVD BSG doping layer in aqueous HF in case of the reference samples, they are passivated by a stack 

consisting of AlOx using ALD and ICP-PECVD SiNx:H. The samples are fired in a belt furnace under optimized 

firing conditions. As a base material 250 µm thick n-type FZ-Si substrates with a base resistivity of 200 Ωcm 

are used. Sheet resistance is measured using 4PP. The emitter saturation current density j0e is evaluated at 

a minority carrier density (MCD) of 5·1015 cm-3 and implied open circuit voltage iVOC at 1 sun illumination 

using PCD. 

Fig. 3.14 shows emitter saturation current density j0e and implied open circuit voltage iVOC values of B 

emitter samples passivated with three different layers/stacks. Processed were uncapped BSG (100 nm layer 

thickness) coated samples in the as-diffused/fired state, furthermore, BSG/SiNx:H stack passivated samples 

as-diffused/fired (40 nm and 60 nm layer thickness, respectively), finally, AlOx/SiNx:H coated and fired 

samples (10 nm and 80 nm layer thickness, respectively). Since the reference passivation stack of 

AlOx/SiNx:H is deposited on the 

same emitter samples after 

removal of the passivating BSG 

layer, a direct comparison of 

the different passivation stacks 

on an identically doped region 

is possible.  

The use of the uncapped 

doping layers (Fig. 3.14 

squares, BSG) without SiNx:H 

capping layer leads to nearly 

as low j0e and high iVOC values 

as the subsequently applied 

reference passivation layer on 

the same samples (Fig. 3.14 

triangles, AlOx/SiNx:H). As 

expected, the higher the sheet 

resistance, the lower the j0e 

and the higher the iVOC values. 

The passivation quality of the 

                                                        
169 Commonly found in HIT cell concept and similar hetero-junction designs [34, 293] 
170 So called passivated contact cell designs [34, 294], such as the TopCon and POLO approaches 
171 Refer to section 3.4 

 

Figure 3.14: Emitter saturation current density and iVOC of CVD BSG 

Emitter saturation current density j0e (filled symbols; MCD of 

51015 cm-3) and implied open circuit voltage iVOC (open symbols; 

@ 1 sun) values of B emitters depending on sheet resistance and 

passivation layer. Lines are guides-to-the-eye. Based on [96] 
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stack of SiNx:H capped BSG (Fig. 3.14 circles, BSG/SiNx:H) leads to iVOC values of ~675 mV for 50-60 Ω/sq 

emitters, even surpassing the AlOx/SiNx:H passivation layer commonly applied for B emitters. In this case, 

the iVOC at 1 sun is lowered despite the lower j0e value, because of the additional processing steps to apply 

the reference passivation stack and a possible subsequent bulk lifetime degradation. 

SiNx:H, as a H source, is most effective if the HT step is short and at an optimal temperature. If the 

temperature is too high or too low for a certain duration, H might out-diffuse or not in-diffuse enough 

[174]. A long HT step i.e., for B diffusion, in comparison to a firing step as done for common screen-printed 

contact formation, leads to a depletion of H in the SiNx:H layer and subsequent Si substrate’s bulk172. In 

case of such a multi-functional layer stack, the chemical passivation quality at the Si-BSG interface is the 

limiting factor. Therefore, cost-efficiency by process step reduction might have its price. This does not 

apply, if the SiNx:H stack is deposited post HT step on the doping layer in an additional CVD step and 

subsequently fired173. To investigate the underlying effect of an only ‘diffused’ passivation layer, as seen 

before in Fig. 3.14, the influence of interface layer formation is investigated. The SiNx:H capping layer will 

purposely be omitted in this case, to show the sole influence of the Si-BSG interface change with variation 

of deposition parameters. Since chemical passivation is partly based on H in a BSG/SiNx:H stack, a decrease 

in overall passivation quality is expected.  

Fig. 3.15 shows j0e and corresponding RSh for single BSG layers with a variation of initial layer deposition. 

The initial layer is formed by the gas mixture that is injected pre-ignition into the reaction chamber. When 

the plasma in the ICP-PECVD tool is ignited, an initial layer (IL) of BSG is formed174 from a gas mixture, 

which is not in equilibrium with the injection-flow of B2H6:H2, SiH4 and CO2 continuously being feed to the 

chamber, as is the case at a later point in time during continuous deposition. Variation of the initial layer 

deposition (ILD) parameters has direct influences on overall passivation quality of the Si-(native SiOx)-IL-

BSG interfaces. The as-deposited layer sequence (one side of symmetrical sample shown) on top of the 

200 Ωcm n-type Si substrate is depicted as a cross-section in the inset on the right in Fig. 3.15. The as-

diffused state of the same sample is displayed right next to it in the inset, with the IL and SiOx being 

incorporated into the BSG during the HT step due to B diffusion.  

The variation in diborane flow QB2H6:H2 and deposition time tILD for the initial layer was done before a thicker 

BSG layer (QB2H6:H2 of 450 sccm) of about 40 nm was deposited on top as a doping and capping layer. The 

initial layer thickness varies in the estimated range of <2 nm on top of a 1-2 nm native SiOx layer and is as 

such not determinable. From thickness measurements and growth rate of layers with the same gas flow 

composition, but longer deposition time, the estimate was extrapolated.  

The initial layer forms within the first few seconds after ignition. Depending on gas flow and chamber 

pressure, deposition rate might be higher or lower than in equilibrium at a later point in time. While 

composition and thickness are not shown here, passivation impact is. As can be seen from Fig. 3.15, j0e 

(black, filled symbols) increases with longer duration of ILD, until a plateau is reached. For even longer 

                                                        
172 From simple diffusion kinetics, it is apparent, that out-diffusion (effusion) rate of H into the atmosphere is far higher, 

than in-diffusion rate into the Si bulk at both interfaces of the SiNx:H layer respectively [290]. Nevertheless, the 

small amount [289] is still effective and responsible for the measurable and significant passivation effect, as seen 

already in the early 1980s [287, 288]. Thereby, effusion rate for SiNx:H is comparably linear with temperature rise 

(0.5·1013 s-1cm-2K-1) and peaks at ~800°C (2.25·1014 s-1cm-2) [291]. Effectively, the 0.1-1% of H content of the pre-HT 

treatment state SiNx:H having been in-diffused into the Si bulk during HT step [292] might further diffuse and 

possibly even re-diffuse into the then sufficiently depleted SiNx:H layer if temperature and/or duration of HT step is 

too long. Correspondingly, passivation will increase until maximum H content in interface and Si bulk is reached, 

before decreasing again with effusion from the same regions. Further influences, such as compound formation with 

defects/impurities might apply and thus influence this simple diffusion model 
173 Refer to section 2.2.2 
174 Refer to section 2.1 
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durations, bulk film properties 

of the respective gas ratio 

between B2H6:H2, SiH4 and CO2 

take effect175. Passivation, due 

to the diffusion of dopants, is 

dependent on initial dopant 

concentration profile of all 

deposited films in regards to 

BRL formation and molecular 

bond density175. Thereby, 

passivation quality still 

depends on basic principles of 

a lower j0e in case of a higher 

RSh value176 and no BRL 

formation. This can be seen in 

the mirrored curvature of the 

guides-to-the-eye of j0e (black) 

and RSh (grey) along the 

horizontal, with both y-axes 

being reversed. Unexpectedly, 

this is achieved with the higher QB2H6:H2 value of 700 sccm (compare squares and circles), which at longer 

tILD of 5 s leads to the previously shown highly recombination active interface due to accumulation of 

dopants. This suggests an optimum of dopants in the BSG near the Si-BSG interface and no BRL formation 

on the Si substrate surface to allow for most effective passivation based on chemical passivation of the 

BSG layer. In contrast, too low a concentration in the IL (450 sccm B2H6:H2) or too high a doping of the Si 

surface177 leads to a decreased passivation quality. 

In conclusion, as one of the main functionalities of a CVD layer/film in semiconductor application, 

passivation quality is crucial among other properties. Any other (additional) functionalities must not reduce 

passivation quality in case of high-efficiency solar cell processing. BSG/SiNx:H stacks, featuring multi-

functionality, were shown in this context to allow similar passivation quality, as did AlOx/SiNx:H stacks on 

corresponding doped regions. This allows for the aimed at utilization as a multi-functional layer stack to 

decrease overall process steps and costs in solar cell processing, as further detailed in section 4.2. Thereby, 

the interface of Si and BSG was identified as the crucial factor for chemical passivation with the initial layer 

before diffusion, determining subsequent passivation quality and doped region formation (RSh). 

 

  

                                                        
175 Refer to section 3.2.2 
176 Less recombination with less dopants acting as recombination centers 
177 Following diffusion with a too thick layer deposited with 700 sccm B2H6:H2 

 

Figure 3.15: Emitter saturation current density dependent on initial layer 

Emitter saturation current density j0e (filled symbols; MCD of 

51015 cm-3) and sheet resistance RSh (open symbols; PCD) values 

of B emitters depending on initial layer deposition time tILD for 

two diborane fluxes QB2H6:H2. Lines are guides-to-the-eye 
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3.4 Diffusion Barrier and Co-Diffusion 

As stated before, during co-diffusion of doping sources, barrier layers are deposited to prevent parasitic in-

diffusion increasing recombination or even leading to over-compensation of targeted doping. Furthermore, 

barrier property for a specific application178 may have to be considered. Based in part on the results 

published in [96], this subsection deals with barrier properties of different films concerning parasitic in-

diffusion of dopants and water. 

All presented BSG and SiNx:H layers shown in this section are deposited in an ICP-PECVD tool. Depending 

on the desired B doping profile and B concentration in the film, different gas flows and ratios are used to 

deposit the BSG layers. The B concentration in the BSG films in this case was determined to be 4-91021 cm-3 

depending on doping layer thickness and deposition parameters179 by ICP-OES. SiNx:H layers, used as barrier 

layers, are deposited in the same vacuum step on top of the BSG as before. Similarly all HT drive-in steps 

take place in a temperature range of 900-1050°C for 1-2 h either in a POCl3 tube furnace in case of co-

diffusion or in a dopant-free tube under N2 flow to avoid parasitic in-diffusion of P for drive-in of uncapped 

or thinner films. Doping profiles are subsequently measured by using ECV after dielectric layer etch in HF. 

The doped area for application in solar cells is formed from the BSG in a drive-in step with a set temperature 

and duration. The B diffusion coefficient and subsequently the emitter depth thereby increase with 

temperature. The latter also increases with drive-in duration. Fig. 3.16 shows exemplarily different B doping 

profiles for most of the conceivable parameter variations. Beginning with an increase in drive-in duration 

at constant temperature and from the same doping layer (40 nm BSG capped with 60 nm SiNx:H), the depth 

increases from 0.65 µm (long dashed curve) to 0.82 µm (dash-dotted curve). An increase in B concentration 

due to an increase in B2H6:H2 gas flow during deposition allows for even thinner layers (i.e., 10 nm) resulting 

in the same doping profile 

(dark grey solid curve). In this 

case the drive-in step was 

performed in a N2 flow 

environment to prevent 

parasitic in-diffusion of P. Co-

diffusion can only be applied if 

the pre-deposited doping 

layer/stack is able to prevent 

parasitic in-diffusion, which in 

case of BSG layers with less 

than 100 nm thickness180 is not 

given for P co-diffusion using 

POCl3. An example is the light 

grey doping profile in 

Fig. 3.16, being depleted on 

the surface due to in-diffused 

P (black star symbol). This 

surface depletion is not to be 

mistaken for the depletion due 

                                                        
178 Co-diffusion, wet-chemical processes or long-term stability against degradation effects 
179 e.g., gas flow ratio 
180 For drive-in temperature below 950°C 

 

Figure 3.16: Doping profiles of different B emitters diffused from CVD BSG 

Doping profiles of different B emitters from uncapped and 

capped doping layers with varying thickness, diffusion and 

deposition parameters. The solid, grey profile was driven-in 

without POCl3, i.e. P flow. The dash-dotted profile has a longer 

drive-in step than the dashed one with the same doping layer 

stack. Based on [96] 
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to oxidation181 or the depletion due to a depleted source, as is the case for the short dashed profile of a 

250 nm thick BSG with lower B concentration. If the layer is a barrier (sufficiently thick BSG or capped by 

at least 20 nm thick SiNx:H [85]) and the doping source is non-depleting regarding the drive-in parameters 

used, a surface doping concentration of up to 11020 cm-3 is possible. This allows for a co-diffusion of B and 

P regions182 with sufficient surface doping concentration for screen-printed contacts. 

3.4.1 SEM - Scanning Electron Microscopy Analysis 

Scanning electron microscopy35 (SEM) entails a variety of detectors. For standard topography imaging, to 

record a shadowed image of the object, a ~45° to the sample surface angled secondary electron (SE) 

detector is employed. Incident electrons are detected with different energy level, dependent on relative 

angle of origin to the detector. For material contrast, an SE detector (in-lens) is mounted close to the 

electron beam (e-beam) path angled at 90° to the sample surface. Incident SE are sensitive to their origin 

depth and thus dependent on material type of the sample region. Detection of material differences is largely 

based on absolute e-beam 

power. The third sensor for 

SEM imaging used in this work, 

is an energy dispersive X-ray 

(EDX) detector allowing for 

determination of elements of a 

certain origin region (bulb-like 

depth shape) of electron 

excitation and subsequent X-

ray generation. 

If uncapped BSG layers are 

used on planar or textured 

wafers to form B emitters, a 

complete and preferably 

pinhole-free coverage of the 

surface by the layer during the 

diffusion step is necessary for 

both a homogeneous emitter 

thickness/coverage as well as 

protection against parasitic P 

in-diffusion during co-diffusion. In all SEM images taken of such a layer, the film showed no signs of 

pinholes. A sufficiently thick doping layer on textured samples is formed. The BSG film thickness of about 

100 nm varies insignificantly on tip and edges of the pyramids in comparison to the sides or base (Fig. 3.17). 

Furthermore, the emitter formed underneath the doping layer follows the surface shape with a constant 

thickness (see 3 kV e-beam power part of the image). After in-diffusion, a layer with bright contrast (visible 

in the 5 kV e-beam power part of the image) forms between doping layer and emitter which is presumed 

to be a B-depleted SiOx layer expected to be responsible for the high passivation quality shown before.  

                                                        
181 i.e., in case of common BBr3 diffusion 
182 n+ doped areas e.g., from gas phase and/or solid phase doping source 

 

Figure 3.17: SEM image of BSG covered, textured Si substrate with B emitter 

SEM contrast image (in-lens detector). Cross-section of a textured 

sample containing a B doping SiOx (BSG layer) with 100 nm film 

thickness and homogeneously formed emitter (B doped Si) with 

a sheet resistance of 50 Ω/sq and junction depth of 600 nm. 

Based on [96] 
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3.4.2 Impact of Water In-Diffusion into SiOx(:B) 

As seen before, multi-functional layers can vary in deposition tool choice, process sequence and layer 

stacking. In the final solar cell device, the layer needs to withstand rigorous stability testing to qualify a 

certain efficiency stability over its lifetime. One such test involves changing climatic conditions, i.e., heat, 

humidity and illumination183. Standard test conditions are 80°C and 80%rel humidity. The test is performed 

in a commercial climate chamber35 tool allowing to control these conditions within a margin of 0.1°C and 

0.5%rel humidity actively controlled via multiple sensors, as well as up to 1 sun illumination. Although 

possible, for the test, the illumination was switched off, as it does not affect the effect to be seen as such, 

but decreases the timeframe of 

the test due to additional 

heating of the samples. The 

climate chamber itself is a 

metal cube being perfused by 

temperate air being humidified 

by active H2O vaporization. 

 The samples were inserted 

into the 600 l chamber via ISO-

K DN 100 flanged side ports to 

not interrupt the climate 

during measuring intervals 

outside of the chamber. The 

samples were kept in darkness 

whenever possible, to prevent 

other degradation effects to 

limit the samples lifetime 

behavior. 

The symmetrical test samples, 

n-type 200 Ωcm FZ-Si 

substrates, were coated with 

20 nm BSG  from an APCVD 

tool before being HT treated in 

N2 atmosphere to diffuse an B 

emitter of 160-180 Ω/sq. After 

diffusion, the BSG coated 

samples were capped by either 

a 100 nm SiOx (SOC sample, upper right image in Fig. 3.18) or an 75 nm SiNx:H (SNC sample, lower right 

image in Fig. 3.18) layer. Subsequently, all samples ended up with an ARC coating. All samples were HT 

treated in a firing belt furnace to activate the passivation of the multi-functional layer stack. Before the 

first climate stress test cycle with the aforementioned conditions, as well as after every cycle, the samples 

were PCD measured to determine emitter saturation current density j0e values. The resulting j0e curves are 

shown in Fig. 3.18 on a logarithmic scale dependent on treatment duration in the climate chamber over 

time (logarithmic scale). The overall j0e level difference of SOC and SNC samples is based on the superior 

passivation quality of the SiNx:H capping due to a higher H content, as discussed before. This will have no 

                                                        
183 Further investigations into stability of surface passivation and degradation effects using the climate chamber have 

been done by B. Hammann [277] 

 

Figure 3.18: Impact of H2O in-diffusion into SiOx(:B) layers 

Emitter saturation current density j0e (logarithmic scale, lines are 

guides-to-the-eye) dependent on treatment duration 

(logarithmic scale) in a climate chamber under 80°C and 80%rel 

humidity of BSG diffused FZ-Si substrates with a 160-180 Ω/sq B 

emitter (p+ Si) either capped with SiOx (upper right image) or 

SiNx:H (lower right image). Derived from simulation of H2O 

diffusion into silica are H2O penetration depth curves for various 

concentrations (numbers left to dashed curves in %wt) depending 

on treatment duration. Marked at 3.7 h is the start of degradation 

for the SOC sample (dotted vertical line) incident with the 

120 nm penetration depth (dotted horizontal line) of the 4%wt 

H2O penetration curve 
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impact on the further reasoning, since the samples will only be quantitatively compared to their own 

passivation quality over time.  

Examining the curves, it becomes apparent, that for 3.7 h neither the temperature nor the humidity have 

any impact; neither positive, nor negative. Afterwards, sample SNC continues to be stable for over 200 h. 

Sample SOC instead starts to degrade with a linear slope in the log-log graph, suggesting an exponentially 

dependent degradation effect. Since the recombination of the samples is mainly governed by the highly 

doped emitter region, no degradation of j0e based on a substrate degradation mechanism is expected. 

Consequently, the source of increased j0e can only be the surface passivation degradation. Considering the 

exponentially increasing influence of the degradation source, diffusion of some kind is a possible candidate. 

Due to observation of color changes of the passivation layer, in-diffusion of H2O [175] into the highly 

hygroscopic BSG forming boric acid [176] is a reasonable assumption. Furthermore, H2O is known to 

influence surface passivation of SiOx by in-diffusion as well as etching [177]. Therefore, simulations based 

on the diffusion coefficient of H2O into an amorphous SiOx layer (silica) were done. For simplification 

purposes, the BSG (SiOx:B) was treated as a pure SiOx layer, due to the same physics governing the general 

diffusion characteristics [178]. From literature a diffusion coefficient DD of 110-15 cm²/s can be found for 

silica at 90°C [179], far lower than in case of a wet oxidation at 400-1000°C with 10-11-10-7 cm²/s [180, 

181, 182]. Given the exponential dependency for the diffusion based on the differential equation [183] 

∂CH2O

∂t
 = 

∂

∂x
{
2∙DD∙CH2O

K2
∙
∂CH2O

∂x
}  , 

(28) 

the penetration depth of H2O can be derived for various concentrations CH2O (grey dashed lines in Fig. 3.18). 

The numbers to the left of lines indicate H2O concentration in weight percent at corresponding depth 

depending on treatment time. Correlating the 3.7 h (dotted vertical line) mark of degradation start in SOC 

sample and total thickness of the SOC samples passivation stack of 120 nm (dotted horizontal line), a H2O 

concentration of about 4%wt can be estimated to have accumulated at the interface of the SiOx:B layer to 

the Si substrate. With increase in H2O concentration passivation degrades further. With the Si not being 

able to absorb water in relevant amount, no curves for >20%wt are shown, being assumed to be no longer 

in physical equilibrium or even incorporated in the amorphous layer structure. Optical investigations 

showed local color changes with a possible delamination process.  

Chemical passivation being the relevant passivation mechanism in SiOx(:B), apparently is limited at a certain 

water concentration being dependent on the layer thickness. The latter is explicable with the hygroscopic 

nature of SiOx:B forming B-O bonds fairly easily and thus being able to accumulate H2O in such amounts 

[161]. At the same time, passivation depends highly on the SiOx:B layer in case of the SOC samples, and as 

such on the B based bonds. H2O thus has a detrimental effect on such multi-functional layer stacks, if 

neither layer acts as a H2O barrier. SNC samples instead, due to the barrier property to H2O in-diffusion of 

SiNx:H, are shielded from degradation in the observed timeframe. 

In conclusion, to achieve barrier properties of CVD layers, type and sequence of layer (stacks) may have to 

be considered. SiNx:H as a capping layer shows excellent properties for most applications, while the actual 

passivation/doping layer is protected underneath. Deposition technique and properties need to be adjusted, 

depending on complete process sequence to gain the desired final properties. Those can entail barrier 

properties against parasitic in-diffusion of dopants, water or other impurities, even at prolonged exposure 

times. 
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3.5 Contact Formation Enhancement 

3.5.1 Screen Printing and Contact Firing 

Screen printing (SP) is one of the oldest and most common techniques for metal contact formation on 

laboratory scale and in industry. While actually being only the first step, SP is often used as a synonym for 

the whole process sequence. It is similar to stencil printing, as a viscous liquid (metal paste) is printed by 

the movement of a squeegee through a mask (screen) on the substrate (Fig. 3.19A). The automated process 

nowadays entails a sophisticated screen printing machine35 for µm-scaled alignment and fully-automated 

printing. The mask is a screen that in a photolithography process is structured to only cover areas not to be 

printed by the paste by adhesion of an emulsion to the mesh of the screen. In the open areas, only the wires 

of the mesh obstruct the opening in 

regular intervals, resulting in 

characteristic impressions of the final 

printed image. Front side printing 

commonly entails a finger grid, consisting 

of 40-80 µm thick and 30-50 µm high 

lines with a roughly rectangular cross-

section being perpendicular dissected by 

2-4 thicker lines (busbars).   

The metal paste is thereby commonly 

comprised of metal particles184, an 

organic binding/solvent agent and glass-

based particles. Additional components 

might include any element from the 

periodic table, as most paste 

compositions are fairly complex and 

undisclosed. The dependencies of 

composition, as well as the mechanism of 

contact formation will be discussed in 

detail in the next sections. 

Nevertheless, the liquid paste needs to be 

dried before printing again on the same 

side185, the other side or simply because 

of handling the substrate further. Organic 

binders and solvents are degassed in the 

same step and the paste dried to adhere to the substrate, both necessary to allow for the subsequent ‘firing’ 

step. The corresponding drying step is performed in a special belt furnace35 (‘solar dryer’), either by infrared 

heating and/or hot air circulation at around 300°C (Fig. 3.19B).  

The actual contact formation is realized in an infrared heated belt firing furnace at set peak firing 

temperatures of 700-900°C (Fig. 3.19C) in a so called ‘firing’ step. The substrates are exposed to a 

temperature ramp rising fast to a plateau of about 600-700°C and only for mere seconds at the peak firing 

temperature before a steep cool-down ramp is applied back to room temperature (RT) again. During the 

firing step, the contact is formed, the metal paste is melted to the substrate and secondary processes, such 

as passivation activation (i.e., H in-diffusion) are transpiring. Essentially, firing is the final step of a solar 

                                                        
184 i.e., Ag and/or Al 
185 e.g., dual print (fingers and busbars separately) or print-on-print (twice the same layout) 

 

Figure 3.19: Screen printing, contact firing and TLM measurement 

A - Screen printing. Metal paste is printed through 

openings in an otherwise closed mesh (screen) by 

a squeegee on top of a substrate 

B - Drying. Metal paste is dried using hot air in a belt 

furnace to remove organic binders/solvents 

C - Contact firing. Contact formation between paste 

and substrate is achieved by heating of the two 

components in an infrared belt furnace 

D - TLM measurement. Contact resistance can be 

derived from measurement on non-equidistant 

finger grid structures 
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cell - so fast, yet so crucial and determining for the outcome of the whole former processing sequence that 

began with a bare wafer.  

TLM – Transfer length method 

To verify the successful contact formation as well as to determine the contact resistance RC value, transfer 

length method35 (TLM) or transmission line method measurement is performed (Fig. 3.19D). To determine 

RC in such a manner, two metal contact fingers are each contacted by measuring pins with negligible 

contact resistance between the pin and the finger. Applying a voltage between the two pins allows for a 

current to flow from one contact pin into the finger and subsequently into the substrate. In case of a highly 

doped layer on the surface of the substrate forming a pn-junction with the substrate’s base, the electric 

field line progression will be limited within the highly doped region of determined resistance and not be 

affected by current spreading but possible mere current crowding. The effective transfer length will span 

the distance between the two closer contact regions’ fronts to the non-metallized gap in between the two 

adjacent contact fingers at most. Considering the thus known distance of the electric field, two unknown 

variables remain. To alleviate this problem, a special testing structure of a multitude of such adjacent 

contact fingers with subsequently increasing non-metallized gap widths (non-equidistant) is printed. 

Plotting the ensuing effective resistance of each two-finger structure depending on gap width, both, the 

sheet resistance RSh as well as the contact resistance RC of the metal finger and substrate contact can be 

derived from the linear regression. Commonly the specific contact resistivity ρC is used to quantify the 

contact formation quality. 

3.5.2 Fundamental Contact Formation Mechanisms and Models for Ag(/Al) Pastes 

Screen printing based contact formation is dependent on the paste composition, as much as on the Si 

material surface including the doped layers, both in and on the Si material. To reduce the scope, the 

following discussion in this section will be confined to B doped emitter layers in crystalline Si material with 

either a pseudo-planar (KOH etched) or pyramidal textured (alkaline solution etched) surface. The variation 

of contact formation due to dielectric layer type will be discussed separately in the concerning sections. 

Two basic types of screen printing pastes are distinguished for contacting doped regions on Si substrates. 

Though commonly Al containing Ag paste (Ag/Al) is used on p+ regions, and pure Ag paste on n+ regions, 

the contact formation mechanism shall be explained in principle on a planar p+ doped Si substrate. In 

comparison to n+ regions, topography (textured or planar) of the substrate has no fundamental influence 

on the basic contact formation mechanism. The schematic depiction of contact formation of the two paste 

types is depicted in Fig. 3.20 as a cross section view of the contact finger edge. The generalized depiction 

does not display all the microscopic processes, steps and dependencies on the process parameters or paste 

composition. For simplification reasons, only the relevant processes for the following experiments are 

shown and discussed. A more detailed insight and explanation of the intricacies of screen printing contact 

formation of Ag and Ag/Al pastes can be found in [184] and [185], respectively.  

After screen printing a pure Ag paste on a SiNx:H coated p+ doped Si sample and subsequent drying step to 

remove the organic solvents, the Ag particles in a glass based compound remain (Fig. 3.20A). During the 

following firing step, the glass frit186  of a respective paste187 can etch188 through the dielectric layer as 

depicted in Fig. 3.20B with thickness of resulting glass layer189 between p+ doped layer and paste bulk (Ag 

                                                        
186 Or similarly acting compounds, depending on paste composition 
187 Non-firing through (NFT) pastes are explicitly not capable on their own accord to etch dielectric layers 
188 Not all dielectric layers allow for etching, as may not necessarily allow the firing parameters 
189 For visualization reasons depicted here in one picture 
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particles) dependent on firing 

parameters and sample properties. In 

the further course of the firing step 

(or simultaneously) Ag crystallites are 

formed (Fig. 3.20C) on or even in the 

p+ doped layer, the latter by 

dissolving Si into the paste bulk 

forming pyramidal structures190. The 

resulting contact quality, quantified 

by contact resistivity, is based on the 

local currents averaged over the 

whole contact area. Several current 

paths, depending on resulting glass 

layer thickness, crystallite growth 

and precipitate density191 are 

possible to contribute to the current 

transport. While Fig. 3.20Ca shows a 

direct contact path of Si to the Ag 

particles, more common are shallow 

Ag crystallites on the Si substrate’s 

surface with a tunneling current 

through a thin glass layer as depicted 

in Fig. 3.20Cb or with an ingrown 

crystallite in Fig. 3.20Cc. If the glass 

layer is thicker, tunneling is less 

likely (Fig. 3.20Ce), making 

precipitates necessary to bridge the 

gap (Fig. 3.20Cd) by multiple 

tunneling steps. In this context, the 

glass layer is not per se completely 

isolating, but locally conducting. 

If a percentage (1-5%vol.) of Al is 

added, the contact formation 

mechanism is drastically changed in 

relevant aspects. In the beginning, 

the Ag/Al paste behaves similar 

during printing and drying 

(Fig. 3.20D), as well as during the first 

part of the firing, removing the 

dielectric layer (Fig. 3.20E). Yet, since 

Al can be dissolved in the Ag particle 

bulk, a liquid alloy is formed able to 

dissolve Si far easier than the pure Ag 

paste discussed before. As a matter of 

                                                        
190 Due to etching velocity depending on crystal orientation (cf. alkaline texturing) 
191 Ag crystallites in the glass layer 

 

Figure 3.20: Contact formation of pure Ag and Ag/Al pastes 

Based on [184] and [185], respectively 
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A - Screen-printed pure Ag paste on SiNx:H coated p+ 

doped layer. Schematically depicted cross section of 

sample after drying and thus out-diffusion of organic 

solvents 

B - Sample after first part of firing step. The glass based 

paste compound etched the dielectric layer and formed 

a glass layer between paste bulk (Ag particles) and Si 

substrate 

C - Formation of Ag crystallites on/in p+ region with 

possible current paths. See accompanying text for 

detailed explanation 
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D - Screen-printed Ag/Al paste on SiNx:H coated p+ doped 

layer. Schematically depicted cross section of sample 

after drying and thus out-diffusion of organic solvents. 

Al particles depicted in black 

E - Sample after first part of firing step. The glass based 

paste compound etched the dielectric layer and formed 

a glass layer between paste bulk (Ag particles) and Si 

substrate. Al has formed an alloy with Ag 

F - Formation of inverted pyramidal Ag/Al crystallites in p+ 

region with possible current paths. Si lamellas in light 

grey. See accompanying text for detailed explanation 
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fact, due to the reduction of melting point of Si in the presence of Al192 the process allows to etch inverted 

pyramids of not-uncommon 2-4 µm depth in the short time of firing step (commonly a few seconds) 

depending on firing temperature. Due to the high solubility of Al in Si, a high quality contact of metal to 

semiconductor is facilitated [186]. The pyramids are rarely accompanied by an Al doped Si region, but filled 

with the crystallized Ag/Al/Si alloy (Fig. 3.20F, dark grey triangles), consisting of typical Ag/Al crystal 

structure with out-crystallized Si lamellas inside (light grey areas in the triangles). Latter can also be found 

in the solidified paste bulk. The Al content in the crystals is similar to the percentage in the paste at 1-

5%vol. [185]. Since Ag/Al crystal growth is only observed in regions, where the Ag/Al alloys are in direct 

contact with the opened (SiNx:H etched) Si surface, the metal-crystal contact is preserved during 

solidification allowing for direct contact of metal bulk and Si substrate (Fig. 3.20Fa and 3.20Fb). In rare 

cases, pure Ag contact is established (Fig. 3.20Fc) as described before. Based on the detrimental influence 

of deep Ag/Al crystals even capable of shunting the pn-junction, not being passivated by an Al doped Si 

region193, passivation194 is limited by occurrence or rather density and depth of such crystals. 

3.5.3 Contact Formation Enhancement for Metal Pastes 

The following subsection in the issue of contact formation enhancement by multi-functional layers is in 

part based on results published in [96] and [14]. 

Having established that high-efficiency solar cells use n-type Si substrates due to the higher bulk lifetime 

and lower susceptibility to degradation, a way to improve on contact formation of a metal electrode to the 

diffused B layer remains. Based on the desire of multi-functionality of the dielectric layers on top of the 

doped Si regions, the contact formation is aimed to be more than simply possible. It is aimed to be enhanced 

with a cost-efficient method. A high number of processing steps is generally needed to fabricate such type 

of solar cell. Expensive B emitter formation as well as complex metallization techniques and cell structures 

are used to achieve the necessary efficiency [34]. Applying multi-functional layers and screen printing, as 

a widely used and optimized technique, to form the contacts is thus more favorable. 

Contact formation experiments, presented in this subsection, were carried out on Cz-Si substrates. These 

substrates were specifically chosen to be planar (purely KOH etched), although contact formation on such 

planar samples with even a sufficiently high doped B emitter was published to be not sufficient [185]. 

Nevertheless, due to the contact formation enhancing effect of an alkaline texture [184], if a planar sample 

can be contacted, the textured one should be too. The underlying effect is probably more attributed to the 

crystal orientation of <111> of the pyramid surface compared to a <010> direction on a planar Si substrate 

surface [185].  

The thus investigated B emitter (Tab. 3.1, left column) was diffused from BSG layers varied in thickness 

(Tab. 3.1, right column) in N2 atmosphere195 with a typical temperature profile of a co-diffusion. The BSG 

deposited in an ICP-PECVD tool was varied between 30 and 100 nm in thickness. While 30 nm are a 

standard thickness in a multi-functional layer stack to be contacted, the 100 nm BSG layer is an ARC layer 

at a refractive index of 1.5. Essentially, both are tested for their possibility to be etched through and any 

additional effects that might arise.  

Symmetrical B emitter samples for j0e and iVOC measurements were processed on Cz-Si and alongside on 

FZ-Si substrates, passivated by either the remaining BSG doping layer or a fired AlOx/SiNx:H stack deposited 

after the doping layer removal.  

                                                        
192 Basic effect of Al-BSF formation i.e., in case of Al-BSF or PERT solar cell processing 
193 Field effect due to high-low junction or Al emitter formation 
194 i.e., open circuit voltage VOC 
195 No parasitic in-diffusion of P for drive-in of uncapped films 
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The underlying B emitter layer has a common RSh value of 50 Ω/sq and a surface doping concentration of 

11020 cm-3. With a depth of 800 nm of B emitter doping it allows for low contact resistance and a broader 

window of firing temperatures for proper contact formation. Still the BSG passivation quality is comparable 

to a fired re-passivation layer using an AlOx/SiNx:H stack196. 

Table 3.1: Characteristic values of BSG layers and B emitters used in TLM structures 

BSG    B emitter   

Thickness d 30-100 nm  RSh 50 Ω/sq 

n @ 633 nm 1.5   NSurf 11020 cm-3 

k @ 400 nm <110-4   Depth D 800 nm 

    j0e (BSG on n-type FZ-Si) 81 fA/cm2 

    iVOC (BSG on n-type Cz-Si) 660 mV 

    j0e (AlOx/SiNx:H on n-type FZ-Si) 77 fA/cm2 

    iVOC (AlOX/SiNx:H on n-type Cz-Si) 655 mV 

 

For contacting B emitters on n-type Si wafers, Ag/Al paste is commonly screen-printed and fired leading to 

a sufficiently low contact resistivity between metal contact and semiconductor. Al containing Ag pastes are 

long since used to reach contact resistivity values below 2 mΩcm [187]. Yet simply using pure Ag pastes 

on B emitters has so far not been successful [187, 188, 189]. 

However, Ag/Al pastes have the drawback of Al-assisted spiking into the B emitter and possibly damaging 

the space charge region as established before. Until now, it was not possible to reach the same low level 

of contact resistivity using a pure Ag paste instead of Ag/Al pastes to contact B emitters with or without 

established surface passivation layers [188, 190]. Contact resistivity measurement was done using the 

transfer length method (TLM). 

An aspect to be considered 

concerning application of 

these CVD-layer diffused B 

emitters in high-efficiency 

solar cells is the type of metal 

contact formation to the B 

emitter, which in case of 

industrially feasible methods 

is still screen printing. With 

Ag/Al pastes commonly used 

for this low-cost approach, the 

emitters presented reach 

contact resistivity values 

below 1 mΩcm² with Ag/Al 

pastes fired through the 

doping layer (Fig. 3.21, 30-

100 nm BSG layer thickness, 

grey symbols) at firing furnace 

set peak temperatures of 850-

930°C. But with the increase in 

                                                        
196 Slight degradation of passivation quality due to additional processing steps 

 

Figure 3.21: Contact resistivity of BSG passivated B emitters 

Contact resistivity values of B emitters contacted by 

commercially available Ag/Al (circles) and Ag (squares) pastes 

using BSG doping layers (30 and 100 nm thick films, open and 

filled symbols respectively) in dependence of the firing furnace 

set peak temperature. Based on [96] 
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firing temperature leading to increasingly lower contact resistivity values, the probability of shunting and 

thus damage done to the space charge region using Ag/Al paste increases [15, 188]. Since Ag pastes only 

lead to crystal growth near the surface [191], this kind of shunting problem does not occur in the same 

way. Still significant is the fact that the commercial Ag/Al paste etches through the BSG layer independent 

of its thickness. The planar surface on which this result is reached shall also be emphasized here. Moving 

on to the commercial Ag paste (Fig. 3.21, 30-100 nm BSG layer thickness, black symbols), the identical level 

of contact resistivity is reached for the two lower firing temperatures, again on a planar surface commonly 

not possible. For higher temperatures, in contrast to the further decrease of contact resistivity by using 

Ag/Al pastes, an increase in contact resistivity occurs for the Ag pastes. Pure Ag pastes are mainly used to 

contact n+ regions197 [192, 193]. The contact resistance dependence of Ag pastes is further known to have 

an optimum between an under-firing and an over-firing zone [184]. On B emitters, however, Ag pastes up 

to now never matched the low contact resistivity values of Ag/Al pastes. According to literature, Ag pastes 

tend not to form proper contacts to B emitters due to lack of precipitates in form of inactive dopants or 

defects [190, 146] and therefore yield high contact resistance values on B emitters [188]. Another 

explanation is given by the resulting positive surface charge under illumination as occurring during firing. 

In that regard, Ag is believed to move as a positively charged ion inside the molten glass layer to form 

contact crystallites on the Si surface. Since B leads to a positively charged surface if illuminated, a contact 

formation would be hindered due to repelled Ag ions [194].  Furthermore to observe is that B emitters 

commonly display a comparably low surface doping concentration <1·1020 cm-3, making it difficult to form 

a proper contact. This typically needs a high surface doping concentration [196], considering the 

precipitates deemed necessary for the contact formation with pure Ag pastes [146] and with standard glass 

composition, to form shallow surface crystals [146, 195] are deemed essential. 

With the support of BSG as multi-functional layer, a B emitter can now apparently be contacted with 

commercially available Ag pastes with a contact resistivity value of around 1 mΩcm². The subsequent 

increase in contact resistivity for 

higher firing temperatures is also a 

common occurrence and based on the 

formation of a thicker glass layer, 

preventing a sufficient current 

conduction, as mentioned in the last 

section. This theory is supported by the 

increased resistivity (logarithmic 

scale) for the thicker BSG layer adding 

to the glass formation. In essence, BSG 

as a glass supports and thus enhances 

the contact formation until the glass 

layer formation is too significant (Ag 

paste), which does, however, not 

prevent Al-assisted spiking (Ag/Al 

paste). 

Pieces of the various metallized 

samples with Ag/Al (Fig. 3.22A) or Ag 

paste (Fig. 3.22E) were etched in HF to 

remove the metal fingers and then in 

                                                        
197 e.g., POCl3 diffused 

 

Figure 3.23: Ag/Al paste contact formation 

Contact formation of Ag/Al paste on textured, p+ 

doped n-Si substrate forming an Ag/Al spike 

penetrating the pn-junction 

 
Figure 3.22: Contact formation and subsequent etching for Ag(/Al) pastes 

Depending on paste composition (A-D: Ag/Al; E-H: Ag), 

after printing (A/E) a firing step (B/F) can lead to 

different characteristic contact formation. By etching 

paste bulk and CVD layer(s) in a 10% HF glass etch 

solution, contact crystals are exposed to the surface 

(C/G). Latter can be etched by HCl/HNO3 solution to 

reveal contact grains and pits (D/H) 
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an HCl/HNO3 solution to remove the possible metal spikes/crystallites in/on the substrate. While the 

etching in HF removes mainly glass based layers, such as the glass layer formed between Si substrate and 

remaining paste bulk (contact finger), the latter is thus removed as well by lift-off. Any dielectric layers are 

etched in the same process step. Remaining are either Al containing crystals (spikes) (Fig. 3.22C) formed 

during firing (Fig. 3.22B) in case of Ag/Al paste use or Ag crystallites (Fig. 3.22G) in case of pure Ag paste 

being fired (Fig. 3.22F). All metal structures need to be in direct contact with the Si substrate to remain 

during HF etching. While HF has a certain etch rate for metals, to fully remove the crystal(lite)s, aqua regia 

solution is used (Fig. 3.22D/H). The HCl/HNO3 based solution etches primarily metals and does not affect 

glasses or other dielectrics. As such, would HCl/HNO3 be used before HF etching, certain information about 

the etching of the dielectric layers during firing could be deduced. This requires the finger to be removed 

by other means than lift-off with HF. Nevertheless, in this case, due to the scope of the investigation, HF 

was always used before HCl/HNO3 on all samples. Top view images of the contacts after each etching step 

were subsequently taken by SEM.  

However, top view imaging after etching limits the information of a 3D problem to a 2D vantage point. A 

way to at least have another 2D plane of the 3D environment is by dicing198 the sample along the contact 

axis and if need be199 subsequently polish200 the plane for cross-section views. Especially in case of Al 

containing crystals forming from Ag/Al pastes, depth is not easily determined from sole top view imaging. 

Using focused ion beam (FIB) or mechanical polishing tools, cross-section imaging allows for accurate 

determination. As an example, Fig. 3.23 shows an Al-assisted crystal growth (grey inverted pyramid) on a 

textured surface (dotted white line) spiking the underlying B emitter (highlighted white area underneath 

texture). The doped p+ region, at a common depth of 800 nm, is pierced by the nearly 4 µm deep Al 

containing crystal. The junction is clearly penetrated with no visible Al doped region formed to passivate 

the metal-semiconductor contact. While being a drastic example at comparably high firing temperature, 

the occurrence of such spikes is not rare. Thus, Ag/Al pastes tend to reach very low contact resistance values 

due to the comparatively deep and therefore large inverted-pyramidal shaped contact crystals [15, 188]. 

To understand the evolution of contact formation depending on firing temperature and dielectric layer 

influence for a commercial Ag/Al paste, SEM images of material contrast (in-lens) and topography (SE) are 

stitched in Fig. 3.24 for the 30 nm BSG coated Cz-Si sample. From top to bottom firing temperature 

increases, while the left column shows HF etched areas underneath the contact finger and the right column 

similar areas after subsequent HCl/HNO3 etching.  

Beginning with the in-lens images after HF treatment on the left, a kind of surface pattern emerges, 

suggesting some kind of alloy forming at lower temperatures (Fig. 3.24A&B). It is removable by the second 

etching step of HCl/HNO3 solution (Fig. 3.24E&F). No significantly deep or numerous Al containing crystals 

are formed at around 810-850°C set peak firing temperature, since crystal size depends on peak sample 

temperature and HT step duration. With increasing temperature, the alloy pattern disappears in favor of 

the Al-assisted crystal growth (Fig. 3.24C&D, lighter rectangular shapes). First small crystal clusters appear, 

that grow larger with peak temperature, with each inverted pyramid growing in size to merge with the 

neighboring ones. The crystal depth increases similarly (Fig. 3.24G&H). Thus, 30 nm of BSG is no barrier for 

Ag/Al paste. The evolution of contact crystal growth in size and numbers is consistent with the contact 

resistivity values displayed in Fig. 3.21. Equally decreasing values for 100 nm thick BSG from the same 

Fig. 3.21 suggest a similar contact formation progression. 

                                                        
198 Using a chip saw35 or cutting laser35 
199 Due to SEM artifacts of mechanical stress lines or uneven/contaminated surfaces 
200 Using a polisher35 
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As can be seen in Fig. 3.25, it 

starts out with the alloy 

formation at lower 

temperatures and culminates 

in significant crystal growth 

deep into the Si substrate. 

More systematical 

investigation of a larger 

portion of the contact finger 

area, not displayed here, 

showed no basic influences of 

the BSG thickness on overall 

contact formation.  

The commercial Ag/Al paste 

used in this case is believed to 

be aggressive enough not to 

be influenced, since contact 

formation is largely based on a 

fairly aggressive dielectric 

etching of commonly 

AlOx/SiNx:H stacks on top of a 

B emitter. Penetration of AlOx 

has to be accounted for in the 

glass composition of the paste 

and is the reason for such 

aggressive etching. In 

addition, once the Al reaches 

the Si surface, the further 

contact formation is 

independent of the glass and 

thus the BSG. This is the basic 

reason, why Ag/Al pastes form 

a comparably low resistance 

contact, once the Al is able to 

reach the surface. At the same 

time, it explains the detrimental effect of Al containing crystals reducing passivation quality. Even if the 

dielectric layer does not need to be etched on a large area, as it is the case for a contact using pure Ag 

paste, the increase of recombination due to the Al-Si areas along the crystal surfaces is more detrimental. 

Controlling the number and depth of Al containing crystals by reducing the etched dielectric area is key to 

a sufficiently low contact resistivity and still high passivation quality201 after contact formation. Having a 

contact enhancing BSG layer is rather detrimental to this kind of contact formation mechanism. In this case, 

multi-functionality of BSG/SiNx:H layers may result in a lower solar cell efficiency, due to an expected 

decrease in VOC and FF. 

As detailed before, pure Ag pastes form contacts by a more complex mechanism. The glass frit forming a 

glass layer acts both as a facilitator by acting as a transport medium mainly for Ag. Therefore, too thick a 

                                                        
201 Indicated by VOC 

 

Figure 3.24: SEM images of areas underneath Ag/Al paste on 30 nm BSG 

SEM images of areas underneath Ag/Al paste fingers after HF 

etch (left column) of the paste and 30 nm BSG layer and 

subsequent HCl/HNO3 etch (right column) of contact crystallites 

for increasing firing furnace set peak temperatures (top to 

bottom). Every picture shows the in-lens (left) and SE (right) 

image part. Based on [14] 
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glass layer i.e., additionally 

deposited SiOx may hinder or 

limit the process of contact 

formation.  

CVD BSG with 30 nm thickness 

underneath pure Ag paste 

leads to a comparable contact 

resistivity of 1 mΩcm2 as did 

Ag/Al paste (Fig. 3.21). Be 

reminded that up to that point, 

Ag paste contact formation on 

p+ regions, let alone a planar 

surface were not known to be 

possible. In comparison to 

other dielectric layers, BSG 

seems to enhance the contact 

formation for pure Ag paste to 

reach sufficiently low contact 

resistivity values. To 

understand the contact 

formation, top view SEM 

images were likewise taken for 

Ag paste as for Ag/Al paste before. The corresponding images are arranged in Fig. 3.26. As expected from 

Ag paste contact mechanism mentioned before, an increase in Ag diffusion to the surface with peak firing 

temperature increase is expected. Visibly, the density in Ag (white patterns) increases from in-lens image 

A to D in Fig. 3.26 as material contrast. SE topography imaging shows the growth of surface crystallites in 

corresponding density. An HCl/HNO3 etch reveals alloy based patterns underneath the crystallites for higher 

temperature budget. The Si surface is etched beginning at 850°C (Fig. 3.26F), resulting in small pits (Fig. 

3.26G) from in-grained Ag crystals. The crystals are shallower than Al crystals, yet piercing the pn-junction 

will lead to similar degrading effects. With even higher temperature at 930°C, the glass layer is growing 

too thick too fast, resulting in a further receding contact quality (Fig. 3.26H). No crystallites, neither on the 

surface nor in-grained (no pits) are visible. The contact is over-fired. The glass-layer growth restricts the 

contact formation to an optimal firing window, either by not transporting Ag to the interface (under-fired) 

or by thickness (over-firing). Adding the BSG mediates the contact formation. Either the additional glass is 

simply added to the paste bulk to form a glass layer, or it might just act as the pre-formed transport layer 

to allow for sufficient Ag transport. To investigate the influence in further detail, the BSG thickness is 

increased to 100 nm. 

Fig. 3.21 did not show a lower contact resistivity by increasing BSG layer thickness. Therefore, it stands to 

reason, that while a thin BSG layer allows the contact formation, a too thick layer diminishes the effect. 

Nevertheless, the overall contact behavior depending on firing temperature is similar. The 100 nm BSG 

does not result in a shift of contact quality with temperature, but an offset in resistivity level. An explanation 

is a reduced contact area due to the thicker glass layer. Essentially the contact formation is still the same 

depending on temperature, yet fewer areas beneath the contact finger form a contact to the interface. To 

validate the assumption, a detailed comparison of Fig. 3.26A-D to Fig. 3.27A-D shows a lower Ag density in 

case of 100 nm BSG. Similarly, in-grained Ag crystals do not form until 930°C are reached (Fig. 3.27H). The 

thicker BSG acts barrier-like and thus supports the hypothesis of the BSG layer adding to the paste bulk as 

 

Figure 3.25: SEM images of areas underneath Ag/Al paste on 100 nm BSG 

SEM images of areas underneath Ag/Al paste fingers after HF 

etch (left column) of the paste and 100 nm BSG layer and 

subsequent HCl/HNO3 etch (right column) of contact crystallites 

for increasing firing furnace set peak temperatures (top to 

bottom). Every picture shows the in-lens (left) and SE (right) 

image part. Based on [14] 
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additional glass material 

during initial etching in the 

first part of the firing step. If 

the BSG layer would simply act 

as a transport layer, the time 

delay due to diffusion of Ag 

would be similar, yet the 

etching patterns on the 

interface would not appear at 

similar firing temperature and 

intensity as with 30 nm BSG. 

The etching and dissolution of 

100 nm BSG into the pastes 

bulk hinders the formation of a 

lower resistivity contact due to 

the occurrence of a thicker 

interface glass layer.  

Adding B into a SiOx matrix to 

form BSG to allow for the 

desired multi-functionality of 

the resulting dielectric layer 

(stacks) impacts contact 

formation apparently in 

multiple ways. While a pure 

SiOx layer would show similar 

restrictions on contact 

formation concerning addition 

to the glass content of the 

metal paste with similar layer 

thickness dependencies, the B 

content has further impact. 

Glass content or similar 

compounds are used to etch 

through dielectric layers202 by 

dissolving them [184], as well as allowing for metal i.e., Ag, to form crystallites on the doped regions 

surface. Adding dopants, such as P or B in elemental form to the paste showed mixed results [197], with 

mostly no impact. It should, however, be noted that the intent of adding elemental B or P is done in an 

effort to dope the Si surface during firing to achieve a selective emitter. If added as a compound in form of 

a P or B containing glass [198], contact formation was improved, both in terms of etching, as well as in 

lower contact resistivity. So it stands to reason, that a CVD BSG, dissolved in the paste essentially acts in a 

similar way. It allows to enhance contact formation in a controlled way, dependent on B content and layer 

thickness (glass content).  

B as a dopant, forming defects on the interface, acts similar to P in n+ doped regions, showing a favorable 

influence of precipitates203 on/near the interface on contact formation. A hypothesis would be, that B in the 

                                                        
202 Especially SiNx:H, being no glass, needs etching. Adding BSG on top, might even here allow for improved etching 
203 i.e., in-active P atoms 

 

Figure 3.26: SEM images of areas underneath Ag paste on 30 nm BSG 

SEM images of areas underneath Ag paste fingers after HF etch 

(left column) of the paste and 30 nm BSG layer and subsequent 

HCl/HNO3 etch (right column) of contact crystallites for 

increasing firing furnace set peak temperatures (top to bottom). 

Every picture shows the in-lens (left) and SE (right) image part. 

Based on [14] 
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BSG as a precipitate or defect 

site, especially when 

accumulated near the Si 

interface after diffusion of the 

B doped Si region (BRL), acts as 

seed for contact crystal 

formation enhancing the 

contact formation mechanism. 

To test this hypothesis, an 

experiment was performed, 

using a special kind of metal 

paste. If the BSG enhances the 

contact formation, it should be 

possible to allow an otherwise 

(nearly) glass free paste to 

contact the doped region. This 

would not only demonstrate 

the fact that BSG can act as a 

substitute for the otherwise 

necessary glass frit204, but 

would also give a new way of 

selective contact formation, as 

well as further control over 

contact formation. The pure Ag 

paste (AgnoG) used in this 

experiment has a very low 

glass content not capable to 

etch through SiNx:H, as a 

standard Ag paste could, but 

adhere to the surface after 

firing. Such a paste is 

commonly used for printing 

the busbars in dual-printed 

solar cells to reduce the 

contacted metallized area in favor of surface passivation, since contact forming fingers are sufficient for a 

low series resistance. Thereby, the fingers are still printed with firing-through Ag paste.  

Applying this busbar paste on the BSG and firing, a surprisingly well contact is formed with a contact 

resistivity of already <100 mΩcm2 at 850°C. While it is not yet sufficient for a solar cell, it shows, that BSG 

even allows for a paste that not even contacts on a textured n+ region205, to form a contact on a planar p+ 

region. The contact is formed comparably similar to the standard pure Ag paste, yet with the BSG acting as 

the glass bulk, etching behavior or rather Si dissolution from the interface is different. As shown in Fig. 3.28 

with 100 nm BSG beneath the busbar paste, quite deep pits and trenches are etched. In this case, just as 

before, 100 nm BSG might be too thick to allow for the desired control of contact formation mechanism. 

                                                        
204 Glass content in the paste bulk 
205 Advantageous for Ag paste contact formation considering P precipitates, pyramid tips and crystal orientation [184] 

 

Figure 3.27: SEM images of areas underneath Ag paste on 100 nm BSG 

SEM images of areas underneath Ag paste fingers after HF etch 

(left column) of the paste and 100 nm BSG layer and subsequent 

HCl/HNO3 etch (right column) of contact crystallites for 

increasing firing furnace set peak temperatures (top to bottom). 

Every picture shows the in-lens (left) and SE (right) image part. 

Based on [14] 
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In conclusion, pure Ag pastes were shown 

to contact n+ and p+ doped regions alike, 

being advantageous especially in case of p+ 

doped regions compared to  VOC reducing 

Al containing Ag/Al pastes. Applying multi-

functional layers (i.e., BSG) below the 

paste, contact formation enhancement in 

the sense of contact resistivity and crystal 

growth on the interface can be utilized. 

Such layers can even be used in principle 

to supplement the glass frit in the paste, to 

control contact formation on a microscopic 

level. 

 

Figure 3.28: SEM SE image of areas underneath AgnoG  

SEM SE image of areas underneath AgnoG paste 

fingers after HF etch of the paste and 100 nm BSG 

layer and subsequent HCl/HNO3 etch of contact 

crystallites for 850°C firing furnace set peak 

temperature. Based on [14] 
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4 Solar Cell Implementation 
The final section deals with the implementation of the various effects, methods/techniques and ‘objects’, 

such as CVD layers into solar cell designs and types. Application of a singularly studied and developed 

process step into the sequence and the subsequent interactions206 can improve as much as reduce the 

performance of a device. To give a short introduction on solar cell operation and basic understanding for 

further sections, dealing with the application and optimization of new processes based on the physics 

shown so far, the fundamental physics and equations of solar cell operation will be detailed here, explicitly 

under illumination. A deeper insight into the topic can be found in [26, 199], upon which this introduction 

is based. The characteristic quantities of a solar cell introduced in the following are primarily measured 

and evaluated using IV tester setups, in this case a flasher35 system. 

A Si solar cell with its common pn-

junction occurrence is essentially a 

diode. Consequently, the voltage-

current-curve207 (IV-curve, I(V), 

Shockley’s equation [33]) is simply 

shifted by the photon current Iph 

incident on the solar cell during 

illumination (Fig. 4.1, black curve): 

I = I0∙ [exp (
q∙V

n1∙kBT
) -1] -Iph , (29) 

with n1 the ideality factor of the 1st 

diode (one diode equation), and I0 the 

sum of all recombination currents 

(boundary value for lim
V→-∞

I(V)). j0 

consequently includes i.e., the 

formerly introduced j0e.  

The thus created intercept points are 

open circuit voltage VOC for the x-axis 

and Iph equals absolute value of short 

circuit current ISC on the y-axis (RS 

>10 Ωcm2), the latter often 

normalized by area to result in short circuit current density jSC. Thereby, VOC, is given by 

VOC = 
n1∙kBT

q
∙ ln (

Iph

I0
+1)  ≈(∗)  

kBT

q
∙ ln (

(NA,D+∆n)∙∆n

ni
2

)  , (30) 

with the approximation () being valid for n1 ≈ 1 and 
Iph

I0
 ≫ 1. VOC is generally associated due to its 

dependency on I0 with recombination activity and thus passivation quality of the cell, both surface as much 

as bulk effects. VOC can further be derived by doping NA,D and excess carrier concentration densityn, 

                                                        
206 i.e., thermal history and future HT steps, diffusion of impurities, contact formation, etc. 
207 The exponential dependence of I or better j on V is determined by e- and h+ being governed by Fermi-Dirac statistics 

and as such able to be approximated by Boltzmann statistics in form of the exponential sum of electrochemical 

potentials of e- and h+ translating into V [34]. Subsequently, many solar cells (governed by this principle) can be 

described by these similar IV-characteristics, independent of absorber material or carrier extraction method [286] 

 

Figure 4.1: Schematic IV curve of an illuminated solar cell 

Schematic representation of I(V) curve of an illuminated 

solar cell. Marked are the x-axis intersection VOC (open 

circuit voltage) and y-axis intersection ISC (short circuit 

current) coinciding with the photon generated current Iph. 

At its maximum power point (MPP with Im and Vm) the 

maximum power Pm is reached on the corresponding power 

curve P(V). Recombination current I0 is only schematically 

marked, as are influences by series resistance RS and shunt 

resistance RShunt 
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similarly showing the passivation dependency. The short circuit current density jSC is accordingly reached 

in short circuit state of the solar cell, compared to VOC state, where open circuit conditions apply.  

jSC is largely determined by optical properties, such as the ratio of illuminated and absolute cell area and 

thus external (EQE) as much as internal quantum efficiency (IQE). Since jSC and subsequently IQE are not 

relevant to further investigation, it may be referred to the aforementioned publications for a deeper 

understanding of these quantities.  

The remaining degree of freedom of the IV-curve is determined by the fill factor FF 

FF = 
Vm∙Im
VOC∙ISC

 . (31) 

It describes the ratio of two rectangles (dotted in Fig. 4.1), inner and outer boundaries of the IV-curve and 

thus the squareness of the latter. The lower right corner of the inner rectangle is thereby determined by 

the maximum power point MPP with its accompanying voltage Vm and current Im. It is the trade-off between 

maximum carriers exiting the device demanding low recombination rate208 (jSC as maximum) and maximum 

voltage demanding high carrier concentrations (VOC as maximum). 

The according maximum power Pm can be found on the power curve P(V): 

Pm = VOC∙ISC∙FF . (32) 

Calculation of the ratio of extractable power Pout and input power Pin
209, the latter depending on Iph, results 

in the solar cell efficiency 

η = 
Pout

Pin

 = 
VOC∙ISC∙FF

Pin

 . 
(33) 

The IV-curve of a real solar cell is influenced by various additional factors, bringing the system to a real 

one diode IV-curve 

I = I0∙exp [
q∙(V+I∙RS)

n1∙kBT
] +

V+I∙RS

RShunt

-Iph , (34) 

with series resistance RS and shunt resistance RShunt contributions, the former decreasing FF ‘from the right’ 

by reduction of Vm and VOC and the latter ‘from below’ by reduction of |Im| (arrows in Fig. 4.1). 

RS is thereby the sum of the series resistive contributions, namely (coming from the center of the solar cell) 

the base resistance Rb, highly doped regions’ (emitter or FSF/BSF) sheet resistance RSh, contact resistivity 

C, finger resistance RF along the finger grid and as the case may be, busbar resistance RB. RShunt in 

comparison is not so clearly to be derived due to its origin from defects during fabrication of the cell (i.e., 

spiking of Al contact crystals), rather than cell design, as for RS. Nevertheless, RShunt can be derived by 

assuming a parallel resistor in the diode’s circuit.   

Further contributions of a real solar cell are often included by a second diode into a version of the former 

one diode equation 

I = AC∙ {j01∙exp [
q(V+I∙RS)

n1∙kBT
] + j

02
∙exp [

q(V+I∙RS)

n2∙kBT
]} +

V+I∙RS

RShunt

-Iph , (35) 

with n1 = 1 and n2 = 2, as well as the cell area AC. j02 describes as a parallel diode current density simplifying 

the incorporation of the occurring recombination activity in the pn-junction, with j01 remaining the 

influence by surface and bulk Si on the IV-curve. 

                                                        
208 Lower for decreasing charge carrier density and vice versa 
209 1000 W/m² at 25°C and AM 1.5g spectrum [34] 
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Only some specific influences can be factored in using these basic equations. With increasing complexity 

of solar cell design, simulations for numerically calculation, empirical equations and assumptions have to 

be made in order to realistically and still simply enough describe and characterize the solar cell. Still, within 

reason and margin of error, certain simplified equations and the thus derived quantities are being used to 

quantify and evaluate the emerging effects. j02, VOC and FF, while highly debatable as to number of 

contributing influences, are such quantities, to be used with clear context. They depend on solar cell design, 

cell properties and measurement conditions, to be considered in further sections.
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4.1 Selective Etching 

High-efficiency in solar cell designs is nowadays accomplished by various additional processing steps 

compared to common solar cell processing [34]. One such step is the formation of differently doped 

layers/areas on the bulk Si substrate in both regards, the polarity as well as the doping concentration. 

Standard applications include e.g., the formation of a selective emitter of a pn-junction or front/back surface 

field (s-FSF/s-BSF) by etched high-low-junction 

[200, 201, 202, 203] as well as lateral pn-junction 

formation for interdigitated back contact (IBC) solar 

cells [204]. Techniques to influence the doping 

concentration thereby include heat-treatment 

processes such as laser-doping [205] or multiple 

drive-in [206] to increase the concentration or 

removal processes such as laser ablation [207] or 

etching [208] to decrease the concentration. 

Common chemical etching steps210 are in this case 

rather challenging, considering their high etch rate 

and the comparably shallow layer depth of 

commonly used diffused layers of a few 100 nm to 

few µm. Therefore, most etching steps are too fast 

or not homogeneous enough to etch the surface 

anisotropically to preserve the topography like a 

pyramidal texture on solar cells. Therefore, stain-

etch solutions were developed to perform as 

emitter-etch-back (EEB) solutions optimized for a 

slow and precise etching of highly doped layers. 

EEB solutions thereby etch the surface leaving a 

porous Si layer (PorSi or PSi) as an interference 

layer in place of the former doped region surface 

(Fig. 4.2B) to be removed (selectively) by a light 

KOH based solution afterwards. The PSi 

interference layer has the advantage of changing 

visible colors with layer depth and decreasing 

porosity [209, 210, 211] in a comparatively fast 

succession making it easy to control the process by 

optical means. Similar PSi layers are used in variety 

of semiconductor applications, such as 

microelectronics. Further fabrication methods include reactive ion etching (RIE, Fig. 4.2A) and electro-

chemical etching (dual layered PSi, Fig. 4.2C), the latter able to etch multiple layers of varying porosity on 

top of each other.  

EEB solutions are, as mentioned before, based on stain-etch solutions used for controlled removal of Si 

from the Si substrate to generate different surface topography and morphology [212]. The mixture 

commonly includes hydrofluoric acid (HF) as an etchant of SiOx, an oxidizing agent like HNO3 and plain DI 

H2O to dilute the solution, reducing the etch rate. The composition thereby defines if the solution polishes 

[213], texturizes (acidic texture [214]) or forms a PSi layer on the surface. With the commercial use in the 

solar cell industry, EEB solutions are now used to selectively etch masked P emitters and form the lowly 

                                                        
210 e.g., alkaline etch [273] or acidic chemical polish [213] 

 

Figure 4.2: SEM imaging of PSi layers of different origin 

All images are sized to same scale 

A - PSi formed by reactive ion etching using 

an ICP-PECVD tool with NF3 as reactive 

gas forming F- radicals 

B - PSi formed by stain-etch solution in pure 

wet-chemical reaction 

C - PSi (dual layer) formed by electro-

chemical etching in HF/isopropanol 

solution 
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doped areas (s-FSF) between the metal contacts by removal of the upper P emitter doping profile area 

down to the end of the profile’s ‘kink’. Left on the surface, is a low recombination active, shallow and lowly 

doped layer allowing for sufficient lateral charge carrier transport between the metal contacts.  

In the same way, EEB solutions can be produced to etch B emitters. Considering, that the etching 

mechanism depends on hole recombination on the surface with the F atoms from the HF, p+ layers from B 

diffusion should even be easier to etch than n+ layers diffused from P sources. The latter need the addition 

of a hole supplier, such as HNO3 [211, 215]. Adding sodium nitrite (NaNO2) enhances and accelerates the 

formation of NOx-species to provide the necessary holes for the etching process [216, 217].  

Considering the importance of holes for the etching process, it seems like there need to be two separate 

recipes to etch B and P selectively. Yet, as will be shown, ways to simultaneously etch two different doping 

polarities and concentrations at once were found, making it possible to reduce the processing steps for the 

formation of selectively etched doped layers to a single one [138]. PSi layers of course are already used in 

other applications in semiconductor physics [208] and especially in photovoltaics [200, 218, 219]. 

Simultaneous etching and diffusion controlled pre-etch doping can even augment these already established 

applications. 

4.1.1 PSi Layer Formation Using EEB Solutions 

PSi layer formation can be done by a variety of techniques, including electrochemical211 [220], chemical 

vapor etching [221], light/laser-induced etching [222], metal-assisted etching and reactive ion etching 

[223]. Stain etching, as a plain chemical etching technique [224, 225, 226, 227, 209, 217], in contrast is 

free of any such necessary external influences such as light, temperature or current [208]. The reaction 

occurs at dim light, room temperature and free of any external potential. First experiments were done by 

Turner [212] and Archer [226] with the basic, H2O diluted solution composed of HF and HNO3. While HNO3 

in this case is essentially for n-type doped Si substrates [211, 215], it can also be used for p-type etching 

to improve etch rate and depth [227]. Since the process in the porosification regime is in principle212 self-

limiting [226, 227, 219], due to quantum confinement [228, 229, 230, 231, 232], hole transport [233] and 

fixed, local reaction centers on the growing surface [211], a broad parameter window has since been tested. 

The anisotropy of the porous etching process can similarly be explained by either the fixed local etching 

sites, of which only one is continuously etched [208, 234, 211], as well as by the more general explanation 

of the determining initial surface state [233] depending on etching regime. Etch rate and self-limiting depth 

thereby depend on the doping concentration of the etched surface [217, 235], allowing for deliberately 

diffused layers to manipulate the etching process for different areas on one substrate. Furthermore, 

additives have been utilized to change and improve certain aspects of the etching process. Sodium nitrite 

(NaNO2) can be added as a substitute for e.g., HNO3 to provide the necessary charge carriers by producing 

nitrous oxides [216, 217, 224], as well as thereby reducing the incubation time [225, 224, 235] often 

encountered with stain etch solutions depending on substrate doping polarity and concentration. The 

incubation time is due to slow generation of nitrous oxides from e.g., HNO3. Stain etch solutions are often 

described as comparatively stable concerning etching of different substrate doping polarity and 

concentration samples [208], yet this depends largely on solution composition213 and external conditions. 

The homogeneity of the etch result on the total area depends on the continuously undisturbed process in 

the local centers [208]. H2 bubble formation [236, 235], generation of a concentration gradient in the 

solution over time and change in temperature due to the exothermic reaction can be challenging on a 

larger scale. Therefore, etching of large area substrates214 in batches is a process with many complicating 

                                                        
211 i.e., anodic etching 
212 Not as well as in case of anodic etching 
213 i.e., additives 
214 i.e., 6” wafers in semiconductor industry 
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external conditions that need to be addressed when optimizing a controlled process for industrial scale.  

PSi layers typically form long pores perpendicular to the surface between single crystalline Si pillars, with 

a higher porosity of the (amorphous) layer near the surface [237]. The latter fact leads to a continuous loss 

of Si at a lower rate compared to the etching into the bulk substrate. Considering the structure of the PSi 

layer, the formation mechanism of the same has to be directly linked to the developing morphology. Due 

to the localized nature of the etching process, the physics behind it are not yet fully understood. Various 

models and theories [216, 233, 215, 212, 226, 208, 237, 238, 239, 240] of how the process works have been 

developed over the years. Some are very specific for certain mixtures of the solution and additives in it. 

The most commonly accepted mechanism is the already mentioned theory of local reaction centers/sites 

of an anode on the Si substrate surface dissolving the Si atoms and a cathode in the solution near the 

surface providing external holes as 

positive charge carriers in case of a 

lack in the bulk Si by Turner [212] in 

1960. Since then the subject has 

been studied and the theory been 

extended [208, 238, 239, 240]. The 

reaction is supposed to be 

electrochemical in nature 

considering the similarities to 

anodic etching by external currents 

[234, 211]. In case of a sufficiently 

high hole supply generation from 

the bulk Si215, the reaction already 

progresses at a comparatively high 

rate without the addition of an 

oxidant/hole-supplier like HNO3 or 

NaNO2. On a longer timescale, this is 

also valid for general Si substrates, 

due to the band structure on the 

surface.  

The proposed simplified reaction for 

the anode reads as follows [212, 208]: 

Si+2H2O+mh+ → SiO2+4H++(4-m)e- , (36) 

SiO2+6HF → H2SiF6+2H2O . (37) 

For the cathode: 

HNO3+3H+ → NO+2H2O+3h+ . (38) 

Overall: 

3Si+4HNO3+18HF→ 3H2SiF6+4NO+8H2O+3(4-m)h++3(4-m)e- . (39) 

As mentioned, these reactions are not detailed enough to describe every step of the complex reaction, still 

unfolding at such a high rate [233, 215]. Furthermore, the reaction depends on the solution composition, 

in this case being the original diluted mixture of HF and HNO3. The overall reaction is schematically 

depicted in Fig. 4.3. Depending on HNO3 and/or NaNO2 content, the hole generation reaction in the upper 

                                                        
215 i.e., p+ doping 

 

Figure 4.3: Schematic reaction process of HF:(HNO3):H2O solutions 

Schematic reaction process during stain etch of 

HF:(HNO3):H2O solutions. The separation into two local 

reaction sites (anodic and cathodic) is based on the theory 

of Turner [212]. In case of NaNO2 as an additive the hole 

generation reaction in the upper right corner is an additional 

hole supply for the anodic reaction (based on [216, 217, 224]) 
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right corner of Fig. 4.3 can be part of the overall hole generation process. NaNO2 is thereby assumed to 

dissociate in various substeps generating at least one hole per source molecule [216, 217, 224]. The amount 

of holes coming from the bulk Si (dashed line in Fig. 4.3) depends thereby on hole supply on the surface 

i.e., mainly from the etch solution.  

A competing reaction was proposed by Gerischer [241] in 1968. The principle is in general the same. The 

reaction is based on an electrochemical process of a hole generation from an external or substrate internal 

source supplied to a surface Si atom [242, 233]. The anodic reaction is completed by detached F- ions from 

the aqueous HF bonding to the Si surface atom forming HSiF2(a) to be dissolved into the liquid: 

Si+2HF+h+ → HSiF2(a)+H++e- . (40) 

This step of di-valent Si compound generation leads to a thin layer in the solution on top of the surface 

[243, 244]. Without an oxidation step, the Si is etched from the surface and similarly to the Turner reaction 

stable H2SiF6 is formed with the overall reaction equation being [233]: 

Si+6HF+h+ → H2SiF6+2H++H2+e- . (41) 

Analogous to eqs. (36)-(39), eqs. (40) and (41) do not depict all the possible sub steps or different alternative 

sub-paths of the reaction (i.e., current doubling or quadrupling [233]). Schematically, the reaction is 

depicted in Fig. 4.4.  

In either reaction path of Turner or Gerischer, the PSi layer is only formed under certain conditions 

depending primarily on solution composition and ambient conditions. Considering the hole supply being 

critical for both mechanisms, it is reasonable to assume the generation and/or transport of holes to the 

primary etching sites to be the limiting factor. As mentioned in the Turner case, the sites have to be fixed 

on the surface in the initial state, resulting in lateral compensation currents of charge carriers [208, 211]. 

In case of the Gerischer mechanism bent fields on the surface [243, 244] stemming from a band gap 

widening and resulting carrier collection near the surface are assumed to be responsible [228]. Quantum 

confinement in the lower regions of the pores due to the lateral dimensions of the forming porous structure 

is expected to be the main effect 

driving the isotropic reaction into 

the bulk of the Si [228, 229, 230, 

231, 232, 245].  

Considering the difference in 

etching behavior i.e., rate and depth 

depending on ratio of the etch 

solution components, for different 

doping polarity and concentration, 

as described before, controlling the 

initial surface doping concentration, 

as well as the non-constant doping 

profile, if existing, is crucial. These 

properties largely depend on the 

diffusion, e.g., deposition parameters 

and/or remaining layer properties. 

By using differently doped regions 

on a single substrate, commonly 

different solutions have to be used 

sequentially to etch one layer after 

 

Figure 4.4: Schematic reaction process of HF:H2O solutions 

Schematic reaction process during stain etch of HF:H2O 

solutions. HF is directly dissociated and F- ions bond to 

surface Si atoms and detach as HSiF2 groups [233]. As a 

secondary reaction H2SiF6 is formed in solution. The 

necessary holes for the primary, anodic reaction are supplied 

by either the bulk, surface states or external sources in the 

solution (i.e., NaNO2) 
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the other, while not-to-be-etched layers are masked by a structured etch-resistant material216 each time. 

Utilization of doping sources as such barrier layers or at least to delay the etching process for a certain 

amount of time, is controllable if e.g., CVD layers are used as doping sources, being adjustable to different 

needs.  In case of CVD layers, co-diffusion as a way to diffuse differently doped layers simultaneously in 

one diffusion step is a newer but slowly introduced process step in semiconductor material processing. 

Therefore, doping layers can be utilized as (etch time dependent) barrier layers in etching step(s). 

Nevertheless, after co-diffusion the differently doped regions are as-diffused on the single substrate, 

warranting a single etching step to reduce processing steps in a similar way. All relevant aspects of 

simultaneous etching of doped regions, such as etch solution composition, doping concentration influence 

and crystal orientation of surfaces, are presented in the following sections using standard doped 

layers/regions on standard Si material.  

4.1.2 Fundamental Etching Properties of EEB Solutions 

For the general experiments n-type and p-type (100)- or (111)-oriented Cz-Si substrates with 2 Ωcm and 

3 Ωcm base resistivity, respectively, were processed. All wafers were saw-damage etched in a KOH solution, 

chemically polished in a HF:HNO3:CH3COOH solution or texturized in an alkaline texturization solution. 

After a standard cleaning step in a Piranha solution and HF dip all wafers were diffused in a tube diffusion 

furnace. POCl3 diffusions were carried out on p-type material and BBr3 diffusions on n-type material. By 

variation of diffusion parameters, differently highly doped and deep emitter layers were diffused on both 

sides. Asymmetrical samples with B and P doped regions on either side of the n-type Cz-Si substrate were 

deposited with CVD doping glasses and co-diffused in N2 atmosphere. Subsequent removal of the doped 

glasses (PSG and BSG, respectively) on some samples was carried out by etch in 2-25%vol. concentrated HF.

  

Stain etching by various solution compositions of different samples in a simultaneous etch step was 

performed at room temperature, dim light conditions and without external current sources. All samples 

                                                        
216 e.g., dielectric layers, inks, spin-on liquids or pastes 

 

Figure 4.5: Doping profiles of B and P emitters 

A - B doping profiles of BRL (B1 & B2), lowly depleted (B3) and depleted surface displaying emitters in 

dependence of depth in Si substrate 

B - P doping profiles of emitters in dependence of depth in Si substrate 
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were measured by 4PP to determine sheet resistance RSh. To measure the emitter doping profile in the as-

diffused and as-etched state, ECV was used.  

To demonstrate the simultaneous etching properties, separately diffused doped layers on different 

substrates were used to determine the necessary properties independently. Nevertheless, similar doping 

profiles with all necessary/possible properties of co-diffused doped layers were formed to allow for a 

comparison to the same. Fig. 4.5 shows the B and P doping profiles from gas diffusion sources in the initial 

state before etching. Relevant properties include the surface and the maximum doping concentration, as 

well as doping layer depth and profile form. In case of B profiles, a B-rich layer (BRL) on the profile 

beginning, a depleted surface up to or the maximum doping concentration on the surface is similarly 

relevant. Such doping profile characteristics can be affected by diffusion or in case of CVD layers by 

deposition parameters. In case of the P and B doping profiles in Fig. 4.5 diffused by gaseous tube diffusion 

processes, the depth is mainly driven by time, less by temperature and glass dopant concentration. Which 

in turn is mainly affected by gas flow rates and oxide growth. Similarly affected are the surface 

concentration and surface near doping profile shape. In theory, two mechanisms compete to control the 

surface concentration within the Si substrate. Oxide growth into the wafer and the solubility of dopants in 

the glass combined with the specific diffusion coefficient lead to a surface depletion. High temperatures 

and high dopant concentration in the doping source, i.e., glass lead to a higher surface concentration - even 

up to a highly recombination active BRL. The latter and any high surface concentration can simply be 

removed or changed by a subsequent oxidation and re-diffusion step. A re-solving of dopants in the glass 

is similarly possible. While BRL formation may lead to a higher recombination activity - as comparable to 

the dead-layer in case of inactive P precipitates on P emitter profile surfaces - its removal after diffusion 

by wet-chemical processes is similarly possible.  

Applying an EEB process step to the corresponding doped regions (e.g., emitters), the result would be a 

doped region where the former surface has effectively217 been shifted into the substrate. On the surface, 

the porous layer may remain, but since it is hardly to be passivated, it is usually removed using a KOH 

                                                        
217 The original surface still persists, but due to the porosity, doping has decreased. If the porous layer is etched away, 

the resulting doping profile is thus further reduced 

 

Figure 4.6: Sheet resistance curves of B and P emitters 

A - RSh curves of B doping profiles (Fig. 4.5) depending on etch depth by e.g., EEB solutions  

B - RSh curves of P doping profiles (Fig. 4.5) depending on etch depth by e.g., EEB solutions 
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solution. The so etched-back doped region exhibits a higher sheet resistance, due to the removal of dopants 

within the etched Si material. To extract the sheet resistance values from the ECV measured doping profile 

data, a theoretical model for B and P doped region218 by solid state diffusion [246, 247, 248] was used as 

the basis for the simulation of doping profiles. Fitting the doping profiles to the ECV data yields the specific 

profile parametrization. By integration of the weighed profile for remaining depth219 the sheet resistance 

of the remaining profile, shifted by the respective depth is obtained [249, 250]. Descriptively, the 

parameterized profile is cut step by step from the front and the thus remaining profile is used to determine 

RSh in dependence of depth x.  

Sheet resistance is derived from dopant concentration CD(x) and elemental charge q [251] by   

RSh = 1/ ∫ q ∙ μ(CD(x)) ∙ CD(x) dx  . (42) 

The mobility µ(CD(x)) is thereby specified dependent on CD(x) and model parameters from Tab. 4.1 [249] as 

μ(CD(x)) = μ
min

 + 
μ

max
 - μ

min

1 + (
CD(x)
CDr1

)
α  - 

μ
l

1 + (
CDr2

CD(x)
)
β

 . 
(43) 

Table 4.1: Model parameters for determination of mobility µ(CD(x)) for B and P doping. From [249] 

Parameter B P Unit 

µmax 470.5 1414.0 [cm2V-1s-1] 

µmin 44.9 68.5 [cm2V-1s-1] 

µl 29.0 56.1 [cm2V-1s-1] 

CDr1 2.23·1017 9.20·1016 [cm-3] 

CDr2 6.10·1020 3.41·1020 [cm-3] 
a 0.72 0.71 [-] 
b 2.00 1.98 [-] 

In Fig. 4.6 the determined sheet resistance depending on etch depth are shown for all doped regions of 

Fig. 4.5. While the sheet resistance values increase with the same form for the P doped regions in the left 

image B of Fig. 4.5, the B regions - due to their difference in surface concentration profiles - overlap 

displaying different slope values to each other and the P doped regions. Etching of differently doped regions 

in one EEB solution already suggests different results, notwithstanding initial latency and doping 

dependent etch rate. 

Commonly used EEB solutions contain comparably higher amounts of HNO3 and for activation purposes 

NaNO2, to generate NOx based species. As mentioned above, the generation of positive charge carriers near 

the surface allows for the process not only to be possible but to be controlled. Applying the same solutions 

to a B doped surface, already injecting enough holes into the process simply speeds it up - always 

depending on surface doping concentration. This leads to a near constant etching rate during the typical B 

doping plateau. As with P doped regions, the effect thus is self-limiting or at least self-reducing, if a positive 

charge carrier source is not or is still present in distinct quantity, respectively. Fig. 4.7 shows the etch depth 

of the etch duration of two different B doped layers. If Fig. 4.5 is recalled (also depicted in inset of Fig. 4.7), 

emitter B4 had a higher surface concentration compared to emitter B5, the latter showing a depletion zone 

instead.  

                                                        
218 Only electrically active dopants are considered in the model 
219 Profiles are integrated from end depth backwards to the targeted depth 
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Etched with two different EEB 

solutions, where S0 is a typical 

EEB solution used to etch P 

doped regions and S1 the same 

composition, but with added 

NaNO2 content. Given a highly 

enough doped layer - such as B4 

- the etching process starts even 

without an incubation period or 

additional NaNO2, as in S0. This 

can be seen by the linear fit for 

the open symbols in Fig. 4.7. 

The overall constant etching 

rate will persist throughout a 

sufficiently high doping 

concentration above ~11019 cm-

3. Adding NaNO2 to the solution 

to end up with S1, B4 displays 

an initially higher etching rate 

(depicted by the dotted black 

line in the first 10 s) that settles 

to about twice the etching rate of S0 before. The influence of surface doping thus is still visible, but the 

overall etching rate is now mainly dependent on NaNO2 content. Given a depleted surface doping profile, 

like B5, this effect cannot be seen. Instead, the initial etching rate is lower than the latter one at higher 

doping density. Therefore, the NaNO2 influence is dependent on overall doping concentration. Especially 

in case of lower doping concentrations. Nevertheless, NaNO2 enhances the etching rate and omits - even 

in case of B5 - an incubation time.  

To illustrate the dependence of the NaNO2 influence on the other solutions contents and their 

concentration, two B (B1 & 2) and two P (P1 & 2) doped emitters were etched using four different etch 

solutions (S0 & S9-11). The results are depicted in Fig. 4.8 A for the initial NaNO2 free solutions (filled 

symbols) and the etch rates after NaNO2 addition (open symbols). The initial solutions were all activated in 

a pre-activation step of 2 h using a highly doped Si substrate. It allows NOx species to form. In case of the 

standard solution S0 this leads to acceptable etch rates of 0.1-0.2 nm/s. In this case, the high doping 

concentration of the P doped emitters in tandem with the high HNO3 content of ~19% leads to the higher 

positive carrier concentration and subsequent etch rate. The B emitter B1 instead shows a BRL at the surface 

leading to a lower initial etch rate decreasing the average etch rate.   

In the next three EEB solutions, the HNO3 content was gradually decreased to zero, while the HF content 

was increased to a stable level of ~12%. The reduced HNO3 percentage in S9-11 leads to a distinct drop in 

etch rate and a further decrease being linear with remaining HNO3 content. As expected, it reaches zero for 

the B emitters if no HNO3 is present to generate NOx species. In comparison, the P doped layers are still 

etched at a slightly higher rate.  

Adding NaNO2 to the HF-heavy solutions S9-S11 supplies the necessary positive charge carriers to increase 

the etch rate to 0.1-0.3 nm/s. It has to be pointed out, that the amount of added NaNO2 is not equal but 

proportional to the decrease in HNO3 compared to S0 to achieve a constant offset to the non-NaNO2-

containing solutions. Again, the influence of NaNO2 is dependent on HNO3 content.  

Interestingly enough, solution S11 already shows the ability to change the since then dominantly higher 

 

Figure 4.7: Etching behavior of B emitters using standard EEB solutions 

Displayed is the etch depth depending on etch duration for two 

of the emitters of Fig. 4.5 (displayed in inset) etched by two 

standard EEB solutions S0 and S1, the latter with added NaNO2 

content. Solid lines are linear fits to the measured data 
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etching rate of P doped layers. In case of lack of HNO3 the supply of positive carriers on the B doped surface 

now determines the etch rate enhancement by NaNO2 (open circle and down-pointing triangle in 

comparison to left-pointing triangle).  

The question arises, as to under which circumstances or rather concentrations either B or P doped regions 

are etched primarily/pre-dominantly. Since etching rate, due to changes in doping concentration and 

surface doping effects (see sections above), can change over time and vary commonly between 0-4 nm/s, 

etch duration has to be taken into account, when comparing etch solutions on differently doped layers. To 

allow for controlled and homogeneous etching results on a standard 6” substrate, etching rates around 

1.0 nm/s are desired. To increase etching rates adding HNO3 leads to the formerly observed result, if S12/13 

and S14 are compared in Fig. 4.8 B. Etching rate after 30 compared to 60 s is marginally higher for the P 

doped regions. Increasing NaNO2 by a factor 6 and 12 leads to etching rates up to 3.5 nm/s. This time, the 

dependence on etch duration or rather the non-constancy of the etch rate is clearly visible for S15 and S16. 

Surface doping determines the etch behavior, allowing B doped regions to be etched faster, again. 

Combining the so far known effects, a new standard solution for primarily B doped region etching can be 

formulated. Removing HNO3 in the solution and increasing HF content in combination with a comparably 

higher NaNO2 content should lead to such an EEB solution. Fig. 4.8C shows HNO3-free solutions with 

varying HF and NaNO2 content. Etch rates are lower due to the missing HNO3, but well within a stable 

etching result range. Etch rate decrease with etch duration, as can be seen for S17, does not lead to a 

 

Figure 4.8: Etching behavior of B & P doped regions in various EEB solutions I 

Displayed is the etch rate depending on etch solution for four of the emitters of Fig. 4.5. Dotted lines 

are guides to the eye. Etch solution composition in description 
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change in primary etch behavior. The B emitter is constantly etched faster. Comparing S18-20, a further 

increase in average etch rate can be achieved with higher HF content at lower NaNO2 content.  

In most cases, the doping sources, e.g., glasses, inks or dielectrics, deposited on the substrate remain after 

diffusion. Removal before EEB is usually performed using HF. Depending on doping source etch rate in HF, 

HF concentration needs to be adjusted to remove the doping source without simultaneous porosification 

of the underlying doped layer occurring. Since etch rate as well as doping source layer thickness can vary 

over the substrate surface region, inhomogeneity in etch depth can occur otherwise. In case of EEB solutions 

with high HF content, this can be avoided when directly etching the source and substrate. This can even be 

used to allow for an initial etch delay intentionally designed to generate an offset for differently doped 

regions, i.e., P and B doped layers. This delay can be controlled by the source parameters, e.g., thickness, 

density or dopant concentration, or by the EEB solution contents’ concentrations. Impact of the latter is 

depicted in Fig. 4.9A. If the S1 solution with 2.1% HF is used, there is no significant initial etch rate, since 

the BSG on top of the substrate is to be etched at higher HF concentrations. Using pure 2% HF as a pre-

etch solution, it needs nearly 10 min to remove the BSG before an etch rate of 1.2 nm/s can be determined 

for the S1 solution. Yet, 10 min directly in the S1 solution leads to the aforementioned inhomogeneity in 

etch depth across the surface. Increasing the HF content to 25%, as in typical EEB solutions for B doped 

regions, the BSG layer is etched away nearly instantly. The average S1 etch rate increases to over 1.7 nm/s. 

The increase with pre-etch time in 25% HF can be attributed to the etching of the doped layer in pure HF, 

which in itself is nothing more, than another EEB solution favorable for B doped layers.  

 

Figure 4.9: Etching behavior of B & P doped regions in various EEB solutions II 

Displayed is the etch rate depending on etch solution for five of the emitters of Fig. 4.5. Etch solution 

composition in description 
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HNO3-free EEB solutions with NaNO2 show a linear etch rate dependency on NaNO2 content, as etch results 

solutions S5-S8 in Fig. 4.9B depict. Above a certain HF content threshold, in this case about 20% HF, the 

etch rate is independent of HF content for a majority of doped layers. The distinct etch rate increase 

depends on doping concentration and is higher for increased surface doping concentration. Both effects 

can be attributed to the local nature of the etching process detailed above. More HF does not lead to a 

higher etching rate, if the surface is already saturated. The limiting factor in this case being again the 

positive charge carriers supplied by NOx species generation. Below the threshold (compare S4 with 11% 

HF, open symbols in Fig. 4.9B), the etching rate is dependent on HF content and therefore lower. 

Fig. 4.9C illustrates the HNO3 dependency (S2-4), which supersedes the NaNO2 influence, for the etch rate 

increases with increasing HNO3 but decreasing NaNO2 content. A decrease in HF content from 11.1 to 2.1% 

(S2 to S1, filled symbols) on the other hand can be compensated by NaNO2 addition (S1, half-filled symbols). 

In conclusion, theoretical dependencies of EEB solutions and their components were shown to be partly as 

expected. HNO3 and NaNO2 increase etching rate due to NOx species concentrations. The latter allowing 

etching even in pure HF solutions, which is favorable for B doped region etch-back. Additional 

dependencies i.e., on doping and due to surface layers, arose, showing the complexity, but also possibilities 

to apply the EEB solutions to different semiconductor process sequences. Particularly concerning 

simultaneous etching of differently doped regions, EEB solution variety may allow for new processes in 

high-efficiency solar cell processing. 
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4.1.3 Application of Simultaneous EEB Step for PERT Solar Cell Concepts 

In solar cell processing the discussed results can be applied fairly easily. Given that most parameters can 

be varied independently, diffusion of suitable as-diffused doping profiles for a given or rather chosen EEB 

solution even in combination with the remainder of doping sources on the Si material, is favorable. High-

efficiency solar cell applications often use selectively doped structures/regions, for which EEB solutions 

are intended. In case of applying EEB in form of a simultaneous etching step of two differently doped 

regions (doping concentration and/or polarity), two selectively doped regions could be created in one 

process step. This obviously makes process steps like masking and mask removal obsolete, while creating 

up to twice the existing differently doped regions. Different in this context does not only mean p- and n-

type (polarity), but can also mean differently highly doped surfaces or rather profiles. After EEB at the latest, 

the doped regions will be differently doped.  

Taking a PERT (Passivated Emitter and Rear Totally diffused) Si solar cell structure as an example, adding 

two selectively doped layers to the front and back, the expected efficiency will rise. In this case, the solar 

cell is a bifacial220 design, with Ag contact grids on both sides. Independent of junction location (front- or 

back-junction) and substrate base polarity (p- or n-type Si), the Si substrate is diffused with e.g., P on one 

and B on the other side (Fig. 4.11A). Removal of doping sources in a suitable wet-chemical step, i.e., HF 

(Fig. 4.11B), is dependent on EEB etching solution. Masking both sides with an etch-resist material in the 

final contact grid pattern, to prevent etching the as-diffused and highly doped region in the subsequent 

EEB step (Fig. 4.11C), allows keeping the desired properties of the as-diffused profiles for the contact 

formation (see sections below). As a result, after stripping the PSi layers and the etch mask (Fig. 4.11D), 

selectively doped regions on both sides are formed.  

As a proof of concept, a B (Fig. 4.10A, grey solid line) and a P doped layer (Fig. 4.10B, grey solid line) were 

diffused on a 6 Ωcm, 160 µm thick n-type Cz-Si base substrate with 50.9 and 31.4 Ω/sq by four-point-probe 

                                                        
220 Mono-facial solar cells collect light from only one side, while bifacial types can be illuminated from both sides 

 

Figure 4.10: Simultaneously etched-back B and P doped regions 

A - B doping profile depending on depth (grey, solid line) and etched-back profile (black, dashed line) 

including 4PP and ECV sheet resistance values 

B - P doping profile depending on depth (grey, solid line) and etched-back profile (black, dashed line) 

including 4PP and ECV sheet resistance values 
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measurement (4PP), 

respectively221.  

Both as-diffused doping profiles 

are optimized for contact 

formation with screen-printed 

metal pastes. To achieve the 

desired reduction in 

recombination activity and light 

absorption, the doped layers 

need to be etched back. 

Considering the B doped region 

on the n-type base will be the 

(selective) emitter and the P 

doped region a selective front-

/back-surface field (s-FSF/s-

BSF), suitable values for the 

etched back regions have to be 

chosen and subsequently reached. For a P doped s-FSF/s-BSF, simulations show a range of about 160-

220 Ω/sq in the selectively etched back regions to be sufficient for shielding of the base. B emitters are 

rarely selectively etched. In this case, the whole emitter is etched back homogeneously to remove the BRL 

and the immediate surface region thereafter. Emitters need to allow for sufficient lateral transport of charge 

carriers as well as contact formation with metal pastes. Since B emitters are deeper and more Gaussian 

formed, they allow homogeneously doped emitters to fulfill these necessary requirements. In this case, a 

doped layer of 70-90 Ω/sq was targeted to do just that.  

An EEB solution was chosen to etch back both as-diffused profiles to the desired depth or rather sheet 

resistance. A 5 min etching step with a etch rate of 0.5 and 0.3 nm/s for B and P doped regions was 

performed, respectively. The resulting as-etched profiles are depicted as black dashed-lines in Fig. 4.10A 

and B with the resulting sheet resistance values of 76.1 and 210.2 Ω/sq. Again the 4PP value of the P doped 

region has to be corrected accounting for the current flow through the base. The resulting 0.5 µm of emitter 

depth in this case are sufficient for metal paste contact formation. 

4.1.4 Impact of Crystal Orientation of Substrate Surfaces on EEB Steps  

Solar cells, especially bifacial ones, have textured surfaces. In case of monocrystalline Si substrates, i.e., Cz-

Si, the substrates undergo an alkaline texture step forming a pyramidal surface topography to enhance 

light trapping and reduce reflection. Alkaline texture on commonly (100)-oriented Si substrates leads to 

(111)-oriented pyramid surfaces. Application of EEB processing for solar cells therefore suggests 

investigating etching behavior changes due to change in crystal orientation of the etch exposed surface. 

                                                        
221 Given the nature of 4PP measurement of n++ doped regions (P doped layer) on a n-type substrate to measure the 

resistivity in parallel current paths, a lower sheet resistance value of 29.0 Ω/sq is measured. ECV measurement on 

the other hand measures the electrically active doping concentration resulting in a more accurate 36.1 Ω/sq value. 

Nevertheless, the inactive doping concentration (dead-layer; refer to section 1.1.2) is not measured and unlikely to 

contribute to the EEB process in a supporting way, yet a change in basic Si etching with less impact on overall etch 

rate is to be expected. In case of B doped region, the ECV measurement is affected by the BRL (refer to section 1.1.2), 

changing the etch rate of the solution in the ECV tool. Calibrated for crystalline Si substrates, the partially disrupted 

structure of the BRL causes a higher etch rate and a subsequent overestimation in sheet resistance value of 

39.2 Ω/sq for ECV measurements. Considering the BRL to be highly recombination active, the electrically active 

dopants do not contribute to the effective sheet resistance. Therefore, the BRL is omitted from ECV sheet resistance 

calculation resulting in 47.2 Ω/sq, close to the 4PP value 

 

Figure 4.11: Schematic simultaneous EEB process for PERT solar cells 

A - Asymmetric diffused, front-junction PERT solar cell cross-

section with n-type base, diffused layers and doping sources 

(here: glasses) 

B - Removal of glasses in HF solution prior to mask application 

(here: selective on both sides), both on front- and backside 

C - EEB step forming PSi layers in-between masked areas on 

front- and backside 

D - Removal of PSi layers in KOH solution on front- and 

backside, forming the desired selective structure of p+/p++ 

and n+/n++ regions, respectively 
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To allow for a direct comparison without increased surface area222 due to texturization, (100)- and 

(111)-oriented substrates were chemically polished, resulting in samples of both desired crystal 

orientations on same size planar surfaces. Again, B and P doped layers were diffused on n- and p-type Cz-

Si substrates for each crystal orientation, respectively. ECV measurements to determine the doping profiles 

were carried out on both (100)- and (111)-oriented substrates for both doped regions (Fig. 4.12A). Due to a 

difference in etching rate for ECV measurement in (111)-direction, the doping profiles of the (111)-oriented 

samples were corrected in etch rate223 to match their 4PP measured sheet resistance value. Accordingly, 

the corrected profiles show a distinct lower doping depth but higher surface concentration in case of P and 

a deeper BRL in case of B doping. This leads to the corresponding sheet resistance curves depending on 

etch depth in Fig. 4.12C. The (111)-oriented samples reach higher values at lower etch depth. Etch rate and 

subsequent depth will be lower considering the influence of doping on both. Nevertheless, the initial rate 

should be higher, due to a higher surface doping concentration in case of (111)-orientation.  

Displayed in Fig. 4.12B are the etch rate (filled symbols, left axis) and the etch depth (open symbols, right 

axis) for two EEB solutions with different content concentrations (S16 and S17, respectively). Yet, the 

overall etching behavior is similar. B doped layers are etched faster with these EEB solutions as shown 

before. However, in both cases the (100)-oriented surfaces are etched faster and deeper. Showing the final 

etch depth to be inside the highly doped surface region, the higher surface doping of the (111)-oriented 

                                                        
222 By roughly a factor of 1.4-1.5 for a standard alkaline texture resulting in random pyramid topography 
223 This correction impacts height, depth and shape of the as-measured doping profile 

 

Figure 4.12: Simultaneously etched-back B and P doped regions 

A - B and P doping profiles depending on depth and crystalline orientation 

B - Corresponding etch rates and depths for EEB solutions S16 and S17, respectively 

C - Sheet resistance for B and P doping profiles of graph A 

D - Crystal structure for (111)- and (100)-oriented Si 
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samples, as expected considering earlier experiments with the same EEB solutions, does not compensate 

for the lower etch rate due to crystal structure. The impact of crystal orientation is limiting. 

Fig. 4.12D illustrates the Si structure with atoms (spheres) and main bonds (lines) for (100)- and 

(111)-orientation of the Si crystal.  

The (100) plane exhibits the lowest atomic density, yet the highest surface energy, due to the highest 

surface bond density (not counting in-plane bonds). The (111) in contrast shows the highest atomic density 

due to an atomic double plane and thus a factor of 2.3 compared to (100), although with the lowest surface 

energy of all planes by a factor of 1.7 compared to (100). The reason is a reduction in bond density of (111) 

by a factor of 1.7 in comparison [252].  

Since the EEB process is mainly limited by the number of atoms etched in a certain time, the factor 2.3 in 

atomic density is limiting the process more than the 1.7 reduced bond density might allow for a higher etch 

rate. Therefore, etching of (111)-oriented surfaces needs to be accounted for in simultaneous EEB etching 

processes, especially when the differently doped regions of the substrate show differently crystal-oriented 

surfaces as well.  

In conclusion, simultaneous etching of differently doped regions - whether difference in polarity or doping 

concentration - is possible and feasible for solar cell applications. Freedom of adjustment is given in a 

variety of properties, such as deposition, diffusion or etching solution. Even etch delays using remaining 

doping sources or highly doped surface layers (dead-layer or BRL) can be made possible. Crystal orientation, 

doping concentration, profile trend and composition impact the EEB etch rate, allowing for different 

primary etch behavior on B or P doped regions, if adjusted accordingly. 
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4.2 Emitter Layer 

To evaluate CVD doping layer diffused emitters, various solar cell concepts are possible to choose from. 

Given the current trends in industry, two major cell concepts are favored to be further developed in research 

to allow for low-cost approaches. While PERC (Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell) concepts are already in 

mass-market production [253] and compete with the long lasting Al-BSF solar cell concept [254], PERT 

(Passivated Emitter and Rear Totally diffused) solar cell concepts are just beginning to enter the industrial 

market. Both, PERC as well as PERT concepts would benefit from a leaner CVD based process with multi-

functional layers. With a co-diffusion step essentially all doped regions are possible to be diffused in a 

single process step224. In case of PERC (Fig. 4.13A) only one diffused layer is necessary, forming the n+-Si 

region on the front side. For a higher efficient cell type, a selective emitter based on an n+/n++ region pattern 

might be chosen. Passivation of the front side varies between pure SiNx:H ARC layers and stacks with a thin 

(~5 nm) intermediate SiOx layer. Standard contact formation is a screen printing step with pure firing-

through Ag paste for the n-electrode. The rear side is formed by the passivated (AlOx/SiNx:H stack) base 

material, usually p-type Si for common PERC concept, LCO225 (Local Contact Opening) treated and full-area 

metallized with non-firing through Al paste, forming a local back-surface-field (l-BSF), a p+ region formed 

by an Al/Si layer [255, 256], passivating the p-electrode with a high-low junction. In case of an aligned 

finger grid print of the rear Al paste to the LCO structure, a PERC+ [257] called bifacial variation with a 

textured rear side is the result (Fig. 4.13B).  If an n-type base is chosen for the same architecture, the 

resulting cell structure would become a Phos-Top cell [258] with a P doped selective front-surface-field (s-

FSF) and a (local) Al emitter on the rear.  

PERT cell designs are based on the same basic design of the PERx family with the addition of a doped rear 

side. Essentially any base material can be inserted into such a PERx family cell design, yet for highest 

efficiency, n-type Si base material is commonly used [34, 49]. In case of a mono-facial PERT cell, the base 

material and n+/p+-Si region diffusion on front and back define the type of cell. If n-type Si is chosen, an 

n+/n++ region on the front similar to PERC would become a s-FSF and the added p+ region a B emitter layer. 

Fig. 4.13C illustrates the cross-section of such a concept with an LCO of the rear and to preserve the B 

emitter in the LCO areas coated with PV-deposited Al. The same structure can be realized with a textured 

rear (Fig. 4.13D). Yet, commonly the textured rear is applied in case of bi-facial concepts (Fig. 4.13E). Similar 

bi-facial cell structures can be realized using screen-printed firing-through Ag/Al paste (Fig. 4.13F).  

In comparison to PERC, PERT design is a trade-of between a higher recombination active second full-area 

                                                        
224 Refer to section 1.1.2 
225 Refer to section 4.4 

 

Figure 4.13: PERx family solar cell concept examples 

Detailed description for each cell concept’s cross-section in accompanying text 
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highly doped layer and the added lateral conductivity, theoretically leading to higher efficiencies if the 

higher standards of passivation are met [34, 32].  

The choice of film to form the emitter will be chosen as CVD BSG, indirectly determining the base substrate 

to be n-type doped Si, doped by P. Since P has a smaller segregation coefficient than B and thus is farther 

from 1 as the balance between liquid and solid phase, leading to a higher doping gradient along the 

crystallized ingot, B doped p-type Si was largely in favor for solar cell production226. Consequently, the 

discussion, whether to use p- or n-type Si base material for a solar cell persists for a long time. In the end, 

the choice is mostly that of costs, with n-type being more expensive to produce and accordingly best used 

in high-efficiency solar cell concepts to profit from the higher material performance. From a scientific 

stand-point, the latter is not so clear, as should be stated. Minority carriers in p-type Si display a three times 

higher conductivity than n-type Si at the same base doping. However, base doping is not equally 

proportional to dopant concentration for p- and n-type Si [259]. Yet, dopant concentration is the relevant 

quantity for solar cell performance. Consequently n-type Si displays the higher effective lifetime at a fixed 

dopant level [49], due to a lower Auger limit of the effective lifetime [260]. Now both suffer from their 

share of degradation effects227 and susceptibility to recombination active impurities228 on solar cell level. 

The latter mainly being transition metals, impacting recombination of electrons229 stronger than holes due 

a higher capture cross-section [261]. Nevertheless, with advancing ingot growth, substrate wafering and 

solar cell processing, impurities are reduced, detrimental processes omitted or compensated230 and process 

range for varying substrate properties expanded. The latter e.g., allows for n-type Si substrates to be 

comparably high-ohmic (~10 Ωcm) in base resistance for a higher diffusion length and subsequent solar 

cell efficiency potential, despite the lower conductivity. Therefore, record solar cells are being 

manufactured using n-type Si as a base material [34]. One of the remaining challenges is to substitute the 

established231 process of P diffusion from POCl3-grown PSG with most of the advantages of PDG and a low-

cost process. To be industrially feasible, a B diffusion needs to be multi-functional i.e., as a co-diffusion 

with P. Pre-diffusion CV-deposited BSG in combination with a POCl3-based diffusion will be shown to be 

an answer to this challenge. 

This chapter will start by evaluating the B diffused emitter layer from CVD BSG layers deposited with the 

aforementioned d-PECVD I system and the ICP-PECVD tool for application in three PERT solar cell designs. 

A bi-facial, as well as two mono-facial (textured and planar rear side) designs will be compared. All cells 

are passivated with a passivation stack of ALD AlOx and PECVD SiNx:H on top of the various B emitter 

variations. The s-FSF diffused by POCl3 source in a co-diffusion step with the CVD BSG was selectively 

etched back by EEB, resulting in a 30 Ω/sq contact area and a 100 Ω/sq passivation region, both passivated 

by a passivation stack of dry oxidized, thermal SiOx and PECVD SiNx:H. The s-FSF reaches 30 fA/cm2 in the 

passivated region, not limiting the solar cell efficiency. The contact formation on the P doped s-FSF side 

was realized by screen printing of commercial Ag paste. In case of bi-facial cells, the B emitter was 

contacted by screen printing commercial Ag/Al paste. Mono-facial cells were LCO treated on the rear side 

with a ps-laser source35 and Al coated using physical vapor deposition35 (PVD) of Al and/or Ag. 

                                                        
226 Further reasons to choose p-type (beside the mentioned high yield of homogeneously doped substrates [34]) include 

optimal passivation of n+ layers with SiNx:H, Al-BSF formation and easier handling of B as a base doping element 
227 i.e., BO-pairs in p-type Si and TD from Oi in n-type Si 
228 i.e., Fe in p-type Si and Ni in n-type Si. Both detrimentally to Cr and Co. [279] 
229 Minoritiy charge carrier in p-type Si and as such determining solar cell performance 
230 e.g., regeneration of degradation effects 
231 PSG can easily be grown in the established gas-phase diffusion step from POCl3 with the added advantage of P 

diffusion gettering (PDG) in the PSG and the fact, that P diffuses at lower temperatures compared to B, making a B-

based diffusion longer and more expensive in comparison 
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B emitter layers were diffused from CVD layers deposited by d-PECVD I and ICP-PECVD. Fig. 4.14 shows the 

resulting B doping profiles after co-diffusion with POCl3 to form the P doped FSF. The co-diffusion 

temperature profile is a sequential diffusion of B at 900-930°C for 60-100 min and the POCl3 diffusion at 

800-850°C for 44 min. Co-diffusion parameters were adjusted to the desired sheet resistance, doping 

profile and given BSG layer properties232. The ECV measured doping profiles show no distinct overall 

difference for the two compared PECVD tools, besides a slight tendency to form a BRL on the surface of the 

Si substrate by diffusion from the SiOxNy based BSG of the d-PECVD I tool grown with N2O instead of CO2 

compared to the ICP-PECVD tool. Possible nitrification of the B doped region due to N diffusion from the 

SiOxNy:B layer was not determined.  

The profiles are linked to the cell type in Fig. 4.15 of the next paragraph. B emitter profile form was chosen 

based on the optimal properties for the respective cell type. Depending on metallization technique, sheet 

resistance and primarily surface doping concentration was adjusted. In general, screen printing based 

contact formation, especially in 

case of firing-through metal 

pastes, relies on a higher surface 

concentration and sufficiently 

low sheet resistance [184] 

(dashed profiles in Fig. 4.14 for 

textured rear side bi-facial PERT 

cells). In case of Ag/Al paste 

(section 3.5.3), a minimal depth 

of the contacting Ag crystals is 

necessary to prevent shunting. 

Non-invasive techniques of 

emitter contact formation, such 

as PVD allow for contacting 

shallow, lowly doped emitter 

regions (lightest grey profile ). 

This in turn depends on the 

dielectric layer removal method 

necessary for PVD to be 

applicable (see section 4.4). 

4.2.1 Emitter Layer Influence on PERT Cell Level 

Fig. 4.15 connects all relevant quantities of the doped layer and the solar cell performance for all tested 

PERT cell types in dependence on base material, rear side topography and PECVD technique. The various 

cell groups along the x-axis are connected to their respective ECV measured doping profile by the symbol 

depicted beneath. Solar cell type/group sequence along the x-axis was chosen for illustration reasons only 

and is not in any way dependent. The three PERT cell types (one bi-facial and two mono-facial types) are 

depicted in the three lower images left and right of the description of cell properties (Bf, Mf, tx and pl). 

Displayed in the upper graphs (left y-axes) are the three of the four major IV-curve characteristic quantities 

VOC, FF and , with the short circuit current density jSC being within a non-influential margin of ±0.8 mA/cm2 

at around 38 mA/cm2. The right y-axes are comprised of the B emitter’s saturation current density j0e 

measured separately on symmetric FZ-Si samples passivated with the passivation layer stack used in case 

of solar cells, the corresponding sheet resistance RSh from ECV and 4PP measurement, and the implied open 

                                                        
232 Doping concentration, thickness, etc. 

 

Figure 4.14: B doping profiles for PERT cell designs 

ECV measured B doping profiles from SiOxNy:B layers (direct 

PECVD parallel plate reactor d-PECVD I) and SiOx:B layers (ICP-

PECVD). Linked are the corresponding PERT cell types of 

Fig. 4.15. Sheet resistance values derived from ECV 

measurement 
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circuit voltage iVOC of non-metallized cell precursors. The graph itself is divided by a dashed black line into 

a left part (d-PECVD I) and a right part (ICP-PECVD). Due to visibility, (i)VOC data points are moved to the left 

of each cell type column (grey and white areas in Fig. 4.15) and FF data points to the right. Similarly, j0e is 

inversely scaled to display lower recombination active samples correspondingly to the resulting higher IV-

based values in the top section of the graph. VOC and iVOC axis are scaled identically allowing to evaluate 

the offset directly.  

Bi-facial solar cells were measured in the same setting as the mono-facial types in a flasher IV tester with 

a black background. Essentially light was at least transmitted through the cell but not (re-)illuminating the 

rear side, as is the idea of a bi-facial solar cell. Since standards of measuring such a bi-facial solar cell are 

not yet established, direct comparison to mono-facial solar cells is questionable at least. Comparing bi-

facial cells among each other on the efficiency level given here, is nevertheless valid. In this case, 

comparing the naturally rear side textured Cz-Si based bi-facial PERT cells from the first column of both 

PECVD tools, a comparably highly doped emitter with a RSh value of ~50 Ω/sq is used to allow for 

sufficiently low contact resistance and high lateral conductivity on the textured front-junction. A highly 

doped emitter layer impacts the VOC value on the other hand. With around 645 mV it is comparably low. 

With an offset of ~3 mV, ICP-PECVD BSG diffused emitters allow for a slightly better passivation. Since ECV 

doping profiles are comparable, passivation and the better contact formation, based on an increased FF 

value of 75.5% for ICP-PECVD group compared to 74.5% for d-PECVD I bi-facial cells, may stem from 

secondary processes during emitter formation. Passivation quality of a bi-facial PERT solar cell is generally 

limited by surface passivation of the highly doped layers. Since passivation type of both groups is the same, 

surface effects may have an influence. All in all, this leads to an increase of 1.5%abs compared to d-PECVD I 

BSG in efficiency to 19.3% for ICP-PECVD BSG based cells.  

To see, where the overall limitation of VOC stems from, an atypical mono-facial cell group with d-PECVD I 

BSG (second column of graph) was processed, having a textured rear side and a similar highly doped 

emitter. Since the full rear side is metallized, light trapping by texturization is a void issue with a 

Lambertian reflecting topography being favorable in this case, but this cell group allows to separate 

passivation impact influences. This mono-facial cell group is contacted using LCO in combination with PVD 

and although the next section will show a disadvantage of this kind of metallization on textured surfaces, 

in this case an increase in VOC compared to the bi-facial group can still be seen. Accordingly, the fact of a 

texturized rear side is not limiting VOC, but the contact formation method. As stated earlier, Ag/Al paste 

contact formation is impacting VOC by ‘spiking’ and shows this behavior in case of the bi-facial cells. Due to 

the incomparable measurement of mono- and bi-facial cells, efficiency cannot directly be compared at this 

point.  

Staying with the d-PECVD I BSG layers, a planar rear side in case of mono-facial PERT cells marginally 

increases VOC, but allows for a higher FF to subsequently reach higher efficiencies of 19.7%. The 60 fA/cm2 

passivation quality reaching, slightly lesser doped B emitter is in this case not the reason, but the less 

damaging contact formation of LCO/PVD on the planar rear (discussed in detail in the next section).  

Avoiding Ag/Al paste for contact formation and adjusting the rear side topography for LCO/PVD process, a 

solar cell efficiency level is reached to evaluate influence of base material quality. Switching the n-type 

Cz-Si for n-type QM-Si, a drastic decrease of base lifetime limits the VOC level to below 640 mV. Efficiency 

is thus limited to 17.8%. To reduce the impact, an already lower doped B emitter of ~90 Ω/sq was chosen 

reaching of itself a fairly good passivation level of 40 fA/cm2, demonstrating the base material quality to 

be the limiting factor in this case. The QM-Si inserted in this process was an experimental material of 

grade 1 quality but standard processing, meaning no additional measures were taken during casting.  

Having seen an increase in VOC and FF and subsequently efficiency using ICP-PECVD BSG layers, Cz-Si based 

mono-facial PERT cells with a planar rear were processed with a similar doped B emitter ~57 Ω/sq. By 

comparing the two corresponding columns 3 and 6 for the two PECVD techniques, reduced recombination 
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caused results for ICP-PECVD BSG are displayed. Based on a reduced j0e value of 40 fA/cm2 resulting in an 

increase in VOC of 5 mV and FF of 0.2%abs even after a (typical) drop of 10 mV compared to iVOC at ~678 mV. 

The thus increased passivation level underneath passivated and contacted areas allows an efficiency of 

20.1%. Again, reasonable assumptions are the reduced formation of a BRL, since both VOC and FF are 

impacted, common to surface recombination based processes, or the lack of nitrification of the substrate 

surface (layer) not creating additional recombination active surface states.  

Inserting n-type QM-Si into this new process sequence and having optimized the experimental QM-Si 

casting process to a high-performance (HP) QM-Si material of grade 1, the level of efficiency can be kept 

at a level shy of 20%. Compared to d-PECVD I, the B emitter with similar doping of ~90 Ω/sq can reach half 

the j0e value of now 20 fA/cm2 with the ICP-PECVD emitter. It does not prevent a base material limiting 

drop in VOC of about 5 mV compared to Cz-Si material, but is still equally well contacted reaching similarly 

78% in FF. This shows the potential of QM-Si on solar cell level if the process sequence is adjusted and the 

QM-Si material casting process is evolved.  

The final group again is on Cz-Si with a fairly high ohmic B emitter of ~130 Ω/sq leading to a negligible 

10 fA/cm2 in emitter recombination for an iVOC value of over 695 mV. Drawback is a reduced FF of 77.2% 

that allows to reach a VOC of ~672 mV. Still efficiency is increased to 20.3%. Going back to the emitter 

 

Figure 4.15: PERT cell results comparing influence of PECVD technique, base Si and processing 

Dependent on base Si material, cell type and rear side topography (x-axis), IV-curve characteristic 

quantities are displayed (left y-axes), as well as B emitter dependent quantities (right y-axes). The 

graph is divided by a dashed black line into d-PECVD I and ICP-PECVD BSG based PERT cells. ‘ECV’ 

titled line shows corresponding symbols of cell types referring to emitter doping profiles of Fig. 4.14. 

Left and right from the description underneath the graph are cross-sections of the cell types 
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doping profile in Fig. 4.14, the surface depletion to 11019 cm-3 is allowing for such a low recombination. It 

is a highly oxidized layer, not standard in photovoltaic industry.  

In conclusion, PERT solar cell design is adaptable to various influences, such as base material, contact 

formation method, rear side topography and PECVD method providing BSG for B emitter diffusion. It is 

limited by passivation quality, rather than conductivity, compared to standard solar cell designs, such as 

Al-BSF or PERC. Nevertheless, with a high quality diffusion of doped regions it allows for higher efficiencies 

with comparably low process effort capable of cost-efficient process steps, such as co-diffusion and multi-

functional layer incorporation. The shown potential of PERT cells in a proof-of-concept study diffused by 

applying CVD BSG doping layers reached efficiencies of ~20.1% on Cz-Si and ~20% on QM-Si. 
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4.3 Alumina Layers for Solar Cell Processing 

In PERT solar cell development, optimization is done in turn in three points. In the last section, the emitter 

layer was optimized in terms of decreased recombination and lateral conductivity. The next sections will 

deal with the issue of contact formation through the dielectric layer to the doped Si interface. This leaves 

the surface passivation as the third limiting factor for PERT cells. Based on the results published in [63], 

this subsection shows the optimized AlOx layers for solar cell application. Having the option of a s-FSF or 

s-BSF with non-limiting recombination activity, passivation of the emitter in the non-metallized regions is 

the dominant part of surface passivation limiting VOC and in turn jSC.  

Given an n-type Cz-Si base substrate, the p+ emitter layer is commonly B doped. Known from previous 

results [99, 262, 34], an AlOx/SiNx:H layer stack fulfills the requirements of passivating such a highly doped 

B layer best, due to the AlOx-dependent high chemical and field effect passivation quality. Additionally, 

SiNx:H as the H source has to be able to release the H through the AlOx layer into the Si substrate by 

diffusion. Within the PERT solar cell processing, AlOx layers will be HT treated during the contact firing 

step, reaching sample temperatures of up to 900°C for a short period of time (few seconds). In comparison, 

the former investigation into annealed layers was done at a set temperature of only 470°C for 20 min. Since 

H diffusion is exponentially increased with temperature, at 900°C it is accordingly more impacting on solar 

cell efficiency due to increased passivation quality. 

Fig. 4.16 depicts on the 

right side of the vertical 

dashed grey line the various 

APCVD and ALD AlOx coated 

sample results in the 

annealed state. Deposition, 

as well as substrate type (n-

type Cz- or FZ-Si) are varied. 

In accordance with the 

earlier shown results, the 

lifetime in the annealed 

state is lower for APCVD 

layers on Cz-Si by about a 

factor of 5 compared to 

FZ-Si. Using FZ-Si, lifetime 

is increased overall to 

~6-7 ms for APCVD. Again, 

ALD is roughly 5 times 

higher at ~40 ms in case of 

FZ-Si. The interfacial oxide 

layer of AlOx seems to be 

remaining the limiting 

factor for annealed 

layers233.  

With an SiNx:H layer on top 

and a subsequent firing step 

added, compared to 

                                                        
233 Refer to section 2.2.4 

 

Figure 4.16: Alumina layer for solar cells 

Effective lifetime of n-type Cz- (5 Ωcm) and FZ-Si (200 Ωcm) 

material passivated with fired AlOx/SiNx:H stacks (left of dashed 

vertical line) or annealed AlOx layers (right of dashed vertical line) 

dependent on set peak firing and sample temperature in case of fired 

samples. ALD and APCVD layers (refer to Tab. 2.1 or description) 

were applied. Based on [63] 
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annealed layers, the lifetime governing effects on 5 Ωcm Cz-Si substrates are different. At lowest firing 

temperature (810°C set, 775°C on sample), ALD AlOx samples reach an equivalent lifetime of 5 ms. APCVD 

AlOx in contrast allows for up to ~8 ms and thus an Seff value of 1.1 cm/s after firing. Previously reported 

record lifetimes on similar samples using APCVD only reached 3 ms and thus 3 cm/s [263] with additional 

annealing steps having been taken to even reach those lifetime levels.  

While not directly comparable, fired APCVD AlOx layers in Fig. 4.16 show an increase in passivation quality 

compared to the annealed state. ALD AlOx passivation quality instead decreases. The pure SiNx:H layer (as 

reference; r-PECVD) reaches similarly low 3 ms and drops to about half with increasing TPFF,s inside the 

given firing temperature window. At ~900°C sample temperature, it is the best passivation layer due to its 

more stable molecular bond structure and non-delamination from the Si surface. SiNx:H, while being 

comparably limited in maximum lifetime, is the most firing stable layer investigated. It should be stated, 

that in this case the SiNx:H layer was optimized to accommodate the AlOx layers in H diffusion capability in 

the dielectric layer stack and not for optimal firing stability and high lifetime values as a single layer.  

ALD AlOx, investigated in detail before [99], shows a typical exponential drop in lifetime with increasing 

TPFF,s. Delamination due to ‘blistering’ occurs early and results in detrimental loss of passivated surface and 

H availability234. Firing stability is not given at the desired lifetime level and thus surface recombination 

velocity level. PERT solar cells are primarily limited by emitter recombination and surface passivation of 

this doped layer235. While the necessary eff of the base substrate would have to be in the range of ~2-3 ms 

for sufficiently high diffusion length of minority carriers to reach the junction236, surface recombination 

limitation is dominant. Consequently, eff in this case, being indicative of Seff of <2 cm/s for an emitter layer 

on a textured surface, should reach >4.5 ms.    

Using APCVD AlOx, certain differences in layer properties investigated before now come into play. APCVD 

AlOx layers showed three significant differences237 compared to ALD AlOx. First, the field effect due to fixed 

charge density is higher. HT treatment might even increase the density due to additional molecular 

changes, not having occurred during otherwise higher temperature deposition than for ALD AlOx, already 

allowing for the higher fixed charge density. Second, the H concentration in the layer is comparably higher, 

allowing for better substrate and surface passivation after enhanced H diffusion during HT treatment by 

firing. Last, the overall molecular bond structure has been changed before at comparably high temperature 

during deposition, allowing for a decreased change during firing and a higher H diffusion through the layer. 

The latter due to incorporation of H into the already HT-formed layer and its influence during growth of 

the AlOx layer during APCVD. Expectantly, a reduced delamination due to ‘blistering’, an increased H 

diffusion, a higher field effect passivation quality and subsequent broader firing window should be possible. 

Going back to Fig. 4.16, a more linear decrease of effective lifetime with increase in TPFF,s can be observed 

for APCVD AlOx layers. The firing window, to allow for a lifetime above the 2-3 ms threshold, is extended 

in this case to ~850°C sample set temperature. This is clearly above the optimal average PERT cell firing 

temperatures. Interestingly enough, the APCVD parameters show a parallel and thus dependent behavior 

in terms of effective lifetime, not seen before in the annealed state. Since fixed charge density Qf is 

increasing from parameter G4 to G1, the higher lifetime level of G4, being kept and thus the curves not 

intercepting, can be explained by the higher field effect passivation depending on Qf not being temperature 

dependent, but apparently dependent on deposition parameters. Nevertheless, H diffusion capability and 

its extent plays a vital role to allow for a higher lifetime level of APCVD in comparison to ALD AlOx. It 

prevents the ‘blistering’ and thus widens the firing window significantly. 

                                                        
234 Cause of delamination is H accumulation at the interface [271]  
235 Loss analysis of PERT solar cells via simulation can be found in [280, 281] 
236 Especially in case of back-junction type PERT solar cells [280] 
237 Refer to section 2.2.4 
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In conclusion, an increased fixed charge density Qf by APCVD of AlOx layers allows for a broader firing 

window and increased overall effective lifetime up to 8 ms, not reached before. The increased surface 

passivation quality using such an AlOx/SiNx:H passivation stack in a PERT solar cell design subsequently 

allows for a higher VOC and jSC. Similarly, an increased H concentration, as well as H diffusibility was shown 

to be significant in layer improvement, as indicated in the sections before. Such optimization can be done 

due to the dependency of Qf and H diffusibility on the deposition parameters during APCVD. 
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4.4 Local/Laser Contact Opening 

Local or Laser Contact Opening (LCO) is a process method to remove (dielectric) layers (ablation) locally by 

laser treatment of that area. In this case, laser processing has the advantage of freely structured patterns, 

adjustable parameters and high throughput. Drawbacks are the laser-material interaction by-products, such 

as redistribution of removed layer material and laser induced crystal defects238. Depending on the process 

chain, certain resulting effects can be remedied in a subsequent process step239. If this is not the case, laser 

damage can be reduced by parameter optimization.  

To give a short overview of laser-material interaction, a Gaussian240 laser beam is to be considered. Its 

power and subsequent fluence distribution (Fig. 4.17) is non-constant over the beam’s cross-section. 

Comparing the usual beam width of a few 10 µm for sufficient fluence Fth to ablate dielectric layers to the 

size of the desired ablated area of 100-1000 µm, multiple passes with the pulsed laser over the surface 

have to be made. Essentially, any pattern larger than the size of the ablated area using a single spot has to 

be stitched using the circular laser spot as the elemental cell. Spacing is thus governed by the ablation 

threshold Fth. Its value depends mainly on the laser wavelength, pulse width (laser regime) and the 

dielectric layer properties241. Given a single laser pulse, in theory only that part DA of the laser treated layer 

region is ablated, where the local fluence of the beam surpasses the ablation threshold energy. Depending 

on direct or indirect laser ablation 

mechanism (depicted in Fig. 4.17 on right 

and left side of dashed line in substrate part, 

respectively) being predominant, actual 

ablation area size may vary around that 

theoretical value. While direct ablation is 

based on the dielectric to be primarily 

absorbent to the incident light and thus 

material removal occurs on the surface of the 

layer, indirect ablation occurs by absorption 

in the substrate building pressure beneath 

the layer by melting and subsequent 

outgassing of substrate material lifting the 

layer off the substrate’s surface and thus 

removing it [264].  Therefore, far more 

important are secondary effects, such as 

overlap between laser pulses. While not 

being able to interact directly, given pulse 

repetition rates in the ms range compared to 

ns- and ps-pulse widths, laser treatment, 

following topography242, optical243 and 

temperature changes in the sample, will still 

be influential, given the longer timescale of 

these effects. Therefore, overlapping single 

laser spots will result in differently shaped 

                                                        
238 ‘Laser damage’ due to melting or non-linear effects 
239 i.e., by a HT step  
240 Established alternatives include ‘Top-hat’ or line-shaped beams [303, 304] 
241 Thickness, optical and mechanical properties of the material 
242 Melting, material redistribution 
243 Absorption coefficient 

 

Figure 4.17: Fluence of Gaussian beam and ablation dependency 

Fluence F graph of a Gaussian-shaped laser pulse 

with characteristic threshold Fth and melting 

Fluence Fmo. Schematically depicted is the 

ablated area DA dependent on type of ablation 

(indirect/direct). Light grey areas suggest the 

melting and recrystallization of Si substrate 

material 
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surfaces, as the prospect of a sum of single pulses interacting with the surface might suggest. Essentially, 

an area previously treated (in part) by a pulse might be more or less ablatable by a subsequent laser pulse.

  

Consequentially, laser damage generation is dependent on previous treatment of areas by a laser pulse. 

While a single laser pulse will melt areas with higher fluence than the ablation threshold energy (Fig. 4.17, 

light grey areas) and create crystal stress by heat and pressure waves permeating from the point of origin 

on the surface, areas treated with comparably lesser fluence will be affected by the energy insufficient of 

ablation, dissipating into the lattice. Scattered, reflected and transmitted light not to mention.  

Since laser damage is mainly found to be a source of recombination for charge carriers244, laser damage 

can become the limiting factor in solar cell operation. Thus, if laser ablation is applied for contact formation, 

impact of laser damage is comparably high considering lack of process steps to reverse or remove laser 

damage by i.e., annealing or etching, respectively. 

The laser ablation mechanism mainly depends on the laser source being utilized to ablate a layer or 

substrate. Distinctive are the wavelength with regard to penetration depth (absorption) and the pulse 

length with regard to the underlying physics governing the ablation process itself.  

A more detailed insight into ablation dependency on laser source properties is given in [265] and [266].  

In case of ns-laser treatment, a temperature-dependent model characterizes the laser-material interaction 

quite well in terms of Si as the substrate material. This is e.g., given for the here utilized ns-laser system. It 

is an industrial ns-laser tool35. The sample is placed on a xy-vacuum-table under two movable z-axes with 

the mounted laser optics to change focus level (defocus). In this case, the laser beam is passed over the 

sample surface via piezo-driven scanner systems with θ-lenses. The optics are optimized for 355 nm 

(<25 ns) and 532 nm (<30 ns) wavelength (pulse width) ns-sources, both with Gaussian beam shape with 

an ω0 = 17.7(7) μm.  

With ps pulses, the laser-material interaction changes from the temperature dependent regime to a more 

direct energy transfer regime, due to the lower time constants of energy transfer of excited electrons to 

the lattice. While only fully decoupled in case of fs pulse laser sources, the ps-laser source utilized here 

with its 10-15 ps long pulse width shows so called cold ablation characteristics. The similarly to the ns-

laser tool built industrial ps-laser tool35 incorporates a three wavelength source for 355, 532 and 1064 nm 

wavelength pulses. The sample is again placed on a xy-vacuum-table under a movable z-axis with the 

mounted laser optics to change focus level (defocus). In this case, the table moves underneath a fixed optic 

to accommodate high accurate processing without defocus effects due to a scanner optic system. 

4.4.1 PERC/PERT Solar Cell Contact Formation 

In case of passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) solar cell concepts, the rear dielectric layer (stack) 

improving the rear side passivation compared to Al-BSF solar cells, needs to be locally opened to allow for 

contact formation by Al contact paste245. Laser ablation in PERC processing has the advantage for Al paste 

contact formation method to dissolve a certain depth of the exposed Si substrate during firing step, left 

from ablation of the area on the rear side. Commonly, Al allows for around 7 µm depth to be molten and 

recrystallized in all directions into the Si base, even underneath the remaining passivation layer246. 

Considering laser damage to be less than 3 µm deep for standard PERC production, laser damage is largely 

removed by recrystallization during the epitaxial growth of the Al doped Si layer (so called Al-BSF247).  

Passivated emitter and rear totally diffused (PERT) solar cells are similar to PERC with the exception of the 

                                                        
244 Crystal defect, impurity diffusion and passivation layer detachment. SRH recombination active 
245 Non-firing through screen printing metal contact paste type 
246 Microscopically, the process is rather complicated and may lead to undesired and potentially contact disrupting void 

formation [282, 283, 284] 
247 Since no charge carriers are actually moved by a field, the term back-surface-field is to be loosely understood [34] 
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rear side being provided with a higher doped layer acting as either a BSF or emitter layer. Without going 

into much detail here, PERT cells can be mono-248 or bi-facial249 in nature. Similar, the contact formation 

can be different in nature, considering higher doped regions to be on both sides.  

One such PERT solar cell design approach may entail a locally opened rear side, which is contacted by a 

metal deposition process, such as PVD. PVD allows for metal to be deposited on the surface forming a 

contact with little to no further processing. 

Subsequently, any laser damage sustained 

needs to be not limiting to the solar cell 

operation, since no curing HT steps can be 

applied. To understand the preconditions of a 

PERT cell rear side allowing for such a low 

impact of laser treatment to be possible, the 

rear side ablation shall be discussed on the 

example of a PERC cell process first. 

Fig. 4.18A shows a schematic cross-section of 

a SiNx:H/AlOx dielectric layer stack passivated 

Si substrate common to a PERC rear side. In 

case of the depicted indirect ablation process, 

incident laser light with an averaged fluence 

F1 above the ablation threshold leads to the 

removal of the dielectric layer stack by 

melting the substrate surface layer. 

Absorption thereby occurs with decreasing 

intensity in a few µm deep region (green 

shaded Si substrate area) depending on laser 

fluence and wavelength. The higher the 

fluence and the longer the wavelength, the 

more intense and deep is the impact, 

respectively. Subsequently, potential laser 

damage (dotted area) arises in the by the light 

affected and its neighboring regions due to 

the melting/recrystallization process, heat 

and pressure propagation, as well as light 

induced crystal point defect generation. In 

case of PERC contact formation, this damage 

is taken into account by applying the 

subsequent melting of the damaged area by 

Al paste based contact formation and 

recrystallization of the affected region.  

Adding a higher doped layer, i.e., a p+ layer, and thus moving from PERC to PERT concepts (Fig. 4.18B), the 

laser impact on the substrate is influenced by the higher doped region. Remaining an indirect ablation 

process, layer removal by laser treatment can now be done with a lower fluence F2<F1. This is due to the 

fact that a higher doped layer allows for a higher absorption rate resulting in the laser pulse to penetrate 

the Si substrate only a few 10-100 nm by comparison to a base doped region (a few µm). Surface topography 

                                                        
248 Light entering only from front side of the solar cell 
249 Light able to enter from front and rear side of the solar cell 

 

Figure 4.18: Ablation of PERC and PERT rear side structures 

A - Ablation using fluence F1 on a SiNx:H/AlOx 

passivated Si substrate (PERC rear side). 

Possible laser damaged area dotted 

B - Ablation using fluence F2<F1 on a SiNx:H/AlOx 

passivated Si substrate with a p+ doped layer 

(PERT cell rear side). Possible laser damaged 

area dotted 

C - SEM material contrast image (in-lens 

detector) with corresponding layer structure 

to image ‘B’ and coated with Al on top 
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changes might be more drastic250, but laser damage is thus confined to an already high recombination 

active environment. Yet, since the opened doped region is not changed by i.e., a subsequent PVD 

metallization step, laser damage adds to the overall recombination activity in the doped region. An 

opened251 substrate area and especially one in contact with a metal contact is highly recombination active 

even without additional laser damage. Nevertheless, charge carriers have to reach the metal to be adding 

to the final current feasible from a solar cell device. Therefore, reduction of laser damage remains crucial.

  

To show the experimental outcome of such a 

processing sequence, Fig. 4.18C shows a 

SEM cross-section image of the 

schematically depicted LCO of Fig. 4.18B. In 

this case, the opened region is already 

coated with a 1 µm thick Al film from PVD. 

Identifying the different features from 

Fig. 4.18B, the non-removed p+ layer can be 

found as a lighter grey area at the top of the 

Si substrate on the bottom of the material 

contrast image Fig. 4.18C. Above the p+ layer 

on the left part of the image, the dielectric 

stack can be seen as an even lighter region 

underneath the Al film. Laser damage, while 

not being visible, is expected in the opened 

region, considering the rougher Si substrate 

surface on the right side of the image, 

suggesting a melting of the Si during 

ablation. 

PERT cell rear sides can vary in topography. 

While a planar surface is generally favorable 

for mono-facial concepts, a textured surface 

is possible and necessary for a bi-facial 

approach. LCO is highly influenced by the 

choice of topography. The laser interaction 

with the substrate is similar to the sun light 

being coupled in by a texture252 to reduce 

reflectivity. The thus reduced reflectance of 

laser light by a textured compared to a 

planar surface will lead to various differences in ablation behavior. First of all, the effective fluence 

penetrating the surface is higher. Second, light being reflected on the pyramid walls interferes with itself 

creating a stationary wave with locally higher fluence. Finally, the shape of the round laser pulse will be 

distorted on the edges of the pulse, no longer resulting in a round ablation area.  

Fig. 4.19A shows the resulting ablation spot on a textured sample. The image is divided into a topography 

image (left side) and a material contrast image (right side) of one treated area. As a result of the interference 

a wave pattern along the pyramid sides formed by the recrystallized Si substrate material can be seen 

                                                        
250 Ejection of Si material, melting, etc. 
251 Dielectric layer(s) removed 
252 i.e., random pyramids due to alkaline texturing 

 

Figure 4.19: Ablation of dielectrics on textured & planar surfaces 

A - Ablation of a dielectric layer on a textured 

surface. Topography (left side) and material 

contrast (right side) image of one ablation 

spot. Refer to text for details 

B - Ablation of a dielectric layer on a planar 

surface. Topography (left side) and material 

contrast (right side) image of one ablation 

spot. Refer to text for details 
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(dashed arrow). Due to the resulting inhomogeneity of fluence all over the sample parts of the dielectric 

layer remain and are not ablated (solid arrow). In the material contrast image (right side), the wave pattern 

of the recrystallized Si is visible underneath the dielectric layer (dotted arrow), showing both the indirect 

nature of ablation, as well as the actual edge of the melting fluence Fmo. Overall, the ablation edge is far 

more frayed with lose particles and partly removed layer parts still attached to the layer bulk but lifted 

from the surface. As a consequence, laser damage can be assumed to be equally inhomogeneously 

distributed depending on local fluence including interference effects.  

A comparably well-defined picture shows a planar surface after ablation. In Fig. 4.19B, a single laser pulse 

was used to ablate the same dielectric layer. Lacking regular structures for interference over the surface, 

no such patterns are found. What can be seen, is a thin recrystallization front on the ablation edge (dashed 

arrow), where the gas front of sublimated Si substrate propagating from the center of the laser pulse 

incident site to the melt edge was reflected, ablating the layer at the edge. Part of the lifted layer (solid 

arrow) is still sticking up from the edge of the layer bulk. In comparison to the textured sample, a planar 

sample has less laser damage increasing features, yet needs more fluence to ablate the same area. 

To quantify the influence of LCO parameters on solar cell level, PERT cells were fabricated as described 

above with planar and textured rear side topography. LCO was performed using the 532 nm wavelength 

ps-laser. The relevant IV-curve measurement quantities open circuit voltage VOC, fill factor FF and solar cell 

efficiency  are displayed in Fig. 4.20 for both cases. In case of a planar rear side (filled symbols), the 

average laser fluence was higher compared to the textured rear side samples (open symbols). Otherwise, 

both PERT cell types were treated with the same LCO pattern variation (x-axis) on the rear side. Although 

different in nature, all the data points for the corresponding IV quantity over all patterns are connected by 

a dashed or dotted line as a guide-to-the-eye. The line pattern with a 600 µm pitch is a standard PERC rear 

side opening scheme with 

3.3% final metallization area. 

Further research favored a 

dashed pattern with a pitch of 

800 µm between lines with 

one line shifted by a dash in 

between resulting in similar 

3.2% metallized area. To 

achieve the same area with a 

close-packed dot grid of dots 

(single laser pulse) with 

~20 µm in diameter, the dot 

distance is decreased to 

100 µm. Increasing the dot 

distance from 180 to 560 and 

finally the 800 µm results in a 

drastic metallization area 

decrease to 1.0, 0.1 and 0.05%. 

Generally, dot grids of such 

small ablated areas are not 

applicable to PERC rear sides 

due to the lack of local contact 

formation in case of Al paste 

firing, inherent to the 

 

Figure 4.20: LCO of PERT cells with textured & planar rear sides 

Open circuit voltage VOC, fill factor FF and solar cell efficiency  

dependent on LCO pattern (x-axis) with pitch and thus metallized 

area variation for PERT cells with planar (filled symbols) and 

textured (open symbols) rear sides 
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fundamental mechanism of Al-Si contact formation.  

Starting with the VOC measurement, line patterns show the lowest value of 656 mV on the already high 

level. Spreading the same metallized area to dashed lines increases VOC to 662 mV. The 6 mV increase is 

significant enough to argue a lesser laser damage. This is the first indication, that laser treatment of already 

open areas (higher amount of double laser treated areas in case of lines compared to dashed lines due to 

overlapping of closed packed pulses to ablate areas by completely removal of the layer) is more detrimental 

than additional border areas being generated and radiated. The passivation underneath a laser treated but 

not ablated area is less recombination active than the area underneath the metal contacts. The FF is not 

effected in such a way, since it does not contribute to the efficiency increase. Going further to the dot grid 

pattern, the maximum efficiency shy of 20% is reached for a further decrease in metallization area to 1.0% 

with FF and VOC further increasing. Due to lateral conductivity in tandem with current crowding, this effect 

is limited by a FF decrease for further metallized area reduction to 0.1 and 0.05% despite VOC gain due to 

added passivated area and reduced laser damaged area. In case of PVD metallized PERT cells with planar 

rear side, LCO is governed by laser damage reduction both by ablation area reduction as well as decrease 

of laser treatment of open areas limited by conductivity due to the necessity of keeping the underlying 

highly doped area preserved.  

Adapting a textured surface to the rear side changes this strategy only marginally. Line patterns exhibit FF 

below the shown range of 67% and allow thus only mere 14% solar cell efficiency. Due to the different 

nature of the ablated area shape (Fig. 4.19A) for textured rear sides, including local damage of the highly 

doped region in an interference wave pattern, VOC is similarly reduced to below 610 mV. Overlapping laser 

pulses and in consequence the laser treated areas, the laser damage increases accordingly. Therefore, dot 

grids are applied. Possibly due to the effectively higher metallized area (surface increase by a factor of ~1.5 

for alkaline texture and hard to determine average diameter of frayed ablation border) the VOC and thus 

efficiency maximum is shifted to the nominal 0.05% metallized area pattern.  

Planar, as well as textured surface LCO is limited by FF first and VOC second. Nevertheless, laser damage on 

textured surfaces is higher despite a lower fluence limiting the efficiency by about 1%abs. below planar rear 

side PERT cell types. 

In conclusion, LCO of dielectric layers/films on Si substrates is highly dependent on the surface topography, 

doping concentration of the surface layer and LCO laser parameters253. In case of PERT solar cell processing, 

laser damage from LCO is reduced due to high surface absorption in the doped regions and thus not 

detrimental, if laser patterning is optimized. Subsequently, VOC gain due to increased passivated area 

fraction and contact quality, is mirrored by an increase in FF. In this context, understanding of laser damage 

is different for application of lasers in photovoltaics compared to application in other semiconductor 

industry processes, considering the necessity to reduce recombination of charge carriers. 

  

                                                        
253 Inherent (wavelength, pulse shape, etc.) and adjustable (power, spacing, etc.) 
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4.5 Contact Formation on B Emitters with Pure Ag Pastes 

High-efficiency n-type Si material based solar cells with multi-functional CVD layers for cost-effective 

production, shown to be contactable using standard screen printing of Ag/Al pastes, are aimed to be further 

optimized, both in efficiency and costs. Since this last section is based on the implementation into solar 

cells, the so far established possibility of contact formation using pure Ag pastes to increase VOC and FF on 

cell level will thus be applied to bi-facial PERT solar cell concepts. While the focus so far was on the contact 

enhancing properties of CVD layers, this section concerns the actual paste development to broaden the 

firing window254 and reduce possible negative effects of (pure) Ag paste use. The latter is relevant due to 

the commonly shallower depth of p+ regions accompanied by a lower RSh value on PERT solar cells. 

Reducing the doping in such a way reduces recombination, yet only if the contact formation does not 

negatively influence the lowered recombination level by e.g., in-diffusion of impurities/contaminants or 

spiking of Ag crystals. One such contaminant is Pb. Due to several environmental reasons, removing Pb 

from Ag pastes completely would be favorable both for a lowered recombination of doped regions, as well 

as for recycling purposes of solar cells. Since Pb has so far been necessary for Ag paste contact formation, 

as described before, removing it entails the substitution with a similarly acting substance. Te-based 

compounds will turn out to be possible substitutes. 

Bi-facial PERT solar cells are textured on both sides, hence contact formation will be investigated on 

alkaline textured surfaces. With the change in topography, contact formation no longer depends on a 2D 

plane, but on the 3D characteristics of random pyramids. To show certain dependencies on such a 

topography, top view as well as polished cross-section view SEM images are arranged in Fig. 4.21. Two 

different pure Ag pastes (paste I & II) are compared. In the top view images Fig. 4.21A&C distinctly smaller 

Ag crystallites form for Ag paste I. Their density is comparably higher, but the distribution is limited to the 

tips of the pyramids (white arrow in Fig. 4.21A&B). It is a typical behavior of Ag pastes to form crystals 

primarily on the tips, then edges, sides of the pyramids and finally valleys in between. Paste II is such a full 

area covering crystallite contact formation material. Its crystallites are larger, but less densely distributed 

(white arrow in Fig. 4.21C&D). 

The larger crystals are 

ingrained deeper into the Si 

substrate, as can be seen in 

Fig. 4.21D. The larger crystals 

seem to form more often if the 

glass layer (dashed arrow in 

Fig. 4.21D) between paste bulk 

(upper part of image D) and Si 

substrate (lower part) is 

thicker.  

Alkaline textured surfaces 

facilitate, depending on 

general contact formation 

based on paste composition, 

certain contact crystal 

distributions resulting in 

thereby influenced contact 

resistivity values [184, 185]. 

                                                        
254 Temperature range to gain sufficiently low contact resistance 

 

Figure 4.21: SEM imaging of Ag paste contact formation 

A/B - Top view and cross section of Ag paste I  

C/D - Top view and cross section of Ag paste II  

Arrows indicate cross section sites in top view image. Dashed 

arrow indicates glass layer aggregation/agglomeration 
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While less crystal density does not necessarily lead to a higher resistivity, a thicker glass layer, even with 

larger crystals ingrained and thus in direct contact with the Si substrate, might. The thicker glass layer is 

mostly found in valleys between and on top of smaller pyramids, both between larger ones, due to the 

liquidity of the paste components in the molten state during contact firing.  

4.5.1 TLM Studies of Experimental Pure Ag Pastes 

The following discussion in this subsection is 

based on the results published in [191] and 

gives an insight into the contact formation of 

(pure) Ag paste mechanisms on B doped layers. 

To investigate the fundamental mechanisms of 

contact formation of pure Ag pastes on p+ 

regions, particularly B doped layers, two B 

emitter types were chosen. The two doped 

sample types differ in B doping profile. In 

addition to a lower doping depth of ~370 nm 

(Fig. 4.22 and Tab. 4.2), surface doping is 

reduced by a factor of 5 to ~2·1019 cm-3 for the 

higher ohmic emitter of 130 Ω/sq on the 

alkaline textured, SiOx/SiNx:H coated n-type Si 

substrate’s front side. Since surface doping is 

suspected to be determining if not limiting in 

contact formation for Ag pastes255, as described 

before, a variation of the same is deliberately 

chosen. The accompanying effect of reduced 

total doping due to a difference in sheet resistance is a trade-off to allow for a solar cell relevant shallow 

emitter profile, similarly discussed before. A shallow emitter exhibits a lower recombination resulting in 

this case in a reduction of 10 fA/cm2 in j0e (AlOx passivation, Tab. 4.2) and an accompanying increase in iVOC 

of 20 mV for the respective precursors. The precursors are asymmetrical bi-facial PERT precursors with a P 

BSF coated accordingly with a SiOx/SiNx:H passivation stack. They are used for TLM experiments for both 

doped layers of different polarity on the front and rear substrate side. In case of the P BSF, a p-type Si 

material is used, to allow for the necessary pn-junction. In case of PERT cell processing, only the n-type 

base precursors were used.  

Table 4.2: Characteristic values for B emitters used in TLM structures and PERT solar cells 

Value 1st B emitter 2nd B emitter 

RSh 50 Ω/sq 130 Ω/sq 

NSurf 8.01019 cm-3 2.31019 cm-3 

Nmax 1.11020 cm-3 4.21019 cm-3 

Depth d 600 nm 370 nm 

j0e (AlOx on n-type FZ-Si) <40 fA/cm2 <30 fA/cm2 

iVOC (SiOx/SiNx:H on n-type Cz-Si) 657 mV 678 mV 

As a boundary condition of the experiment, the target was to develop an experimental paste allowing for 

contacting simultaneously the p+ and n+ region on both sides, since contact formation for the commercially 

available pure Ag pastes still lacks the optimization for B doped surfaces. The implications of use for a pure 

                                                        
255 For comparison of influence in case of Ag/Al paste, refer to [185] 

 

Figure 4.22: Doping profiles of TLM samples and PERT cells 

B doping concentration profiles of TLM 

samples and bi-facial PERT solar cells. Based 

on [191] 
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Ag paste is not only in case of 

a PERT cell given, but 

especially in case of IBC (Inter-

digitated Back Contact) cells 

[34], being printed only on the 

rear side. The latter allowing 

to half the process step 

number of metallization 

processing for IBC processing, 

by using only Ag paste for both 

p and n doped regions. A 

typical 50 Ω/sq, deep and 

highly doped B emitter layer is 

commonly used for contact 

formation using Ag/Al paste, 

due to the aforementioned 

deep Al-containing spikes 

otherwise shunting the pn-

junction. Due to the high 

solubility of Al in Si, contact formation of metal to semiconductor is readily facilitated [186].  Contact 

resistivity values are consequently comparably low for Ag/Al pastes on such highly doped emitters. In direct 

comparison, different pure Ag pastes were tested using TLM on the same emitter. Contact resistivity 

independent of peak firing furnace set temperature TPFF,s is in the range of 1-2 mΩcm2 for all tested Ag 

pastes (Fig. 4.23). Only slight differences occur. Pb containing older generation Ag pastes (AgPb and AgPbTe) 

are limited for lower TPFF,s values, due to the mechanism of contact formation involving Pb containing glass 

frit [184]. Removal of the Pb, while desired for environmental and recycling reasons, results in an increase 

of C (AgTe). Simply switching Pb for Te does not completely recover the same contact quality level. The Te 

based Ag paste had to be optimized (AgTe,exp) to allow for the Te based glass to form sufficient Ag crystallites 

on the Si substrate and a thinner glass layer on the interface. The experimental paste resulted in a recovered 

low resistivity level with the added increase of firing window to the much needed lower temperature range. 

Lower firing temperatures are optimal for PERC and PERT cell designs, as shown before in sections 4.2 and 

4.3. 

The higher ohmic emitter with 130 Ω/sq, optimized for newer cell designs with increased passivation 

quality, is in comparison no longer suitable for Ag/Al paste. While the Al spike formation is detrimental for 

such a shallow emitter, resulting in a drop in VOC, contact formation quality is affected as well. Resistivity 

is increased by a factor of 10 (Fig. 4.24) and no longer drops for increasing TPFF,s. The increased 

recombination of charge carriers due to spiking limits the current and thus the contact resistivity increases. 

The contact formation mechanism of Ag/Al paste is self-limiting, when it comes to shallow emitters.  

Pure Ag pastes, having a shallower impact during contact formation on the Si substrate, are similarly tested 

on the shallow emitter. Since overall doping and especially surface doping density is reduced, pure Ag 

pastes are hindered in contact formation as well. Nevertheless, impact might not be as detrimental. The 

commercial, old generation AgPb paste reaches C values of 10 mΩcm2, similar to the Ag/Al paste 

(commercial; reference). Interesting enough, the contact firing window is shifted to lower TPFF,s values. The 

comparably small firing window is owed to the Ag transport limitations of the glass layer to the surface. 

Adding Te now makes the necessary difference. Te reduces the solubility threshold and leads to an earlier 

and more pronounced Ag crystal growth on the B emitter surface. All Te containing pastes allow for an 

 

Figure 4.23: Contact resistivity of 50 Ω/sq B emitter 

Contact resistivity measurements from TLM test structures for 

different pastes dependent on the set peak firing temperature on 

a 50 Ω/sq B emitter. Based on [191] 
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opened firing window for 

higher TPFF,s values. Still, even 

in case of the experimental 

paste AgTe,exp, the lower 

temperature threshold is only 

marginally shifted to ~850°C. 

With a B emitter so comparably 

lowly surface and overall 

doped, contact formation is 

limited. With the missing 

surface states from doping and 

other defects, Ag pastes have a 

tendency not to form a 

sufficient crystal density. 

Nevertheless, pure Ag pastes, 

independently of their 

composition, apparently do 

vary less with RSh of a B doped 

layer as Ag/Al pastes do. 

Furthermore, the ‘self-limiting’ nature of Ag paste contact formation by increased glass layer growth at 

higher temperatures diminishes the possibility of ‘spiking’ through the emitter layer, as is seen in case of 

Ag/Al pastes.  

4.5.2 Pure Ag Pastes for Both-Sided Contact Formation of Bi-Facial PERT Solar Cells 

Contact investigations using TLM will only give part of the information needed to decide about the 

applicability of a paste in solar cell processing. The final test of performance needs to be done on solar 

cells. The following discussion in this subsection of contact formation on solar cell level is similarly based 

on the results published in [191]. Each further group of cells had at least five samples for statistical 

purposes. To accommodate the needs of every paste and show a most comparable result, pastes were 

combined in different combinations on FS (B doped) and RS (P doped) of the aforementioned 130 Ω/sq 

doped PERT precursors. The combinations, each fired at their own optimized firing temperature, are shown 

along the x-axis in Fig. 4.25. The first grouping of Ag/Al and AgPb is the reference group of commercially 

available pastes developed for PERT cell production. In this case, AgPb is used as the P doped area contact 

paste, optimized for exactly that purpose. The fill factor FF, the first indicator of contact quality, primarily 

limited by series resistance RS, starts out at the lowest value of all groups. RS is accordingly highest. In turn, 

VOC is comparably high, since TPFF,s is low as not to shunt the pn-junction to heavily. The highest cell 

efficiency of 19.1% for this group is thus reached at low firing temperatures, preserving passivation of the 

junction. Still, j02 is the highest of all groups, showing that limitation is located in the non-linear behavior 

of the cell, typical for an elevated recombination level along the current path, mirrored by the high RS value.

  

Replacing the Ag/Al paste with the Te based Ag paste increases FF significantly, due to RS decrease. Even 

j02 is decreased. Nevertheless, the comparably aggressive Ag paste reduces VOC as the limiting factor, 

resulting in a lower efficiency as the reference. As can be seen, a better contact resistivity by TLM 

measurement does not necessarily lead to higher solar cell efficiency. In this case, the trade-off leads to a 

recombination loss. Not clear from the data is the source of the loss. Possible explanations are a larger 

metallized area due to complete removal of passivation underneath the paste bulk common to aggressive 

etching of the dielectric layer by the glass frit. Ag/Al paste, as described before, does not act in such a 

 

Figure 4.24: Contact resistivity of 130 Ω/sq B emitter 

Contact resistance measurements from TLM test structures for 

different pastes dependent on the set peak firing temperature on 

a 130 Ω/sq B emitter. Based on [191] 
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manner. 

A different explanation, 

similarly common to Ag pastes, 

is the in-diffusion of highly 

diffusible paste components, 

comparably numerous in 

nature compared to Ag/Al 

paste.  

To utilize the full advantage of 

applying pure Ag pastes on 

both doped areas, as 

mentioned at the start of the 

section, it has to be the same 

paste. Therefore, the next 

three groups are each printed 

with one of three pure Ag 

pastes on both cell sides. 

Group 3 is accordingly printed 

with the Te and Pb containing 

paste, resulting in the lowest 

series resistance of all groups 

by further reduction of j02 but 

also VOC. Adding Pb apparently 

eases the contact formation, 

yet by addition of another detrimental diffusor to increase recombination.  

A pure Te containing Ag paste allows to recover part of the VOC loss in the fourth group, steadying FF and 

further reducing j02. This combination, while having a wide but reproducible range in RS, allows for a cell 

efficiency of already 18.6%. Interestingly enough, this combination, like all previous pure Ag combinations 

is increasing in optimal firing temperature up to a TPFF,s of 880°C. Considering the passivation of a 

SiO2/SiNx:H stack, H diffusion and passivation optimum (iVOC) is anyways at the higher temperature range, 

pure Ag pastes with wider firing window are preferred. This makes pure Ag pastes interesting for 

inexpensive passivation layers fired commonly at higher temperatures.  

The same optimal temperature is reached for the final variation in paste. TLM showed the smallest contact 

resistivity values, mirrored for the both-sided application of AgTe,exp to reach the highest FF value with a 

steady RS and j02 value in comparison to AgTe. Far more important is the recovery of VOC to a higher level as 

the Ag/Al paste had reached. Accordingly, the paste content optimization to reduce aggressiveness of the 

glass frit leads to the prevention of too much etched area and/or reduction of in-diffusion of impurities. 

In conclusion,  Ag pastes, commercial and experimental, can form a contact on differently diffused B 

emitters in a wide range of diffusion and firing parameter ranges. Furthermore, TLM measurements showed 

a significant influence of composition i.e., Te and Pb content in the glass frit. Bifacial solar cells, printed 

with experimental pure Ag pastes, result in significant improvement of FF upon the state-of-the-art 

presented by commercial Ag/Al pastes. 

  

 

Figure 4.25: Results on 130 Ω/sq B emitter PERT solar cells 

Dependent on different pastes, IV measurement results of fill 

factor FF, open circuit voltage VOC, series resistance RS and 2nd 

diode saturation current density j02 of PERT solar cells with a 

130 Ω/sq B emitter are displayed. Based on [191] 
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4.6 Contact Formation on Laser Activated P Doped Areas Using NFT Pure Ag Paste 

PERC development is currently at its peak, given the recent efficiency records. Research was mostly 

concentrating on the rear side optimization, considering the high quality of the front side as not being 

limiting in terms of emitter profiles. However, regarding the front side quality, measures had to be taken 

to deal with recombination effects, i.e. j02 losses, and contact resistivity limitations [267]. Currently applied 

solar cell processes address these issues but need more variation tolerance and a further reduction of the 

number of steps for cost-efficient solar cell production. Highly P doped layers, i.e. emitters in PERC cells, 

typically show a high amount of inactive P atoms that should be reduced to a minimum to lower 

recombination [196]. At the same time, it is necessary to allow forming a metal contact by screen printing 

with sufficiently low contact resistance. Both requirements can be fulfilled in parallel if a selective emitter, 

i.e., a high doping concentration in the contact area and a lower one in between, is formed, enabling 

effective field effect passivation, as well as a lower contact resistivity [268]. The technological solution to 

decrease sheet resistance in to be metallized areas, is to activate the reduced, but still existing, inactive P 

atom concentration using laser treatment. Since this laser process is best applied after deposition of the 

front dielectric layer or layer stack to avoid laser damage by stray light, it leads to an ablation of the 

passivation layer. For contacting such an open Si surface, an NFT Ag paste256 selectively contacting the 

open Si surface but not the coated part of the surface has to be applied. Since activation of P atoms depends 

on thermal re-arrangement of the crystal lattice, a ns-laser tool with 355 and 532 nm wavelength is chosen.  

4.6.1 Laser Treatment of Doped Regions 

The following discussion in this subsection is based on the results published in [269] and gives an insight 

into the laser treatment of pre-doped regions. Standard PERC cell precursors were processed up to and 

including the rear side laser opening of the dielectric passivation layer. The precursors were divided in 

three groups. Group 1 was etched in HF solution to remove the front side dielectric layer for an open emitter 

layer. Group 2 was left as processed. Group 3 was used to perform the desired laser treatment of the as-

diffused doped layers. NFT pastes were applied to groups 1 and 2 by screen printing in a TLM grid pattern 

with non-equidistant contact fingers and fired in a belt furnace at standard firing conditions for a variety 

of parameters. After firing, contact resistivity measurements using the TLM method were carried out, 

followed by SEM investigations. Latter were done after etch-back of the metal contact finger bulk in HF 

solution, exposing the contact area underneath. EDX measurements subsequently showed the distribution 

of Ag crystals on the Si surface.  

Group 3 was laser treated at various nanosecond laser parameters257 to ablate the front side SiNx:H layer 

and activate P atoms. Filled square-shaped areas were laser treated to allow for ECV and 4PP measurement, 

resulting in sheet resistance and doping profile data. The laser parameter range was solely based on 

showing a wider range of physical effects and was not yet optimized at this point. As can be seen in Fig. 4.26 

(left graph) , using a nanosecond laser with 532 nm wavelength, the as-diffused profile (solid curve) with 

63 Ω/sq sheet resistance changes after laser treatment with increasing average laser power. Since there is 

no external doping source present, the changes can solely stem from the inner source, the doped region 

itself. A decrease in sheet resistance, occurring only for lower laser power values, as seen e.g. in Fig. 30 

(left graph) by the drop to 40 Ω/sq at a laser power of 0.32 W (dashed profiles), shows an increase in active 

P dopant concentration. Inactive P atoms had to have changed to an electrically active state. This increase 

in active dopants is accompanied by an increase in profile depth by diffusion of dopants. The surface doping 

concentration drops accordingly. Both effects help to reduce the negative effects of metal contact formation 

during contact firing to the space-charge-region, as well as the formation of a selective emitter and possibly 

                                                        
256 Non-firing-through (NFT) 
257 Wavelengths of 532 and 355 nm with varying average laser power 
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to shield the charge carriers 

from the recombination-active 

contact zone. Further increase 

in laser power results in an 

increase in sheet resistance, 

reduction of surface doping 

concentration to a lower 

constant level and further 

increase in profile depth 

(dotted profiles). The latter due 

to ablation of the emitter layer 

from the Si substrate surface, 

while possibly increasing laser 

damage from heat generation 

common to nanosecond laser 

treatment.  

Performing the same 

experiment with a 355 nm ns-

laser source (Fig. 4.26, right graph) results in ablation of the emitter layer even with the lowest applied 

laser power in contrast to the 532 nm ns-laser source. No activation of inactive dopants or significant depth 

change due to diffusion is visible (dotted profiles) in comparison to the as-diffused state (solid curve). The 

355 nm laser radiation does not penetrate far enough into the material for the energy to spread widely 

enough to influence deeper regions [270], due to the reduced timescale of energy conversion with lower 

wavelength laser treatment, resulting in the comparatively ‘colder’ ablation process without changing the 

overall doping profile by diffusion or P atom activation. This shows the necessity of heat generation to 

activate P atoms by changing their position in the Si lattice.  

Additional tests were performed to verify the validity of the findings. Laser treatment with picosecond laser 

sources shows a similar decrease in sheet resistance due to an increase of electrically active ‘dopants’ in 

the surface region of the highly doped layer. Since picosecond laser sources are known for their decreased 

potential of heat generation in deeper emitter regions, no diffusion effect was expected. Yet tests on base 

doped Si substrates showed the same increase in ‘dopants’ without the possibility of activation of inactive 

dopants, since none were present. The effect can obviously be traced back to electrically active laser 

defects258 generated independently of doping level of the material due to the ps-laser treatment. Now the 

same could be in turn be expected in case of ns-laser treatment. Therefore, the same test of base material 

laser treatment was performed using both 532 and 355 nm ns-laser sources. No such effect was measured 

i.e., no change in apparent doping was measured. Since no electrically active defects occur using ns-laser 

sources, it supports the finding of activation of inactive P atoms from inner emitter doping sources by ns-

laser treatment.  

As mentioned before, laser treatment of Si substrates can lead to different types of surface damage. It 

depends on whether the laser light influences the Si material directly or indirectly. In case of laser activation 

of P atoms, comparably low laser fluence values are needed (Fig. 4.27) to form suitable emitters for 

selective emitters and contact formation. An optimization of profile shape is dependent on laser parameter 

choice. For high average fluence values at given average power (, ,  &  in Fig. 4.27), surface doping 

                                                        
258 So-called color defects/centers 

 

Figure 4.26: Doping profiles for laser activation of P doped surfaces I 

Doping profiles by ECV measurement in dependence of laser 

power for 532 and 355 nm laser source. Based on [269] 
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is reduced and profile depth 

higher (dashed profiles) in 

comparison to lowered 

average fluence values at the 

same given average power (, 

, ,  &  in Fig. 4.27, solid 

profiles) based on as-diffused 

profile (dotted). Due to the 

near compensation in 

increased profile depth to 

surface reduction, sheet 

resistance values for given 

average power are 

independent of average 

fluence (inset in Fig. 4.27). 

Given the starting resistance of 

190 Ω/sq with a reduced 

inactive P atom density, 

~100±10 Ω/sq is the maximum 

resistance to be reachable by 

activation of P atoms. Fluence 

determines in this case merely the shape of the profile. Therefore, with the maximum of activation reached, 

depth and surface can further be chosen to be adjusted to the needs of the solar cell contact formation.   

Change in doping profile to reduce sheet resistance is only one of many requirements for a selectively 

doped emitter. Laser damage is to be avoided, yet given the already doped and thus highly recombination 

active surface, it is a secondary issue, especially given the lack of induced point defects already established. 

Remaining are surface changes possibly influencing the contact formation. From former investigations into 

 

Figure 4.27: Doping profiles for laser activation of P doped surfaces II 

Doping profiles by ECV measurement in dependence of laser 

power for 532 nm laser source. Inset shows average fluence 

dependent on average laser power including sheet resistance RSh 

derived from ECV measurement. Symbols are indicative of av. 

fluence. P doped region in the as-diffused state (dotted profile) 

exhibits a sheet resistance value of 190 Ω/sq. Based on [269] 

 

Figure 4.28: Laser impact on textured and P doped Si surfaces 

SEM images (In-lens and SE images, top and bottom in each image, resp.). Applied laser fluence of 

each image connected to Fig. 4.27 (symbol type). Based on [269] 
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screen printing based contact formation on P doped layers, it is known taht a certain amount of defects is 

required, now converted into active dopants and driven-in to reduce surface doping concentration259. 

Furthermore, a textured surface supports the contact formation, requiring the surface topography not to be 

changed too significantly. Profile depth is secondary in all these aspects.  

Now the circumstance of being able to fully activate the P atom concentration without too deep surface 

concentration depletion and profile drive in is fortunate. Fig. 4.28 shows SEM top view images of the 

optimized laser parameters depending on fluence and power corresponding to Fig. 4.27. Significant 

topography change only occurs for high fluence, culminating in deeper profiles and surface doping 

decrease. In comparison to the as-diffused sample, lower fluence independent of average laser power has 

no significant impact (melting) on the texture. Beside a few molten pyramid tips, neither material nor 

topography imaging shows variations.  

Three thresholds can be defined, both independent of average laser power, the latter not governing the 

material interaction. The first, lowest fluence threshold, can be seen as the activation threshold, where P 

atoms are rearranged in the lattice. The value lies comparably low, within the margin of error due to lateral 

variation of a Gaussian shaped beam. The second threshold is reached, when all possible P atoms are 

activated. At that point, dependent on total or rather inactive dopant concentration, diffusion due to 

thermal effects has already set in throughout the doped region. The last threshold can be defined, when 

leveling of the profile due to diffusion sets in, reducing surface doping concentration and probably starting 

the melting of the surface (section 4.4).  

4.6.2 Contact Formation on Laser Activated Regions  

The discussion in this subsection is again based on the results published in [269]. A NFT paste needs to 

form low-resistivity contacts on open, i.e., non-passivated Si areas, whereas it must not etch the passivation 

layer in coated areas. The improvement upon firing-through Ag paste is to reduce metallized area 

underneath the NFT paste’s contact finger, having opened a smaller (thinner) area sufficient for low contact 

resistivity, but as such thin line not printable by screen printing in the first place.  

To investigate the paste’s contact behavior, TLM structure grids where screen-printed on bare and SiNx:H 

coated emitter layers, with 50 and 100 Ω/sq P doped as-diffused layers in a first experiment, resulting in 

four sample groups. Variation in doping was used to simulate the difference in as-diffused and laser 

activated emitter layer. A variation of experimental and commercial NFT Ag pastes was pre-tested on these 

four precursor groups to determine sufficient selectivity towards only contacting on the bare, diffused Si 

substrate.  

Two pastes were chosen to be tested on three different sample structures. This second experiment was 

done with the same bare (uncoated), coated (SiNx:H) and selectively laser opened/ activated (lines thinner 

than the contact finger) SiNx:H coated Si substrates, all pre-diffused with a 122 Ω/sq P emitter. Laser 

activation with 1.36 Jcm-2 fluence (Parameter  from before) resulted in 70 Ω/sq (Fig. 4.29, right axis and 

dashed lines). Paste A is the desired NFT Ag paste and paste B a standard firing-through Ag paste for lowly 

and therefore also highly doped P emitters, as not to artificially limit the contact behavior on the as-diffused 

regions. 

Beginning with the SiNx:H coated samples on the left of Fig. 4.29, paste A as a NFT paste shows the desired 

high contact resistivity value (left axis) above 5000 mΩcm2. No contact has been established. The SiNx:H 

was not etched, but adhesion of the paste to the coating has been established during firing, essential for 

solar cell processing. Paste B has etched and contacted the emitter in the expected way, validating the 

possibility to actually contact the sample as a reference. The same result is achieved for the laser treated 

                                                        
259 In this case, total, not only active dopant concentration 
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and uncoated samples, as 

expected from a firing-through 

Ag paste, yet again acting as 

the reference for contact 

formation possibility. Paste A 

in comparison shows the 

desired selectivity. Having 

opened the coating layer and 

higher doped the Si substrate 

by P activation, contact 

formation at the same 

resistivity level as the 

reference paste can be 

established. To demonstrate 

the necessity to actually form 

a selective emitter by 

decreasing sheet resistance 

locally, the uncoated Si sample 

group printed with paste A 

displays a comparably high 

contact resistivity level of a few 100 mΩcm2. 

Microscopic investigations of contact formation of the NFT Ag paste was carried out on two samples from 

the first experiment using SEM imaging (Fig. 4.30). Chosen were the SiNx:H coated sample with 50 Ω/sq 

and the uncoated sample with 100 Ω/sq P emitters. The NFT paste was removed from the surface of both 

samples by etching in HF to expose the underlying contact crystals. The SiNx:H layer in this first experiment 

exhibited so called ‘pin-holes’, small areas of ~0.1-1 µm in diameter of uncoated Si, in comparably high 

density. Normally, such a layer is detrimental to surface passivation efforts, yet in this case perfect to study 

contact behavior of the NFT Ag paste. Pin-holes are local, area limited open regions on a higher doped 

region, similar to the deliberately SiNx:H ablated and activated P emitter regions by laser treatment.  

In the left column of Fig. 4.30 magnified areas of SE top view images of the metallized area can be seen. 

On the pin-hole rich SiNx:H coated surface comparably large crystals up to 2 µm in diameter have formed. 

Despite the HF etch, they are remaining on the surface, indicating a strong adhesion to it. The crystals seem 

to have bonded directly to the Si, due to the reduced glass component in the paste composition. The images 

of SE, in-lens and EDX overlay on in-lens, show the edge of the formerly metallized area (top half of images) 

to be fairly sharp. Crystals only form, where the paste bulk resided. EDX measurement of Ag content shows 

the crystals to be mostly Ag (red coloring).  

The uncoated sample with the same paste, but higher sheet resistance shows a completely different contact 

formation. As expected from resistivity measurements before, the contact should be less effective. In the 

magnified image, a few 100 nm large crystals in high density formed along the tips of the pyramids. In-lens 

based material contrast imaging, as well as EDX show no significant difference in Ag concentration between 

the formerly metallized and non-metallized area. During drying and firing of the sample, a thin film of paste 

material is evaporated and might re-deposit on the sample in non-metallized areas. The subsequent HF dip 

does not remove this ‘parasitic’ crystallite growth. This effect cannot occur in case of the SiNx:H coated 

samples, since no crystallite growth can occur to begin with. Since this ‘parasitic’ film is rather thin and low 

in material volume, the fact that it forms a similar amount of crystals in the non-metallized area as the 

paste bulk does underneath the finger, suggests a highly limited overall contact formation of the NFT paste 

 

Figure 4.29: Contact resistivity of Ag paste on differently coated surfaces 

Contact resistivity RC for two Ag pastes on differently coated 

surfaces (division by dotted lines). Sheet resistance of P emitter 

on different surfaces indicated by dashed lines. Applied laser 

fluence connected to Fig. 4.27. Based on [269] 
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on lowly doped and uncoated 

samples/areas. An explanation 

is given by the low glass 

content of the paste. Since it is 

the limiting factor for contact 

formation of pure Ag pastes, 

the glass content determines 

the culminated size of area to 

be sufficiently contacted. 

Essentially, if the open area is 

increased, the glass content is 

no longer sufficient to allow 

for optimized contact 

formation. The resistivity 

increases accordingly with 

open area portion. In case of 

the coated sample, the local 

pin-hole regions restrict the 

area and pool the glass to form 

local contacts, allowing for 

low contact resistivity values. 

Transport of Ag through the 

glass layer on the interface to 

the Si substrate results in the 

larger crystals within direct 

contact to the doped region. 

The higher doping, supplying 

the necessary surface states 

and defects might play a 

similar important role. 

In conclusion, a new way of front side processing of PERC solar cells using laser treatment and NFT screen 

printing metallization to improve solar cell efficiency is established. Without the necessity of any additional 

process steps compared to a laser doping based selective emitter process, this new process represents a 

cost-effective alternative. The selective emitter formation is shown to be based on laser-activated dopant 

atoms. The ‘self-aligning’ process allows for increased passivated area with all the advantages of a selective 

emitter including comparable contact quality.  The contact formation of an NFT pure Ag paste with reduced 

glass content was investigated and the unique mechanism shown to fulfil the expected behavior, explained 

on a microscopic level. 

  

 

Figure 4.30: SEM images and EDX measurement of paste contact area 

SE, in-lens and EDX measurement of Ag as overlay (red shading) 

on in-lens image for SiNx:H coated and uncoated Si sample. 

Upper part of each image depicting area underneath former Ag 

paste contact finger after HF etch. Lower part without ever been 

printed. Magnified SE image part depicting contact crystal 

formation on the left of image row. Based on [269] 
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Summary 
In the end, people are persuaded not by what we say, but by what they understand. – J.C. Maxwell 

This work is shows the possibility of application of multi-functional (dielectric) layers in semiconductor 

physics and specifically photovoltaics. Established is the need and shown is the possibility to reduce costs, 

increase long-term stability and sustainability of silicon solar cells for an ecological industry by application 

of such multi-functional layers. 

In a first effort, the fundamental physics governing interface passivation, its basic influence in a variety of 

passivation layer (stacks) is shown, beginning with the most essential one – SiOx.  

The systematic study displayed the dependencies on growth method, thermal treatment, as well as the 

influence of H on the interface. Specifically, the advantage of thermally grown or thermally reformed oxide 

layers as most effective passivation layer type was demonstrated. Since SiOx is the dominating interfacial 

passivation of most dielectric layer stacks to the Si substrate, H diffusion from e.g., SiNx:H was proven to be 

essential to the passivation mechanism. Concerning the influence of such interfacial layers on CVD layers 

in general, the need for the latter to be optimized accordingly was established. Since thermal treatment is 

an important part of all solar cell processing, either for diffusion, passivation activation or contact 

formation, its impact on base material was extensively studied, to reveal major dependencies.  

In case of thermal treatment (thermal donor influence), history of temperature impact during processing 

and its control is key to ensure high efficiency and prevent limiting surface or base recombination, 

respectively. Starting from the established occurrence of thermal donor effects, seen as ring formation in 

Cz-Si substrates, interstitial O was verified in this work to be the underlying cause. A new type of Si material, 

QM-Si, was introduced, shown to be capable of reducing or even omitting thermal donor impact and the 

accompanying recombination effects. Additionally, QM-Si, being similarly casted as mc-Si, as a more cost-

efficient Si material, facilitates the cost-efficiency goal for the solar cell process. The importance of the 

omitted thermal donor occurrence was further established in case of temperatures below 500°C i.e., in 

(AP)CVD depositions, shown to generate similarly recombination active ring structures in Cz-Si. Since 

deposition of such CVD layers is a basic process in solar cell production, the impact needs to be 

compensated by the established pre-HT step or prevented by choice of proper Si material properties. 

CVD layers come thereby in a variety of types with multi-functionality. The most common layer these days, 

is SiNx:H. It was shown is that it already holds standard properties, such as being a lowly absorbing ARC 

and serving as passivation as well as barrier layer. With the introduction of process step saving co-diffusion 

of at least two differently doped Si regions, barrier properties have become essential to prevent parasitic 

in-diffusion. The effectiveness of dense ICP-PECVD SiNx:H layers [85] is developed in this work in that 

regard. In an effort to optimize them further, thin films of this SiNx:H are shown, as an advantageous method 

for passivating CVD layer deposition. By variation of gas flow ratio, the fundamental dependencies of the 

film properties are found and verified to be dependent on molecular bond density changes.  

With the introduction of ICP-PECVD, capable to depositing SiNx:H and BSG/PSG with high film density and 

H content, the pool of multi-functional layer deposition capable tools was expanded. Multi-functionality, 

entailing a variety of simultaneous properties of a layer, is aimed to include doping layer functionality, 

using BSG and PSG in combination with SiNx:H. While the investigated ICP-PECVD SiNx:H films show 

characteristic, but overall similar properties as commonly deposited films, the focus is shifted to doped SiOx 

glasses. In comparison with a more common APCVD technique, applied to deposit ‘doped’ films, 

fundamental influences of deposition technique on film properties were found. In addition to the idea of 

such pre-deposited CV-doping sources to be high-temperature treated in one diffusion step thereby adds 

to the multi-functionality. While the formation of a doped region e.g., emitter or BSF/FSF, in itself is one 
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function, significantly extending the parameter ranges achieved here, both for doping glass properties as 

well as the subsequently diffused doped region is found to be crucial for further functions. Explicitly, 

fundamental dependencies, such as sheet resistance behavior on dopant concentration in the glass with 

varying diffusion temperature were shown.  

Co-diffusion, as just one possibility of CVD doping layer application for low cost solar cell approaches and 

process step reduction, was introduced to be feasible for sequential as well as simultaneous diffusion. In 

that context, surface passivation of doping layers is shown to be vital, if the multi-functionality similar to 

SiNx:H is to be used. Essentially, a CVD doping layer stack is demonstrated to be utilizable throughout the 

whole solar cell process, without the need of re-passivation reducing further number of process steps [96]. 

The introduced BSG and PSG based layer stacks show similar or even superior passivation quality with j0e 

values of up to <40 fA/cm2 at 100 Ω/sq compared to standard and established layer (stacks). By utilizing 

BRL and inactive P content prevention in BSG and PSG layer deposition and subsequent diffusion, 

respectively, advanced doped region formation was established in this work. Especially in case of APCVD 

technology, a fast, simple and cost-efficient method of deposition with optimization after understanding of 

the basic governing physics on molecular composition of films, lead to high quality passivation layers.  

A very detailed investigation into the causes and dependencies on various deposition and high-

temperature/diffusion parameters was carried out on various CVD layers using advanced characterization 

tools, such as FTIR, GD-OES, ICP-OES, ellipsometry and CV. The aim to understand the underlying principles 

was achieved, resulting in fundamental insights into the molecular dependencies between film properties 

and their functionality.  

Aluminum oxide from APCVD was investigated in such a manner, and found to be superior to AlOx films 

deposited by other techniques concerning field effect, H diffusivity/content and subsequent firing stability, 

to allow for high-efficiency solar cell processing [63]. Effective lifetime of annealed films are increased by 

a factor of 8 up to 8 ms in combination with SiNx:H, as the standard passivation stack used in PERC and 

PERT solar cell concepts. Firing stability, an essential function of these stacks, is shown to be improved to 

extend the firing temperature window to higher temperatures. In direct comparison, established ALD 

processes yield a lower firing window and passivation quality.  

AlOx shows significant passivation quality, but does not allow for desired doping functionality. Therefore, 

the various functionalities of a doped CVD glass i.e., BSG from ICP-PECVD and APCVD, is investigated in a 

similar extensive study concerning doping, passivation, optics, barrier properties, contact formation and 

long-term stability. Again, a wide variety of characterization methods of GD-OES, FTIR, ICP-OES, ECV and 

ellipsometry is applied. By variation of diborane flux, B content variation and its impact on these properties 

are shown to impact the diffused regions properties, as well the as as-diffused state of the multi-functional 

layer. Depth and surface concentration of the resulting doped region are demonstrated to be linked to B 

concentration, molecular bond structure and CVD technology of the film. Included in the fundamental study 

of BSG are further methods to determine B concentration in films via FTIR, as well as related doped regions 

properties, such as BRL formation and doping profile shape [128]. By varying the diborane flux, three 

distinct ranges with regard to difference in functionality were found. The first range of flux values is 

characterized by limiting passivation quality by lack of dopants in the film. The second is showing optimal 

properties for surface passivation as well as formation of doped region dependent on diffusion properties. 

The third is being limited by growth of a BRL, shown to be the root cause of recombination increase near 

the surface as well as limited diffusion on the Si-BSG interface.  

Concerning passivation, a direct comparison of the CVD BSG and PSG diffused and passivated emitters 

compared to conventionally passivation is done, resulting in similar or even surpassing passivation quality 

of the CVD films, while fundamental principles e.g., j0e dependence on RSh, still apply. By wide ranging 

parameter variations, iVOC is used to show feasibility in solar cell application, in form of cost-efficient 
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alternatives to multiple step processing and re-passivation. In this case, initial layer optimization is used 

to control CVD glass and Si substrate interaction during diffusion of dopants. A very thin but highly doped 

BSG film is shown to be capable of reducing j0e by 100 fA/cm2 to 80 fA/cm2 on an 80 Ω/sq B emitter.  

As a final process step investigation, the impact of BSG on contact formation was investigated. Within the 

detailed microscopic study on the contact formation of metal screen printing pastes, the possibility to 

contact p+ doped regions with pure Ag pastes is demonstrated for the first time [14]. Dependencies and 

interactions on the interface are shown to be driven by BSG, utilizing the B containing glass even as a 

substitute of glass frit to enhance otherwise non-contactable surfaces. 

The investigated and optimized cost-efficient elements were integrated into the steps of solar cell 

processing and evaluated on cell efficiency level. Beginning with the extension of doped region etch back 

processes for simultaneous etching of p+ and n+ e.g., B and P doped regions, respectively, co-diffused CVD 

glass solar cell precursors are first-time independently selectively etched in one single etching step, 

reducing the process step number formerly used significantly. The accompanying study of fundamental 

principles reveals the presented theory of stain etching to be still applicable.  

CVD glass diffused doped regions are subsequently transferred into a standard PERT solar cell process to 

investigate deposition variation impact, as well as influence of cell design, such as topography and mono-

/bifaciality. Additionally, the potential of utilizing the above mentioned QM-Si material is explored. As a 

proof-of-concept study, ~21% efficiency on Cz-Si and ~20% efficiency on QM-Si was reached.  

As part of the PERT solar cell process, laser contact opening processing is investigated and its impact of 

laser damage generation to increase recombination in the doped regions. Due to the occurrence of doped 

regions and with a newly established topography compensating laser parameter optimization, laser damage 

is found to be avoidable.  

Since laser interaction on doped Si regions can be utilized in a range of ways, laser activation of inactive 

dopants is studied and applied to generate selective emitter structures of diffused and passivated P doped 

regions. With this newly established technique, the passivated area is increased and a self-aligning contact 

formation method using non-through firing paste is employed. These for PERT and PERC solar cells suitable 

process steps were shown to be already efficiency increasing and both process step and cost decreasing 

and thus to be feasible for novel solar cells, as well as for established designs, as replacing drop-in process 

steps.  

Nevertheless, in a final effort, the ecological optimization of the contact formation process is addressed. 

Using experimental metal contact paste without Pb content, the resulting pure Ag paste was shown to be 

free of spiking hazard, as Al containing pastes are, increasing both VOC and FF on bifacial PERT solar cell 

level [191]. Investigations into the microscopic processes governing the contact formation with such 

experimental pastes allowed for development of Pb-free pastes with consistently high contact quality of 

resistivity <1 mΩcm2 and reduced recombination due to lack of impurity diffusion and/or interface defect 

density increase. 

The processes established within this work, being drop-in ready, are shown to be utilizable in new and 

high-efficiency capable solar cell designs, such as PERT shown here, IBC or passivated contact designs 

developed right now. 
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Zusammenfassung 
In the end, people are persuaded not by what we say, but by what they understand. – J.C. Maxwell 

Diese Arbeit zeigt die Möglichkeit der Anwendung von multifunktionalen (dielektrischen) Schichten in der 

Halbleiterphysik und insbesondere der Photovoltaik. Ermittelt wird der Bedarf und die Möglichkeit, durch 

den Einsatz solcher multifunktionaler Schichten Kosten zu senken, sowie die Langzeitstabilität und 

Nachhaltigkeit von Silizium-Solarzellen für eine ökologische Industrie zu erhöhen. 

In einem ersten Experiment wird die grundlegende Physik der Grenzflächenpassivierung, ihr fundamentaler 

Einfluss in einer Vielzahl von Passivierungsschicht(-stapeln) gezeigt, beginnend mit der wesentlichsten - 

SiOx.  

Die systematische Studie zeigt die Abhängigkeiten von der Wachstumsmethode, der thermischen 

Behandlung sowie den Einfluss von H auf die Grenzfläche. Insbesondere wurde der Vorteil von thermisch 

gewachsenen oder thermisch umgeformten Oxidschichten als effektivster Passivierungsschichttyp 

nachgewiesen. Da SiOx die dominierende Grenzflächenpassivierung der meisten dielektrischen Schicht-

stapel an der Grenzfläche zum Si-Substrat ist, hat sich die H-Diffusion von z.B. SiNx:H als wesentlich für den 

Passivierungsmechanismus erwiesen. Bezüglich des Einflusses solcher Grenzflächenschichten auf CVD-

Schichten im Allgemeinen wurde die Notwendigkeit einer entsprechenden Optimierung dieser Schichten 

festgestellt. Da die thermische Behandlung ein wichtiger Teil des gesamten Solarzellenherstellungs-

prozess ist – sei es dabei für die Diffusion, die Passivierung oder die Kontaktbildung – wurde ihr Einfluss 

auf das Basismaterial umfassend untersucht, um wesentliche Abhängigkeiten aufzuzeigen.  

Im Falle einer thermischen Behandlung (Einfluss thermischer Donatoren) ist die Historie der 

Temperatureinflüsse während der Verarbeitung und ihrer Kontrolle entscheidend, um einen hohen 

Wirkungsgrad zu gewährleisten und eine Rekombination der Grenzflächen bzw. in der Basis zu verhindern. 

Ausgehend vom etablierten Auftreten von thermischen Donatoren Effekten, sichtbar als Ringbildung in Cz-

Si Substraten, wurde in dieser Arbeit der interstitielle O als zugrundeliegende Ursache verifiziert. Es wurde 

ein neuartiges Si-Material, QM-Si, eingeführt, mit dem man nachweislich in der Lage ist, den Einfluss von 

thermischen Donatoren und den damit verbundenen Rekombinationseffekten zu reduzieren oder sogar zu 

unterdrücken. Darüber hinaus erleichtert QM-Si – das ähnlich wie mc-Si, als kostengünstigeres Si-Material 

gegossen wird – das Ziel der Kosteneffizienz für den Solarzellenprozess zu erreichen. Die Bedeutung des 

Wegfalls des Auftretens thermischer Donatoren wurde bei Temperaturen unter 500°C ebenfalls 

nachgewiesen, d.h. bei (AP)CVD-Abscheidungen, die nachweislich ähnlich rekombinationsaktive 

Ringstrukturen in Cz-Si erzeugen. Da die Abscheidung solcher CVD-Schichten ein grundlegender Prozess in 

der Solarzellenproduktion ist, muss die Auswirkung durch den etablierten vorherigen HT-Schritt 

kompensiert oder durch die Wahl der richtigen Si-Materialeigenschaften verhindert werden. 

CVD-Schichten gibt es dabei in einer Vielzahl von Arten mit Multifunktionalität. Die häufigste verwendete 

Schicht heutzutage ist SiNx:H. Es hat sich gezeigt, dass sie bereits Standardeigenschaften besitzt, wie z.B. 

eine gering absorbierende Anti-Reflex-Schicht zu sein und dient als Passivierungs- und Barriereschicht. Mit 

der Einführung der prozessschrittsparenden Ko-Diffusion von mindestens zwei unterschiedlich dotierten 

Si-Bereichen sind Barriereeigenschaften unerlässlich geworden, um parasitäre Eindiffusionen zu 

verhindern. Die Wirksamkeit von dichten ICP-PECVD SiNx:H-Schichten [85] wurde in dieser Arbeit in diesem 

Zusammenhang entwickelt. Um sie weiter zu optimieren, werden dünne Schichten dieses SiNx:H als 

vorteilhafte Methode zur Passivierung der CVD-Schichtabscheidung vorgestellt. Durch Variation des 

Gasflussverhältnisses werden die grundlegenden Abhängigkeiten der Filmeigenschaften etabliert und als 

abhängig von Änderungen der Molekularbindungsdichte verifiziert.  

Mit der Einführung von der ICP-PECVD Methode, mit welcher SiNx:H und BSG/PSG mit hoher Filmdichte 
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und hohem H-Gehalt abgeschieden werden können, wurde der Pool an multifunktionalen, 

schichtabscheidungsfähigen Methoden erweitert. Die Multifunktionalität, die eine Vielzahl von 

gleichzeitigen Eigenschaften einer Schicht beinhaltet, zielt darauf ab, die Funktionalität der Dotierschicht 

in Form von BSG und PSG in Kombination mit SiNx:H zu integrieren. Während die untersuchten ICP-PECVD 

SiNx:H-Schichten charakteristische, aber insgesamt ähnliche Eigenschaften wie andere standardmäßige 

Schichten aufweisen, wird der Fokus auf dotierte SiOx-Gläser verlagert. Im Vergleich zu einer 

gebräuchlicheren APCVD-Technik, die zur Abscheidung dotierter Schichten angewendet wird, wurden 

grundlegende Einflüsse der Abscheidungstechnik auf die Filmeigenschaften erarbeitet. Neben der Idee, 

solche vorab abgeschiedenen CV-Dotierquellen in einem Diffusionsschritt Hochtemperatur zu behandeln, 

trägt dies zur Multifunktionalität bei. Während die Bildung eines dotierten Bereichs, z.B. eines Emitters oder 

BSFs/FSFs, an sich eine Funktionalität ist, wird eine signifikante Erweiterung der hier erreichten 

Parameterbereiche sowohl für die Dotierung von Glaseigenschaften als auch für den anschließend 

diffundierten, dotierten Bereich als entscheidend für weitere Funktionen angesehen. Ausdrücklich wurden 

grundlegende Abhängigkeiten, wie z.B. das Schichtwiderstandsverhalten in Abhängigkeit der 

Dotierkonzentration im Glas bei unterschiedlicher Diffusionstemperatur, aufgezeigt.  

Die Co-Diffusion – um nur eine Möglichkeit der CVD-Dotierschichtanwendung für kostengünstige Solar- 

zellenansätze und die Reduzierung von Prozessschritten zu nennen – wurde eingeführt, um sowohl für die 

sequentielle als auch für die simultane Diffusion anwendbar zu sein. In diesem Zusammenhang erweist 

sich die Oberflächenpassivierung von Dotierschichten als entscheidend, wenn die Multifunktionalität 

ähnlich wie bei SiNx:H genutzt werden soll. Im Wesentlichen wurde nachgewiesen, dass ein CVD-

Dotierschichtstapel während des gesamten Solarzellenprozesses einsetzbar ist, ohne dass eine erneute 

Passivierung erforderlich ist, was die Anzahl weiterer Prozessschritte reduziert [96]. Die vorgestellten BSG- 

und PSG-basierten Schichtstapel zeigen eine ähnliche oder sogar überlegene Passivierungsqualität mit j0e-

Werten von bis zu <40 fA/cm2 bei 100 Ω/sq im Vergleich zu Standard- bzw. etablierten Schichten (Stacks). 

Durch die Prävention von BRL- und inaktivem P-Gehalt-Auftretens bei der BSG- und PSG-Schicht- 

abscheidung bzw. anschließender Diffusion wurde in dieser Arbeit eine fortgeschrittene Dotierbereichs-

bildung etabliert. Insbesondere bei der APCVD-Technologie führt eine schnelle, einfache und 

kostengünstige Methode der Abscheidung, mit Optimierung nach Kenntnis der grundlegenden 

physikalischen Grundlagen der molekularen Zusammensetzung von Schichten, zu hochwertigen 

Passivierungsschichten. 

Eine sehr detaillierte Untersuchung der Ursachen und Abhängigkeiten von verschiedenen Abscheidungs- 

und Hochtemperatur-/Diffusionsparametern wurde auf Grundlage verschiedener CVD-Schichten mit 

modernsten Charakterisierungsmethoden wie FTIR, GD-OES, ICP-OES, Ellipsometrie und CV durchgeführt. 

Das Ziel, die zugrundeliegenden Prinzipien zu verstehen, wurde erreicht, was zu grundlegenden 

Erkenntnissen über die molekularen Abhängigkeiten zwischen Filmeigenschaften und der Funktionalität 

führte.  

Aluminiumoxid aus APCVD-Anlagen wurde auf diese Weise untersucht und als überlegen in Bezug auf 

Feldeffekt, H-Diffusion/Gehalt und anschließende Feuerstabilität befunden gegenüber AlOx-Schichten, die 

mit anderen Techniken abgeschieden wurden, um eine hocheffiziente Solarzellenverarbeitung zu 

ermöglichen [63]. Die effektive Lebensdauer von getemperten Schichten wird in Kombination mit SiNx:H, 

dem in PERC- und PERT-Solarzellenkonzepten verwendeten Standard-Passivierungsschichtstapel, um den 

Faktor 8 bis auf 8 ms erhöht. Die Feuerstabilität, eine wesentliche Funktion dieser Stapel, wird nachweislich 

verbessert, um das Feuertemperaturfenster auf höhere Temperaturen auszudehnen. Im direkten Vergleich 

ergeben etablierte ALD-Prozesse ein geringeres Feuerfenster und eine geringere Passivierqualität.  

AlOx weist eine signifikante Passivierungsqualität auf, lässt aber nicht die gewünschte Dotierfunktionalität 

zu. Daher werden die verschiedenen Funktionalitäten eines dotierten CVD-Glases, d.h. BSG aus ICP-PECVD 
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und APCVD, in einer ähnlich umfangreichen Studie hinsichtlich Dotierung, Passivierung, Optik, 

Barriereeigenschaft, Kontaktbildung und Langzeitstabilität untersucht. Auch hier wird eine Vielzahl von 

Charakterisierungsmethoden wie GD-OES, FTIR, ICP-OES, ECV und Ellipsometrie eingesetzt. Durch die 

Variation des Diboran-Flusses wurde gezeigt, dass die Variation des B-Gehalts des Glasses und sein Einfluss 

auf diese Eigenschaften des diffundierten Bereichs sowie den der multifunktionalen Schicht im 

diffundierten Zustand beeinflusst. Tiefe und Oberflächenkonzentration des resultierenden dotierten 

Bereichs sind nachweislich mit der B-Konzentration, der Molekularbindungsstruktur und der CVD-

Technologie der Schicht verbunden. In der grundlegenden Untersuchung des BSGs konnten weitere 

Methoden zur Bestimmung der B-Konzentration in Filmen durch FTIR Messungen, sowie verwandte 

Eigenschaften der dotierten Regionen, wie die BRL-Bildung und die Dotierprofilform etabliert werden [128]. 

Durch Variation des Diboran-Flusses wurden drei unterschiedliche Bereiche in Bezug auf die 

unterschiedliche Funktionalität gefunden. Der erste Bereich in Abhängigkeit der Gasflusswerte ist dadurch 

gekennzeichnet, dass die Passivierungsqualität durch den Mangel an Dotierstoffen in der Schicht 

eingeschränkt wird. Der Zweite zeigt optimale Eigenschaften für die Oberflächenpassivierung sowie die 

Bildung eines dotierten Bereichs in Abhängigkeit von den Diffusionseigenschaften. Der Dritte wird durch 

das Wachstum eines BRL begrenzt, das nachweislich die Ursache für die Rekombinationssteigerung in der 

Nähe der Oberfläche sowie für die begrenzte Diffusion an der Si-BSG-Grenzfläche ist.  

Bei der Passivierung wird ein direkter Vergleich der CVD BSG- und PSG-diffundierten und -passivierten 

Emitter-Bereiche im Vergleich zur konventionellen Passivierung durchgeführt, was eine ähnliche oder sogar 

überdurchschnittliche Passivierungsqualität der CVD-Schichten offenbart, während Grundprinzipien wie 

z.B. die j0e-Abhängigkeit von RSh weiterhin Geltung behalten. Im Falle weitreichender Parametervariationen 

wird iVOC als Messgröße eingesetzt, um die Machbarkeit der Anwendung solcher multifunktionaler 

Schichtstapel in der Solarzellenherstellung als Form von kostengünstigen Alternativen zu den etablierten, 

mehrstufigen Prozesssequenzen inkl. Re-Passivierung, aufzuzeigen. In diesem Fall wird eine Optimierung 

der Initialschicht verwendet, um die Wechselwirkung zwischen CVD-Glas und Si-Substrat während der 

Diffusion von Dotierstoffen zu steuern. Ein sehr dünner, aber hochdotierter BSG-Film ist damit in der Lage, 

auf einem 80 Ω/sq B Emitter den j0e Wert um 100 fA/cm2 auf 80 fA/cm2 zu reduzieren.  

Als letzte Prozessschrittuntersuchung wurde der Einfluss von BSG auf die Kontaktbildung untersucht. Im 

Rahmen der detaillierten mikroskopischen Studien zur Kontaktbildung von Metallsiebdruckpasten wird 

erstmals die Möglichkeit demonstriert, p+ dotierte Bereiche mit reinen Ag-Pasten zu kontaktieren [14]. 

Abhängigkeiten und Wechselwirkungen an der Grenzfläche werden dabei durch das BSG gesteuert, wobei 

das B-haltige Glas auch als Ersatz für die sonst vorhandene Glasfritte verwendet wird, um anderweitig nicht 

kontaktierbare Oberflächen zu kontaktieren. 

Die untersuchten und optimierten kosteneffizienten Elemente wurden in die Prozessfolge der Solarzell-

herstellung integriert und auf Zelleffizienzniveau bewertet. Beginnend mit der Erweiterung von 

Dotierbereichs-Rückätzprozessen zum gleichzeitigen Ätzen von p+ und n+ Bereichen, z.B. B- und P-dotierten 

Bereichen, werden Ko-diffundierte CVD-Glas-Solarzellvorläufer erstmals unabhängig voneinander in einem 

einzigen Ätzschritt selektiv geätzt, wodurch die Anzahl der bisher verwendeten Prozessschritte deutlich 

reduziert wird. Die begleitende Untersuchung der Grundprinzipien dieses chemischen Vorgangs zeigt, dass 

die vorgestellte Theorie der „Stain“-Ätzung noch anwendbar ist.  

CVD-Glas diffundierte dotierte Bereiche werden anschließend in einen Standard-PERT-Solarzellenprozess 

überführt, um die Auswirkungen der Variationen in den Abscheideparametern sowie den Einfluss des 

Zelldesigns, in Form von Topographie und Mono-/Bifazialität, zu untersuchen. Darüber hinaus wird das 

Potenzial der Verwendung des oben vorgestellten QM-Si-Materials untersucht. Als „Proof-of-Concept“-

Studie wurden ~21% Wirkungsgrad mit Cz-Si und ~20% Wirkungsgrad mit QM-Si auf Solarzellen erreicht.  

Als Teil des PERT-Solarzellenprozesses wird die Kontaktöffnungsmethode mittels Laserlicht und ihre 
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Auswirkung auf die Laserschadensbildung im Si-Material untersucht, die die Rekombination in den 

dotierten Bereichen erhöht. Durch das Vorhandensein von dotierten Bereichen und mittels einer neu 

etablierten topographiekompensierenden Laserparameteroptimierung, konnte gezeigt werden, dass 

Laserschäden vermieden werden können.  

Da die Laser-Materie-Wechselwirkung auf dotierten Si-Bereichen auf verschiedene Weise genutzt werden 

kann, wurde die Laseraktivierung von inaktiven Dotierstoffen untersucht und angewendet, um selektive 

Emitter-Strukturen mit diffundierten und passivierten P-dotierten Bereichen zu erzeugen. Durch diese neu 

etablierte Methodik wird der Anteil passivierter Bereiche vergrößert und eine selbstausrichtende Kontakt-

bildungsmethode, mit nicht durchfeuernder Kontaktpaste, ermöglicht. Diese für PERT- und PERC-

Solarzellen geeigneten Prozessschritte erwiesen sich bereits als effizienzsteigernd und sowohl 

Prozessschrittminderung, als auch Kostensenkung sind damit für neuartige Solarzellen wie auch für 

etablierte Solarzell-Konzepte als Ersatz der Standardprozesse in Form von ersetzenden „Drop-In“-

Prozessschritten nutzbar.  

Dennoch wird in einem letzten Schritt die Machbarkeit der ökologischen Optimierung des 

Kontaktbildungsprozesses untersucht. Mit experimenteller Metallkontaktpaste ohne Pb-Gehalt erwies sich 

die resultierende reine Ag-Paste als frei von Spikes, wie es bei Al-haltigen Pasten der Fall ist, was sowohl 

VOC als auch FF auf Ebene bifazialer PERT-Solarzellen erhöht [191]. Untersuchungen zu den 

mikroskopischen Prozessen, die die Kontaktbildung mit solchen experimentellen Pasten steuern, 

ermöglichte die Entwicklung von Pb-freien Pasten mit konstant hoher Kontaktqualität, nachweisbar durch 

einen spezifischen Kontaktwiderstand von <1 mΩcm2 und reduzierter Rekombination aufgrund fehlender 

Fremdstoffdiffusion und/oder reduzierter Erhöhung der Defektdichte an der Grenzfläche. 

Die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit etablierten Prozesse, die als „Drop-In“-Schritte entwickelt sind, erweisen sich 

als nutzbar für neue und hocheffiziente Solarzellen-Konzepte, wie das hier vorgestellte PERT, sowie IBC 

oder passivierte Kontakte basierte Solarzell-Konzepte, die gerade in der Entwicklung sind. 
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A. Appendix 

 

a. FTIR mean peak centers 
Table A.1: List of FTIR mean peak centers, peak intensity change and wavenumber shift 

with increasing B2H6 flux, as well as the molecular bond type 

with corresponding references for non- and as-diffused samples 

Mean peak center Peak intensity change Wavenumber shift Type of bond Reference 

(sorted by relevance) 
 

Non-diffused 

878   Si-H [160] 

1055   O-Si-O [62, 157, 158, 159, 

160] 

1180   O-Si-O [62, 157, 158] 

1364   B-O / Si-B-O [159, 162, 163, 160, 

161] 

2253   Si-H 

B-O-H 

[160, 158] 

[161] 

2523   B-H [165, 164] 

3403   Si-O-H 

H-O-H / B-O-H 

[158, 163, 160] 

[161] 
 

As-diffused 

820   Si-O [158, 162, 161] 

920   Si-B-O [162, 160, 161, 163] 

1084   O-Si-O [62, 157, 158, 159, 

160] 

1395   B-O / Si-B-O [159, 162, 163, 160, 

161] 

3416   Si-O-H 

H-O-H / B-O-H 

[158, 163, 160] 

[161] 

3599   Si-O-H [158, 163, 160, 161] 

 

b. Processing and characterization equipment 
Table A.2: List of processing and characterization equipment 

Processing 

Tool Method Description Type Manufacturer 

ALD Atomic layer deposition using TMA and O2 Commercial FlexAl MK2 Oxford 

Instruments 

Annealing 

furnace 

400-500°C high temperature treatment 

under N2 flow in a tube furnace 

Self-build - - 

APCVD Atmospheric pressure CVD tool 

for BSG, PSG, SiOx and AlOx 

Commercial 5K33-BSG-PSG 

Roller APCVD 

System 5K6-

109C12-8 

Schmid 

Thermal 

Systems 

Chip/Dicing saw Dicing of Si substrates by rotary saw blade Commercial DAD3350 DISCO 

Climate chamber Climate controlled chamber (600 l) to allow 

for humidity (0-90%rel.), temperature (-70-

100°C) and illumination (0.4-1 sun) 

treatment  

Commercial SunEvent SUN600 Vötsch/Weiss 

Cutting laser ns-laser with 1064 nm and ~30 ns at 50 kHz 

and max. 100 W 

Commercial Powerline RSM 

100D 

Rofin 
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Diffusion 

furnace 

400-1000°C high temperature treatment 

under POCl3, BBr3, O2, N2 and/or H2 flow in a 

tube furnace 

Commercial E 1200 HAT 300-

4 

Centrotherm 

d-PECVD I Plasma-enhanced CVD tool (parallel plate 

reactor) for BSG, PSG, SiNx:H and SiOx 

Commercial Plasmalab System 

100 

Oxford 

Instruments 

d-PECVD II PECVD (parallel plate reactor) in tube form 

for SiNx:H 

Commercial c.PLASMA Centrotherm 

E-Gun PVD Physical vapor deposition by e-beam 

application on Al targets 

Commercial Classic 570 L Pfeiffer 

Firing furnace 400-1050°C high temperature treatment in 

air in a belt furnace 

Commercial DO 9.700-300-FF-

CANtrol 

Centrotherm 

Fume hood 

cascade 

Cascade of beakers with various wet-

chemical solutions to process Si substrates 

Custom - - 

ICP-PECVD Inductively-coupled plasma - PECVD tool for 

BSG, SiNx:H and SiOx 

Commercial Lab-Tool 

(Singular 

Prototype) 

Singulus 

Technologies 

Micro scales Weighing of samples in µg range with an 

accuracy of 1 µg 

Commercial AT21 Comparator 

scale 

Mettler Toledo 

ns-laser Industrial laser platform for 355 and 532 nm 

sources (Nanio series DPSS lasers 355-8-V-

60 and 532-10-V from Innolas lasers, 

respectively) in a double-z-axis three-axis 

setup. ns-laser sources with 7 and 10 W at 

40 kHz and ~30 ns, respectively 

Commercial microSTRUCT C 3D-Micromac 

Polisher Mechanical polishing of Si substrates using 

abrasive paper/solutions 

Commercial 1PM51-1 Logitech 

ps-laser Industrial laser platform (Talisker series 

from Coherent Inc.) for 355, 532 and 

1064 nm sources in a three-axis setup. ps-

laser sources with 3-10 W at 50 kHz and 

~10-20 ps, respectively 

Commercial microSTRUCT ps 3D-Micromac 

r-PECVD Remote PECVD tool for SiNx:H Commercial SiNA Roth&Rau 

Screen printer Semi-automated platform to print metal and 

other pastes by screen printing 

Commercial X1-SL EKRA 

Solar dryer 100-300°C heat treatment in a belt furnace 

to dry pastes (evaporation of 

solvents/binders 

Commercial ICS 04HCS RDS 

750/250 Solar 04 

REHM thermal 

systems 

Sputtering PVD Physical vapor deposition by sputtering 

process of Al targets 

Commercial ATC 2200 AJA 

Wet bench I Basin based wet bench system for alkaline 

texture, KOH etch, 10% HF, 2% HF, HCl, 

DI-H2O and a drying cabinet 

Commercial - Ramgraber 

Wet bench II Basin based wet bench system for acid 

texture, chemical polish, EEB, 2% HF, 

pre/post texture clean, piranha clean, 

DI-H2O and a drying cabinet 

Commercial - Ramgraber 

Wet bench III Basin based wet bench system for SC1 and 

SC2 of RCA clean, 2% HF, DI-H2O and a 

drying cabinet 

Commercial - Lotus 

 

Characterization 

Tool Method Description Type Manufacturer 

4PP Four point probe measurement of base and 

sheet resistance 

Self-build - - 

Conductance 

measurement / 

electrometer 

Measurement of conductance of a dielectric 

film via multi-contact measurement 

(electrometer) 

Self-build - - 

CV Capacitance-voltage measurement using a 

Hg liquid electrode setup 

Self-build - - 
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ECV Electro-chemical voltage measurement 

using a liquid etch-electrode to determine 

doping concentration profile 

Commercial Wafer Profiler 

CVP21 

DAGE / WEP 

Ellipsometry Polarized light reflectance based 

measurement of dielectric film properties, 

such as thickness and complex refractive 

index 

Commercial VASE: Rotating 

analyzer 

ellipsometer 

(RAE) 

J.A. Woollam 

FTIR Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy to 

determine bond density 

Commercial Vertex 80 Bruker Optics 

GD-OES Glow-discharge optical emission 

spectroscopy to determine depth profile of 

elements by reactive ion sputtering 

Commercial GDA 750 HR 

analyzer 

Spectruma 

Analytic 

ICP-OES Inductively-coupled plasma OES to 

determine element concentrations in 

plasma of vaporized liquids 

Commercial 720 Series ICP-

OES 

Agilent 

Technologies 

IV tester 

(Flasher) 

Sun spectrum based short flash setup to 

measure characteristic quantities of IV-

curve 

Commercial cetisPV-CTM-L 

(2); cetisPV-LC-

EL3 

H.A.L.M. 

PCD QSSPC or transient PCD to measure charge 

carrier lifetime 

Commercial Sinton lifetime 

tester WCT120 

Sinton 

Instruments 

PL Photo-luminescence setup based on 

illumination of Si substrate by LED Chuck or 

laser source and spatial resolved 

luminescence imaging 

Self-build - - 

Optical 

microscope 

Optical microscopy setup Commercial Axio Imager M1m Carl Zeiss 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy using SE and 

in-lens detectors. EDX measurement of 

elemental content. 

Commercial Neon 40 EsB Carl Zeiss 

SIMS Secondary ion mass spectroscopy Commercial n.a. n.a. 

Thickness tester Substrate thickness measurement by offset 

determination of receding bolt 

Commercial Various Various 

TLM Measurement setup to determine sheet and 

contact resistance by transfer length 

method 

Commercial TLM pv-Tools 
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